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ABSTRACT

GENDER PERSECUTION AS A GROUND FOR ASYLUM IN SOUTH AFRICA
AND CANADA: RECONCEPTUALISING A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
FOR ASSESSING REFUGEE CLAIMS BY WOMEN

KACHINNIAN

LLD Thesis, Faculty of Law, University of the Western Cape

According to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, women
account for 48% of the refugees globally. "Persecution" is the central tenet in the
refugee definition, but the ensuing jurisprudence was initially developed from the
male experience. Therefore, the phallocentric nature of international and
domestic refugee regimes mean that women's experiences of persecution are
often marginalised, first, in their country of origin, and secondly, by the States
from whom they seek refuge. Thus, the patriarchal conceptualisation of
persecution exists in the content, interpretation and application of refugee law.
The critical analysis of international refugee law, together with a comparative
study between South Africa and Canada's refugee regimes, confirms that this
conceptualisation impacts negatively on the manner in which gender-related
asylum claims are assessed.

This thesis argues for a reconceptualisation of refugee law through feminist
scholarship, to investigate, question and expose the patriarchy residing in
refugee laws and processes, and to theorise how gender-related persecution
should be determined. Refugee jurisprudence has generally established that
gender is socially constructed and based on sex which is biological and
unchangeable.

vi

The arrangement of sex and gender as immutable constructs enable the
subordination of women, and within the refugee discourse, underpins genderrelated persecution specifically. Therefore, the reconceptualisation of sex and
gender into malleable and dynamic concepts facilitates a paradigm for the
protection of refugee women. The dominance theory and the deconstruction
theory, together with feminist methods are used to conceptually explore the
construction of sex and gender, recognising how the intersection with other
identities, such as race and class, influence the understanding of sex and
gender in refugee discourse.

This thesis argues that the current construction of sex and gender together with
the strategies that are increasingly used by governments to prevent refugees
from crossing the borders, mean that asylum-seekers generally, and women,
specifically are not receiving adequate protection. The xenophobic rhetoric of
officials together with the enactment of restrictive refugee legislation, collectively
result in South Africa and Canada creating and maintaining the illegal status of
asylum-seekers.

26 May 2014
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Within the repertoire of humanitarian concern, refugee now constitutes
one of the most powerful labels. From the first procedure of status
determination - who is a refugee? - to the structural determinants of life
chances which this identity then endangers, labels infuse the world of
refugees.'
There is no state we can point to and say, "This state effectively
guarantees women's human rights. There we are free and equal ".2

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Who is a refugee? The answer to this question is a highly contested one, fettered
by politics, economics, culture and the power dynamics between States, intensely
protecting their borders. States have increasingly developed strategies to narrowly
construe who will be recognised as a refuqee.? Therefore,
domestic

refugee laws must be analysed to establish

international and

the manner in which

refugees are defined and the processes that are implemented to determine who is
deemed worthy of protection.

I

Zetter, R. "Labelling Refugees: Forming and Transforming a Bureaucratic Identity" Journal of Refugee
Studies 1991 Vol. 4 NO.1 pages 39 - 62 at 39.

2

MacKinnon, C.A. "Rape, Genocide, and Women's Human Rights" Harvard Women's Law JournalI994
Vol. 17 pages 5 - 16 at 15.

3

These strategies include the enactment of restrictive legislation and agreements with other States to ensure
that asylum-seekers apply for asylum in the first jurisdiction that they enter - the port of first call. These
strategies will be identified and analysed in the chapters infra.

1

An important contestable aspect of the discourse is the manner in which refugee
law is gendered to impact negatively on women with gender-related
aspect

of refugee

reconceptualisation

law

is the

of refugee

central

point of

inquiry

laws through a feminist

claims. This

of this thesis.
theoretical

The

framework

reveals the patriarchy embedded in policies that present as gender-neutral.4

1.2

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

It is not a new phenomenon for persons to live outside of their State of nationality
or country of origin.5 While people have always moved from State to State, there
are distinct periods of mass movements that are regarded as influential in shaping
the world's population, from wars and internal conflicts, to natural disasters and
economic turmoil." The movement to alternative

regions or jurisdictions can be

voluntary or forced, but the subtle factors underlying the decision to leave might
not highlight the degree of choice that individuals have. The migration might also
not be reduced to merely one reason as there can be mixed motives that drive
persons across borders. Thus, the reasons that people migrate are multi-faceted
and become convoluted, making it increasingly difficult to determine the degree of

4

Greatbatch, J. "The Gender Difference: Feminist Critiques of Refugee Discourse" International Journal
of Refugee Law 1989 Vol. 1 No.4 pages 518 - 527; Bartlett, K.T. "Cracking Foundations as Feminist
Method" Journal of Gender, Social Policy and the Law 2000 Vol. 8 No. 31 pages 31 - 54; Conaghan, J.
"Reassessing the Feminist Theoretical Project in Law" Journal of Law and Society 2000 Vol. 27 No.3
pages 351 - 385 at 360; Randall, M. "Refugee Law and State Accountability for Violence Against
Women: A Comparative Analysis of Legal Approaches to Recognising Asylum Claims Based on Gender
Persecution" Harvard Women's Law Journal2002 Vol. 25 pages 282 - 318.

5

Malkki, L. "National Geographic: The Rooting of Peoples and the Territorialization of National Identity
among Scholars and Refugees" Cultural Anthropology 1992 Vol. 7 No.1 pages 24 - 44 at 24.

6

One of the most influential events in the mass movement of people involves the 10million Africans
forced into slavery. The Transatlantic slavery period lasted from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century,
and represented the greatest volume of people to be forced out of Africa. Massey, D.S. "Patterns and
Processes of International Migration in the 21st Century" Paper presented at the Conference on African
Migration in Comparative Perspective, Johannesburg, South Africa, 2003, page 1.
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choice involved in the decision. It is a complex process to determine the exact
moment when an individual is no longer a mere migrant, but becomes an asylumseeker or refugee fleeing persecution. The difficulty of this task is aptly captured in
the observation that:
Real life examples show the problems in categorising the
motivations of migration as either 'forced' or 'voluntary'. To what
extent these people's migration was coercion or choice is open to
debate: a family from Niger faced with famine moving for survival;
a daughter in the Philippines sent by her family to work as a maid
and send her earnings back home; a Bangladeshi woman divorced
by her husband who is sent back to her parent's village; a woman
fleeing feared violence from the militia to a displaced people's
camp in Darfur; an English boy who runs away from home to
escape sexual abuse; a Serbian woman who is willingly migrated
for sex work, but has been deceived to believe that she will earn
good money rather than be trapped in conditions of virtual
slavery.'

The world view regarding the inter-State movement of persons and asylum has
changed over time, with the modern approach of exclusion standing in stark
contrast to the open border perspective that was in place until the late nineteenth
century."

The restriction of migration can be attributed to the closed border

approach of developed States, particularly due to terrorist threats in recent years,
resulting in the strict application of the State sovereignty principle." The rigorous
policing of borders carries severe consequences for those seeking refuge from
persecution. International refugee law is regulated by the Convention Relating to
the Status of Refugees

(Refugee

Convention)

and its subsequent

Protocol

7

Jolly, S. and Reeves, H. "Gender and Migration: Overview Report" Gender and Development, 2005 at
page 9.

8

Kennedy, D. "International Refugee Protection" Human Rights Quarterly 1986 Vol. 8 NO.1 pages I - 69
at page 42.

9

While there are numerous reasons for the strict protection of borders, such as the economic reasons,
health reasons and to ensure political stability, a cause for concern in western countries is related to
protecting national security due to terrorist threats.

3

Relating to the Status of Refugees (Refugee

Protocol).'?

These instruments

require that there must be a well-founded fear of persecution
11

grounds.

"Persecution"

on enumerated

is the central tenet in the refugee definition, but the

ensuing jurisprudence was initially developed from the male experience.

This gendered construction of a refugee, evident in the content, interpretation and
application

of refugee law at all spheres, has impacted the manner in which

women experience refugee protection." Traditionally,

refugee laws focused on

persecution within the public sphere, overlooking the private sphere, where many
women's experiences are situated." This historical legal context is the basis for
engaging in a feminist scholarship to expose the gendered nature of the discourse.

1.3

PROBLEM

STATEMENT

AND

THE

RATIONALE

FOR

THE

RESEARCH
This thesis contends that the patriarchal conceptualisation of persecution, visible in
the content, interpretation and application of refugee law, has negatively impacted
the manner in which gender-related persecutions are assessed. This thesis makes
two essential claims: first, that in refugee law is patriarchal in nature, providing
protection from persecution in the public sphere where males are predominantly
situated. Whilst, it is acknowledged that women also experience persecution in the

10

II

12

13

Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees 1951, 19 U.S.T. 6259, U.N.T.S. l37 and the Protocol
Relating to the Status of Refugees 1967, 19 U.N.T.S. 6223, 606 U.N.T.S. 267.
Article I A(2) of the Refugee Convention. This definition will be analysed in Chapter 3 infra.
Randall, M. "Refugee Law and State Accountability for Violence Against Women: A Comparative
Analysis of Legal Approaches to Recognising Asylum Claims Based on Gender Persecution" Harvard
Women's Law Journa/2002 Vol. 25 pages 282 - 318. The impact of the gendered nature of refugee law
at international and domestic levels will be analysed in all the subsequent chapters.
This thesis acknowledges that women experience persecution in the public sphere too, but argues that the
private sphere must not be ignored.

4

public domain, it is argued that the focus on this sphere has the effect of excluding
systematic

persecution that women experience

in the private sphere."

The

second claim is that the arrangement of sex and gender as immutable constructs
enable the subordination of women, and within the refugee discourse, underpins
gender-related persecution specifically. The reconceptualisation of sex and gender
into malleable and dynamic concepts provides a paradigm for the protection of
refugee women.

1.4

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The following research questions are central to fulfilling the aims of the thesis:
(i)

To what extent do international
gendered

approach?

and domestic

How do these gendered

refugee laws embody a
approaches

impact the

success of asylum claims by women?
(ii)

Are the broader, gender inclusive refugee laws of South Africa and Canada
implemented effectively in their domestic refugee determination processes?
Do these processes adequately address the realities and experiences of the
refugee woman?

(iii)

How can a reconceptualisation

of sex and gender be employed to provide

more protection for the refugee and asylum-seeking woman?

1.5

SOCIO-LEGAL CONTEXT OF THE THESIS

The most recent data estimates that globally there are 45.2 million forcibly
displaced persons, including 15.4 million refugees, 28.8 million internally displaced
persons

14

and nearly one million asylum-seekers,

with 48% of the refugees

MacKinnon, C.A. "Points against Postmodernism" Chicago-Kent Law Review 2000 Yol. 75 pages 687712at688.

5

constituting

women."

The increasing strategies used by governments

refugees from crossing the borders, means that asylum-seekers

to prevent

generally, and

women, specifically are not receiving protection. This dire situation is compounded
by the continuous
enactment

xenophobic

of restrictive refugee

violence

in South

Atrica."

and immigration legislation

and
in

Canada."

against this backdrop that refugee protection is negotiated. Women's
of persecution

are often not recognised,

related persecution

are often marginalised

the frequent
It is

experiences

and women who experience

gender-

by the States from whom they seek

refuge.

1.6

DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS

Refugee discourse is responsible for the labelling of individuals to determine who
may receive surrogate protection." There exists often a confusion and conflation
of the terms or labels assigned to various persons within the refugee and asylum
system.

Therefore,

definitions

of terms

and

conceptual

clarification

below

underscore the specific meanings attributed to the various terms in the chapters
that follow.

15

16

UNHCR Global Trends 2011, accessible at: http://www.unhcr.org/4fd6f87f9.htmlat
on 15 March 2014].

pages 2 - 3 [accessed

See generally Hicks, T.F. "The Constitution, Aliens Control Act, and Xenophobia: The Struggle to
Protect South Africa's Pariah - The Undocumented Immigrant" Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies
1999 Vol. 7 NO.1 pages 393 - 417; Crush, J. "Fortress South Africa and the Deconstruction of
Apartheid's Migration Regime" Geoforum 1999 Vol. 30 pages 1 - 11; Klaaren, J. and Ramji, J. "Inside
Illegality: Migration Policing in South Africa after Apartheid" Africa Today 2001 Vol. 48 NO.3 pages 35
- 47; Landau, L.B., Ramjathan-Keogh, K. and Singh, G. "Xenophobia in South Africa and Problems
Related to It" Forced Migration Studies Working Paper Series No. 13,2005.
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Consolidation of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act of 2011; Protection of Canada's
Immigration System Act of 2012, the Balanced Refugee Reform Act of 2010 and the Preventing Human
Smugglers from Abusing Canada's Immigration System Act of 20 12.

18

Zetter, R. "Labelling Refugees: Forming and Transforming a Bureaucratic Identity" Journal of Refugee
Studies 1991 Vol. 4 NO.1 pages 39 - 62.
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1.6.1

Citizenship

Liberalist definitions of citizenship focus on the relationship between the State,
society

and the individual."

These constructions

of citizenship

highlight the

individual's membership to the State as a political and legal entity, and flowing
from this is a common identity, grounded in common values and the participation
in political activities."

The liberal understanding of citizenship is predicated on the

equality of each citizen, each having equal rights and obliqations."

This definition

does not account for the unequal positioning of individuals in relation to each other
and their access to rights.

Marshall thus departs from this construction, defining citizenship as "a status
bestowed on those who are full members of a community"."

This characterisation

of citizenship as part "community" enables a richer and more detailed discussion
by taking into account the multifarious persons and groups that comprise such a
society. Marshall's definition however, does not account for individuals who cannot
be full members if the community, such as migrants or refugees, or those who do
not share the values of the dominant groups in the commumtv.P Therefore a multilayered

approached

is

necessary,

recognising

the

marginalised

"others"

comprising nationals and foreign nationals.

19

20

Wang, Y. Li, 1. and Guo, Z. "Constructing a Gender-oriented Mode for Modem Citizenship" Journal of
Cambridge Studies 2012 Vol. 7 No.4 pages 32 - 53 at 33. See also Yuval-Davis, N. "Women,
Citizenship and Difference" Feminist Review 1997 Vol. 57 pages 4 - 27 at 4.
Wang, Y. Li, J. and Guo, Z. "Constructing a Gender-oriented Mode for Modem Citizenship" Journal of
Cambridge Studies 2012 Vol. 7 No.4 pages 32 - 53 at 33.

21

Yuval-Davis, N. "Women, Citizenship and Difference" Feminist Review 1997 Vol. 57 pages 4 - 27 at 6.

22

Marshall, T.H. Citizenship and Social Class 1950 at page 14.

23

Yuval-Davis, N. "Women, Citizenship and Difference" Feminist Review 1997 Vol. 57 pages 4 - 27 at 7.
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Historically, citizenship has been framed from a male perspective, regarding men's
identities as contributors to the economy, heads of households, and the holder of
political rights.24 Jones defines citizenship as the "practice of embodied subjects
whose

sexlgendered

identity

affects

fundamentally

their

membership

and

participation in public life".25

1.6.2

Refugee

The term "refugee" conjures up images of an individual fleeing to safety. The
exercise of defining the term is far more complex."

The Refugee Convention

defines a refugee as a person who is outside her or his country of origin due to a
well-founded

fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality,

membership of a particular social group or political opinion, and is unwilling or
unable to return to that country." The Refugee Convention definition is however,
continually limited by host States who regard refugees as encroaching on their
sovereign powers."

Chapter 3 infra analyses the Refugee Convention definition

and illustrates its impact on gender-related claims.

24

Orloff, A.s. "Gender and the Social Rights of Citizenship: The Comparative Analysis of Gender and
Welfare States" American Sociological Review 1993 Vol. 58 No.3 pages 303 - 328 at 308.

25

Jones, K. "Citizenship as a Gender Friendly Polity" 1990 Signs Vol. 15 pages 781- 812 at 786.

26

Haddad, E. "Who is (Not) a Refugee?" European University Institute, Working Paper No.6, 2004 at page
2.

27

Article Al(2) of the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees 1951, 19 U.S.T. 6259, U.N.T.S. 137.

28

Feller, E. "Asylum, Migration and Refugee Protection: Realities, Myths and the Promise of Things to
Come" International Journal of Refugee Law 2006 Vol. 18 pages 509 - 538 at 512.
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1.6.3

Migrants, economic

migrants and immigrants

Migration is the movement to alternative regions within the same country, or
crossing

borders

to an entirely

different

State.

The

United

Nations

High

Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) produced a general interpretative document
to assist States with the assessment of asylum claims. UNHCR Handbook on
Procedure and Criteria (UNHCR Handbook) defines a migrant as:
...a person who, for reasons other than those contained in the
definition, voluntarily leaves his country in order to take up residence
elsewhere. He may be moved by the desire for change or adventure,
or by family or other reasons of a personal nature. If he is moved
exclusively by economic considerations, he is an economic migrant
and not a refugee.29
The UNHCR's definition above frames migration as a voluntary exercise, but the
need to cross borders can be influenced by mixed motives. Thus, an individual can
experience

persecution

on an enumerated

ground,

and

as

a result,

be

economically marginalised, eventually motivating the crossing of the border into
another country. The difficulty is then determining the weight attached to each
motive and at which point the individual decided to flee. This is an important
dimension in the determination of who constitutes a refugee because asylumseekers are often categorised as economic migrants only, and on that basis, their
claims

are

rejected."

The

continuous

categorisation

and

recategorisation,

29

UNHCR Handbook on Procedures and Criteria for Determining Refugee Status under the 1951
Convention and 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees HCRlIP/4/EnglREV.1 UNHCR, 1979,
paragraph 62.

30

This approach is specifically analysed in relation to South Africa in Chapter 5 and Canada in Chapter 6
infra. See generally Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South
African Refugee Status Determination" African Centre for Migration and Society Research Report 2012
at pages 20 and 39; "Protecting Refugees, Asylum- Seekers and Immigrants in South Africa during 2010"
Consortium for Refugees and Migrants in South Africa Report 2011 at pages 109 - 110; Thobani, S.
"Closing Ranks: Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration Policy" Race and Class, 2000 Vol. 42 No.1
pages 35 - 55.
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particularly as economic migrants, occurs to exclude persons form the ambit of
protection of refugee law."

1.6.4

Asylum-seekers

An asylum-seeker is a person who seeks refuge in another country, but who has
not yet been recognised as a refugee.32 Such an individual must follow the specific
procedures in the host State to apply for asylum and await the refugee status
determination, which can be a very lengthy period. Such a person could be at
various points in making an application to be recognised as a refugee, or at stages
of the refugee determination process by the administrative body of the State of
destination. It is vital to acknowledge that not every asylum-seeker is a refugee, or
will be recognised as a refugee and by the same token, not every asylum-seeker
who meets the requirements of the Refugee Convention will be recognised as a
refugee by the country of destination. It is superficial however, to regard asylum
determination as merely part of a process en route to recognising refugee status.

A State's decision to grant asylum is a politically charged, particularly in relation to
the country of origin. It is an expressive act which frustrates the control a State has
over its nationals, by placing the asylum-seeker or refugee beyond the persecutory
acts of its State, and within the protection of the host country." The asylum-seeker
31

32

33

See generally Zetter, R. "Labelling Refugees: Forming and Transforming a Bureaucratic Identity"
Journal of Refugee Studies 1991 Vol. 4 NO.1 pages 39 - 62; Feller, E. "Asylum, Migration and Refugee
Protection: Realities, Myths and the Promise of Things to Come" International Journal of Refugee Law
2006 Vol. 18 pages 509 - 536 at 515; Shacknove, A.E. "Who is a Refugee?" Ethics 1985 pages 274284; Price, M.E. "Persecution Complex: Justifying Asylum Law's Preference for Persecuted People"
Harvard International Law Journal2006 Vol. 47 pages 413 - 466.
UNHCR Global Trends 2012, at page 36, accessible at http://unhcr.org/globaltrendsjune2013/
on 30 March 2014].

[accessed

Price, M.E. "Persecution Complex: Justifying Asylum Law's Preference for Persecuted People" Harvard
International Law Journal2006 Vol. 47 pages 413 - 466 at 424.
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is subject to the inter-State dynamics and relations and this could impede the
protection from the country of destination. This is of concern because the latest
UNHCR data estimates that there were nearly one million asylum-seekers

in

34

2012.

1.6.5

Internally displaced persons

Internally

displaced

persons

(lOPs)

refer to persons

who

might

meet the

requirements of the refugee definition, but who have not fled, or have not been
able to flee to another country."
persecution
convention."

as refugees,

they

Whilst most lOPs share the same experiences of
are outside

the protection

of the Refugee

The displacement could also result from numerous other reasons,

outside of the scope of persecution, such as natural disasters and prolonged
internal confuct."

The lack of the crossing of borders and journeying to another

jurisdiction to seek refuge, distinguishes such persons from asylum-seekers. While
lOPs fall outside the narrow ambit and protection of the Refugee Convention, they
remain a concern for the humanitarian

and development

programme

of the

UNHCR, particularly as the most recent research indicates that the number of
lOPs have soared to 28.8 million people."
34

UNHCR Global Trends 2012, at page 3, accessible at http://unhcr.org/globaltrendsjune2013/
[last
accessed on 30 March 2014]. The figure for asylum-seekers include those for whom decisions are
pending.

35

Nowak, M. Introduction to the International Human Rights Regime 2003 at page 135.

36

Feller,
Come"
Global
March

37

38

E. "Asylum, Migration and Refugee Protection: Realities, Myths and the Promise of Things to
International Journal of Refugee Law 2006 Vol. 18 pages 509 - 536 at 513. See also UNHCR
Trends 2012 at page 36, accessible at http://unhcr.orglglobaltrendsjune2013/
[last accessed on 30
2014].

Feller, E. "Asylum, Migration and Refugee Protection: Realities, Myths and the Promise of Things to
Come" International Journal of Refugee Law 2006 Vol. 18 pages 509- 536 at 513.
UNHCR Global Trends 2012, at page 3, accessible at http://unhcr.orglglobaltrendsjune2013/
accessed on 30 March 2014].
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1.6.6

Statelessness

Citizenship and nationality are basic human rights. The Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (Universal Declarationr"

provides for the right to nationality and the

protection from arbitrary deprivation of nationality."
do not receive protection

Stateless persons, however,

in refugee law. Statelessness

is regulated by the

Convention Relating to the Status of Stateless Persons (Convention on Stateless
Persons)" and the Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness.V

It is defined

as the situation where an individual is "not considered as a national by any State
under the operation of its law". 43 This definition begs the question of adequate
recognition for the full spectrum of stateless persons.

Refugees and the stateless received the same treatment and protection during
and after World War 1.44 The operation of international law has developed to
narrow the definition of a refugee, resulting in the exclusion of stateless persons.
The Convention on Statelessness has created gaps in the protection of persons
without

nationality.

determination

The simplistic definition of statelessness

is useful in the

of de jure stateless persons, as an individual is stateless if not

recognised as a national by the law of any country." This would be a question of

39

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948, UNGA res.217 A (III).

40

Article 15 of the UDHR.

41

Convention Relating to the Status of Stateless Persons, 1954,360 UNTS 117.

42

Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness, 1961,989 UNTS 175.

43

Article I of the Convention on Stateless Persons

44

Batchelor, C.A. "Stateless Persons: Some Gaps in International Protection" International Journal of
Refugee Law 1995 pages 232 - 259 at 239.

45

Batchelor, CA "Stateless Persons: Some Gaps in International Protection" International Journal
Refugee Law 1995 pages 232 - 259 at 232. Automatic nationality is granted where a person acquires
the State in which she/he is born, or the nationality of her/his parents. States also enable individuals
apply for nationality, and through the operation of the law and processes, the application may
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of
of
to
be

whether the law recognises

nationality or not. However,

de facto stateless

persons, might have nationality, but be placed in a position where their very
nationality is cause for the individual to seek alternative nationality, thus leading to

statelessness."
The Convention on Statelessness, therefore, only provides protection for de jure
stateless persons. Despite the international instruments on statelessness, State
sovereignty dictates that international law may not confer nationality to persons, as
this can only be bestowed by the domestic laws and procedures of individual
States."

The Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness

has charged the

UNHCR with the task of trying to prevent the creation of statelessness, and has
included such persons in its list of persons of concern." The oversight function by
the UNHCR might lead to the confusion of who are stateless and refugees.

In reality, statelessness

might not be linked to persecution at all and thus be

excluded from the purview of the Refugee Convention, even though they may
share the experience of lack of protection from any country."

In addition the

Handbook on Criteria and Procedure clearly states that nationality must exist for

successful or rejected. De jure statelessness occurs where the automatic nationality does not occur, or the
application for nationality is rejected.
46

Batchelor, C.A. "Stateless Persons: Some Gaps in International Protection" International Journal of
Refugee Law 1995 pages 232 - 259 at 232 - 233. Batchelor uses the example of German Jews in Nazi
Germany, who had nationality, but were not afforded the rights connected with nationality and
citizenship.

47

Batchelor, C.A. "Statelessness and the Problem of Resolving National Status" International Journal of
Refugee Law 1998 pages 156 - 183 at 158.

48

UNHCR Global Trends 2010 accessible at http://www.unhcr.org/4dfa11499.html
2012].

49

Batchelor, C.A. "Statelessness and the Problem of Resolving National Status" International Journal of
Refugee Law 1998 pages 156 - 183 at 174.
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[accessed on 6 August

the asylum-seeker to fall within the ambit and protection of refugee law.50 The
legal limbo of stateless persons is of grave concern, particularly as the UNHCR
reports that there were 10 million stateless persons at the end of 2012.51

1.6.7

Nationalism

The nation-state is under threat by neo-liberalism
strtatlons.f

Simultaneously,

group identities

and globalisation

strong national identities are emerging

but also marginalising

members

in all its
solidifying

outside the national group

identity. 53Alonso aptly argues that nationalism produces categories of "self' and
"other"

through

the "imagined

sense of political

community

that

conflates

peoplehood, territory and state".54 The link between this group identity and territory
is a crucial component of natlonallsrn."

The identity emanates from being rooted
to the geographical space, resulting in a metaphysical connection to the land.56

50

UNHCR Handbook, paragraph 89.

51

UNHCR Global Trends 2012, at page 2, accessible at http://unhcr.orglglobaltrendsjune2013/
30 March 2014].

52

Kersting, N. "New Nationalism and Xenophobia in Africa - A New Inclination?" Africa Spectrum Vol.
44 NO.1 pages 7 - 18 at 7.

53

Kersting, N. "New Nationalism and Xenophobia in Africa - A New Inclination?" Africa Spectrum Vol.
44 No. I pages 7 -18 at 7.

54

Alonso, A.M. "The Politics of Space, Time and Substance: State Formation, Nationalism and Ethnicity"
Annual Review of Anthropology 1994 Vol. 23 pages 379 - 405 at 391.

55

Malkki, L. "National Geographic: The Rooting of Peoples and the Territorialization of National Identity
among Scholars and Refugees" Cultural Anthropology 1992 Vol. 7 No. I pages 24 - 44 at 25. See also
Alonso, A.M. "The Politics of Space, Time and Substance: State Formation, Nationalism and Ethnicity"
Annual Review of Anthropology 1994 Vol. 23 pages 379 - 405 at 382.

56

Malkki, L. "National Geographic: The Rooting of Peoples and the Territorialization of National Identity
among Scholars and Refugees" Cultural Anthropology 1992 Vol. 7 NO.1 pages 24 - 44 at 27.
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Spatial claims as an avenue of securing a national identity consequently means
that refugees and other foreign nationals must find a space in the "national order of
things".57

While patriotism is a product of nationalism, xenophobia is a possible negative
consequence."

The patriarchal nature of nationalism is asserted by targeting

women through sexual violence, but these stories have been absent from historical
accounts of nationalism.P''
have been acknowledged,
xenophobia

In the instances when these violations, such as rape,
they have been categorised as ethno-nationalism

and not as violence

or

against women.60 The failure to expressly

recognise the violence against women affirms the gendered power relations of the
discourse on nationalism.

1.6.8

Xenophobia

Xenophobia is usually characterised as a fear or dislike of foreiqners,"

but this

only describes the feelings toward foreigners and not the possible consequences

57

Malkki, L. "National Geographic: The Rooting of Peoples and the Territorialization of National Identity
among Scholars and Refugees" Cultural Anthropology 1992 Vol. 7 NO.1 pages 24 - 44 at 25.

58

Harris, B. "Xenophobia: A New Pathology for a New South Africa" in Psychopathology
Prejudice Hook, D. and Eagle, G. (eds) 2002 pages 169 - 184 at 177.

59

Agathangelou, A.M. "Nationalist Narratives and (Dis) Appearing Women: State-Sanctioned
Violence" Canadian Woman Studies 2000 Vol. 19 NO.4 pages 12 - 21 at 15.

60

Agathangelou, A.M. "Nationalist Narratives and (Dis) Appearing Women: State-Sanctioned Sexual
Violence" Canadian Woman Studies 2000 Vol. 19 NO.4 pages 12 - 21 at 16. See generally MacKinnon,
C.A. "Rape, Genocide, and Women's Human Rights" Harvard Women's Law Journal 1994 Vol. 17
pages 5 - 17; Charlesworth, H., Chinkin, C. and Wright, S. "feminist Approaches to International Law"
American Journal of International Law 1991 Vol. 85 pages 613 - 645.

61

Yakusho, O.
Immigrants"
"Xenophobia:
Hook, D. and

and Social

Sexual

"Xenophobia: Understanding the Roots and Consequences of Negative Attitudes toward
The Counseling Psychologist 2009 Vol. 37 No. 1 pages 36 - 66 at 44; Harris, B.
A New Pathology for a New South Africa" in Psychopathology and Social Prejudice
Eagle, G. (eds) 2002 pages 169 - 184 at 170.
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of marginalisation and violence.62 Several theories attempt to explain the causes
of the violent expression of xenophobia, such as the scape-goat theory, where
foreigners are blamed for the scarce resources and socio-economic difficulties
within the State.63 This is a frequent occurrence when a State is in periods of flux
or transitions, resulting in instability.64

Theories denoting social hierarchies advance how the paradigms of "self' and
"other" produce beliefs of superiority over non-nationals who are regarded as
intruders who are criminals, diseased and usurping the socia-economic rights of
the citizens.65 This view is partly due to the stereotypical representations of foreign
nationals in the media and by its institutionalisation
system."

The marginalisation

usually targeting

African

embedded in xenophobla."

by politicians and the legal

however, is not toward all foreign nationals, but

or Asian foreign

nationals,

highlighting

the racism

Sexual violence against foreign national women is a

62

Harris, B. "Xenophobia: A New Pathology for a New South Africa" in Psychopathology and Social
Prejudice Hook, D. and Eagle, G. (eds) 2002 pages 169 - 184 at 170. Xenophobia will be analysed infra
in relation to South Africa and Canada in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively.

63

Yakusho, O. "Xenophobia: Understanding the Roots and Consequences of Negative Attitudes toward
Immigrants" The Counseling Psychologist 2009 Vol. 37 No.1 pages 36 - 66 at 47.

64

Yakusho, O. "Xenophobia: Understanding the Roots and Consequences of Negative Attitudes toward
Immigrants" The Counseling Psychologist 2009 Vol. 37 No.1 pages 36 - 66 at 45.

65

Harris, B. "Xenophobia: A New Pathology for a New South Africa" in Psychopathology
Prejudice Hook, D. and Eagle, G. (eds) 2002 pages 169 -184 at 174.

66

Harris, B. "Xenophobia: A New Pathology for a New South Africa" in Psychopathology and Social
Prejudice Hook, D. and Eagle, G. (eds) 2002 pages 169 - 184 at 173. The institutionalising of
xenophobia will be analysed infra in relation to South Africa and Canada in Chapters 4 and 5
respectively.

67

Yakusho, O. "Xenophobia: Understanding the Roots and Consequences of Negative Attitudes toward
Immigrants" The Counseling Psychologist 2009 Vol. 37 No.1 pages 36 - 66 at 48.
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tool to assert dominance,

and allegiance to the State.68 Foreign

nationalism

national women are viewed with contempt because they could possibly reproduce
6g

children that are not native to the State.

There are therefore, more nuanced prejudices, evidenced by the racial and
gendered nature of xenophobia."

The very embodiment of foreign nationals, are

used as identifying markers, such as, the language, speech, physical features and
cultural attire. These markers are used to target foreign nationals, often for violent
attacks on their person or property."

Foreign nationals are at greater risk,

however, when they seeking refuge from persecution, particularly when the host
country delays the finalisation of asylum claims."

Women fleeing from sexual

violence might experience the same persecution in the country from which they
seek refuge.

1.7

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

This thesis embarks on the project of comparing the refugee laws of South Africa
and Canada, using feminist scholarship to analyse the manner in which each

68

Agathangelou, A.M. "Nationalist Narratives and (Dis) Appearing Women: State-Sanctioned Sexual
Violence" Canadian Woman Studies 2000 Vol. 19 NO.4 pages 12 - 21 at 15; MacKinnon, C.A. "Rape,
Genocide, and Women's Human Rights" Harvard Women's Law Journal1994 Vol. 17 pages 5 -17 at II
-13.

69

Thobani, S. "Sponsoring Immigrant Women's Inequalities" Canadian Woman Studies 1999 Vol. 19 NO.3
pages 11 - 16 at Il.

70

Harris, B. "Xenophobia: A New Pathology for a New South Africa" in Psychopathology
Prejudice Hook, D. and Eagle, G. (eds) 2002 pages 169 - 184 at 173.

71

"Protecting Refugees, Asylum Seekers and Immigrants in South Africa" Consortium for Refugees and
Migrants in South Africa Report, 2008 at page 26.

72

Protecting Refugees, Asylum Seekers and Immigrants in South Africa" Consortium for Refugees and
Migrants in South Africa Report, 2008 at page 21
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and Social

jurisdiction

approaches refugees in general, and how each assesses gender-

related asylum claims."

1.7.1

Rationale for the comparative

analysis

The comparative analysis is important because the elected jurisdictions
similarities.

Both

States

are

democratic

regimes,

and

members

have

of

the

Commonwealth, both have common law systems, and both have functioning legal
systems, where jurisprudence
jurisdictions

have

significant

on a range of areas are developed. These two
differences

too,

which

play

a

role

in

the

implementation of refugee policies.

Some of the relevant differences are that South Africa is a developing State and
Canada is a developed State, thus Canada has greater economic stability than
South Africa."

Of particular interest to this thesis, is the distinction between the

refugee laws and policies and the protection that these laws offer women who
experience gender-related persecution. Canada has interpretive guidelines to aid
in the determination of gender-related claims. Importantly, Canada has produced
case law on the topte."

73

For the comparative analysis between South Africa and Canada, see Chapter 6 infra.

74

UNdata, accessible at http://data.un.org/CountryProfile.aspx?crname=South+Africa
[accessed on 27
March 2014]; UNdata, accessible at http://data.un.org/CountryProfile.aspx?crname=CANADA
[accessed
on 27 March 2014].

7S

The cases concerning gender-related asylum claims include Zekiye Incirciyan 1987 Immigration Appeal
Board Decision M87-154X; P. (F. v.) (Re) 1991 Convention Refugee Determination Division (C.R.D.D.)
1991 No. M91 - 04822, 19911 D.S.S.R. 1096; Namitabar v Canada (Minister of Employment and
Immigration), [1994] 2 F.e. 42; Mohamed Hussein Moustapha Daghmash v Minister of Citizenship and
Immigration 1998 Federal Court Trial Division, No. IMM-4302-97; Canada (Attorney-General) v Ward
[1993] 2 SCR 689.
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1.7.2

The benefits of a comparative

analysis

between South Africa and

Canada's laws and policies on refugee law and specifically

gender-

related persecution
The rationale for analysing each country's historical approach to foreign nationals
and asylum-seekers

is that the process allows for the contextualisation

of the

present day respective domestic refugee laws, and in particular, the recognition of
gender-related persecution. Such an analysis will reveal how South Africa and
Canada each have made progress in the protection of refugees, but allows an
evaluation of whether the current laws are an improvement of previous laws.

The comparative analysis of these specific jurisdictions serves as a microcosm as
to whether the principle of burden-sharing is effective in international refugee law.
Both States are signatories to the core international human rights instruments,
however there is a distinction in the manner in which each jurisdiction applies
these instruments."

The Canadian Charter guarantees fundamental human rights,

however, the international human rights instruments are not directly incorporated
into the domestic law.

Should South Africa as a new democracy and a developing State carry the same
responsibility toward refugees as Canada? This question highlights the NorthSouth divide in terms of economic development. A clear example of this divide is
the fact that 85 of the richest people in the developed world collectively have the
same amount of money as the combined wealth of 50% of the poorest people in
the wortd." This effectively means that approximately half of the world's wealth is

76

South Africa and Canada's
respectively.

international law obligations will be analysed infra in Chapters 4 and 5

77

"Working for the Few: Political Capture and Economic Inequality" Oxfam Briefing Paper - Summary,
2014 page 2.
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owned by the 1% of its population."

The growing economic disparity between

developed and developing States results in huge inequalities between nations.
The economic differences between States necessitates that developed States
should share the burden of protecting refugees.

A comparative study between a developed State and a developing State enables
the immediate assessment of how each State has historically honoured its legal
obligations

due to membership

as State Parties to the relevant international

conventions and treaties. The knowledge garnered from the comparative analysis
between South Africa and Canada contributes to the determination of whether the
Refugee Convention is applied uniformly. It enlightens authorities of the successes
and failures of its system in relation to other States that might have similar or
different contexts.

Comparative studies, particularly between States from developed and developing
nations, can reveal information about burden-sharing
refugees. Both States have international
Convention

and the core human

restriction of refugee protection

in protecting the world's

obligations in terms of the Refugee

rights instruments,

but there has been a

in both jurisdictions.

The direct comparative

analysis between South Africa and Canada's general refugee law policies, and the
specific approach to gender-related

persecution enables an analysis of each

State's commitment to implementing

international law and the compliance with

international

refugee instruments.

South Africa and Canada each approach

refugee protection from different contexts, and the reasons for restricting refugee
protection is linked to those contexts. The narrow conceptualisation
together

78

with restrictive

refugee

policies,

have impacted

of gender

negatively

on the

"Working for the Few: Political Capture and Economic Inequality" Oxfam Briefing Paper - Summary,
2014 page 2.
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assessment of gender-related claims."
jurisdictions

Justifications for the choice of these two

include the fact that both States have adopted elaborate refugee

legislation with advanced provisions for women seeking asylum."
jurisdictions

have a high number of refugee applications

In addition, both

on a yearly basis,

rendering a strain on the relevant governmental bodies. Despite the legal reform in
both States, there is a backlog in processing claims in general, leading to the
abandonment

of the gendered approach initially envisioned

in the respective

legislation.

Canada has made greater inroads into developing jurisprudence on gender-based
persecutions, with the courts establishing a body of judicial and quasi-judicial
precedents."

South African courts, however, have not engaged in this discourse,

resulting in a gap in the development and implementation of the law.

79

Harris, L.M. "Untold Stories: Gender-related Persecution and Asylum in South Africa" Michigan Journal
of Gender and Law 2009 Vol. 15 pages 291 - 347 at 293; Randall, M. "Refugee Law and State
Accountability for Violence Against Women: A Comparative Analysis of Legal Approaches to
Recognising Asylum Claims Based on Gender Persecution" Harvard Women's Law Journal2002 Vol. 25
pages 282 - 318 at 303; Crawley, H. and Lester, T. Comparative Analysis of Gender-Related Persecution
in National Asylum and Practice in Europe 2004 UNHCR; Crawley, H. "Gender, Persecution and the
Concept of Politics in the Asylum Determination Process" Forced Migration Review 2000 Vol. 9 pages
17 - 20 at 17.

80

The Refugee Convention and the Refugee Protocol will be analysed, together with the domestic laws of
South Africa and Canada. The primary legislation for South Africa include: Refugees Act 130 of 1998
and the the Immigration Act 13 of 2002'. The primary legislation for Canada include Protection of
Canada's Immigration System Act of2012, the Balanced Refugee Reform Act of2010 and the Preventing
Human Smugglers from Abusing Canada's Immigration System Act of 2012. These statutes will be
discussed fully in Chapters 4 and 5 infra. Aspects of both laws will be comparatively analysed in Chapter
6 infra.
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1.8

LITERATURE REVIEW

This thesis will study feminist theories,

and apply the dominant theory and

deconstruction theory as a philosophical framework. To this end the works by
feminist theorists will be discussed, critiqued, evaluated and applied to the refugee
discourse, particularly in relation to the dominance theory and the deconstruction
theory.82 The Refugee Convention in particular will be analysed in terms of the
components of the refugee definition, and whether it provides sufficient protection
for gender-related persecution.

In addition the domestic

refugee laws of South Africa and Canada, will be

analysed to determine if the laws are gendered and thus do not provide protection
from gender-related persecution. The focus will be on the protection of refugee
women, particularly those claiming gender-based

persecution, with the aim of

ascertaining whether they provide adequate protection. International foreign and
domestic case law will be analysed to determine the manner in which refugee
policies are interpreted and applied to women claimants.

While South Africa lacks case law on gender-related

persecution, Canada has

developed case law that grapples with the manner in which women's genderrelated claims are assessed. Canada (Attorney-General)
dealing with gender-related
characteristics

persecution

specifically,

v Ward, although not

entrenched

the "innate"

criterion that is now well established as a requirement for the

"particular social group" (PSG) criterion, where gender claims have been posited."
The innate nature of sex and gender is analysed and challenged in the chapters
infra.
82

83

MacKinnon, C.A. "Feminism, Marxism, Method and the State: An Agenda for Theory" Signs 1982 Vol. 7
No.3 pages 515 - 544; Butler, J. "Contingent Foundations: Feminism and the Question of
'Postmodernism"
Praxis International 1991 Vol. 11 No.2 pages 150 - 165; Spelman, E. Inessential
Woman 1988.
Canada (Attorney-General) v Ward [1993] 2 SCR 689.
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1.9

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This thesis will comprise

of book-based

research.

Primary

sources will be

analysed, particularly international refugee laws and the domestic laws of South
Africa and Canada. These laws will be analysed in terms of the general protection
granted to asylum-seekers, and the specific protection afforded women who are
fleeing gender-related

persecution. The Refugee Convention and the Refugee

Protocol is the main focus of international law, with analyses of legislation and
case law that provides interpretation of the key provisions.

A comparative study will be conducted on the domestic refugee laws of Canada
and South Africa, evaluating the manner in which each State has interpreted and
given effect to its international and constitutional obligations. The substantive and
procedural laws will be assessed and an appraisal of the emanating case law will
determine whether these States provide adequate protection for women who
experienced

or fear gender-related

persecution.

This thesis

relies also on

secondary sources, in the form of journal articles and reports containing empirical
research on the gendered nature of refugee law.

1.10

DELIMITATION OF THE THESIS

The scope of this thesis is limited to the analysis of international refugee law and
the respective refugee systems of South Africa and Canada, until the end of 2013.
This thesis does not include an analysis of regional refugee laws, because it aims
to study how international refugee law is implemented at a domestic level.84 Where
necessary however, reference will be made to the regional systems, particularly to
provide

contextual

information.

This thesis

does

not include

the study of

masculinities in relation to gender-related persecution because its aim is to focus
on the stories of marginalisation as experienced by women, and the manner in
84

Regional refugee systems exist in Africa, Europe, Latin America and Asia.
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which women's

gender-related

claims

have historically

been excluded from

refugee discourse.

1.11

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS

This thesis will comprise seven chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the topic and the
research problem, providing a delimitation of the study. This chapter clarifies the
research claims and provides the research questions and the clarification of key
analytical concepts underpinning
engagement

the study. Chapter 2 includes the scholarly

with the feminist theoretical framework

by using the dominance

theory and the deconstruction theory to unearth the sites of gender oppression and
patriarchy in refugee systems.

Chapter 3 of this thesis comprises a study of the substantive sources of law,
including international treaties aimed at the protection of women and refugees,
recognising

that with the intersection

of gender and refugee status, women

asylum-seekers are a vulnerable group. The body of emerging case law will be
analysed,

arguing that the formation

of crystallised

types of gender-related

persecutions (such as female genital mutilation/cutting and domestic violence) are
too restrictive in the interpretation and application of international instruments.

Chapter 4 examines South Africa's refugee law system, generally and in relation to
the assessment of gender-related persecution. South Africa is a signatory to the
relevant international refugee instruments and has enacted progressive refugee
legislation. However, in the absence of a substantial body of case law, South
Africa is unable to develop jurisprudence in this area of the law. The policy and
efficiency

of the domestic

legislation

will be tested

against

South Africa's

constitutional and international obligations, and will be evaluated in terms of the
relevant feminist theories.

24

In Chapter 5, the domestic refugee laws of Canada will be scrutinised in terms of
its international and regional refugee obligations. Canada has enacted advanced
refugee

laws and has developed

assessment

comprehensive

gender guidelines

for the

of gender-based asylum claims. Unlike South Africa, Canada has

produced case law concretising issues. This thesis investigates whether Canada's
advanced refugee system provides increased protection in cases of gender-related
persecution.

The comparative analysis is contained in Chapter 6, and involves a synthesis of
the research contained in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The comparative

study

attempts to highlight the commonalities and distinctions between the Canadian
and South African systems, and proposes certain changes that can be effected in
South Africa's refugee law system that would, in practice, be more encompassing
of an approach which would include the assessment of claims based on genderrelated persecutions. The laws and policies of both jurisdictions will be subjected
to the feminist theoretical analysis.

Chapter

7

observations,

concludes

the

thesis

with

recommendations

and

concluding

proposing suitable changes congruent with the feminist theories

employed.
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CHAPTER TWO

DEVELOPING FEMINIST SCHOLARSHIP

AS A LEGAL FRAMEWORK
RECONCEPTUALISING

FOR

REFUGEE LAW

Feminist analysis, since the days of the early suffrage movement and
before, has often made claims that so upset a given way of viewing the
world as to be indigestible. Ironically, when this is the case the
problem is not thatfeminist method is too political but, rather, that its
detractors are too political to accept the truth. I
Social discrimination produces in women moral and intellectual
effects so profound that they appear to be caused by nature.'

2.1

INTRODUCTION

Scholarships from various disciplines have long sought to challenge the nature
and authority of the law and legal systems. Likewise, feminist scholarship has
developed a rich discourse in questioning the legitimacy of laws as they impact
on women. Feminist jurisprudence
oppression

is therefore aimed at overcoming

by using feminist methodologies

order to achieve gender equality.'

gender

to analyse and reform the law in

In its most basic form, feminism is both "an

ideology and a movement", aimed at reassessing all facets of existence from
the perspective of women."

1

Bartlett, K.T. "Cracking Foundations as Feminist Method" Journal of Gender, Social Policy and the
Law 2000 Vol. 8 No. 31 pages 31 - 54 at 41.

2

De Beauvoir, S. The Second Sex 1949 translated by Parshley, H.M. 1972 at page 18.

3

Smart, C. Feminism and the Power of Law 1989 at page 69.

4

Offen, K. "Defming Feminism: A Comparative Historical Approach" Signs 1988 Vol. 14 No.1 pages
119 - 157 at page 151. Offen provides a historical account of the term "feminism", explaining the
manner in which the ideology developed in Europe and America.

26

Bartlett positions "women" in the centre of an explanation,
feminism as "a self-consciously

as she defines

critical stance toward the existing order with

respect to the various ways it affects different women 'as women"."

Offen

however provides a broader definition, directly placing feminism in contrast to
the oppression of women in a male-centred society, by stating that:
Feminism opposes women's subordination to men in the family
and society, along with men's claims to define what is best for
women without consulting them; it thereby offers a frontal
challenge to patriarchal thought, social organization, and control
mechanisms."

5

Bartlett, K. "Feminist Legal Methods" Harvard Law Review 1990 Vol. 103 No.4 pages 829 - 888 at
833. Levit, L. "Feminism for Men: Legal Ideology and the Construction of Maleness" UCLA Law
Review 1996 Vol. 43 pages 1037 - 1116; Hanna, F. "Punishing masculinity in Gay Asylum Claims"
The Yale Law Journal 2005 Vol. 114 No.4 pages 913 - 920; In re Soto Vega No. A-95880786
(B.LA. Jan. 27, 2004); In re Toboso-Alfonso 20 I. & N. Dec. 819 (B.I.A. 1990); Abdul-Karim v
Ashcroft 102 Fed. Appx. 613 (9th Cir. 2004).

6

Offen, K "Defining Feminism: A Comparative Historical Approach" Signs 1988 Vol. 14 No.1 pages
119 - 157 at 151. Rhode too provides a workable definition of feminism by claiming that: "[a]t the
substantive level, it implies a commitment to equality between the sexes. At the methodological level,
it implies a commitment to gender as a focus of concern and to analytic approaches that reflect
women's concrete experiences. Underlying these commitments are certain core values of broader
scope. Any ethical framework adequate to challenge gender subordination must similarly condemn
the other patterns of injustice with which it intersects". See Rhode, D.L. "The "No Problem"
Problem: Challenges and Cultural Change" Yale Law Journal 1991 Vol. 100 pages 1731 - at 1735 1736. This definition supports an essentialist construction of woman. Smart however, steers clear of
the essentialist construction and focuses on feminism as part theory and part practical constructs of
the scholarship by stating that it is "a combination of theory and practice, constructed through the
development of a methodology which ensures that the insights of theory are reflected in the politics
of action, and that the insights of practice are reflected in theory construction". See Smart, C.
Feminism and the Power of Law 1989 at page 69. See also Marshall, J. "Feminist Jurisprudence:
Keeping the Subject Alive" Feminist Legal Studies 2006 Vol. 14 pages 27 - 51 at 27. See generally
Beechey, V. "On Patriarchy" Feminist Review 1979 Vol. 3 pages 66 - 82; Cain, P.A. "Feminist
Jurisprudence: Grounding the Theories" Berkeley Women's Law Journal1988 - 1990 Vol. 4 pages
191 - 214; Offen, K. "Defining Feminism: A Comparative Historical Approach" Signs 1988 Vol. 14
No.1 pages 119 - 157; Bartlett, K.T. "Feminist Legal Methods" Harvard Law Review 1990 pages
829 - 888; Millet, K. Sexual Politics 1969; Charlesworth, H. "Feminists Critiques of International
Law and Their Critics" Third World Legal Studies 1995 Vol. 13 No.1 pages 1 - 16; MacKinnon,
C.A. "Feminism, Marxism, Method and the State: Toward Feminist Jurisprudence" Signs 1983 Vol. 8
No.4 pages 635 - 658 and Ferguson, A. "Twenty Years of Feminist Philosophy" Hypatia, 1994 Vol.
No.3 pages 197 -215.
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This woman-centred approach proffered by Bartlett and Offen is important
because

women

have

historically been

institutionally marginalised

and

excluded from consideration in legal systems." This includes the development
of refugee frameworks, which did not recognise gender-related asylum claims."
Feminist scholarship has developed over time to be inclusive of other
paradigms that are not "woman-centred". Masculinities has emerged as an area
of engagement within feminist scholarship, particularly in relation to the analysis
of sex and gender. 9

This thesis acknowledges that gender studies is not restricted to women, and
that in developing concepts, theories, policies, laws and processes, men and
women suffer harm, and must therefore be protected.'? Patriarchy involves also
the marginalisation of males who do not subscribe to the notions and roles of
the dominant male heqernony."

While recognising the marginalisation of

males, this thesis delimits the study of gender-related asylum claims to the
subordination of women in refugee systems. Therefore, Bartlett and Offen's
definitions will be subsumed into this thesis to place women in the centre of the
7

MacKinnon, C.A. "Feminism, Marxism, Method and the State: Toward Feminist Jurisprudence"
Signs 1983 Vol. 8 NO.4 pages 635 - 658 at 645.

8

Crawley, H. "Gender, Persecution and the Concept of Politics in the Asylum
Forced Migration Review 2000 Vol. 9 pages 17 - 20 at 17. The exclusion of
claims from international law will be analysed in Chapter 3 infra, while
women's gender-related claims in South Africa and Canada will be analysed
5 respectively.

9

See generally Levit, L. "Feminism for Men: Legal Ideology
UCLA Law Review 1996 Vol. 43 pages 1037 -1116.

10

Tension exists between masculinities and feminism as feminist scholarship has defined patriarchy as
male domination of women. Homosexual males and transgendered
persons are particularly
marginalized in hetero-normative culture, and are subject to violence. Anti-homosexual laws and
policies prevent the full realisation of their identities, and could necessitate fleeing the country of
origin in search of asylum. See generally Connell, R.W. "A Very Straight Gay: Masculinity,
Homosexual Experience and the Dynamics of Gender" American Sociological Review 1992 Vol. 57
NO.6 pages 735 -751.

II

Levit, L. "Feminism for Men: Legal Ideology and the Construction of Maleness" UCLA Law Review
1996 Vol. 43 pages 1037 -1116 at 1054 -1079.
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Determination Process"
women's gender-related
the law's exclusion of
infra in Chapters 4 and

and the Construction

of Maleness"

analysis of refugee frameworks. The feminist movement is not however
constituted of a singular platform, and proponents of the numerous feminist
approaches differ regarding the manner in which gender equality and law
reform can be achieved. While the theoretical approaches developed have not
been in agreement, the fundamental and common issue is that of patriarchy.

Feminist scholarship has developed theories to investigate and explain the
manner in which patriarchy is responsible for the subordination and oppression
of women."

Patriarchy is a 'worldview"!"

which describes the power

imbalances between men and women in various institutions, and which enables
male privilege and the subjugation of women." In fact, Millett aptly argues that
patriarchy is ubiquitous and permeates every facet of life and "manifests itself
even in our sense of psychology and personahty"." It is the feminist agenda to
identify and analyse the manner in which patriarchy manifests in women's lived
experiences and to establish a theoretical basis which explains the insidious

12

Beechey, V. "On Patriarchy" Feminist Review 1979 Vol. 3 pages 66 - 82 at 66. Millet, K. Sexual
Politics 1969. Millett, K. "What is to be done?" Chicago Kent Law Review 2000 Vol. 75 pages 659668. Millet argues that the patriarchy is responsible for the power relations resulting in male
domination over women.

13

Smith, P. "Introduction" in Feminist Jurisprudence Smith, P. (ed) 1993 pages 3 - 15 at 12.

14

Albertyn, C. and Bonthuys, E. "Feminist Theories and Concepts" in Gender, Law and Justice 2007
Albertyn, C. and Bonthuys, E. (eds) pages 15 - 49 at 19.

15

Millett, K. "What is to be done?" Chicago Kent Law Review 2000 Vol. 75 pages 659 - 668 at 659.
Millet argues that "since patriarchy is the oldest and most universal form of human organization in
the historical period, the most pervasive and entire, the fact that it is changing is of enormous
importance. It has not existed forever, of course, but it is all we know and our most fundamental
social scheme. It is behind, beneath, and below every other form of human organization - whether it
is the rule of kings or presidents, laws or religions, families or tribes or nations. Patriarchy is so
indigenous and basic it has existed without question or recognition for millennia. Patriarchy is the
rule of male over female in all departments of human life. It is based on custom, belief, law, and
ultimately on force". Furthermore, two main principles can be identified within patriarchal systems,
namely, male domination of female and older male domination of younger male, with the family unit
being the basic institution where these roles of domination and subjugation are produced. See Millet,
K. Sexual Politics 1969; MacKinnon, C.A. "Feminism, Marxism, Method and the State: An Agenda
for Theory" Signs 1982 Vol.7 No.3 pages 515 - 544 and MacKinnon, C.A. "Feminism, Marxism,
Method and the State: Toward Feminist Jurisprudence" Signs 1983 Vol. 8 pages 635 to 658.
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nature of this form of oppression." Class and race are factors that could, in
certain situations, lead to privileged women wielding power over men and
women that are regarded as having a lower status." This identifies the multilayered system of patriarchal power, but does not detract from male domination
within structures. In fact, the intersectionality of race, class and gender
accentuates the complicated system of oppression that black, poor women
experience."
This thesis contains two central hypotheses. The first premise is that refugee
law too has patriarchal ideology and gender inequality deeply entrenched in it.19
It is contended that gender-related persecution does not receive sufficient
consideration and protection in refugee laws and the determination process.
Therefore, feminist scholarship can be employed as a theoretical framework to
analyse these laws, processes and administrative decisions, as it is the sole
academy which is women-centred."

16

Beechey, V. "On Patriarchy" Feminist Review 1979 Vol. 3 pages 66 - 82 at 66. Beechey further notes
theories that include younger men as being victims of patriarchy.

17

Albertyn, C. and Bonthuys, E. "Feminist Theories and Concepts" in Gender, Law and Justice
Albertyn, C. and Bonthuys, E. (eds) 2007 pages 15 - 49 at 20 - 21. The authors use the example of
apartheid South Africa, where white South African women from privileged classes had economic,
social and political power over black men and women. The authors also emphasise though, that the
power that the privileged women wielded derived from their relationship with powerful men, and that
such women in turn, faced oppression in the private realm.

18

Crenshaw, K. "Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of
Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics" University of Chicago Legal
Forum pages 138 -167 at 151.

19

Randall, M. "Refugee Law and State Accountability

for Violence Against Women: A Comparative

Analysis of Legal Approaches to Recognising Asylum Claims Based on Gender Persecution"
Harvard Women's Law Journal 2002 Vol. 25 pages 282 - 318 at 283.
20

Bartlett, K. "Feminist Legal Methods" Harvard Law Review 1990 Vol. 103 No.4 pages 829 - 888 at
833; Offen, K. "Defining Feminism: A Comparative Historical Approach" Signs 1988 Vol. 14 No.1
pages 119 - 157 at page 151.
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The second premise is that the sex and gender constructions are central to the
analysis of refugee laws and gender-related persecution specifically. Feminist
scholarship's analysis of sex and gender provides an alternate platform for the
interpretation, status determination and protection of refugee women. To prove
these claims, this chapter will fulfill several aims.
The primary aim is to utilise feminist paradigms and methods to investigate,
question and expose the patriarchy residing in refugee laws and processes,
and to reconceptualise how refugee law should be developed in relation to
gender-related persecution. The next aim is to analyse the concepts of sex and
gender and argue that refugee law's construction of these concepts contributes
to the problems related to gender-related persecution. Related, is the aim to
critically engage with the essential and anti-essential approaches to sex and
gender from the respective theoretical paradigms of dominance theory and
deconstruction theory.
The theoretical framework and methods employed in this chapter will be used
as a paradigm for the subsequent substantive chapters. This thesis analyses
the manner in which both the dominance theory and the deconstruction theory
view patriarchy, and how each theory can be applied to identify its presence in
gender-related persecution and the manner in which it is embedded in refugee
law jurisprudence.

2.2

FEMINIST SCHOLARSHIP AS A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
TO ANALYSE REFUGEE LAW

The choice to challenge patriarchy under the theoretical framework of feminist
scholarship is political in nature. Accordingly, Bartlett states that "being feminist
is a political choice about one's positions on contestable social issues"."

21

Bartlett, K.T. "feminist

Legal Methods" Harvard Law Review 1990 pages 829 - 888 at 833.
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Experiences of inequality are political in nature." Thus, when women receive
less wages than men for the same work, it is political. When women experience
sexual oppression, it is political. When the feminine is invisible but the
masculine is represented in legal systems, it is political.

2.2.1

Reconceptualisingthroughfeminist scholarship

Feminist scholarship will be used as lens through which to re-evaluate and
consider refugee law. This thesis acknowledges that feminism challenges the
mainstream approach to a multitude of disciplines, but accepts that it is a genus
rather than a singular theory. The various theories contributing to feminism are
valuable and the three waves of feminism have addressed gender issues as
they needed to be dealt with throughout different eras.
Even though this thesis will focus on two distinct theories, the dominance
theory and the deconstruction theory, it must be borne in mind that the threads
within the theories of feminism often overlap, co-exist, contradict and
supplement each other. This contributes to the rich texture of the discourse,
and will be applied to redefine the manner in which persecution should be
interpreted in refugee law. Both Canadian and South African laws will be
measured against the yardsticks of these theories, revealing the problems
within these legal systems and arguing for a feminist approach to be adopted
by both countries when assessing refugee claims.
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Feminist scholarship is critiqued for being political, not being objective enough, and for not having
strong methodologies. See Bartlett for a brief discussion of the critiques and how such critiques can
be dispelled. Bartlett, K.T. "Cracking Foundations as Feminist Method" Journal of Gender, Social
Policy and the Law 2000 Vol. 8 No. 31 pages 31 - 54 at 39 - 42. The justification for the political
nature of feminist scholarship is captured in the feminist movement's slogan that "the personal is the
political". The political nature of gender oppression is explained by Mackinnon when she claims
"that women's distinctive experience as women occurs within that sphere that has been socially lived
as the personal, private, emotional, interiorized, particular, individuated, intimate - so that what is to
know the politics of woman's situation is to know women's personal lives". MacKinnon, C.A.
"Feminism, Marxism, Method, and the State: An Agenda for Theory" Signs 1983 Vol. 8 No.3 pages
515 - 544 at 535.
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Feminist legal theory analyses, questions and challenges law as the site of
gender oppression by examining the manner in which law is gender biased in
favour of males, even though it presents as gender neutral.23 The academy
furthermore investigates the manner in which the legal system can use feminist
methods to remove women from a position of subordination. As Conaghan
accurately observes:
The application of feminist perspectives to law has been
characterized by a focus not just on law as a reform
mechanism, or even as (part of) a system of capitalist and/or
patriarchal oppression, but also as a body of knowledge
which can be explored, dissected, and subjected to close
critical scrutiny. Feminist legal scholarship sets out to show
how gender is both ignored and enshrined in legal theory
and practice by highlighting the ways in which it is replicated
and constructed in legal discourse."

Feminist jurisprudence therefore identifies, exposes and challenges the
gendering and sexing that occurs in law, debunking the liberal myth of legal
neutrality and objectivity. Feminist scholarship challenges the law's claim to the
truth, along with its methods for truth finding.25 The value of feminist
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Cain, P.A. "Feminist Jurisprudence: Grounding the Theories" Berkeley Women 's Law Journal1988 1990 Vol. 4 pages 191 - 214 at 191. Cain correctly observes that: "what makes any theory
particularly feminist is that it is derived from female experience, from a point of view contrary to the
dominant male perception of reality". The feminist academy challenges the universality and neutrality
claims of the law, such as the argument by Smith that: "being excluded, as women have been, from
the making of ideology, of knowledge, and of culture means that our experience, our interests, our
ways of knowing the world have not been represented in the organization of our ruling nor in the
systematically developed knowledge that has entered into it. Dorothy Smith as cited in Smart, C.
"Law's Power, the Sexed Body, and Feminist Discourse" Journal of Law and Society 1990 Vol. 17
No.2pages
194-210atI98.
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Conaghan, J. "Reassessing the Feminist Theoretical Project in Law" Journal of Law and Society 2000
Vol. 27 NO.3 pages 351 - 385 at 360.

25

Smart, C. Feminism and the Power of Law 1989 at pages 10 - II. Smart correctly critiques law's
claim to truth by stating that: "law sets itself above know ledges like psychology, sociology or
common sense. It claims to have a method to establish the truth of events. The main vehicle for this
claim is the legal method ... A more 'public' version of this claim, however, is the criminal trial
which, through the adversarial system, is thought to be a secure basis for findings guilt and
innocence ... Ifwe accept that law, like science, makes a claim to truth and that this is indivisible from
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scholarship is that it provides analytical tools to enable the scholar to penetrate
seemingly neutral information, in order to expose gendered and discriminatory
views.26

Feminist legal theory in turn uses feminist methods to analyse various laws and
regulations, to identify the possible gender inequality that exists and to offer
remedies to redress such inequality and advocate for legislative reform.
Adopting a feminist approach in law means that there must be an analysis of
the manner in which the law, social relations, economies and politics are
gendered.

2.2.2

Justifying the specific theories used for critical engagement

Diverse feminist theories develop from the dialogue within feminism and
provide varied solutions to the advancement of women. The dominance theory
and the deconstruction theory form the basis of this thesis, illustrating the
diverse theoretical approaches to addressing the "woman question" within
feminist scholarship. While the dominance theory and the deconstruction theory
emanate from different eras, and are divergent regarding many principles, their
application can be complementary in the project of legal reform.

the exercise of power, we can see that law exercises power not simply in its material effects
(judgements) but also in its ability to disqualify other knowiedges and experiences ... Law sets itself
outside the social order, as if through the application of legal method and rigour, it becomes a thing
apart which can in turn reflect upon the world from which it is divorced".
26

MacKinnon, C.A. "Feminism, Marxism, Method and the State: Toward Feminist Jurisprudence"
Signs 1983 Vol. 8 pages 635 to 658 at 658. MacKinnon too challenges gender neutrality by stating:
"when the state is most ruthlessly neutral, it will be most male; when it is most sex blind, it will be
most blind to the sex of the standard being applied ... Once masculinity appears as a specific
position, not just by the way things are, its judgements will be revealed in process and procedure, as
well as adjudication and legislation ... However, autonomous of class the liberal stance may appear, it
is not autonomous of sex."
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2.2.2.1

Dominance theory

The dominance theory is a vital theory for critical engagement about women's
oppression. Derived from radical feminism, the dominance theory is important
for recognising and exposing gender inequality, as well as constituting a point
of departure for legal reform based on women's experiences." This theory
embraces the essentialist approach, construing women's realities as part of a
generic, universal experience. MacKinnon argues that there are experiences of
subjugation that are common to all women, providing that:
Inequality on the basis of sex, women share. It is women's
collective condition. The first task of a movement for social change
is to face one's condition and name it. The failure to criticize the
reality of women's condition, a failure of idealism and denial is a
failure of feminism in its liberal terms."

Despite critique levelled against this perspective, the dominance theory, as part
of the radical paradigm, is crucial for the identification and naming of laws,
institutions, practices and process that form part of the bigger system of the
subjugation of women and is vital to the project of legal reform.Instead of
focussing on the sameness and difference debate as is commonplace with
contemporary feminist scholars, the dominance theorists are more concerned
with the allocation of power and the manner in which the power distribution
impacts on women's reality.29
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MacKinnon,

C.A. "Feminism,

Marxism, Method and the State: An Agenda for Theory" Signs 1982

Vol. 7 No.3 pages 515 - 544
28

MacKinnon, C.A. "Towards a Feminist Jurisprudence" in Toward a Feminist Theory of the State
MacKinnon, C.A. (ed) 1989 pages 237 -320 at page 241. [Emphasis added]. Defending the
essentialist approach of radical feminism, MacKinnon states: "[ f]eminism claims not that all women
are affected the same by male power are similarly situated under it. It claims that no woman is
unaffected by it". See also MacKinnon, C.A. "Keeping it Real on Anti-Essentialism" in Women's
Lives, Men's Laws MacKinnon, C.A. (ed) 2005 pages 84 - 90 at 87.
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MacKinnon, C.A. "Dominance and Difference: On Sex Discrimination" in Feminism
Discourses on Life and Law 1987 Harvard University Press pages 32 - 45 at 35.
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Unmodified:

A fundamental tenet of this theory is that women experience a basic sameness
in respect of male power and sexual domination, and this serves as a unifying
factor for all women, irrespective of specific experiences of this oppression. The
substance and method within this theory identifies male hegemony and the
manner in which it is constructed, reproduced and organised in relation to the
sexual domination of women. When applied to the refugee law system, not only
are the oppressive nature and sites of the laws identified, but the transformation
of laws can occur, from a woman-centred approach.

2.2.2.2

Deconstruction theory

The deconstruction theory is a sub-category of postmodern feminism, and
represents a range of ideas, but the proponents of this theory have levelled the
greatest critique against essentialism. This theory acknowledges the sameness
of the women's experiences in terms of general oppression, however, it argues
also for the acceptance of the differences of women. The most important
contribution of postmodern feminist scholarship are the arguments relating to
the sameness and differences debates.

Postmodern theorists generally reject the existence of a core set of criteria that
constitutes a person, hence they cautions against the generalisation of
categories of persons." Proponents argue that individuals cannot be analysed
separately from their social reality." Hence, a "woman category" is critiqued for
essentialising woman's experiences, and not accounting for differences
amongst women. The core contention thus, is that women experience gender
differently, depending on other identities such as race and culture.
30

See generally Butler, J. "Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenology
and Feminist Theory" Theatre Journal 1988 Vol.40 No.4 pages 519 - 531; Butler, J. "Contingent
Foundations: Feminism and the Question of'Postmodemism'" Praxis International 1991 Vol. Il No.
2 pages 150 -165; Spelman, E. Inessential Woman 1988.
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Marshall, J. "Feminist Jurisprudence: Keeping the Subject Alive" Feminist Legal Studies 2006 Vol.
14 pages 27 - 51 at 31.
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The value of this theory is that it demands the theorising of multiple identities,
and not just gender in isolation. This is vital in refugee studies as women's
realities vary and the narratives or voices of women must be heard in the
process of refugee determination. This theory facilitates a multi-dimensional
critique of refugee law, enabling a nuanced and holistic approach to the
protection

of

refugee women. While the dominance theory

and the

deconstruction theory are diverse, and have distinct conceptual frameworks,
they will be used together to complement each other and to offer possible
solutions to the harm that refugee women encounter.
2.2.3

Justifying the specific methodsused for critical engagement

Feminist method is crucial for claiming truth and providing new knowledge and
data.32 'Asking the woman question' and consciousness-raising are tools to
access new knowledge regarding wcmen"

These methods are used within the

dominance theory and the deconstruction theory, providing data from different
theoretical perspectives.

2.2.3.1

Asking the woman question

This method is woman-centred, and inquires about how women are affected by
decisions, rules, and all structures and institutions. Gender oppression is not
just revealed, but the method necessitates the determination of how to achieve
the ideal olrcumstancee." Women, however, have varied experiences, lives
and beliefs, and therefore cannot be viewed as a homogeneous qroup." The

32

Bartlett, K.T. "Cracking Foundations

as Feminist Method" Journal of Gender, Social Policy and the

Law 2000 Vol. 8 No. 31 pages 31 - 54 at 40.
33
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The methods espoused will be applied in the subsequent substantive chapters.
Wishik, H.R. "To Question Everything: The Enquiries of Feminist Jurisprudence"

Berkeley Women's

Law Journal 1985 Vol. 1 pages 64 - 77.
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Smith, P. "Introduction"

in Feminist Jurisprudence Smith, P (ed) 1993 pages 3 - 15 at 3.
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"woman question" thus becomes
have

different

stories."

Whose

complex when acknowledging
voice

then,

is the

that women

"woman

question"

representing?

2.2.3.2

Consciousness-raising

Consciousness-raising

is method which is crucial, as it requires one to listen to

women's accounts of oppression and harm." This experiential tool creates the
space for women's stories to be revealed and become the basis of truth and
knowledqe. " Consciousness-raising

was organised initially in groups', allowing

women in a system of sisterhood to share their stories."
rationale

behind the formation

Hooks recognises the

of the groups when she states that "before

women could change patriarchy we had to change ourselves; we had to raise
our consclousness'C?

MacKinnon

identifies

the powerful

abilities

of these

groups, when she notes that:
As an experience, [consciousness-raising] went beyond
empirical information that women are victims of social
inequality. It built an experienced sense of how it came to be
this way and that it can be changed. Women experienced

36

See generally Crenshaw, K. "Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist
Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics" University of
Chicago Legal Forum pages l38 - 167; Stoljar, N. "Essence, Identity, and the Concept of Woman"
Philosophical Topics 1995 Vol. 23 No.2 pages 261 - 293; Frye, M. "The Necessity of Difference:
Constructing a Positive Category of Women" Signs 1996 Vol. 21 No.2 pages 991 - 1010; Young,
I.M. Intersecting Voices 1997; Spelman, E. Inessential Woman 1988.
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MacKinnon, C.A. "Feminism, Marxism, Method and the State: An Agenda for Theory" Signs 1982
Vol. 7 No.3 pages 515 - 544 at 519.
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Cain, P.A. "Feminist Jurisprudence: Grounding the Theories" Berkeley Women's Law Journal 1988 1990 Vol. 4 pages 191 - 214 at 196. Hooks provides an overview of the history of conscious-raising
groups, noting that these groups were not used for activism only, but as a therapeutic exercise for
women who experienced marginalisation and oppression. See Hooks, B. Feminism is for Everyone:
Passionate Politics 2000 at pages 7 - 12.
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Hooks, B. Feminism is for Everyone: Passionate Politics 2000 at page Il; Bartlett, K.T. "Feminist
Legal Methods" Harvard Law Review 1990 pages 829 - 888 at 864 - 865.
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Hooks, B. Feminism isfor Everyone: Passionate Politics 2000 at pages 7.
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the walls that have contained them as walls - and sometimes
walked through them."

MacKinnon acknowledges that consciousness-raising furnished important data,
as patterns of oppression were exposed and could then be used as a political
tool in advocacy and activism. As a method, consciousness-raising evolved
from sharing in small groups to a sharing in public spaces." This allows for
institutional reform based on women's lived realities of gender and other
identities.
Because women's experiences are often hidden by private and public
institutions, the consciousness-raising method provides a platform for women's
voices to be heard." This thesis focuses on women's stories, as contained in
refugee decisions and case law, as well as the stories of women as recounted
in previous empirical research and reports, to provide an account of the
persecution experienced and the problems encountered when seeking asylum.

2.2.4

Sex and gender constructions as a lens to critique refugee law

Even though feminist scholarship has in fact developed beyond the divisive
categorisation, there are numerous points of contention and divergent methods
within this academy. This thesis explores the development of the concepts of
sex and gender, arguing that the meaning attributed to each is fundamental to
unravelling the subjugation of women. It is widely accepted that sex refers to
41

MacKinnon, C.A. Toward a Feminist Theory of State 1989 at 91.
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Bartlett, K.T. "Feminist Legal Methods" Harvard Law Review 1990 pages 829 - 888 at 864 - 865.
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Hooks, B. Feminism is for Everyone: Passionate Politics 2000 at page Il; MacKinnon, C.A.
"Feminism, Marxism, Method and the State: An Agenda for Theory" Signs 1982 Vol. 7 NO.3 pages
515 - 544 at 519. See also Bohler-Muller, N. "Really Listening? Women's Voices and the Ethic of
Care in Post-colonial Africa" Agenda: Empowering Women for Gender Equity 2002 Vol. 17 No. 54
pages 86 - 91, where Bohler-Muller provides an account of the importance of listening to
marginalised women's voices through the process of storytelling.
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the fixed biological differences between men and women, while gender is the
social construction of sexes, determining the behaviour, roles, identity, power
and privileges afforded each."

Therefore, the dichotomies or binaries that underscore sex and gender reflect
power imbalances within societal structures by reflecting the value and
authority afforded to perceived male characteristics as opposed to perceived
female traits."

The dichotomies of power are based on the biological

differences and the belief system that that it generates underpins prevalent
gender roles and stereotypes, resulting in gender inequality. This thesis moves
beyond the mere distinction between sex and gender to adopt Rubin's
construction of the sex/gender framework, positing the two concepts on the
same continuum."

This analysis enables the identification and scrutiny of laws, policies and
decisions that attribute power to males based on the segregation of these
concepts. Various tenets of feminist theory find contemporary application, so as
to develop and transform laws and policies in refugee law. The dominance
theory

and

the

deconstruction theory will

be

employed

in order to

reconceptualise the manner in which refugee laws are created, interpreted,
enforced and applied. The conceptualisation of gender and sex and its
theoretical underpinnings is an on-going debate in feminist scholarship, with
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Albertyn, C. and Bonthuys, E. (eds) 2007 pages 15 - 49 at 20 - 22.
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Binaries or dichotomies include male/female; aggressive/passive; rational/emotional and strong/weak.
Gilligan, on the other hand, argues that women embody an "ethic of care" while men reason with an
"ethic of rights". This distinction is argued to be reflected in the gendered nature of intemationallaw.
See generally Gilligan, C. In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women's Development
1982.
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Rubin, G. "The Traffic in Women: Notes on the 'Political Economy' of Sex" in Towards an
Anthropology of Women Reiter, R. (ed) 1975 Monthly Review Press, New York pages 157 - 210 at
page 165 - 179.
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various interpretations over time, thus informing the approach to inequality in
patriarchal institutions such as the legal system."
This thesis critically engages with the content of gender-related asylum in
refugee law. Furthermore, this thesis argues for the improvement of refugee
law regarding women's asylum claims, particularly in connection with genderrelated claims. From this perspective, it is contended that feminist scholarship
is not merely a political tool, but that it is the most suitable theoretical
framework that offers methodologies to achieve this objective. A clear
understanding of gender is required to discuss gender-based persecution, as
the definition that international and domestic laws ascribes to the concept could
serve as a restrictive factor with the purpose of denying claims for asylum.
A clear understanding of the concepts of sex and gender enables also the
investigation into whether States apply the perceived notions of gender in a
uniform manner when processing gender-based asylum claims. Feminist
scholarship spurned the biological determinist approach to gender and sex,
favouring either a social constructionist or nominalist approach." The social
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Marshall, J. "Feminist Jurisprudence:

Keeping the Subject Alive" Feminist Legal Studies 2006 Vol.

14 pages 27 - 51 at 30.
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Moi, T. "Feminism of Freedom: Simone de Beauvoir" in What is a Woman? And other Essays 1999
pages 3 - 252 at 6; Bender, L. "A Lawyer's Primer on Feminist Theory and Tort" Journal of Legal
Education 1988 Vol. 38 pages 3 - 37 at 26. Biological essentialism or determinism theorises that
biology defmes the essential attributes that a person possesses. Hence one's abilities, psychology and
temperament would be attributed to the sexed body that one was born with. During the nineteenth
century biological determinism influenced the construction of sex and gender and regarded the
biological body as being the site for the determination of gender roles. Biological determinism is
firstly a sexual ideology, and secondly a belief system where science is used to determine gender
roles. The gendered roles that are embedded within biological determinism support the patriarchal
ideology and structures. Biological determinism however, became increasingly difficult to defend
because it had an anti- feminist history and precluded any possibility of change to a non-sexist society.
See Nicholson, L. "Interpreting Gender" Signs 1994 Vol. 20 No.1 pages 79 - 105 at 93. An example
of the biological determinist approach can be found in The Evolution of Sex, the 1889 work of Geddes
and Thomson. They compared the metabolic states of females and males, claiming that females are in
an anabolic state and therefore are low in energy, passive, stable and have no interest in politics.
Males on the other hand, are in a katabolie state and therefore are energetic, enthusiastic, and
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constructionist approach and the nominalist approach will be investigated in
relation to the feminist scholarships that best subsumed them. The aim is to
demonstrate how feminist theory's engagement with the concepts of sex and
gender exposes gender inequality. This in turn is used to critique refugee law
and its treatment of refugee women. The distinction between sex and gender is
the topic of rich debate in multiple disciplines and discourses, and in particular,
feminist scholarship. Defining these concepts and delineating their relationship
is important in order to ground theories about women, men and patriarchy. Only
through conceptual clarity, could the discourse identify the sites of oppression,
provide critique and offer solutions. The developments of the meanings
attributed to these concepts are discussed below, with an illustration of the
effects of such meanings.
A feminist conceptualisation of sex and gender is required to discuss genderbased persecution, as the definition that international and domestic laws
ascribe to the concept could serve as a restrictive factor with the purpose of
denying claims for asylum. Furthermore, a feminist analysis of sex and gender
also enables the investigation into whether States apply the perceived notions
of gender in a uniform manner when processing gender-related asylum claims.

2.3

FEMINIST THEORIES AND METHODS TO BE APPLIED TO
REFUGEE LAWS AND PROCESSES

Feminist legal scholarship is based on the basic argument that the law contains
gender bias which is detrimental to women. Various feminist theories posit
specific claims demonstrating the ways in which such bias is constructed,
applied, and its consequences. Feminist scholars must legitimise these claims

passionate and share a keen interest in the politics and the social aspects of life. See Geddes and
Thomson The Evolution of Sex 1889. Available at:
http://archive. org/stream! evo IutionsexO 1geddgoog#page/n9 /mode/2 up
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of bias by subjecting it to feminist methods, which require that the arguments
be persuasive and based on evidence, the determination of truth and provide
accounts of women's experiences of subordination."

2.3.1

Asking the woman question

Disciplines ask questions frequently in order to arrive at versions of the truth. A
question takes on the form of method, when it is asked frequently." Feminist
scholarship employs the woman question as a method to arrive at the truth
about women's treatment, and when applied to rules, interrogates the
substantive and procedural laws. The initial query within the woman question
addressed formal inequality in social practices, but through the progression of
feminist scholarship, developed to apply to all facets of interaction.

The questions and answers in this method reveal the truth of societal
hierarchies and enable reform directly linked to the data acquired. This method
has not escaped reproach, with detractors arguing that the method is
essentialist and necessitates a woman category.51 The questions ask about the
assumptions made by law and how it impacts wornen." This method further
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Bartlett, K.T. "Cracking Foundations

as Feminist Method" Journal of Gender, Social Policy and the

Law 2000 Vol. 8 No. 31 pages 31 - 54 at 40.
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Bartlett, K.T. "Feminist Legal Methods" Harvard Law Review 1990 pages 829 - 888 at 837.
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Deitz, M.G. "Current Controversies in Feminist Theories" Annual Review of Political Science 2003
Vol. 6 No.1 pages 399 - 431 at 420; Bartlett, K.T. "Feminist Legal Methods" Harvard Law Review
1990 pages 829 - 888 at 847 - 849. The placement of woman into one category can make
assumptions about women, the same way that patriarchal systems do. In fact, any categorisation leads
to assumptions about those in or outside the group. Spelman's call for a broader specific naming of
the excluded when formulating the woman question assists in giving this method wider application.
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Wishik, H.R. "To Question Everything: The Enquiries of Feminist Jurisprudence" Berkeley Women's
Law Journal 1985 Vol. 1 pages 64 - 77. Wishik proposes that the following set of questions
[paraphrased] form part of the woman question method:
1. How are women's past and present experiences of the "Life Situation" addressed by the specific
law and its processes?
2. What gender-neutral assumptions of experience are made by the law in question?
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investigates the bias in the law, establishing whose dominant view the law
reflects and protects. The information garnered through this method creates an
important basis for legal reform.53

2.3.2

Consciousness-raising

Consciousness-raising is a method of truth finding based on the public telling of
stories. Bender frames consciousness-raising as a method that:
creates knowledge by exploring common experiences and
patterns that emerge from shared tellings of life events. What
were experienced as personal hurts individually suffered
reveal themselves as a collective experience of oppression."

This method is aimed at establishing patterns based directly on women's
experiences." The benefit of consciousness-raising is that it shifts women's
experiences and voices from the invisible and hidden to the public platform. It
provides a voice for women to counter the male hegemony. When women
share individual realities of oppression, then the shared or common
experiences emerge. 56 These emerging patterns create new data and

3. What is the area of incongruences

and differences between women's life experiences and the laws

and structures?
4. How does patriarchal interests benefit from the incongruences?
5. What reforms have been proposed in this area of law or women's life situation? How will these
reforms affect women both practically and ideologically?
6. What would woman's life situation look like in an ideal situation and how would this relate to
law?
7. How do we progress from this situation to the ideal situation?
53

Bartlett, K.T. "Feminist Legal Methods" Harvard Law Review 1990 pages 829 - 888 at 849.
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Bender, L. "A Lawyer's Primer on Feminist Theory and Tort" Journal of Legal Education 1988 Vol.
38 pages 3 - 37 at 9.
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MacKinnon argues that consciousness-raising
space for women's voices. See MacKinnon,

is the most important feminist method as it creates a
C.A. "Feminism, Marxism, Method and the State: An

Agenda for Theory" Signs 1982 Vol.7 No.3 pages 515 - 544 at 519.
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Bartlett, K.T. "Feminist Legal Methods" Harvard Law Review 1990 pages 829 - 888 at 847 - 864.
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knowledge which indicates the problems with laws and informs the manner in
which laws must change.57
The strength of this method lies in its ability to support other methods by
providing evidence of social oppresslon." A further value of consciousnessraising is the analytical bridge that it creates between theory and practice. The
method is borne from actual accounts of oppression, which informs theory and
can provide the foundation for social and legal reform. It is only through
consciousness raising that women can relate stories of sexual violations and
that through this, a pattern will emerge about the power relations between
women and men.59 Originally taking place in small groups, consciousnessraising has developed to include women's stories told in the public arena
though political activism, litigation and even pronouncements in the media.5o

In the substantive chapters to follow, this thesis will use the stories of refugee
women, as related through case law and various case studies, to reveal the
patterns of oppression that women experience both in the country of origin, in
transit and in the host country."
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2.4

THE DOMINANCE THEORY, SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION AND THE
INVISIBLE REFUGEE WOMEN

MacKinnon articulates that discrimination based on sex creates a hierarchy of
inequalities, institutionalised in societal structures." This in turn is reproduced
in laws that sustain such discrimination. International and domestic refugee
laws and policies will be used as an exemplar of how sex-based discrimination
and the construction of gender can render women invisible in international law.

2.4.1

The social construction of sex and gender

Dominance theorists depart from the theory that sex and gender are
conceptually interwoven identities. The clear distinction between sex and
gender, as argued by biological determinists is challenged, as dominance
theorists purport that sex is not merely comprised of biological traits.53 Similarly,
critique is levelled against the argument that sex is biological and gender is a
social construction based on sex.'"
Despite the popular use of this understanding of sex and gender, it is subject to
critique, particularly because in the formulation of the concepts, gender
distinction is closely associated with the biology. Therefore, if the biological
notion of sex always underpins gender, it would mean that differences between
men and women are entrenched in sex, making this distinction trreversible."
Two specific problems present from this construction. First, is the assumption
62
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that there exists only two clearly defined sexes, and second, that sex is
entrenched and not dynamic and changeable. This narrow assumption of sex
ignores the range of sexes between the sexed male and the sexed female.
Then, the socially constructed concept of gender is superimposed on sex, and
creates identities to give meaning to sex.

Following from this formulation,
oppression

both sex and gender are the sites of the

of women. In patriarchal

communities,

privileges are afforded to

men and women are regarded as subservient to men, hence society is the very
site of the oppression

of women."

Lorber describes

accurately

how these

identities are constructed at (or even before) birth, and continue throughout a
person's life. She observes that:
For the individual, gender construction starts with
assignment to a sex category on the basis of what the
genitalia look like at birth. Then babies are dressed or
adorned in a way that displays the category because parents
don't want to be constantly asked whether their baby is a girl
or a boy. A sex category becomes a gender status through
naming, dress, and the use of other gender markers. Once a
child's gender is evident, others treat those in one gender
differently from those in the other, and the children respond
to the different treatment by feeling different and behaving
differently. As soon as they can talk, they start to refer to
themselves as members of their gender. Sex doesn't come
into play again until puberty, but by that time, sexual feelings
and desires and practices have been shaped by gendered
norms and expectations. Adolescent boys and girls approach
and avoid each other in an elaborately scripted and
gendered mating dance. Parenting is gendered, with
different expectations for mothers and for fathers, and
people of different genders work at different kinds of jobs.
The work adults do as mothers and fathers and as low-level
workers and high-level bosses, shapes women's and men's
life experiences, and these experiences produce different
feelings, consciousness, relationships, skills-ways of being
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Rubin, G. "The Traffic in Women: Notes on the 'Political Economy' of Sex" in Towards an
Anthropology of Women Reiter, R. (ed) 1975 pages 157 - 210 at page 179.
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that we call feminine or masculine. All of these processes
constitute the social construction of gender.67
Bearing this in mind, another type of reasoning
conceptualisation

is required. An alternative

rejects a dichotomy of sex and gender, favouring the theory

that both concepts are socially constructed, interactive and in fact mterwoven."
Thus the sex/gender system as crafted by Rubin could be seen as existing on a
"continuum rather than two separate poles"."

Rubin describes the sex/gender system as a "set of arrangements by which the
biological

raw material of human sex and procreation

lnterventlon"."

Nicholson explains Rubin's sex/gender

is shaped by human
system by stating that

"... the body is viewed as a type of coatrack upon which differing cultural
artefacts,

specifically

superimposed.?"

those

Therefore,

of personality

and

behaviour,

are thrown

or

both sex and gender are historical, social and

political. It means also that if sex and gender are social, then both constructs
are changeable.

Thus,

gender

is not static

and it changes

dynamically,

constantly adapting to contend with the prevailing rules of the time.72 Sex and
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United States: An Integrated Study Rothenberg, P.S. (ed) 2004 pages 54 - 65 at 55.
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Bender, L. "A Lawyer's Primer on Feminist Theory and Tort" Journal of Legal Education 1988 Vol.
38 pages 3 - 37 at 27. Bender describes the inter-relatedness of these concepts by stating that: "[s]ex
and gender interweave continually; at some points they are indistinguishable, at other points quite
distinct. They can be visualized as the two sides of a Mobius strip, the faces of Janus, the yin and
yang, or the strands of a DNA double helix".
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as a consequence, gender, therefore, does not always have to mean
dominance and oppression for women.
Rubin's theory is very important as it allows for the analysis of how similar and
diverse cultures and societies superimpose values on biology. A social
constructionist scrutiny of laws enables not only the assessment of the
inclusion or exclusion of sex and gender, but advances legal reform. Simply
put, "if gender is constructed, then it can be deconstructed".73 The
deconstruction or undoing of gender is an innovative conceptual tool which can
be invoked by the power of human agency_?4Such agency can be used in the
deconstruction of gender in the international and domestic refugee systems.
International refugee law's treatment of gender has undergone transformation.

The system has moved from completely no protection for gender-related
claims, to adopting interpretive guidelines that provide extensive suggestions of
how Member States should interpret and adjudicate such asylum clalrns."
Before addressing the improvements to protection, the text of the Refugee
Convention and Refugee Protocol must be subjected to a feminist evaluation.
This will also serve as a vehicle to observe related developments in the
international refugee law system.
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Deutsch, F.M. "Undoing Gender" Gender and Society 2007 Vol. 21 No.1 pages 106 -127 at 108.
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Edwards, A. "Transitioning Gender: Feminist Engagement with International Refugee Law and
Policy 1950 - 2010" Refugee Survey Quarterly 2010 Vol. 29 No.2 pages 21 - 45 at 22 - 25. Edwards
observes the various stages of the development of the international refugee law system in relation to
the protection of women.
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2.4.1.1

Refugee definition devoid of sex and gender rendering women
invisible

The Refugee Convention and Protocol are devoid of references to sex and
gender, and the period between 1950 and 1985 left individuals without an
asylum claim for women and gender-related persecution and provide no
conceptual understanding of sex and gender?6 The Refugee Convention, as
with other human rights instruments, presents as universal and objective." At a
superficial glance, its silence in this regard could be interpreted as an objective
and equal application of the law.78 This stems from the reality that refugee law
is founded upon a liberal rights narrative which relies upon gender neutrality

76

Edwards, A. "Transitioning Gender: Feminist Engagement with International Refugee Law and
Policy 1950 - 2010" Refugee Survey Quarterly 2010 Vol. 29 NO.2 pages 21 - 45 at 22. Article 1A(2)
of the Refugee Convention defmes a refugee as a person who, fears persecution due to her or his race,
religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, and cannot or will
not return to her or his country, the State might not be able or willing to protect this person. See
Chapter 1 supra for the formal definition of a refugee, and Chapter 3 infra for the analysis of the
refugee definition. The Gender Guidelines of2002, paragraph 6 provides:
Even though gender is not specifically referenced in the refugee definition, it is widely
accepted that it can influence, or dictate, the type of persecution or harm suffered and the
reasons for this treatment. The refugee definition, properly interpreted, therefore covers
gender-related claims. As such, there is no need to add an additional ground to the 1951
Convention definition.
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The preamble to the Refugee Convention indirectly refers to the universality of the provisions of the
text, by invoking the Charter of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
In addition, one of the purposes of the UN Charter in terms of Article I regards "promoting and
encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to
race, sex, language, or religion". Articles 2 and 7 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
provides for the universality of human rights, expressly including sex in the protection grounds. For a
discussion of the development of the UN's policy of mainstreaming women's rights, see generally
Charlesworth, H. "Not Waving but Drowning: Gender Mainstreaming and Human Rights in the
United Nations" Harvard Human Rights Journal2005
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Vol. 18 pages 1 - 18.

MacKinnon cautions against laws and policies that claim objectivity and universality by arguing that:
"objectivity is the nonsituated, universal standpoint, whether claimed or aspired to is a denial of the
existence or potency of sex inequality that tacitly participates in constructing reality from the
dominant point of view". See MacKinnon, C.A. "Feminism, Marxism, Method and the State: Toward
Feminist Jurisprudence" Signs 1983 Vol. 8 No.4 pages 635 - 658 at 636.
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and unlversatity." However, a re-interpretation of this absence through the
feminist lens exposes the gendered nature of the international refugee law
system. The dominant, male perspective is evident in the text of the Refugee
Convention and the Refugee Protocol as well as the preparatory documents."
which rendered sex and gender invisible and therefore, outside the realm of
protection."

2.4.1.2

"No" to an express inclusion, but "yes" to gender sensitivity

The UNHCR made attempts to include gender within the ambit of the Refugee
Convention." This progress was aligned with the general development in
international human rights law to mainstream women's rights.83 The UNHCR
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Oswin, N. "Rights Spaces: An Exploration of Feminist Approaches to Refugee Law" International
Feminist Journal of Politics Vol. 3 NO.3 pages 347-364 at 349. Oswin states that: "while 'his' can
easily be read as 'her', feminist critiques of this definition have called attention to its inability to
consider the gender-specific ways in which women are persecuted. Edwards claims that refugee rights
during the initial stage of the Refugee Convention really meant the rights of refugee men. See
Edwards, A. "Transitioning Gender: Feminist Engagement with International Refugee Law and
Policy 1950 - 2010" Refugee Survey Quarterly 2010 Vol. 29 NO.2 pages 21 - 45 at 23. Only males
constituted the membership of the Conference of Plenipotentiaries and consideration was not given to
the persecution in relation to sex and gender. Furthermore, the conference did not deliberate on the
manner in which asylum impacts on sex and gender, as it was decided that there would not be
persecution on the basis of sex. See UN Doc. AlCONF.2/SR.5, 9 (according to the Chairman of the
Conference of Plenipotentiaries,
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High Commissioner

for Refugees).

The UNHCR's policy development to include gender commenced in the mid-1980s. The activism
and advocacy of the non-governmental
(NGO) sector was a huge contributing factor to the
development of protection for refugee women.
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responded to critiques of the absence of a gender category by publishing UN
Gender Guidelines to supplement the Refugee Convention but these guidelines
are not binding on Member States."

The UN Gender Guidelines provides that:

"Gender-related persecution" is a term that has no legal
meaning per se. Rather, it is used to encompass the range
of different claims in which gender is a relevant consideration
in the determination of refugee status."
Notwithstanding

the development

in policy documents,

criticism persists that

the UNHCR does not consider gender matters important enough to expressly
add them as an enumerated ground for persecution. The express inclusion of
gender into the refugee definition is a "moral and political imperative".a6 Even
though sex and gender are not specifically listed grounds within the Refugee
Convention,

it contended that the mere inclusion of a gender category would

not alleviate the issues regarding
law.a7 This

remedy would

sex and gender inequality within refugee

be superficial,

and

amount

to "compensatory

and International Perspectives 1994; Agosin, M. (ed) Women, Gender and Human Rights: A Global
Perspective 2001.
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at 23 - 35.
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scholarship"

characteristic

of legal liberalism,

and does

not address

the

88

patriarchal ideology embedded in the law.

The challenge
beyond

the

persecution,

to the Refugee
literal

exclusion

Convention

and the Refugee Protocol goes

of gender

as

an

enumerated

ground

for

and extends to the subsequent interpretive documents, which are

inclusive of gender. The UNHCR's interpretative guidelines for the assessment
of gender-related

persecution

require

Member

States to adopt a gender-

sensitive approach by heeding the distinction between sex and gender and the
functions and values that are assigned to individuals based on socially defined
roles.89 The UN Gender Guidelines provide that:
gender refers to the relationship between women and men
based on socially or culturally constructed and defined
identities, status, roles and responsibilities that are assigned
to one sex or another, while sex is a biological determination.
Gender is not static or innate but acquires socially and
culturally constructed meaning over time."

Review 2000 Vol. 9 pages 17 - 20 at 17; Macklin, A. "Refugee Women and the Imperative of
Categories Human Rights Quarterly 1995 Vol. 17 pages 213 - 277 at 257; Greatbatch, J. "The
Gender Difference: Feminist Critiques of Refugee Discourse" International Journal of Refugee Law
1989 Vol. 1 No.4 pages 518 - 527 at 519.
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the "add women and stir" approach.
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gender-related

3 provides that: "in order to understand the nature of

persecution, it is essential to defrne and distinguish between the terms "gender" and

"sex".
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Gender Guidelines of 2002, paragraph 3. This document was preceded by the UNHCR's Policy on
Refugee Women, 1990. This document was extremely vague, only listing three goals to protect
women: to find durable solutions, to provide appropriate protection specific to women's needs, and to
provide aid to encourage the realisation of women's potential and ensure participation in the durable
solutions. A more comprehensive document was released in the form of the UNHCR Guidelines on
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Thus, the UN Gender Guidelines distinguish between sex and gender,
acknowledging that sex is biological while gender is socially constructed. This
development is an improvement to the prior male-centred construction of a
refugee, but sex is still conceived of as a fixed and natural determination. This
understanding means that the attributes assigned to sex and sex roles, are
immutable, and the meanings of maleness and femaleness are accepted as
pre-determined. Gender is interpreted to be based on sex, and this enables a
hierarchy of not only sex, but gender roles and the power afforded each, and
gender inequality that ensues.

2.4.2

Power imbalance and sexual domination as the source of
gender inequality

The mere re-interpretation of laws or policies, or even the express inclusion of
gender as a ground for asylum, overlooks the deep rooted patriarchy
entrenched in the system MacKinnon cautions against the affirmation of
difference by the pronouncement that "for women to affirm difference, where
difference means dominance, as it does with gender, means to affirm the
qualities and characteristics of powerlessness"."

The dominance theory

postulates that the central problem with patriarchy is the power imbalance
between women and men. At the core of this imbalance, is sexual inequality,
leading to the sexual violation of women.92 Hence, sex and sexual inequality
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MacKinnon,

C.A. "Dominance

and Difference: On Sex Discrimination"

in Feminism

Unmodified:

Discourses on Life and Law 1987 pages 32 - 45 at 39. See also Millet, K. Sexual Politics 1969.
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MacKinnon, C.A. "Points against Postmodemism" Chicago-Kent Law Review 2000 Vol. 75 pages
687 - 712 at 688. See also MacKinnon, C.A. "Feminism, Marxism, Method and the State: An
Agenda for Theory" Signs 1982 Vol. 7 NO.3 pages 515 - 544 at 516, where MacKinnon argues that:
"implicit in feminist theory is a parallel argument: the molding, direction, and expression of sexuality
organises society into two sexes: women and men. This division underlies the totality of social
relations. Sexuality is the social process through which social relations of gender are created,
organized, expressed, and directed, creating the social beings we know as women and men, as their
relations create society. As work is to Marxism, sexuality to feminism is socially constructed yet
constructing, universal as activity yet historically specific, jointly comprised of matter and mind."
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means male domination and female subordination. These sexual hierarchies
93

are evident in the highly organised construction of difference of power.

Behavioural and social scripts ensure that the sexual roles are maintained to
ensure masculinity, expressed as male sexual domination and femininity,
expressed as sexual female subordination.
Gender inequality is the result of women being submissive sexual objects,
exploited for the sexual pleasure of heterosexual men, through participation in
rape, pornography, sexual harassment, and battery." Both men and women
are socialised to accept the sexual submissiveness of women as sexy and
desirable. Hence both men and women are socialised to perpetuate the
dominant heterosexual male's sexual power and this is the basis for sexual
inequality." The dominance theory as espoused by MacKinnon, is critiqued for
three main reasons. First, women's sexual interactions with men are always
characterised as oppressive, with women always constructed as the victim,
always oppressed, and always without choices."
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Francke succinctly captures this aspect of the problem of the dominance theory
when she argues that:
For MacKinnon, all gender is always already about sexuality,
and all sexuality is always already about gender. And both
gender and sexuality are entirely about women's
subordination to men. Thus, "no" is the only viable feminist
answer to any sexual question."

Sexual oppression is only one aspect of women's experiences but not all
experiences amount to oppression. Accordingly Vance argues that women's
freedom constitutes more than escaping dominance and oppression, and
involves also the progression toward agency, pleasure and sexual liberation"
The second critique is against the essentialist nature of the dominance theory.
By framing women's subordination as the common experience of all women,
the dominance theory does not account for the particularity of women's
realtties." The third challenge to the dominance theory is that it constructs
women's sexual experiences as heterosexual and ignores all the other
sexualities that women may subscribe to. The effect is the marginalisation of
the experiences of women who have non-heterosexual experiences of sex and
sexuality.
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pleasure, agency, self-definition. Feminism must increase women's pleasure and joy, not just decrease
our misery".
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2.4.3

The phallocentric nature of refugee law

The dominance theory identifies the politics of sameness and difference
regarding gender equality. When trying to improve women's rights, the specific
standard

against which women are measured,

clrcurnstances.l'f

are men and men's

Thus, the liberalist notion of formal equality and meeting the

male standard is regarded as necessary to achieve gender equallty."?' In law,
this is often thought to be achieved through neutral norms.l'"

However, the

achievement of neutrality is not necessarily achievement of equality, as
neutrality simply represents standardising the dominant view.103
In terms of gender this means that the dominant male perspective will be given
credence and value and be represented in societal structures. The dominance
and submissive gender binary is also encoded in laws, reflecting the power
relations between women and men.'?" If the dominance theory is applied to
refugee law, then the gendered nature of the law is revealed.
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MacKinnon, C.A. "Feminism, Marxism, Method and the State: Toward Feminist Jurisprudence"
Signs 1983 Vol. 8 No.4 pages 635 - 658 at 638 - 639. MacKinnon articulates the insidious nature of
male dominance and its impact on all structures of society, by arguing that: "male dominance is
perhaps the most pervasive and tenacious system of power in history ... it is metaphysically nearly
perfect. lts point of view is the standard for point-of-viewlessness, its particularity the meaning of
universality. lts force is exercised as consent, its authority as participation, its supremacy as the
paradigm of order, its control as the definition of legitimacy".
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The power relations between women and men are also manifested in laws, even laws that on the face
of it appear to be aimed at protecting human rights. MacKinnon uses the judgment in Kadic v
Karadiiéas an example of the manner in which human rights laws were applied in a manner that
perpetuated gender violence and hence gender oppression.
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The refugee definition is critiqued for providing protection for persecution that
occurs within the public sphere. Women's

experiences

fall with the private

sphere and hence outside the ambit of refugee protection. This bifurcation is
particularly

problematic

regarding

sexual

subordination.

The

UN Gender

Guidelines to a certain extent, corrects this problem by acknowledging

that

persecution occurs in the private sphere toO.105 Pursuant to the evolvement of
refugee

law, the Gender

Guidelines

approach to the determination
bifurcation

of

society

into

have encouraged

a gender

sensitive

process. The dominance theory argues that the
public

and

private

dichotomies

enables

the

domination of women as the private sphere is historically the site of women's
realities of subordinatlon.l'"

Refugee law reflects the bifurcation of persecutory
the

political· experiences

experiences
redress

however,

in the private sphere.!"

the shortcomings

recognising

in the

that persecution
correctly

cautions

public

sphere,

experiences,
and

by protecting

rejecting

The UN Gender Guidelines

of the Refugee

Convention

attempt to

in this regard,

can occur in the private sphere.l'"
against the standard

women's

dichotomy

by

Greatbatch,
critique

being

applied in refugee law, noting that such theorising about the site of women's
persecution

lOS

can have the effect of overlooking

the persecution

that women
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17 pages 213 - 277.
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experience in the public sphere.l'" Edwards, who participated in the drafting of
the UN Gender Guidelines, concedes that this document does not take into
account the public persecution that women experience.!"
Importantly too, while female and male asylum-seekers may be subjected to
the same harm, they may also face forms of persecution directed at them
because of their sex.!"

In the absence of the express inclusion of gender-

related persecution in the Refugee Convention, the guiding documents by the

UN attempt to provide a cohesive manner in which gender-related persecution
should be assessed, with the cumulative effect of positing gender-related
persecution within the ambit of the PSG ground.112 States however, are
required to determine how to assess asylum claims and studies indicate that
gender-related claims are not assessed in the manner suggested by the UN
guidelines.113 Therefore, on a practical level, the implementation of refugee law
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is phallocentric,

largely ignoring

the manner

in which

women

experience

persecution.

2.5

DECONSTRUCTION

AND THE PARTICULARISATION

OF

REFUGEE WOMEN
This

anti-essentialist

scholarship,

approach

initially

created

uneasiness

in

feminist

causing a "palpable feminist panic"."?" Describing this uneasiness

even further, Marshall asks the following:
Why does putting the subject in question - decentring its
constitution, deconstructing its unity, denaturing its origins
and components - cause much feminists hostility? Some
think that hostility is caused by the feminist attachment to the
idea of a subject that is more critically bound to retaining
women's experiences, feelings and voices as sources of
political truth.!"
Postmodern
challenge
questioning
credence

feminism uses the analytical tool of deconstruction

the fixed or general meanings of concepts,
their essential nature. The deconstruction
to the history of the concept,

investigating

to vigorously

norms and systems,
method involves giving
all the contemporary

meanings attached to the concept, as well as the search for all future possible
meanings that can be attributed to that concept.!"
to be a meaningful method, reconstruction

In order for deconstruction

must follow, to provide alternative

solutions for the concepts, norms or processes under analysis.
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The deconstruction analysis challenges norms and concepts by firstly,
identifying how certain individuals are marginalised; secondly, revealing the
power and privilege afforded to others, and thirdly, exposing how some views
have value and other views are not valued.!" In the midst of these analyses,
feminists must take caution not to proclaim their findings and views as the
absolute truth.!" MacKinnon's essentialist view of sexual oppression is strongly
called into question for not considering particular circumstances which shape
sexuality as well as for ignoring gender's intersection with various other sites of
oppression, such as race, class and disability.T"
The conceptual separation of sex and gender has enabled the analysis of the
gendering of men and exploitation on the basis of sexual orientation. This led to
the development from the focus on women only as the subjects of law, to a
broader gender framework. The broader framework is no longer just about
women's

issues but has developed into a feminist jurisprudence with

conceptual frameworks, analytical tools and methods. These varying methods
will be discussed, analysed and applied to refugee laws and policies, to
reconceptualise them.
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See generally Crenshaw, K. "Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist
Critique of Antidiscrimination
Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics" University of
Chicago Legal Forum pages 138 - 167. In this work Crenshaw coined the term "intersectionality",
and this term was later accepted by the UN Commission on Human Rights when it noted the
importance of investigating the "intersection of multiple forms of discrimination, including their root
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Despite its value, the dominance theory is critiqued for its essentialist
ideology.12oIt is charged with the false theorisation of gender oppression - that
all gender oppression is viewed from a western, white stance as there is the
inclination to "think, imagine, and speak as if whiteness describes the world".121
Spelman argues that the woman category, as advanced by essentialists, doess
not account for the particular circumstances of women, and ignore the equally
important identities of race, class and culture when analysing women's
experiences of oppression.l'" The deconstruction theory is vital to this thesis as
it enables the questioning of the dominant international and domestic refugee
laws.

2.5.1

Sex and gender identities and the dangers of defining "woman"

Postmodernists deviate from the focus on the universal application of rights,
adopting a contextual approach to a particular community, and the manner in
which policies and decisions affect them specifically. This enables an analysis
not only of the differences between men and women, but also between women
themselves. This approach is valuable because it recognises that women do
not speak with one voice, nor have the same contexts. Butler questions the
feminist project of defining "woman", as this would result in the exclusion of

120
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individuals

not compliant with the outlined characterlstlcs.V"

Butler articulates

that by defining and illustrating masculine and feminine attributes, feminists are
engaging in the same activity as those socially constructing genders which are
repressive to women.V"

Postmodern feminists adopt Butler's theory that sex

and gender are social constructions and that that sex and sexuality are created
through engagement about sex, gender and sexuality.125

This argument

that sex is created by
sexuality, and that both are social constructions and the site of power.126 This

conceptual

follows the Foucaultian

theorisation

expansion of sexuality, sex and gender as products and sites of

power is an important exercise in the study of refugee law. The understanding
of persecution can now be expanded to analysing sex, sexuality and gender as
sources of power and subordination.

2.5.2

The Western gaze and deconstruction

When feminists

of "woman"

part-take in defining "woman", the resulting categorisation

is

usually reflective of the dominant feminist discourse - white, western, feminine
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Butler, J. "Performative Acts and Gender Constitution" Theatre Journal 1988 Vol. 40 No.4 pages
519 - 531 at 529. Butler endorses Gayatri Spivak's claim that certain feminists need essentialism to
advance political project of feminism.
Butler theorises that "if the immutable character of sex is contested, perhaps this construct called
'sex' is as culturally constructed as gender; indeed, perhaps it was always already gender, with the
consequence that the distinction between sex and gender turns out to be no distinction at all". See
Butler, J. Gender Trouble 1999 pages 10 - 11. Butler also claims that gender is performative as
individuals behave according to gender codes or gender scripts and thus gender is not what one is, but
what one does. A clear example is of transvestites who do the feminine gender by participating in
specific gendered activities, namely wearing dresses. Gender can thus be surmised to be an illusion of
what is nature.
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and heterosexual.l'"
identity

beneath

Spelman

the

layers

argues that women do not have a common
of differences,

and

that

gender

identity

is

inseparable from other constructions of identity such as race, culture and class,
and therefore, gender cannot be divisible from these various aspects of identity,
but can only be analysed in relation to the other aspects of identity.128 Weedon
correctly articulates the plurality of women's experiences and the diverse ways
in which women are socially and politically constructed, by claiming that:
[t]here can be no guarantee of the nature of women's
experience since, in so far as it is meaningful, this
experience is discursively produced by the constitution of
women as subjects within historically and socially specific
discourses .... [W]omen's subjectivity will always be open to
the plurality of meaning and the possibilities contained within
this plurality will have different political implications. The
effect is that those who do gender differently, that is, who do
not fall within the dominant notion of the category of woman
(such as lesbians), are regarded as doing gender
incorrectly."?
According
identity
imagine

to Spelman,

is illustrated

the inseparability

by a thought

of gender

exercise which

from other aspects of
renders it impossible

being a different race or class and still retain the same notion of

wornanness.P?

If gender could be separated from all other aspects of identity,

then women would have a shared experience of being a woman.!"
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Woman 1988 at pages134 -136 at page 134, Spelman notes that: "being a

woman is neither the same thing as nor reducible to being a female. Women are what females of the
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women from similar social and cultural backgrounds can be compared as they
have been gendered in a similar manner.132 The effects of theorising from an
essentialist perspective, is the possible exclusion of women who do not fit the
dominant notion of the experiences of womanness.
Butler concurs with Spelman and strongly argues that the category of woman is
not universal as women do not have a shared identity and that any identity
category is not merely a descriptive one, but is always normative and
consequently, marginalising.133 Marginalisation is most evident when nonwestern women are constructed as the "other" because they are subjected to
the "western gaze" of western feminist scholars who are do not account for the
relationship between gender and other identities such as race and culture.P"
Entrenched in this ideology are assumptions about women from developing
countries, based on the homogeneous construction as victims of oppresslon.l"
This ethnocentric ideology is illustrated in a US asylum decision where the
judge articulated that the Jordanian claimant was seeking asylum as she was

human species become, or are supposed, through learning how to think, act, and live in certain ways.
What females in one society learn about how they are to think, act, and live, can differ enormously
from what females in another society learn; in fact, as we have often been reminded, there can be very
significant differences within a given society".
132

Spelman, E. Inessential Woman 1988 at pages 174 - 175.
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Butler, J. "Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenology and Feminist
Theory" Theatre Journal 1988 Vol. 40 No.4 pages 519 - 531 at 530; Butler, J. "Contingent
Foundations: Feminism and the Question of 'Postmodernism '" Praxis International 1991 Vol. 11 No.
2 pages 150 - 165 at 160. The determination of whether an intersexed person is either male or female
involves a decision making process that is based on social and cultural notions of the male and female
traits. Butler therefore argues that both sex and gender are social constructs, and that they are not
different entities at all.
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See generally Mohanty, C.T. "Under the Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Colonial
Discourses" in Feminism Without Borders: Decolonizing Theory, Practicing Solidarity 2003 pages
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trying to embrace western values by escaping her abusive husband.l" Rooted
in this decision, is the belief, albeit it a fallacy, that non-western women could
find protection in the western countries, where women are safe from violence.
Even though this judgment sympathises with the experiences of the claimant, it
constructs the non-Western woman as victim, casts the Western country as the
rescuer and implies that Western women are free from domestic violence. This
reasoning has found application with social and cultural practices occurring in
non-western countries. The construction of gender-related persecution in
refugee law reflects this ideology where cultural practices such as female
genital mutilation/cutting (FGM/C) are subjected to the western scrutiny and
classified as persecutton.':" In practice, this has resulted in greater acceptance
of claims of due to FGM/C.138 Refugee law's treatment of women from
developing countries as objects of oppression, contributes to the construction of
"other" as victim.

2.5.3

Nominalism and agency

Butler argues that the claim that the notion "woman" is a historical idea means
that woman and the sexed body is has conformed to the historical notion of a
body and therefore, can change to future notions of the physiology.139This
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For a discussion of FGM/C and universality see generally Cassman, R. "Fighting to Make the Cut:
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International Human Rights 2007 Vol. 6 No. I pages 128 -154. See also In Re Kasinga, US Board of
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social constructionist approach seems to be present in the famous de Beauvoir
adage that "one is not born, but rather becomes a woman".
Doing gender according to the prescribed scripts is imperative for social
acceptance, but also contributes to the sustaining and validation of the social
arrangements and structures that require distinct gendered behaviour for men
and women."? Failure to subscribe to gender scripts usually requires the
individuals concerned to explain such behaviour.l'" There is an ambiguity in the
De Beauvoir's notion which seems to argue that gender is both a social
construction and an individual choice.142 It seems unlikely that an individual can
be socially constructed without a role to play in the construction of gender, and
simultaneously, possess the ability to choose the gender as well.
The question then arises as to whether these two options can ever co-exist.
This phenomenon gender as a social construct and a choice can be explained
by the claim that firstly, societal or cultural norms about gender are imposed on
us, and secondly, the choices we make occur against the backdrop of deeply
rooted social and cultural norms.l'" Butler's interpretation of de Beauvoir's
formulation, in reality, then leaves very little scope for choice. If the choice of
is based on de Beauvoir's theory that the biological body is not a natural phenomenon.

In The Second

Sex de Beauvoir argues that "it is not merely as a body, but rather as a body subject to taboos, to laws,
that the subject is conscious of himself and attains fulfilment -it is with reference to certain values
that he evaluates himself. And, once again, it is not upon physiology that values can be based; rather,
the facts of biology take on the values that the existent bestows upon them:'
140
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1986

the individual is heavily informed by cultural norms, whether the individual is
aware of the influence or not, then, such decisions and choices are tainted and
there appears to be no scope for agency.

Another important question that needs to be addressed is the manner in which
individuals are able to choose gender, when gender is already in existence.l'"
Butler resolves this impasse by suggesting that de Beauvoir's notion of choice
is not a complete and deliberate one, where the individual is fully conscious of
the decision
conscious,

and the decision-making

process.

Instead,

choice is not fully

but enables the individual to re-interpret societal norms regarding

gender.145 This means that agency in gender, even if limited, and even if made
without full consciousness,

is possible. This analysis means that not only is

there some form of agency in relation to gender, but it allows for the possibility
that individuals are not completely controlled by societal norms; always subject
to its oppressive

constraints.

This notion

is contained

in Butler's

astute

observation that:
By scrutinizing the mechanism of agency and appropriation,
Beauvoir is attempting, in my mind, to infuse the analysis of
women's
oppression
with
emancipatory
potential.
Oppression is not a self-contained system which either
confronts individuals as a theoretical object or generates
them as its cultural pawns. It is a dialectical force which
requires individual participation on a large scale in order to
maintain its malignant Iife.146
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on Sex and Gender: Beauvoir, Wittig and Foucault" Praxis International

Vol. 5 No.4 pages 505 - 516 at 508. Butler argues that de Beauvoir's notion of gender as choice is
comparable to Jean-Paul Sartre's formulation of "quasi-knowledge"
as espoused in Being and
Nothingness, where he claims that one can make certain choices without fully knowing that one is
making them, and thus might only become aware of the choices at a later stage.
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Gilligan, however highlighted the distinction between females and males,
concluding that each spoke with different voices, that is, reasoned differently.
Gilligan's analysis concluded that the female voice contained an "ethic of care",
where the reasoning is based on caring, morals and relationshlps.!" The male
voice however, employed an "ethics of rights", reasoning in terms of justice and
concepts of right and wrong.148 Whilst Gilligan's theory is very useful in
explaining the male structure of international law, it runs the risk of attributing
gender characteristics based on biological sex. Carol Smart convincingly states
that this analysis "slides uncomfortably and exceedingly quickly into sociobiologism which merely puts women back in their place".149

While nominalism is lauded for its recognition of the particularity of women, its
arguments have shortcominps."? It does not 'mean that if all women are not the
same, that they do not have some similarities. Those who share the identity of
females are not completely different, and devoid of all commonalities.
Spelman's theory is countered for not being flexible enough to allow for the
adjustment of the notion of womanness to exclude solipsism, and thereby
acknowledge the similar traits within the category of wornan.l'"

Several

arguments challenge the nominalist critique of gender realism, claiming that
none of the arguments actually justify an outright rejection of realism per se.
Hence proponents of gender realism have challenged Spelman and Butler's
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nominalist anti-essentialist arguments on the counts of separabilty and
particularity.152Spelman's inseparability theory is challenged on several counts.
First, the inseparability argument does not mean that women from similar
backgrounds would form a category that will experience gender in the same
way. Even similarly situated women may experience womanness differently.
Spelman makes the assumption that for example poor, black women would
have commonalities in their experiences as women. A multitude of factors could
influence the further divisibility from what initially seemed to be similar
identities.

Secondly, the indivisibility of gender from other identities is in itself a false
assumption, as gender's connection to race and class for example, explains the
manner in which women experience gender.153This means that women from a
variety of backgrounds experience gender differently but is does not mean that
they do not share womanness itself. To explain this, Mikkola uses the analogy
of three people viewing an object (a block) and the perceptions of the object
would be different in relation to the vantage point, the object. The varying
perceptions do not change the object itself, but only how it is viewed.154This
illustrates the manner in which women's lived experience of woman ness may
vary, but indicates that they are still experiencing womanness.

The third challenge to Spelman's theory relates to the social construction of
gender which results in the creation of a social hierarchy. Social construction
involves the sex-marking of individuals into dominant and subordinate roles and
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relations,
155

gender.

determining

the social positioning

of individuals

based on their

The construction of woman ness in this particular manner allows one

to steer clear of the separability concerns. The final counter to Spelman is the
argument

that realism cannot simply be dispelled

various features attributable to different women.l'"

due to the existence

of

The differences in women

do not detract nor refute the existence of women per se. Essentialism

and

. nominalism thus seem to be theoretically polarised and this fragmentation could
negatively impact the most basic element of the feminist project, namely, the
improvement of the lives of women. A means of overcoming this impasse is by
retaining

the unifying

concept

of woman

in a manner which enables

the

engagement with the diverse experiences of being a woman."?

2.5.4

How particular is "particular"? The danger of deconstruction of
refugee women in "a particular social group"

In an ongoing attempt to address the exclusion of women from the main text of
the

Refugee

Convention,

the

Guidelines (PSG Guidelines),
158

asylum ground.

UN produced

the

placing gender-related

Member States are encouraged

Particular

Social

Group

claims mostly within this
to assess gender-related

claims based on the enumerated ground of a PSG, which is defined as:
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a group of persons who share a common characteristic other
than their risk of being persecuted, or who are perceived as
a group by society. The characteristic will often be one which
is innate, unchangeable, or which is otherwise fundamental
to identity, conscience or the exercise of one's human
rights.159
The interpretation

of this ground has proven difficult, but an overall analysis

reveals two critical issues. Firstly, the PSG ground is used as a default category
to deal with women's asylum claims. Despite the acknowledgement
can experience

persecution

on all the enumerated

that women

grounds, this ground has

been regarded as a catch-all category for women's claims, without considering
and developing the other grounds which might be more accurate categorisation
of the persecution.l'"

This means that women's political activity and possible persecution in the public
sphere is obscured.

Thirdly, the emerging jurisprudence

indicates that very

specific criteria are applied to the PSG category, making the groups extremely
particularised.

Despite the cautioning

against the exercise of narrowing the

159
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persecution gives credence to MacKinnon's argument that when women and men suffer the same
harm, such harm is defined in masculine terms, marginalising women's experiences. MacKinnon,
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scope of what constitutes a PSG,161 decision-makers and courts have
continually restricted the meaning of this ground.162

The immutable characteristics required for this category have been narrowly
defined, with the effect of excluding women from claims. A Guatemalan woman
who suffered extreme abuse from her husband was initially granted asylum as
a "Guatemalan women who have been involved intimately with Guatemalan
male companions, who believe that women

are to live under male

domination".163This decision was later overturned for not meeting standards of
an identifiable group.

Similarly, some of the following sub-groups identified in refugee jurisprudence
include: "women in EI Salvador abused by a perceived partner, a rebuffed exboyfriend";164 "single women suffering from abuse at hands of former
spouses... [and] forced into prostitution'T" and "a family including two minor
children led by a single parent female with serious mental health problem in a
country with serious social and economic problems with a

documented

negative effect on women and children".166Goodwin-Gill correctly articulates
the problem of this sub-categorisation of women when he proclaims that:
The answer, of course, lies ... in a broader principle, and the
exaggerated focus on sub-groups and identifying
characteristics ... [leads] to the essential identifying factor
161

Canada 1993 2 S.C.R. 689.

162

Randall, M. "Refugee Law and State Accountability for Violence Against Women: A Comparative
Analysis of Legal Approaches to Recognising Asylum Claims Based on Gender Persecution"
Harvard Women's Law Journal2002 Vol. 25 pages 282 - 318 at 292 -293.

163

In re: Rodi Alvarado 1996 Immigration Court.

164

In re Q.A.E. 2000 C.R.D.D. No. 85.

165

In re D.J.P. 1999 C.R.D.D. No. 155.

166

In Re K.B.A. 2001 C.R.D.D. No. 56.
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being ignored, namely, women in context, that is, women in
social context.!"

The continual sub-categorisation of gender indicates that, for the purposes of
claims based on a PSG, the category of woman should be particularised.
Specificity and the deconstruction of women and women's experiences in this
instance leads to the exclusion of women from protection and serves to erode
the existence of persecution that women experience because of their gender.

2.6

CONCLUSION

The diverse scholarships of the dominance and deconstruction theories enable
the analysis of refugee law from both the woman-centred approach and the
particularised approach. The essentialist and anti-essentialist arguments both
provide for the unveiling of gender oppression in refugee law.

In the remaining chapters, international refugee law as well as the Canadian
and South African refugee systems will be analysed within the framework of
these scholarships. A key objective of the chapters infra is to reveal the
problems within these legal systems and the methods of consciousness-raising
and the "woman question" will be used to construct recommendations for a
framework that recognizes gender-related persecution. Chapter 3 below
analyses the international refugee regime, exposing its preoccupation with a
male-centred conceptualistion of persecution.
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Goodwin-Gill, G. "Judicial Reasoning and 'Social Group' after Islam and Shah" International
Journal of Refugee Law 1999 Vol. 11 pages 537 - 543 at 537.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE DEFINITION OF A REFUGEE IN INTERNATIONAL
REFUGEE LAW AND THE CONSTRUCTION
GENDER-RELATED

OF

PERSECUTION

Refugees are people with an identity, a past, a history, a cultural
heritage. They are people who have been forced out of their countries
by political turmoil, ethnic wars, religious, social and gender
persecution. Those fleeing persecution are not only restricted in their
movements and possibility of resettlement, they are also caught up in
practices which put them in a state of legal limbo for possibly many
years. This has an impact on who they were, who they are, and who
they will become. I
The demographic profile of the refugee and displaced population has
ramifications for both protection and assistance efforts. Gender often
determines where people are displaced, their vulnerability to human
rights abuses, and their access to services and economic livelihoods?

3.1

INTRODUCTION

"Refugee" is concept that "defies definition''." Attempting to ascribe a meaning
to this term is frustrated by the difficulty of encompassing the myriad of
circumstances that could lead to individuals fleeing their country of origin in
search of a haven." Furthermore, the refugee is in constant flux. As a concept,

I

2

Lacroix, M. "Canadian Refugee Policy and the Social Construction of the Refugee Claimant
Subjectivity: Understanding Refugeeness" Journal of Refugee Studies 2004 Vol. 17 NO.2 pages 147
- 166 at page 147.
Martin, S. "Refugee and Displaced Women: 60 Years of Progress and Setbacks" Amsterdam Law
Forum 2011 Vol. 3 NO.2 pages 72 - 91 at 74.

3

Haddad, E. "Who is (Not) a Refugee?" European University Institute, Working Paper No.6, 2004 at
page 2.

4

Haddad, E. "Who is (Not) a Refugee?" European University Institute, Working Paper No.6, 2004 at
page 2.
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it is politicised and vilified for its imposition on a State's dominion over its own
borders. To host refugees and asylum-seekers,

a State must relinquish a part

of its sovereign powers to protect the nationals from other nations. Therefore,
those seeking refuge are at the utter mercy of the governments who continually
seek new strategies

to entrench

reasons that a conceptual
and policies attempting

persons?

humanitarian

understanding

of "refugeehood"

to regulate it.6 This is fundamental

and balanced international
displaced

control over their borders."

It is for these

must precede law
to a co-ordinated

response to the escalating number of refugees and

A conceptual

or a feminist

formulation,

approach

such

to refugee

as a human

protection,

rights,

informs

the

inclusivity of the definition ascribed to the refugee.

A strict or narrow construction

of refugee criteria could result in numerous

people left without recourse due to a lack of protection by international
The converse

position,

of an excessively

problematic and counter-productive,
attempt to accommodate

broad conceptualisation

law."

is also

because it would exhaust resources in an

an increasing

amount of people."

In addition, an

overly broad concept would eventually decrease the special status afforded to
refugees. It is a struggle to find a balance between these two positions, even
when the best possible conditions exist. It is much more difficult to achieve this

5

Juss, S.S. "Complicity, Exclusion, and the "Unworthy" in Refugee Law" Refugee Survey Quarterly
2012 Vol. 31 No.3 pages 1 - 39.

6

"Refugeehood" is a term used to describe the very nature or condition of being a refugee. See
Hathaway, J.C. "The Evolution of Refugee Status in International Law: 1920 - 1950" International
and Comparative Law Quarterly 1984 Vol. 33 No.2 pages 348 - 380 at 349. Lacroix calls this
condition "refugeeness". See Lacroix, M. "Canadian Refugee Policy and the Social Construction of
the Refugee Claimant Subjectivity: Understanding Refugeeness" Journal of Refugee Studies 2004
Vol. 17 No.2 pages 147 - 166.

7

Barutciski, M. "A Critical View on UNHCR's Mandate Dilemmas" International Journal of Refugee
Law 2002 Vol. 14 No. 2/3 pages 365 - 381 at 379 - 381.

8

Shacknove, A.E. "Who is a Refugee?" Ethics 1985 pages 274 - 284 at 276.

9

Shacknove, A.E. "Who is a Refugee?" Ethics 1985 pages 274 - 284 at 276.
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when States continually implement strategies to exclude asylum-seekers from
making claims."? Any approach to refugee regulation is grounded in politics,
which mayor may not be beneficial to the asylum-seeker, and thus GoodwinGill claims that "refugee work cannot be non-politica"

.11

This chapter analyses the politics of the refugee definition and the effect of this
interpretation in practice. The analysis revisits the explicit exclusion of gender
from

the

international

refugee

regime.12

In addition, the

subsequent

development of gender in international refugee law will be evaluated within the
paradigm of feminist scholarship, to challenge the purported neutrality of
refugee law.

3.2

THE REFUGEE CONVENTION OF 1951 AND THE REFUGEE
PROTOCOL OF 1967

The protection of refugees and asylum-seekers has developed over time, with
specific eras developing a particular approach to the treatment of asylumseekers.13 The stringent guarding of borders was not always a feature in inter10

See Chapter 4 infra for an analysis of the manner in which South Africa employs arbitrary procedures
to frustrate the timely applications by asylum-seekers. See also Chapter 5 infra for an analysis of the
Canada's restrictive policies, such as the Safe Third Country Agreements.

II

Goodwin-Gill, G.S. "The Politics of Refugee Protection" Refugee Survey Quarterly 2008 Vol. 27 No.
1 pages 8 - 23 at 9.

12

This thesis does not include an analysis of regional refugee law. The existing regional framework
of African Unity (OAU), Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of
Refugee Problems in Africa 1969, 1001 U.N.T.S. 45,
Cartagena Dec/aration on Refugees,
includes Organization

Colloquium on the International Protection of Refugees in Central America, Mexico and Panama,
1984, European Union: European Parliament, Minimum Standards Relating to the Eligibility for
Refugee Status or International Protection and Content of These Status' - Assessment (summary) of
the Implementation of the 2004 Directive and Proposals for a Common European Regime of Asylum,
2008, PE 393.293.
13

See generally Tuitt, P. "Rethinking the Refugee Concept" in Refugee Rights and Realities: Evolving
International Concepts and Regimes Nicholson, F. and Twomey, P. (eds) 1999 pages 106 - 118;
Hathaway, J.C. "The evolution of Refugee Status in International Law: 1920 - 1950" International
and Comparative Law Quarterly 1984 Vol. 33 NO.2 pages 348 - 380.
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State relations, thus migration was largely unregulated." A host State would
often grant asylum to individuals fleeing not only persecution, but also
prosecution in their State of nationality." As the amount of displaced persons in
Europe increased during the early twentieth century, international regulation
became ïnevnabte." One of the largest initiatives occurred in the 1920s, when
the League of Nations (the League) became the first international body to
address the issue of refugees with a humanitarian and developmental
tdeoloqy."

The regulatory approach was however, responsive to the particular events as
they presented themselves and resulted in a piece-meal approach, with
separate documents and instruments to resolve each event of disolacement."
The chief objective of these instruments was humanitarian, attempting to
control and protect the movement of people who were stateless and who were
not, therefore protected by their country of oriqin."

Despite the League's

adoption of a Refugee Convention in 1933,20 its efforts to provide global
protection did not reach fruition, as it was thwarted by the onset of World War II,
14

15

Zolberg, A.R. "Managing a World on the Move" Population and Development Review Vol. 36 NO.1
pages 222 - 253 at 222.
Weis, P. "Territorial

Asylum" Indian Journal of International Law 1966 pages 173 - 194, at 173.

Weis explains also how asylum was initially a religious concept, allowing asylum-seekers
refuge in sacred places,
16

17

to seek

See generally Goodwin-Gill, G. The Refugee in International Law 1983 pages 1 - 17.
Bwakira,

N. "Nansen to Ogata: UNHCR's

Role in a Changing

World" International Migration

Review 2001 Vol. 35 NO.1 pages. 278 - 283 at 279.
18

These instruments included: Arrangements with regard to the Issue of Certificates of Identity to
Russian Refugees, LNTS, Vol. XIII, No 355, 1922; and the Arrangements with regard to the Issue of
Certificates of Identity to Russian and Armenian Refugees, Supplementing and Amending the
Previous Arrangements, LNTS, Vol. LXXXIX, No 2004, 1924 and 1926.

19

Hathaway, J "The Law of Refugee Status" in Chimni, B.S. (ed) International Refugee Law: A Reader
2000 at page 11.

20

Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, L.N.T.S., Vol CUX, N. 3663, 1933.
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the

ideological differences

of

nations, the

Cold War

and the strict

implementation of State sovereiqnty." It became the task of the UN to develop
a post-World War II refugee protection regime, an arduous undertaking that in
present day is still the subject of vigorous debate.

3.2.1

Definition of a refugee in the Refugee Convention and its
historical context

In 1949 the UN General Assembly passed a resolution to establish the office of
the UNHCR to resolve the huge refugee flows resulting from World War 11.22
The Statute of the Office of the UNHCR23 (UNHCR Statute) set out the
organisation's mandate as:
Providing international protection, under the auspices of the
United Nations, to refugees who fall within the scope of the
present Statute and of seeking permanent solutions for the
problem of refugees by assisting Governments and, subject
to the approval of the Governments concerned, private
organizations to facilitate the voluntary repatriation of such
refugees, or their assimilation within new national
communities.24

The prime functions are to oversee the protection of refugees, find durable
solutions and to assist with the voluntary repatriation of refugees. Even though
the UNHCR is a subsidiary of the UN, it is still subject to the States, with
governments having control over the refugees within their borders. Hence the
UNHCR must have co-operative relationships with States in order to fulfil its

21

Kourula, P. Broadening the Edges: Refugee Definition and International Protection Revisited 1999 at
page 50; Bwakira, N. "Nansen to Ogata: UNHCR's Role in a Changing World" International
Migration Review 2001 Vol. 35 No.1 pages. 278 - 283 at 279.

22

Resolution 319 (IV), 1949.

23

Statute ofthe Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
428 (V), 1950.

24

UNHCR Statute, paragraph 1.
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for Refugees of 1950, U.N.G.A. Res.

mandate. Over the years, the steady increase of displaced persons led to an
extension of the original mandate to include assistance to lOPs and stateless

persons." The UNHCR Statute not only provides that the nature of the UNHCR
functionary is "non-political", but establishes that the office operates within a
humanitarian paradlqrn."

The present-day function of the UNHCR also necessitates the monitoring of
human rights violations that might lead to spurts of refugee flows, as well as the
infringements of rights that might occur when asylum-seekers are in translt."
This expanded role of the UNHCR is rightly criticised for not being focusing
exclusively on refugees, and for duplicating the roles of humanitarian aid
orqanlsattons." The non-political character of the UNHCR is being eroded
because the agency is increasingly involved in providing humanitarian aid
inside States experiencing "highly politicized civil wars" and internal conflict.29

The drafting history provides an account of the discord between States, and the
inability to reach consensus on the definition provision. Several factors
influenced the drafting process and the final version of the definition,

25

UNHCR Statute, paragraph 9 provides that "the High Commissioner shall engage in such additional
activities, including repatriation and resettlement, as the General Assembly may determine within the
limits of the resources placed at his disposal". In 1957 the General Assembly asked the UNHCR to
assist with Chinese refugees in Hong Kong, and in 1972 to assist with Sudanese displaced.

26

UNHCR Statute, paragraph 2, which provides that "the work of the High Commissioner
an entirely non-political character; it shall be humanitarian
groups and categories of refugees".

shall be of

and social and shall relate, as a rule, to

27

Bakircioglu, Ó "The Evolving Role of the UNHCR: Should the Conventional Role of the UNHCR be
Expanded?" Ankara Law Review 2008 Vol. 5 No. I pages lOl - 110 at 105.

28

Bakircioglu, Ó "The Evolving Role of the UNHCR: Should the Conventional Role of the UNHCR be
Expanded?" Ankara Law Review 2008 Vol. 5 No.1 pages 101 - IlO at 105. See generally Bwakira,
N. "From Nansen to Ogata: UNHCR's Role in a Changing World" International Migration Review
2001 Vol. 35 No.1 pages 278 - 283.

29

Bakircioglu, Ó "The Evolving Role of the UNHCR: Should the Conventional Role of the UNHCR be
Expanded?" Ankara Law Review 2008 Vol. 5 No. I pages 101 - IlO at 105.
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diminishing the protection for refugees. The differences in the ideologies of the
Western and Eastern bloc States dominated

the proceedings.

The socialist

nations eventually withdrew from the process, as they strongly objected to their
citizens

leaving to seek refuge

in Western

States.3D

The determination

of

whether persons are allowed to enter into specific territories is largely within in
the power of the State concerned

and is not determined by international

law.

State control of borders respects the sovereignty principle, allowing individual
jurisdictions

to develop policies regulating incoming and outgoing movement

across its borders. This power is succinctly described

by Goodwin-Gill

who

states that:
The movement of persons across frontiers represents an
area of particular problems for international law. Both
emigration and immigration touch the self-interest of
States, and it is common to find expressed the view that
these are matters pre-eminently within the reserved
domain of domestic jurisdiction. By this characterization it
is understood that the State enjoys an absolute and
uncontrolled discretion, or sovereign power, to determine
whether it will permit its subjects to travel abroad and
whether, and on what conditions, it will permit the entry
and establishment of aliens."
On the face of it, the establishment
control of borders. International

of refugee policy impedes unfettered State

refugee law, therefore, provides limitation to a

State's domain and control of its closely guarded

borders. Obligations

are

placed on Member States to open its borders and share resources with persons
who meet the criteria contained in the Refugee Convention. The definition of a
refugee is contained in the Refugee Convention and the Refugee Protocol. The
Refugee Convention defines a refugee as a person who:

30

Hathaway, J.C. "A Reconsideration of the Underlying Premise of Refugee Law" in International
Refugee Law (ed) Lambert, H. 2010 pages 65 - 119 at 82.

31

Goodwin-Gill, G.S. International Law and the Movement of Persons between States 1978 at page 3.
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... as a result of events occurring before the 1 January 1951,
and owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons
of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social
group or political opinion, is outside the country of his
nationality and is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of
that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside
of the country of his former habitual residence as a result of
such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to
return to it.32

The text of the Refugee Convention

definition was initially exclusionary.

By

stipulating that the definition applies to "events occurring before the 1 January
1951", it applied only to the asylum-seekers

resulting from the World War

periods. The 1951 time frame was included in the definition to appease the
majority of participating

States, who sought to limit their obligations towards

refugees. Thus, this instrument protected mainly European refugees, excluding
the

vast

amount

of displaced

persons

who

fell

outside

of this

narrow

constructlon"

This limitation was removed by the Refugee Protocol of 1967, which extended
the

application

Europe."

32

33

of the

Refugee

Convention

to post-1951

events

In addition to its geographical limitations, gender-related

persecution

Article Al(2) of the Refugee Convention.
Kourula, P. Broadening the Edges: Refugee Definition and International Protection Revisited 1997 at
36.

34

outside

Article 1 of the Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees of 1967 provides:
1. The States Parties to the present Protocol undertake to apply articles 2 to 34
inclusive of the Convention to refugees as hereinafter defined.
2. For the purpose of the present Protocol, the term "refugee" shall, except as
regards the application of paragraph 3 of this article, mean any person within the
defmition of article 1 of the Convention as if the words "As a result of events
occurring before 1 January 1951 and ..." and the words "... as a result of such
events", in article lA(2) were omitted.
3. The present Protocol shall be applied by the States Parties hereto without any
geographic limitation, save that existing declarations made by States already
Parties to the Convention in accordance with article 1B(1) (a) of the Convention,
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was excluded as an express persecutory ground, characterising the nature of
persecution as relating to the specific harms that were experienced mostly by
men.35

3.2.2

Ideologyunderpinningthe RefugeeConvention

The framework that is used to protect the displaced is generally accepted as
being rooted in human rights, as opposed to a framework that is concerned with
the protecting the interest of the receiving State.36 The Refugee Convention
definition reflects the

conceptual

argument

that there

is an accepted

relationship of "trust, loyalty and protection and assistance between the citizen
and the State", and that people become refugees when this relationship is
broken, and cannot be maintained."

This notion is further developed to recognise that the broken bond is marked by
"persecution and alienage" and this is the characterisation of conditions for

refuqeehood." Despite this understanding, defining a refugee was a debated at
the creation of the Refugee Convention, and is in present day, still questioned
and analysed. Refugees represent the limitation on the State's enjoyment of its
borders.

shall, unless extended under article 1B(2) thereof, apply also under the present
Protocol.
35

Oswin, N. "Rights Spaces: An Exploration of Feminist Approaches
Feminist Journal of Politics Vol. 3 NO.3 pages 347-364 at 349.

to Refugee Law" International

36

Lambert, H. "The Conceptulisation of 'Persecution' by the House of Lords: Horvath v. Secretary of
State for the Home Department" International Journal of Refugee Law 2001 Vol. 13 pages 16 - 31 at
18; Steinbock, D.J. "The Refugee Definition as Law: Issues of Interpretation" in Refugee Rights and
Realities: Evolving International Concepts and Regimes Nicholson, F. and Twomey, P. (eds) 1999
pages 13 - 36 at page 30.

37

Shacknove, A.E. "Who is a Refugee?" Ethics 1985 pages 274 - 284 at 275.

38

Shacknove, A.E. "Who is a Refugee?" Ethics 1985 pages 274 - 284 at 275.
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Thus States, including South Africa and Canada, have adopted laws and
policies that are increasingly moulding the Refugee Convention definition of a
refugee. The international refugee dynamics have therefore shifted from a
humanitarian and protectionist approach to an exclusionary one." Key historic
events have influenced refugee flows, and in turn, affected the manner in which
the international community responded to refugees. An overview of the
historical approaches to refugee protection provides insights into the political
and humanitarian decisions that influence the current refugee paradigm.

The term "refugee" is a politicised term which receiving States often regard as a
limitation of sovereign control over their borders. However, the country of origin
of the refugee, the State from which the person is fleeing, regards also the act
of refugee recognition as restricting its rights over its own citizens."
Recognising the refugee status of an individual is also a declaration that the
country of origin is a perpetrator, or is unwilling or unable to protect the
individual and punish the perpetrator, if a non-State actor." The ensuing
scholarly debates and general women's rights activism culminated in the
development of UN interpretive guidelines specifically aimed at creating a
space for the recognition and assessment of gender-related claims."

Several jurisdictions have followed this example and adopted their own gender
guidelines, indicating an intention to developing the inclusion of gender in their

39

Bakircioglu, O. "The Evolving Role of the UNHCR: Should the Conventional Role of the UNHCR
be Expanded?" Ankara Law Review 2008 Vol. 5 No. I pages 101 - 110 at 102.

40

Price, M.E. "Persecution Complex: Justifying Asylum Law's Preference for Persecuted People"
Harvard International Law Journal2006 Vol. 47 pages 413 - 466 at 425.

41

Price, M.E. "Persecution Complex: Justifying Asylum Law's Preference for Persecuted People"
Harvard International Law Journal2006 Vol. 47 pages 413 -466 at 425 -426.

42

Guidelines on the Protection of Refugee Women, 1991; Guidelines on International Protection:
Gender-Related Persecution within the context of Article 1A(2) of the 1951 Convention and/or its
1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees, 2002.
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respective refugee systems." Despite the advances in international refugee
law and the respective domestic refugee systems, the burgeoning amount of
forcibly displaced persons and asylum-seekers

means that the many

developments are under threat of dissipating. The refugee definition is sui
generis and, therefore, specific principles are intrinsic to such a definition."

The first principle relates to the declaratory nature of the refugee status,
emphasising that when an individual is granted refugee status by a State, such
recognition is a declaration and not a constitutive act." This means that such a
person does not become a refugee when such status is recognised and
granted by a State, but that this recognition merely confirms a set of
circumstances that are already in existence. These circumstances mean that
the individual fulfils the criteria of the refugee definition. Consequently, an
individual could meet the elements of the refugee definition and still not be
recognised as such by the State from which it seeks asylum."

The second general principle is that refugeehood is meant to be a temporary
status and that therefore where possible, durable solutions must be central to
programmes and policies. Such solutions might take the form of safe voluntary
repatriation to the country of origin, or naturalisation in the host State. However,
in order to ensure the sustainability of protection, there must be burden-sharing,

43

The States that have adopted gender guidelines include Canada, Australia, the US and the UK, while
South Africa incorporates gender into the legislation. South Africa's legislative approach and
Canada's guidelines will be analysed infra in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 respectively. The comparison
between the guidelines approach as opposed to the legislative approach will be analysed infra in
Chapter 6.
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Kourula, P. Broadening the Edges: Refugee Definition and International Protection Revisited 1997 at
39-40.
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Kourula, P. Broadening the Edges: Refugee Definition and International Protection Revisited 1997 at
39.
Kourula, P. Broadening the Edges: Refugee Definition and International Protection Revisited 1997 at
39.
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where there is equitable distribution of States' obligations to provide
protection." Currently there is an unfair distribution of refugee obligations, with
80% of the world's refugees hosted by the poorest nations." The co-operation
of States that have the actual ability to host refugees is fundamental to the
fulfilment of the rights-based paradigm of the refugee system. The third general
principle is that asylum is a basic right and that individuals have the right to
leave their country of origin or a foreign country in search of refuge from
persecution. Such persons also have a right to return to their country of origin.49
This basic right remains intact even though States might adopt regulatory
frameworks.

The definition of a refugee is central to the determination of whether or not
persons will receive protection from State Parties to the Refugee Convention.
The content of the definition has always been a contentious issue evoking
debate, particularly among the States who were to be parties to the Refugee
Convention.f It is interesting to note that only men comprised the Conference
of Plenipotentiaries responsible for the drafting of the Refugee Convention."
Moreover, gender inequality was virtually ignored during the drafting process,
and was therefore only briefly considered and summarily dismissed as an issue
to be addressed at a domestic level.52 The chairperson of the Conference even
47

The preamble to the Refugee Convention acknowledges the burden that refugees place on States and
recognise that the co-operation of States is required for refugee protection.

48

UNHCR Global Trends 2012, accessible at http://unhcr.orglglobaltrendsjune2013/
March 2014].

49

Article 14 of the Universal Declaration.

50

Steinbock, D.J. "Interpreting the Refugee Defmition"
Review 1998 pages 733 - 814 at 736.

51

Edwards, A. "Transitioning Gender: Feminist Engagement with International Refugee Law and
Policy 1950-2010" Refugee Survey Quarterly 2010 Vol. 29 No.2 pages 21 - 45 at 23.

52

Conference

of Plenipotentiaries,

University of California,

[accessed on 30

Los Angeles Law

10. These sentiments were expressed by the British delegate. See

also Edwards, A. "Transitioning Gender: Feminist Engagement with International Refugee Law and
Policy 1950-2010" Refugee Survey Quarterly 2010 Vol. 29 No.2 pages 21 - 45 at 23.
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expressed the opinion that there was uncertainty whether there would be any
claims based on gender-based persecution.P

3.2.3

The intersection of refugee law, human rights law and
humanitarianlaw

The intersectionality

of refugee law, human rights law and humanitarian

law

exists, and must be observed for a completed reading and application of the
Refugee Convention. The Universal Declaration provides the specific right to
seek asylum by providing that "everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in
other countries asylum from persecuton"." This provision creates the platform
to construct refugees within a human rights framework.

The intersection of international refugee law, international human rights law and
international

humanitarian law occurs because the violation of human rights in

armed conflict and non-conflict

situations could initiate or perpetuate

flows.

of

The

conceptualisation

refugees

within

humanitarian paradigm is integral to the development
Organisations
incorporating
Individual

established

before

refugee policies

and

after

World

into humanitarianism

States and international

a

human

has led in international

jurisdictions

adhering to a protectionist

War

II grappled

Article 14, Universal DecIaration.

with

rights law.

refugee

encroachment

law, to the tension

approach

,9.
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on State
between

and the adoption of strict

refugee and immigration policies in order to retain control of borders.

54

and

of the refugee definition.

and human

The perceived

sovereignty

Conference of Plenipotentiaries

rights

policy have not reached the point where

such a paradigm is fully embraced.

53

refugee

However, the increasing discretionary sovereign power contradicted the
humanitarian philosophy envisioned in international law.55 Weis correctly
argues that the humanitarian conceptualisation of refugees is contained in the
legal principle of civitas maxima where nations form a community of States, and
part of the communal duty includes the granting of asylurn." The civitas
maxima principle was continued in the Conference of Plenipotentiaries of 1951

that adopted the Refugee Convention, when it acknowledged that States
needed to embrace a co-operative spirit to adequately address the issue of
refugees. The Conference provided that:
Considering that many persons still leave their country of origin
for reasons of persecution and are entitled to special protection
on account of their position, [and] recommends that
Governments continue to receive refugees in their territories
and that they act in concert in a true spirit of international cooperation in order that these refugees may find asylum and the
possibility of resettlement.57

The Refugee Convention has adopted a co-operative approach, visible in the
preamble, which acknowledges that burdens are placed on receiving nations
and that the work of the UN in this regard could not be achieved without the
assistance and co-operation of States. 58 The notion of international law

ss Article 2(1) of the Resolution on the Right of Asylum adopted by the Institute ofInternational

Law in
1950 provides that "a State which, in the exercise of its humanitarian duties grants asylum in its
territory, does not thereby incur any international responsibility". See also Weis, P "Territorial
Asylum" Indian Journal of International Law 1966 pages 173 -194 at 175.
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Weis, P "Territorial Asylum" Indian Journal of International Law 1966 pages 173 - 194 at 175. Weis
cites the Grotius, Suarez and Wolff as proponents of the civitas maxima.
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Final Act of the United Nations Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Status of Refugees and
Stateless Persons, 189 U.N.T.S. 37,1951, Recommendation D.
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The Preamble of the Refugee Convention acknowledges that the co-operation of States is required for
the protection of refugees. The Preamble thus notes that:
Considering that the grant of asylum may place unduly heavy burdens on certain countries,
and that a satisfactory solution of a problem of which the United Nations has recognized the
international scope and nature cannot therefore be achieved without international cooperation.
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providing humanitarian and human rights protection to refugees is decreased
by the political nature of the Refugee Convention and the Refugee Protocol.59
The political nature of the instruments seeks to determine the reasons and
circumstances leading to the non-protection by the government of origin, but if
a rights-based approach were embraced, then the focus would squarely be on
the protection of such persons." Today, humanitarianism is eroded by not only
State sovereignty and the political strength, but also the neo-liberalist economic
policies of the developed States."

The influence of global capitalism has led to human development and human
security being sacrificed in favour of profit margins. This has greatly influenced
the manner in which States develop refugee policies. Chimni provides a useful
account of the manner in which global economic structures such as the World
Bank, the World Trade Organisation (VVTO) and the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation (NATO) enable bilateral and multilateral agreements, which allow
industrialised nations and corporations to move capital on a global level,
without being irnpeded."

These economic structures have influenced the manner in which conflicts are
resolved and the type of assistance that should be afforded to conflicting States
and the resulting refugee flows.63 Humanitarian language is increasingly used
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Hathaway, J.C. "A Reconsideration of the Underlying Premise of Refugee Law" Harvard
International Law Journal 1990 pages 129 - 183 at 130.
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Hathaway, J.C. "A Reconsideration of the Underlying Premise of Refugee Law" Harvard
pages 129 - 183 at 130.
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Chimni, B.S. "Globalization, Humanitarianism and the Erosion of Refugee Protection" Journal of
Refugee Studies 2000Vol.13 No.3 pages 243 - 263 at 245.
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Chimni, B.S. "Globalization, Humanitarianism and the Erosion of Refugee Protection" Journal of
Refugee Studies 2000 VoU3 NO.3 pages 243 - 263 at 246.
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Chimni, B.S. "Globalization, Humanitarianism and the Erosion of Refugee Protection" Journal of
Refugee Studies 2000 Vol.13 NO.3 pages243 - 263 at 247.
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by developing nations and transnational corporations to evade the Refugee
Convention obligations, and this has become embedded in human rights and
humanitarian discourse. This is particularly evident in the avoidance of burdensharing in order to protect the physical security and resources of the host
State.64 Chimni notes how the huge refugee flows as a result of conflicts have,
in recent times, rationalised the use of force by developed nations, and has
also contributed to the generation of more displaced persons. In addition, the
forces from the Western world have subverted the humanitarian efforts of aid
organisations by using the military to deliver food and medicine. Thus, the very
States that contribute to the increase in refugee flows, and avoid the
responsibilities of accepting and protecting refugees in their jurisdictions, are
also visibly involved in using their armed forces to embark on humanitarian
rnisslons."

Economic policy also informs the manner in which States are selected as the
recipients of aid. "Selective humanitarianism" is thus aimed at ensuring that the
dominant economic ideology is promoted, and to prevent the refugee flow from
penetrating the borders of industrialised nations."

The social, political and

economic factors that impact the globalisation and diplomatic interaction
influence also the effective harmonisation of international law. This impedes the
effective protection of refugees, and is in part responsible for the initial
exclusion of gender-related persecution from the Refugee Convention.

64

Chimni, B.S. "Globalization, Humanitarianism and the Erosion of Refugee Protection" Journal of
Refugee Studies 2000 Vol.13 NO.3 pages 243 - 263 at 253.
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were invaded and later aided by the 'humanitarian' efforts of the Western forces.
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3.2.4

Exclusion of gender-related

persecution as a ground for asylum

in the Refugee Convention
The exclusion of gender from the Refugee Convention has been argued to be
irrelevant, particularly in terms of the subsequent adoption of the UN Gender

Guidelines." However, a reinterpretation of this absence through the feminist
lens exposes the gendered nature of the international refugee law system. The
dominant, male perspective is evident in the text of the Refugee Convention
and the Refugee Protocol as well as the preparatory documents.ï" which
rendered sex and gender

invisible and therefore, outside the realm of

protection."

Even though sex and gender are not specifically listed grounds within the
Refugee Convention, it is contended that the mere inclusion of a gender
category would not alleviate the issues regarding sex and gender inequality
7o

within refugee law.

The UN Gender Guidelines' observation that gender-
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Haines, R. "Gender-related
Persecution" in UNHCR's Global Consultations on International
Protection Feller, E., TUrk, V. and Nicholson, F. (eds) 2003 pages 319 - 354 at 323.
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Quarterly 2010 Vol. 29 NO.2 pages 21 - 45 at 23.
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the Women? Gender Discrimination in Refugee Policies and Practices" Agenda 2003 Vol. 55 pages
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related persecution does not have legal meaning is problematic."

This

characterisation of gender-related persecution articulates that the gendered
experience and reality of persecution is not recognised in law. Despite the need
argument for a gender category, such inclusion does not constitute a remedy,
because mere inclusion would be superficial, and amount to "compensatory
scholarship" characteristic of legal liberalism, and would not address the
patriarchal ideology embedded in the law.72

3.3

PLACING THE REFUGEE WOMEN ON THE INTERNATIONAL
LAW AGENDA

The inclusion of women in refugee policies mirrored the general development
and mainstreaming of gender rights in international human rights law.73 Key
international events such as the UN Decade on Women (1976 - 1985), as well
as the adoption of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAWf4 and the Vienna Declaration and
Programme of Action of the World Conference on Human Rights (Vienna
Declaration)."

provided the platform for activists to advocate for gender

mainstreaming in international law.76
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1993.
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Berkeley Women's

Law and

In 1985, a review was conducted on the circumstances of women refugees.
This led to the Executive Committee of the UNHCR Programme (EXCOM)
accepting the serious realities of women refugees. EXCOM recognised the
"vulnerable situation" of women and girls which often exposed them to "physical
violence, sexual abuse and discrimination"." The UNHCR was encouraged to
adopt programmes to aid displaced women, and governments weré urged to
secure the protection of women and girls.78

The drawback was that States had discretionary power to use "their
sovereignty" to grant refugee status to "women asylum-seekers who face harsh
or inhuman treatment due to their having transgressed the social mores of the
society"." Thus the problems of refugee women were relegated to below the
State's sovereignty and independence. EXCOM was influential in the policies
and training programmes of the UNHCR, such as the Policy on Refugee
Women, which acknowledges that different approaches must be employed
when responding to women refugees.8o This was followed quickly by the
adoption of the 1991 UN Gender Guidelines, to encourage States to have a
gender-senstive approach to refugee determination."

In 1993 the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women
(DEVAW),82 although non-binding, supplemented CEDAW by constructing
violence against women as discrimination. While the instruments represented a
development for women's right in general, they remained silent on the issue of
77

EXCOM, Conclusion No. 39 paragraph (d).
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EXCOM, Conclusion No. 39 paragraphs (g) and (h).
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EXCOM, Conclusion No. 39 paragraph (k).
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UNHCR Policy on Refugee Women, Geneva, 20 August 1990.
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UNHCR Guidelines on the Protection of Refugee Women, 1991, UN Doc. EC/SCP/67, 1991
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Declaration on the Elimination
481104,1994.

of Violence Against Women, adopted 20 December
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1993, GA Res

refugee women. The subsequent World Nairobi and Beijing Conferences, albeit
in a limited manner, directed attention toward the violence experienced by
refugee women."

A year later the UN produced its first policy guidelines on strategies to protect
women and girls,84which was revised in 2008.85 Both Kneebone and Edwards
rightly critique the essentialist construction of women in the language of the UN
refugee policy documents." Whereas previous documents framed women as
victims needing protection, the latest version of the policy guidelines referred to
women refugees as "resilient" and "courageous", thus, portraying women in a
"patronizing" manner." Another serious problem that arose in policy documents
was the conflation of refugee women and children, tainting the statistics of both
women and children refugees.

The criticism levelled at this conflation is twofold. First, the reading together of
women and children gives credence to the stereotypical notion of women as
mothers." Secondly, statistics that do not provide accurate figures on either
women or children as separate entities, prohibits the adoption of appropriate
measures for each group. As part of its attempt to protect women refugees,
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Declaration and Platform for Action, Fourth World Conference on Women, Beijing, A/CONF.I77/20
and A/CONF. 177/20/Add. I, 1995.
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EXCOM recommended in 1995 that the UNHCR adopt interpretative guidelines
that could assist States in recognising gender persecution in asylum
applicationa"

Pursuant to this, the UNHCR conducted global consultation processes and
published a series of guidelines aimed at supplementing the UNHCR
Handbook. While the UN Gender Guidelines indicated that the UNHCR was
serious about addressing the specific problems of refugee women, it
emphasised also the problems related to the stereotypical manner in which
women are regarded in international refugee law, such as the manner in which
women's persecution is viewed as non-political. 90 The UN Gender Guidelines
were further supplemented by policy documents that specifically focused on
gender-based and sexual violence against refugees, particularly in areas of
conflict." The combination of all these factors consistently impacts on the
manner in which the refugee definition is interpreted.

For the purposes of this thesis, the impact of diverse interpretations must be
examined carefully in respect of the general refugee population, and specifically
in relation to women refugees. The essential premise is that the philosophical
basis of international refugee laws has always been entrenched in the human
rights paradigm, with the focus on the basic rights of individual refugees.92 Thus
any interpretation which falls short of this yardstick should be subject to
scrutiny.
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EXCOM, Conclusion No. 77 (XL VI) General Conclusion on International
1995, paragraph (g).

Protection, 20 October

The stereotypical nature of the Gender Guidelines will be discussed in more detail in the analysis of
the Refugee Convention definition below.
UNHCR, Sexual Violence against Refugees: Guidelines on Prevention and Response, Geneva, March
1995 and UNHCR, Sexual and Gender-based Violence against Refugees, Geneva, May 2003.
Hathaway, J.C. "Reconceiving Refugee Law as Human Rights Protection" Journal of Refugee Studies
1991 Vol. 4 NO.2 pages 113 -131 at 123.
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3.3.1

The elements of the definition in the Refugee Convention and
the interpretation of gender-related persecution

Before embarking on a general analysis of the definition, it must be noted that
gender-related persecution is not included as a ground for asylum. Therefore,
women's claims had to be viewed under the existing grounds. The advantages
and problems of not having a separate gender ground will be examined,
determining what would be beneficial for the refugee woman.

Overall, an analysis of the Refugee Convention definition is vital in terms of
interpretation and implementation, as it impacts on refugee determination and
the manner in which States ascertain whether applicants meet the definition
requirements and thus would be able to receive protection. In the absence of a
specific international body to adjudicate refugee matters, the domestic courts of
State Parties must provide interpretive guidance to the Refugee Convention
and the Refugee Protocol. Almost every core phrase in the Refugee
Convention definition has been scrutinized in and challenged in the attempt to
determine the meaning of a refugee and to establish who should receive
refugee protection from States.93

The drafting history and the ordinary meaning of the Refugee Convention are
crucial in determining the meaning of concepts within the definition, and in turn
are vital in the implementation of the definition at the domestic level. The
purpose and objectives of this instrument are also regarded in determining the
meaning of the specific provisions. The ordinary meaning of the text, the
drafting history of the Refugee Convention and the purpose of the Refugee
Convention will be discussed below. The ordinary or literal meaning of the

93

Steinbock, D.J. "The Refugee Definition as Law: Issues of Interpretation" in Refugee Rights and
Realities: Evolving International Concepts and Regimes (ed) Nicholson, F. and Twomey, P. 1999
pages 13 - 36 at page 15.
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Refugee Convention text is given credence as the most important interpretative
tool in determining who is a refugee.94

The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (Vienna Convention) provides
guidance on the interpretation of international law, stating that a treaty must be
interpreted in terms of the ordinary words within the context of the object and
purpose of the instrument."

However, reliance on the literal meaning of a

convention text may occur at the expense of reading it in line with the historical
context, objectives and purpose." Hathaway critiques the over-zealous
reliance on the literal approach in or for "governments and courts to simplify
their task"."

The text, preamble and annexes can also be examined and interpreted to
establish the meaning of a provision of the treaty." This means that the fravaux
preparafaires

and the drafting history of the instrument should be used as an

interpretative tool only to confirm the ordinary meaning of the provision, or
when the ordinary meaning is unclear or ambiguous. The Vienna Convention's
preference for the ordinary meaning of the text is indicative of the importance
and mainstay of the intentions of the State Parties who signed and ratified a
particular instrument.99 The manner in which various courts have interpreted

94
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(1969),

8

the ordinary

meaning

of the core provisions

of the Refugee

Convention

definition will be paramount to the analysis of the level of protection afforded
claimants.

Most domestic courts have, however, opted to give effect to the

stricter textual interpretation of the Refugee Convention.

3.3.1.1

A Well-founded

Fear

The presence of a well-founded

fear of persecution

is central to refugee law

and essential to the claim and application for refugee status, as the element
contains

evidentiary

standards

that must be met by the claimant.P?

Refugee

Convention

does not define a "well-founded

However,

the qualification

that the fear

protection

under the Refugee Convention,

The

fear of persecution".

must well-founded,

restricts

the

as it carries a heavy evidentiary

burden. Persons who are involuntary immigrants, but are deemed not to have a
well-founded

fear, will not enjoy Refugee Convention

much debate about the meaning of "well-founded
jurisdictions

have interpreted

protection."?'

There is

fear" and courts in various

the concept in a range of ways. The general

interpretation and practice is that for fear to be well-founded, the claimant must
satisfy

a

two-pronged

test

comprising

both

subjective

and

objective

elements.102

The UNHCR Handbook not only endorses the application of both the subjective
and objective criteria, but also places a great emphasis on the fulfilment of the
subjective

aspect of fear. The rationale for this is the conclusion that fear is

100

Hathaway, J.C. The Law of Refugee Status 1991 at page 65. The persecution element is discussed
below. The UNHCR Handbook states that a "well-founded fear of persecution" is the key provision
of the definition in paragraph 37.
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Hathaway, J.C. and Hicks, W.S. "Is there a Subjective Element in the Refugee Convention's
Requirement of a 'Well-founded Fear'?" in Michigan Journal of International Law 2005 Vol. 26
pages 505 - 562 at page 510. Hathaway refers to this two-pronged criterion as the bipartite approach.
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subjective and thus the focus should be placed on the claimant's statements
and evidence of his or her emotional state, rather than the reliance on the
status quo in the State from which the claimant is fleeing.103In addition, the fear
is classified as a "state of mind and a subjective condition" which refers to the
claimant's state of mind and must be supported by an objective situation, such
as verification of the factual situation in the State in question.'?'

The subjective criterion requires that the officials determining refugee status
must listen to the personal accounts of the applicants, and consider these in the
decision-making process. The subjective criterion also takes into account the
harm experienced by family members, friends or persons in the same race,
religion, political or social group. Thus, the asylum seekers' own interpretation
of the situation must be taken into account. The fear must be reasonable and
there must be a nexus between the experiences and the fear.105The objective
criterion requires of the officials to do a country of origin study to determine of
the statements made by the applicant fits into the historical and geographical
information of the country of origin. The objective criterion is important as it
contextualises the stories told by the applicant, and also determining
credibility.106Proving such a fear and risk could be cumbersome on a person
who has fled his or her country, with very little or no resources at her or his
disposal.

The objective part of the test is readily accepted but the subjective aspect is a
source of contention. Hathaway correctly argues that a well-founded fear does
not require a subjective element, as the ordinary meaning of fear denotes
anticipation of risk that might occur in the future, and not about harm that has
103

UNHCR Handbook, paragraph 37.
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UNHCR Handbook, paragraph 38.
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UNHCR Handbook, paragraph 41.
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UNHCR Handbook, paragraph 42.
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already occurred.l'"

Instead, Hathaway argues that fear is based on the

prospective harm that could be suffered upon returning to the country of
origin.108 It is argued that the subjective element has the effect of withholding
protection from claimants who might have a genuine claim, by adding the onus
of proving subjective fear.109 The difficulty of the two-pronged test was
highlighted in Chan v Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs with the
observation that:
The expression 'well-founded fear' is not a precise one; in
particular, it invites debate as to the extent to which the fear
depends upon objective facts and the extent to which it reflects
the subjective state of the person concerned."?

Domestic courts of various jurisdictions have decided on the meaning of wellfounded fear, with most accepting the argument that fear is subjective and must
be proven as well-founded before the objective element is tested. Courts,
however, differ in terms of the actual content of the meaning of fear, or the
degree of fear that a claimant must experience and thus the standard of proof
that a claimant meet in order to satisfy the subjective element of the wellfounded fear test.!"

Most courts accept that some standard of proof is necessary to determine if an
applicant's fear was well-founded. Initially the US courts applied a narrow
meaning of "a balance of probabilities" in which the reasonable likelihood of
107

Hathaway, J.e. The Law of Refugee Status 1991 at page 76.
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Requirement of a 'Well-founded Fear" in Michigan Journal of International Law 2005 Vol. 26 pages
505 - 562 at page 507.
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harm had to be proven.l " and this standard was mirrored in the Canadian
courts.J" The UK adopted the "reasonable degree of likelihood" standard!"
which was even stricter than the US approach. These approaches were later
replaced by less restrictive constructions of the subjective criterion.

The US Supreme Court provided an interpretation in INS v Cardoza-Fonseca,
stating that it contains a subjective and an objective element.!" The court held
that the objective approach included taking into account the existing
circumstances in the country of origin of the applicant, and then noting the
applicant's fear. Lastly, the applicant would have to explain the connection that
exists between the twO.116 The broader construction of the subjective criterion
in Cardoza-Fonseca

means that a claimant must prove a "reasonable

possibility" of persecution.!"

In R v Secretary of State for the Home Department, Ex Parte Sivakumaran and
Others,118 the House of Lords supported the US Supreme Court decision in
112

Hathaway, J.C. The Law of Refugee Status 1991 at page 76.
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Kwiakowsky v Minister of Manpower and Immigration
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INSv Cardoza-Fonseca,

[1982] 45 N.R. 116 (S.C.C.).
[1988] All ER 193.

US Supreme Court, [1987] 467 US 407.

Stevens, J held that: There is simply no room in the United Nations'

defmition for concluding that,

because an applicant only has a 10% chance of being shot, tortured, or otherwise persecuted, he or
she has no "well-founded fear" of the event's happening ... so long as an objective situation is
established, it need not be shown that the situation will probably result in persecution, but it is enough
that persecution is reasonably possible.
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INS v Cardoza-Fonseca, US Supreme Court, [1987] 467 US 407, at page 447. Stevens, J recognised
that there need not be certainty that the persecution will occur, when he stated:
That the fear must be 'well-founded' does not alter the obvious focus on the individual's
subjective beliefs, nor does it transform the standard into a 'more likely than not' one. One
can certainly have a well-founded fear of an event happening when there is less than a 50%
chance of the occurrence taking place.
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193 (H.L.).

101

and Others [1988] 1 All ER

Cardoza-Fonseca

that the determination of a "well-founded fear" comprises

both subjective and objective elements, and that the fear need not be "more
likely than not" to occur. Lord Keith of Kinkel then adopted a slightly stricter
approach of proof of "a reasonable degree of likelihood" of persecution if
returned to the country of origin. The most expansive reading of the subjective
criterion is to be found in the Australian courts where Grahl-Madsen's notion of
a "real chance" of persecution found favour in the Chan case when it was held
that:
The test suggested by Grahl-Madsen, "a real chance", gives
effect to the language of the Convention and to its
humanitarian intendment. It does not weigh the prospects of
persecution but, equally, it discounts what is remote or
insubstantial.'!"

The important inquiry, for the purposes of this thesis, relates to how these
interpretations would impact on the female asylum-seeker. The onus placed on
the displaced, fleeing and vulnerable person is heavy when the evidence to
support the fear might not be readily available. A woman who claims a fear of
sexual violence by a State agent would, for example, struggle to meet the
standards set forth in the Sivakumaran case.

3.3.1.2

Persecution on the enumerated grounds

The term "persecution" was first used in refugee law in 1938 to prevent claims
based on "reasons of purely personal convenience" by German asylum12o

seekers.

The IRO Statute later provided that those fleeing their countries of

origin had to provide "valid objections" to returning for fear of persecunon.!"
The retention of the persecution benchmark in the Refugee Convention allowed
119

Chan v Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs [1989] 169 C.L.R. 379, per Toohey, J.
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Article 1(2) of the Convention on the Status of Refugees coming from Germany of 1938.
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IRO Statute, Section C paragraph 1.

102

for the recognition of Nazi victims,122but confirmed its link to World War II and
highlighted the Eurocentric constraints of the instrument. In addition the drafting
history records the manner in which the Western States regarded the
imposition of communist ideals as being persecutory by depriving individuals of
various civil rights.123The content of this term was, and still is, the subject of
debate and scrutiny in case law.

3.3.1.2.1 Persecution constructed as serious harm together with the lack of
State protection
Despite its complexity and centrality to refugee definition, persecution is not
defined in the Refugee Convention. Realising that it would be practically
impossible to enumerate all the possible types of persecution, the drafters of
the Refugee Convention opted not to define the concept. The indeterminacy of
the concept was noted in the UNHCR Handbook by the acknowledgment that
"there is no universally accepted definition of 'persecution', and various
attempts to formulate such a definition have met with little success"!"
Providing a precise definition would have limited the application of the definition
in refugee determination.!"

Grahl-Madsen notes the advantage of not being

confined by a definition of persecution, by stating that:
It seems as if the drafters have wanted to introduce a flexible
concept which might be applied to circumstances as they
arise. In other words, that they capitulated before the
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inventiveness of humanity to think
persecuting fellow rnen.!"
The flexibility

of indeterminacy

up new ways of

allows for the expansion

of the definition to

include persecution based on gender and sexual orientatton.!" Conversely, it
also opens the door to a restrictive interpretation,
of determination,

such as the individualisation

where the applicant must prove treatment that is different to

the manner in which other members of that group are treated.128 This narrow
interpretation does not offer an accurate depiction of the drafters' intention that
persecution

be based

on race,

religion,

nationality,

political

opinion

and

membership in a particular social group, as this actual identity with a group or
community
numerous

might

be the

commentators,

cause

for the

documents

persecutlon.!"

and judicial

Over the years,

decisions

attempted

to

develop the meaning and value of the concept. The UNHCR Handbook offers
some interpretive guidance, stating that:
From Article 33 of the 1951 Convention, it may be inferred
that a threat to life or freedom on account of race, religion,
nationality, political opinion or membership of a particular
social group is always persecuton.!"
Article 33 of the Refugee Convention, in turn, provides that:
No Contracting State shall expel or return ("refouler") a
refugee in any manner whatsoever to the frontiers of
territories where his life or freedom would be threatened on
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of the Refugee Convention"

account of his race, religion, nationality, membership of a
particularsocialgroup or politicalopinion.!"
Article 33 must not be interpreted too generously, as persecution cannot
constitute only threats to life and freedom. The UNHCR Handbook does not
offer much insight, but it creates a link with the violation of human rights, and
this echoes the Universal Declaration's connection between human rights and
the right to seek asylum from persecunon.l'" The violation of human rights is
central also to Hathaway's definition of persecution, constructed "as the
sustained or systemic violation of basic human rights demonstrative of a failure
of state protectlorr.l" This definition, when applied to refugee law, comprises a
two-prong approach, where first, it must be determined whether there was a
serious harm or a violation of a right or threat thereof. Secondly, it must be
established whether the government in the country of origin is unwilling or
unable to protect the applicant.

3.3. 1.2.2

Serious harm as a violation of human rights

The first prong of the Hathaway's construction of persecution, classifies the
human rights framework into three distinct cateqories.P" The first category
exists when there is a violation of non-derogable civil and political rights, such
as the prohibition of torture.!" The second persecutory category occurs when
there is a violation of derogable but enforceable civil and political rights, such
131
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as freedom of expression, if the violation takes place outside of the permitted
circumstances such as a state of emergency.136 The third way in which
persecution may occur is when there is a denial of socio-economic rights based
on discrirninanon.!"

Hathaway's human rights based notion of persecution

seems partly justified due to the fact that the preamble of the Refugee
Convention provides a human rights context by invoking the Universal
Declaration.

Courts have adopted this approach and turned to international human rights
law to provide substance to the persecution concept. Early Canadian case law
embraced a broad definition of persecution, stating that it is not restricted to
physical torture, but "any act intended to deny or trample on fundamental
rights".138Hathaway's definition is given effect in several cases, constructing
persecution as the risk of serious harm and the absence or failure of protection
of the State in the country of origin.139The reliance on human rights law,
particularly in respect of temporary protection ultimately gives effect to the
humanitarian conceptualisation of persecutlon."? Price argues however, that
the human rights and humanitarian interpretations however are problematic
because they fail to discern between the State's unwillingness and inability to
protect and focus on non-protection, instead of determining the presence of one
of the Refugee Convention grounds on which persecution must be based.!"
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Price's critique fails to account for the human rights language within the
Refugee Convention itself. The preamble of the Refugee Convention invokes
the Universal Declaration and acknowledges the UN's attempts to afford rights
and freedoms to refugees. In addition, Chapter 2 of the Refugee Convention
concerns the juridical status of refugees and is framed in terms of rights,
providing for numerous freedorns.l'" Thus a nexus must exist between the
persecution and the violation of human rights.143

The construction of persecution within a human rights framework enables the
specific women's rights instruments to be brought into the ambit of refugee
law.144 Therefore CEDAW and DEVAW must be also embedded in the
interpretation and determination of whether conduct constitutes persecution.
CEDAW recognises the institutional discrimination against women, defining it
as:
any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex
which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the
recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of
their marital status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of
human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political,
economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field.145

circumstances which lead to the displacement of people must be addressed, even those that do not
have a persecution element. He argues, however that only persecution should be addressed by the
Refugee Convention, and that situations of non-persecutory displacement must be addressed by using
other international law instruments and agencies.
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Not only direct and indirect discrimination, but also private and public
discrimination are prohibited in Article 1 of CEDAW. International refugee law's
intersection with human rights framework, means that CEDAW must be
considered when determining whether persecution exists. This aligns refugee
law with the project of mainstreaming women's human rights.146
Admittedly, the women's rights programme has developed beyond the focus on
mere sex and gender discrimination, and the formal equality project of liberal
feminist scholarship. However, sex and gender inequality is still the basis for
the persecution which women experience, thus the context of such inequality
must be considered when considering asylum claims. This is in line with the
recommendation of the CEDAW Committee which notes that gender-based
violence constitutes discrimination, as it impairs the full enjoyment of
fundamental human rights.147 DEVAW in turn expressly places gender-related
violence in the ambit of discrimination by providing that:
Any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to
result in, physical, sexual or psychological harm or suffering to
women, including threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary
deprivation of. liberty, whether occurring in public or in private
Iife.148

146
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3.3.1.2.3 State's unwillingness and inability to protect
After establishing the existence of human rights violations, it must be
determined whether the State is unwilling or unable to protect the asylumseeker from such harm.l'" There are four considerations to determine whether
the State is able or willing to protect against persecution. The first consideration
is whether the State and its organs are the agents of the persecution, and
whether there is a State-sanctioned programme of human rights violations.l'"
Secondly, whether the State is willing or able to intervene when one of its
organs refuses to conform to respecting human rights.151 Thirdly, whether the
State condones persecutory behaviour of non-State actors.l'" This is clearly
illustrated in Horvath v Secretary of State, UK, where the applicant belonged to
the Roma in Slovakia, who were continuously harassed by majority groups, and
therefore fled to the UK.153

The House of Lords held that what the applicant experienced could amount to
persecution if he was unable to receive protection from the Slovakian
government. However, the State had passed laws to protect the Roma, and
thus there was sufficient protection in the country of origin. The applicant was
accordingly denied refugee status. In this way, the involvement of the
government of origin can be used as a means to assess the extent of the
persecution and to limit the obligation of the country of destination. The fourth
consideration is whether the State is unable to provide protection from acts of
persecution, where the perpetrators are non-State actors.!"
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does not have the requisite infrastructure or systems to prevent or protect
against persecution, and hence fails in its duties.155 In Zahirdeen Rajudeen v
Minister of Employment and Immigration the court concretised the scope of the
State's obligations, confirming that private persons might be the source of
persecution, with the State unable to protect against such persecution.l'"

3.3.1.2.4 Gender-related persecution as persecution
In the absence of a specific ground for gender-related persecution, interpretive
guidelines provide the parameters in which gender might be included in the
asylum determination. Historically, the phallocentric construction of persecution
marginalises refugee women, and women's gender-related claims in the
asylum process.!"

Interpretive guidelines such as the UN Gender Guidelines

endeavour to establish how gender can be an important aspect of persecution
and greatly impact on refugee law and the processing of asylum claims. These
guidelines are non-binding, and in fact the UN Gender Guidelines specifically
state that gender-related persecution does not carry legal meaning.158 The UN
Gender Guidelines attempt to identify practices that could amount to gender
persecution, as well as contextual circumstances.

There is no requirement that the persecutor be a State actor. Where serious discriminatory
or other offensive acts are committed by the local populace, they can be considered as
persecution if they are knowingly tolerated by the authorities, or if the authorities refuse, or
prove unable, to offer effective protection.
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UN Gender Guidelines highlights specific issues where there could be genderrelated persecunon.l'"

First, where persecution is based on a law which might

have roots in cultural rules or practices and are contrary to international human
16o

rights law.

Secondly, where the persecution occurs through a cultural

practice.l'" In such instances, the State might have prohibited the practice, but
might silently consent to it and not take steps to protect women from such
practices. Thirdly, the State or a non-State actor could dispense punishment for
non-compliance with laws or social norms, and if the punishment is
disproportionate to the objectives of the law norms, then it could amount to
persecutlon.Y

In addition, there might be a gendered dimension to the law and the
punishment, such as the women being beaten for transgressing social norms.
Fourthly, persecution may occur even where there is a legitimate law, but
implementation of the law could amount to persecutlon.i'" Fifthly, persecution
can be on the same grounds that were traditionally recognised as pertaining to
men, namely, race, nationality, religion and political opinion. However, the
persecution faced would be different to the way men would be persecuted.
Therefore, the persecution based on race will be gender-related if the rape of
women and girls is perpetrated to purge that race.164 Lastly, persecution may
159
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be based also on a woman's affiliation to a male.165 An example is where a
woman is tortured due to the beliefs or associations of her husband.

While recognising that women may be involved with mainstream political
activity, the UN Gender Guidelines claim that it is more likely that women would
participate in "low level" activities, such as nursing soldiers and distributing
political rnaterial.l'" This characterisation of women's participation in political
activities amounts to the sexing and gendering of refugee law by not fully
appreciating the extent to which women are involved in political activism, and
by the diminishing the various types of political activities that women might
participate in.167

The establishment of the identity of the persecutor is also essential in
determining whether someone fulfils the requirements to receive refugee
status. The persecutor in the country of origin might be a State actor such as a
policeman, or a non-State actor such as rebel or ethnic groups. It must be
determined whether the State took actions to protect the applicant from
persecution, or if there was an unwillingness or inability to do

SO.168

These analyses lack, at the very least, the consideration of how women
refugees will be impacted on by the interpretation of laws and policies. Such a
scrutiny is, however, found in feminist legal scholarship. Hathaway's hierarchy
of rights in the determination of persecution is thus subject to feminist critique,
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for Persecuted

People"

because it embodies the gendered nature of international law.169 MacKinnon,
for example, identifies the general gender bias in human rights law by claiming
that:
Human rights have not been women's rights - not in theory or
in reality, not legally or socially, not domestically or
internationally. Rights that human beings have by virtue of
being human have not been rights to which women have had
access, nor have violations of women as such been part of
the definition of the violation of the human as such on which
human rights law has traditionally been predicated."?

The crux of MacKinnon's argument is that international law, directly or
indirectly, enables the continuation of patriarchy and embodies male interests.
Women's human rights violations are "obscured" from history, first, when both
men and women are violated in the same way, but is not recorded as a
violation of women's rights.171 Secondly, the specific violations of women, such
as sexual violations, are often not regarded as human rights violations, due in
part, to the public and private dichotomy and the distinction between State and
non-State actors.172 Charlesworth rightly observes that one of the basic
objectives of all feminist theory is to identify the "silences" regarding women in
all spheres, particularly in international law.173 These "silences" have been a
169
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longstanding problem within international refugee law. This is evident in the
manner in which international law and decision-making structures were
dominated by men, with women either unrepresented, or absent."?"

In addition, the text of the Refugee Convention and the Refugee Protocol are
formulated in the masculine and the refugee definition does not contain any
reference to women. The language and the definition per se do not preclude
women from obtaining refugee status, but the gender bias employed in the
interpretation of the Refugee Convention has the effect of reducing the validity
of women's claims.!" The re-interpretation of the refugee definition, to
recognise gender-based persecution, has been the source of great contention
in policies and case law alike.

Once a claimant has established a well-founded fear of persecution, she or he
has the additional evidentiary burden of proving a nexus

between the

persecution and one of the enumerated grounds. The naming of specific
persecutory grounds draws criticism, as other types of harm are excluded from
protection. While it is not practically possible to expressly include every type of
persecution, the absence of a ground for gender-based persecution lends
credence to MacKinnon's argument that women's human rights are often
invisible in the international system.

The Refugee Convention's focus on political aspects of persecution on the
listed grounds ignores the economic and environmental hardships that are the
realities of many displaced persons.l" The recent willingness of some States to
acknowledge gender-based persecution is indicative of progress for refugee
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wornen.!" While it is necessary to examine the meaning of the enumerated
grounds, this thesis will focus predominantly on membership of a particular
group, as this is the ground generally used to accommodate gender-based
persecution.

3.3.1.2.5

Crystallised forms of gender-related persecution

Over the years, as gender-related persecution has been interpreted and
applied in domestic laws, several forms of persecutory conduct have emerged.
These include rape and other forms of sexual violence, domestic violence, and
FGM/C. Prior to the implementation of the UN Gender Guidelines, these harms
were subject to the private/public dichotomy and not recognised as matters
where the State could prevent, intervene and protect.!"

These harms represent some of the ways that women experience persecution,
but are not constitutive nor exhaustive of all harms. Therefore, the specific
naming of these experiences of persecution must not be treated as a closed list
by officials determining refugee status. Otherwise, there would exist the risk of
excluding any persecution outside this taxonomy. An analysis of the evolving
types of gender-related persecution reveals however, the manner in which
domestic courts have implemented the Refugee Convention in respect of
women's experiences.

(i)

Rape and other forms of sexual violence

The historic private/public bifurcation of persecution was representative of the
general problems regarding the recognition of women's rights in international
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law.179 This resulted in the rejection of asylum in cases where there was clearly
persecution. In the Campos-Guardado

case, the claimant and her family were

attacked by a death squad. The women were forced to watch the attackers
hack the male relatives and then the women were raped. The rapists shouted
political slogans while raping her, yet the abuse she experienced was
determined to be private and thus outside the realm of refugee law.18o The
private and non-political construction of rape in this instance was because the
harm was directed at women, and this rationale was followed in other
decisions.l" The UN Gender Guidelines have developed the interpretation of
the refugee to recognise that gender-related violence by non-State actors could
amount to persecution by providing that:
There is no doubt that rape and other forms of gender-related
violence, such as dowry-related violence, female genital mutilation,
domestic violence, and trafficking, are acts which inflict severe
pain and suffering - both mental and physical - and which have
been used as forms of persecution, whether perpetrated by State
or private actors.!"

Interestingly, this provision adopts some of the elements of the definition of
torture, particularly, in respect of the infliction of "severe pain and suffering"
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whether mental or physical.l'" Courts too have since departed from this
reasoning, recognising that rape amounts to torture, but only where there is a
link to the State as perpetrator.!" However, numerous countries do not regard
rape and other forms of sexual violence as persecution, particularly where the
persecutor is a non-State actor.!"

In addition, asylum claims have been rejected because rape is widespread and
the commonality of the crime was ruled to characterise it as outside the realm
186

of refugee law.

In Soimin v Canada (CIC) the court confirmed the rejection of

the asylum application, reasoning that the fear of rape stemmed from general
criminal activity, and women were not specific tarqets.!" Thus, rape and other
forms of sexual violence have been rejected as persecution and torture due to
the patriarchal meanings attributed to persecution.l'" Thus rape must be
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reconceived at a domestic level, so that is constructed as persecution and as
political in nature.l'"

An important issue when reconceptualising rape as persecution, is whether
there is a distinction between rape in conflict situations and rape in non-conflict
sltuations.l'" McGlynn asks thus: "are all rapes equal?" and following this,
should only rape in the context of war be constructed as persecutionvl" Is rape
by a non-State actor less persecutory than a by a State actor? Furthermore, will
rape by a non-State actor in a non-conflict situation constitute gender-related
persecution and succeed in an asylum claim?

MacKinnon cautions against creating a hierarchy of rape, with rape in certain
circumstances being categorised as torture or persecution and others as just
"ordinary" and private sexual violence.192 The recognition of rape in war and
armed conflict as being persecution or torture can have the effect of rendering
the rape, which occurs daily and outside these circumstances, as unimportant.
Determination officers must regard rape that is not sanctioned by the State as
torture or persecution. Accordingly, McGlynn proposes that a nuanced
approach be adopted to rape, by classifying the rape in a specific case as
persecution, but recognising that there might be additional circumstances that
MacKinnon and Questions of Feminist Strategy" Feminist Legal Studies 2008 Vol. 16 pages 71 - 85
at 73.
189

Edwards, A. "Transitioning Gender: Feminist Engagement with International Refugee
Policy 1950-2010" Refugee Survey Quarterly 2010 Vol. 29 NO.2 pages 21 - 45 at 31.
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MacKinnon, C.A. "Rape, Genocide, and Women's Human Rights" Harvard Women's Law Journal
1994 Vol. 17 pages 5 -17 at 14.
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Feminist Legal Studies 2008 Vol. 16 pages 71 - 85 at 78.
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of Feminist

Law and
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MacKinnon and Questions of Feminist Strategy" Feminist Legal Studies 2008 Vol. 16 pages 71 - 85
at 80.
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makes the harm even more abhorrent, and building this into the decision and
reasoning.193

(ii)

Family violence

Family violence is a more expansive term than domestic violence and includes
intimate violence from a partner, widow burning and honour killings. The issue
of family violence is complex and multi-faceted. The legal approach to family
violence has historically been limited by the private/public dichotomy, which
placed it beyond the reach of the State. Macklin aptly observes that family
violence is the "paradigmatic example of gender-specific abuse committed by
'private actors",.194

The concomitant question is whether the family violence constitutes harm that
is serious enough. The harm is considered serious when the State is unwilling
or unable to provide protection against such harm. In Shah and Islam, the
House of Lords reflected on how institutionalised gender discrimination enabled
spousal abuse to occur, and thus accepted family violence as gender-related
persecution if it constituted serious harm and if the State could not or would not
protect the clalrnant.l'" The Khawar judgment illustrates also the acceptance
that systematic family violence constitutes persecution and warrants a
successful asylum claim.196This judgment was influenced by Haines, J in who

193
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McGlynn, C. "Rape as 'Torture'? Catharine MacKinnon
Feminist Legal Studies 2008 Vol. 16 pages 71 - 85 at 81.
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of Feminist
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1998 - 1999 Vol. 13 pages 25 -71 at 48.
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and

Law Journal

Islam v Secretary for the Home Department and R v Immigration Appeal Tribunal and Secretary for
the Home Department, Ex Parte Shah, UK House of Lords, [1999] 2 WLR 1015; [1999] INLR 144;
Anker, D. "Refugee Law, Gender and the Human Rights Paradigm" Harvard Human Rights Journal
2005 Vol. 15 pages 133 - 154 at 148.
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provided a thoughtful ruling on the seriousness of the harm and the failure of
the State to fulfil its obligations to protect.!" Haines, J stated that:
This means that if a refugee claimant is at real risk of serious
harm at the hands of a non-State agent (e.g. husband,
partner or other non-state agent) for reasons unrelated to
any of the Convention grounds, but the failure of state
protection is for reason of a Convention ground, the nexus
requirement is satisfied. Conversely, if the risk of harm by
the non-state agent is Convention related, but the failure of
state protection is not, the nexus requirement is still satisfied.
In either case the persecution is for reason of the admitted
Convention ground.198

After the Shah decision, the UK adopted a stricter approach required the
claimant to prove the absence of an internal flight alternative (IFA).199The IFA
criterion does not consider that the perpetrator, the intimate partner for
example, could follow the individual in order to continue the abuse, and thus the
claimant might still be at risk if in the same State.200

The serious nature of the harm caused by family violence is articulated by
Meyersfeld.201She convincingly argues that family violence is just as severe as
torture that occurs in the public sphere and consequently purports that it should
be reconceptualised as private torture, thus bringing it within the ambit of the

197

Refugee Appeal No. 71427/99 [2000] N.Z.A.R. 545.

198

Refugee Appeal No. 71427/99 [2000] N.Z.A.R. 545, paragraph 112.

199

RG v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2006] APP.L.R 339.
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Lobo, B. "Women as a Particular Social Group: A Comparative Assessment of Gender Asylum
Claims in the United States and the United Kingdom" Georgetown Immigration Law Journal2011 _
2012 Vol. 26 pages 361 - 404 at 375.
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Meyersfeld, B.C. "Reconceptualizing Domestic Violence in International Law" Albany Law Review
2003 Vol. 67 pages 371 - 426. See also Qureshi, S. "Reconceptualising Domestic Violence as
'Domestic Torture" Journal of Political Studies 2013 Vol. 20 NO.1 pages 35 - 49.
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CAT.202 In addition, the internationalization of intimate violence is envisioned as
a means of constructing such harm as a violation of international human
rights.203 The characterisation of gender-related family violence as private
torture, positions it within the first level of Hathaway's framework of rights, and
a violation of non-derogable rights.204

(iii)

Female Genital Mutilation/Cutting

Traditional practices considered harmful, are argued to constitute persecution
and thus a basis on which asylum is granted. FGM/C is one such practice and
is a highly contentious issue in itself, before entering the arena of refugee law.
A central theme is the cultural relativism and universality of rights debate, with
the argument that it is imperialist for Western nations to determine whether the
cultures of non-Western nations are acceptabte.ê'" Amidst this debate, women
and girls have claimed asylum, arguing that FGM/C constitutes persecution,
because it causes serious harm and often the State condones the practice.206

In the case of In Re Kasinga, US Board of Immigration Appeals Fauziya
Kasinga fled Togo at the age of 17 and eventually reached the US. She applied
for asylum, stating that in her case, persecution was FGM/C. Her claim was
202

Meyersfeld,

B.C. "Reconceptualizing

Domestic Violence in International Law" Albany Law Review

2003 Vol. 67 páges 371 - 426 at 398 - 417. Meyersfeld in fact argues for the reconceptualsation
domestic violence (the term that she employs) as private torture.
203
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initially rejected, but on appeal, the US Board of Immigration Appeals decided
upon a very narrow construction of the social group. The basis of the
successful claim was the fear of undergoing the practice or procedure if
returned to the country of origin.207

Subsequent cases have rejected claims reasoning that FGM/C is a once-off
occurrence, and if a woman has already undergone the practice, then there can
no longer be a fear of persecution.ê'" This decision does not however consider
the practice of infibulation, where a woman or girl may be cut several times
during her life.209 The UK has applied the Islam and Shah criteria to FGM/C
asylum claims, requiring evidence of serious harm and State failure to
protect."? These criteria were later individualised to consider the protection that
family members could provide, and also the prevalence of the practice in the
claimant's cornmunity.ê"
3.3.1.3

Persecution on the ground of race

The Refugee Convention does not define race, but the historical events
surrounding its adoption indicate that it relates to the persecution of the Jewish
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Cutting Studied within the Context of Cultural Relativism" Northwestern
Human Rights 2007 Vol. 6 NO.1 pages 128 - 154 at 134 - 135.
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people.212 The UNHCR Handbook provides that race must be interpreted in the
"widest sense to include all kinds of ethnic groups", commonly referred to as
races_213This ground could overlap with other enumerated

grounds, but the

interpretive guidelines provide that:
It is immaterial whether the persecution arises from any
single one of these reasons or from a combination of two or
more of them. Often the applicant himself may not be aware
of the reasons for the persecution feared. It is not, however,
his duty to analyze his case to such an extent as to identify
the reasons in detail. 214

A broad interpretation of "race" is in line with the human rights framework, with
the

International

Discrimination

Convention

providing

on the

Elimination

that racial discrimination

of All

Forms

of Racial

can be based on "race,

colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin".215

3.3.1.4

Persecution on the ground of religion

The UNHCR Handbook
Universal Declaration,

acknowledges

the right to religion afforded

by the

providing that individuals have the "freedom of thought

conscience and religion" which includes the right to practice or change religion,
and can be exercised in private or public.216 Membership of a religious group is
generally insufficient proof of persecution, as there must still be a well-founded
fear of persecution due to membership of that religion.217 This right can also be

J.e.

212

Hathaway,

213

UNHCR Handbook, paragraph 68.

214

UNHCR Handbook, paragraph 66.

215

International Convention on the Elimination
A. (XX) December 1965, Article 1(1).
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UNHCR Handbook, paragraph 71.
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Hathaway,

J.e.

The Law of Refugee Status 1991 at 141.

of All Forms of Racial Discrimination

The Law of Refugee Status 1991 at 148.
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exercised in the negative, that is, the freedom not to subscribe to any religion or
religious observances.

3.3.1.5

Persecution on the ground of nationality

Nationality is defined broadly in the UNHCR Handbook as more than just
citizenship, but is extended to "ethnic and linguistic groups", and may overlap
with the ground of race.218Hathaway highlights several ways in which someone
may face persecution based on nationality. First, stateless persons or refugees
might face discrimination and persecution such as xenophobic attacks in the
host State.219 The second instance is where entire groups of people are
prevented from acquiring citizenship in their own State, and might face
persecution based on their reduced social and political status_220
Thirdly, is the
situation where groups of people are placed into separate territories and
disenfranchised, such as black South Africans forced into homelands during the
apartheid era_221Lastly, Hathaway cites the case where territories gain
independence from a State or federation, and persecution is based on the
allegiance pledge to that State and not the new territory.222

3.3.1.6

Persecution on the ground of political opinion

Persecution may be based on political opinions which are different from those
of the State, and may be expressed or unexpressed.ê" The Canadian refugee
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UNHCR Handbook, paragraph 74.
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Hathaway, J.e. The Law of Refugee Status 1991 at 144.
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Hathaway, J.C. The Law of Refugee Status 1991 at 144. Hathaway uses the Palestinians in Israel as an
example of this type of disenfranchisement.
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regime acknowledges that women who renounce gender subordination
sphere

are

mainstream

expressing

political

opinions.

224

Women's

in any

participation

in

politics can be undermined, as women are often not regarded as

political beings to the same extent as men. Thus, in the determination process,
officials might not consider political opinion as a ground for a woman whose
persecution is validly grounded in it.

3.3.1.7

Ground of membership of a particular social group

The Conference of Plenipotenaries

included a PSG in the refugee definition at

a very late stage and did not ascribe a meaning to the term.225 Gender was
placed within in this ground, when EXCOM through Conclusion 39 proclaimed
that women claimants who are punished for transgressing
226

rely on this ground.

Gender was firmly established

social norms may

as a part of the PSG

ground by the UN and numerous jurisdictions to be inclusive of gender-related
persecutlon.ê"

The UN Guidelines on PSG provide guidance about the manner

in which this term should be interpreted and applied. The UN Guidelines on
PSG define this ground as:
a particular social group is a group of persons who share a
common characteristic other than their risk of being
224

Macklin, A. "Refugee Women and the Imperative
pages 213 - 277 at 240.
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Gender in Refugee Law: From the Margins to the Centre ArbeI, E. Dauvergne, C. and Millbank, J.
(eds) 2014 pages 17 - 45 at 18.
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EXCOM, Conclusion 39, which provides that: "women asylum seekers who face harsh or inhuman
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considered as a 'particular social group"'.
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of Categories"
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1995

the social mores of the society in which they live may be
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in

Gender in Refugee Law: From the Margins to the Centre ArbeI, E. Dauvergne, C. and Millbank, J.
(eds) 2014 pages 17 - 45 at 25; Guidelines on International Protection: "Membership of a Particular
Social Group" within the context of Article IA(2) of the 1951 Convention and/or its 1967 Protocol
Relating to the Status of Refugees HCR/GIP/02/02, 7 May 2002; Canada (Attorney-General) v Ward
[1993] 2 SCR689; (1993) 103 DLR(4th) 1.
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persecuted, or who are perceived as a group by society. The
characteristic will often be one which is innate,
unchangeable, or which is otherwise fundamental to identity,
conscience or the exercise of one's human rights.228
This ground appears to be an all-encompassing
accommodate

category and it could possibly

all types of persecution "that an imaginative despot may conjure

Up".229The delimitation of this ground has been crafted through the domestic
case law of various jurisdictions.

First, the members of a PSG do not need to
be associated with or even know each other.23o Secondly, the members do not
have

to

be

a

"cohesive"

group

even

if they

share

certain

traits.231

Cohesiveness, although not an essential element for this ground, may be useful
in defining the group.232 However, not all the members of the group need to
share the fear of persecution.P"

Furthermore, all the members do not have to
be at risk of persecution in order to access this claim.234

There are several problems regarding this ground, particularly in relation to its
inclusion of gender. Conclusion 39, while creating a space for gender, limits the
persecution

to be based on the transgression

gender-related

persecution may extend beyond this reason. Furthermore, the

actual inclusion of a ground for gendered-related
a meaningful

of social norms, when in fact,

persecution would have been

step in removing the obscurity of gender that feminist scholars

228
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229
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190 C.L.R 225 at 242.
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correctly argue to exist in international law.235 In addition, the PSG ground has
become

a catch-all category

for all gender-based

persecution,

even when

another ground would be more approprtate.ê"

Yet another critique is that domestic jurisdictions

may decide whether their

interpretation

of this ground will include gender. Thus, the interpretation

gender-based

persecution will develop at different paces in various States, if at

all. Case law in domestic jurisdictions
forms

of

gender-related

of

have crystallised specific areas of risk or

including rape and other sexual
offences,237 domestic violence,238 and FGM/C.239 These persecutions are not
indiscriminate

persecution,

but systematic, as the "risk factor is being female".24o Women

facing or in fear of gender-related

persecutions would fall within the scope of

this category, as it recognises the harm women face in the private sphere. The
development
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some courts defined systematic rape by assailants from an opposing political
camp, as personal and not political.241The courts equated the intimate nature
of rape with the private domain and hence outside the realm of scrutiny.

Courts have battled with the interpretation of a PSG, but accepted that at the
very least, it includes individuals that share unchangeable attributes. In Canada
(Attorney-General)

v Ward the court defined "membership in a particular social

group" as having three facets, namely, an unchangeable characteristic, such as
gender and sexual orientation; a voluntary association that is fundamental to
the dignity of the persons concerned, such as human rights activists; and a
former voluntary association, which cannot be changed due to historical
permanence.ê" The characterisation of immutable attributes is problematic in
theorising about the sexing and gendering of laws. This thesis argues for the
departure from the unchangeable notions of sex and gender, proposing that
these concepts must be conceptualised as malleable_243

In the Islam Secretary for the Home Department and R v Immigration Appeal
Tribunal and Secretary for the Home Department, Ex Parte Shah, UK House of

Lords accepted the "innate and unchangeable
characteristics" of the Ward case.244 This decision is significant, not only in
Lords

the

House of

respect of gender-related asylum claims, but also instances where persecution
is from a private or non-State source. The applicants in Islam and Shah were

241
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two Pakistani women who were subjected to physical abuse by their husbands,
and as a result, fled their country of origin.

The House of Lords in Islam and Shah held that membership of a PSG means
"a group of people who share some characteristic which distinguishes them
from society at large." In addition, the court followed the reasoning in Ward,
stating that the characteristic must be "unchangeable either because it is
innate, or otherwise impossible to change or because it would be wrong to
require the individuals to change it."

The House of Lords held that the applicants belonged to a group (Pakistani
women) whose characteristics could not be changed, and therefore met the
required standard. The construction of "innate characteristics" in the Ward case
must be critically analysed.245The immutable construction of sex and gender
means that women can always, only, be characterised as the subjects of
persecunon.ê"

In

addition,

the

narrow

categorisation

of the

groups

individualises the PSG ground to the extent that women are excluded from the
infinitely particularised group.247
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3.4

CONCLUSION

The concept of the refugee has been forced to change over time. The
humanitarian component from the Nansen era was concerned with providing
aid and with resettlement. Women were not on the refugee agenda at the end
of the World War. Women's experiences of persecution in the private sphere
were initially ignored. In the current regime, refugees are at the mercy of the
country from which they seek asylum. The development of UN Gender
Guidelines aligned with the general activism around women's rights and gender
equality in the UN. These interpretive guidelines allowed for a reading in of
women's persecutory experiences.

This led to specific States, such as Canada, also adopting guidelines, and
developing case law on gender-related persecution. South Africa expressly
listed "gender" as a possible persecutory ground. While these developments
are crucial, the protection of refugees is waning, as governments increasingly
develop strategies to retain control of their borders.

Chapter 4 infra analyses South Africa's refugee system to determine whether it
provides recognition and protection for gender-related persecutory claims.
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CHAPTER FOUR

GENDER-RELATED ASYLUM CLAIMS WITHIN
SOUTH AFRICA'S REFUGEE DETERMINATION
PROCESS

Although efforts to ensure the visibility of gender within the Refugees Act
should be applauded, in practice without an improvement in both
knowledge and procedures, any enhancement in the legal protection of
women in South Africa's refugee law may sadly go unnoticed by those
responsible for its implementation. I
The very fabric of our society and the values embodied in our
Constitution could be demeaned if the freedom and dignity of illegal
foreigners are violated in the process of preserving our national
integrity.'

4.1

INTRODUCTION

As a relatively new democracy,
departing

South Africa has made significant progress in

from its history of segregation

and human rights abuses,

to now

boasting one of the most advanced constitutions in the world." In addition, South
Africa ratified both the Refugee Convention and the African Refugee Convention,"

1

Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report No.3 at 3.

2

Lawyers for Human Rights v Minister of Home Affairs 2004 (1) SA 1 (CC), paragraph 20, per Justice
Yacoob.

3

The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (the Constitution).

4

South Africa signed and ratified the African Refugee Convention in 1995 and the Refugee Convention
and the Refugee Protocol in 1996. Section 39 and Section 233 of the Constitution specifically require that
South African law must be interpreted in a manner consistent with international law.
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and has progressive refugee legislation which not only adopts a rights-based
approach,

but expressly

developments

includes

gender

as a persecutory

ground.

These

together with the civil wars on the African continent, and other

social, political and economic push and pull factors, have ensured that South
Africa is the recipient of one of the highest number of asylum claims. The asylum
claims peaked between 2006 and 2011 when South Africa received the highest
number of claims globally.5

The steady influx of migrants and asylum-seekers occurring alongside the growing
poverty and unemployment
between citizens

of South Africans

and foreign nationals,

has contributed to the tension

and precipitated

regular xenophobic

attacks in recent years." Therefore, regulating refugees and asylum-seekers, and
affording rights to them, has become a highly contentious matter. The numerous
problems that have vexed the general refugee process has resulted in matters of
gender-related

persecution to be relegated to a lower order of importance, and

rendered refugee women invisible in the South African refugee system.

This chapter argues that despite the express provision for gender-related claims,
women are still rendered invisible in South African refugee laws and policies.
Women's accounts of persecution are ignored and trivialised by the determination
officials. Sex and gender constructions are not analysed and taken into account
when a decision is made.' This chapter will apply the dominant and deconstruction
feminist theories, as well as the specific methods of asking the woman question

5

UNHCR Global Trends 2010, accessible at http://www.unhcr.org/4dfal1499.html
[accessed on 6 August
2011]. In 2010 South Africa accounted for one fifth of the world's new asylum applications. Between
2006 and 2011 South Africa received a total of816 000 new asylum applications. UNHCR Global Trends
2011, accessible at: http://www.unhcr.org/4fd6f87f9.html
[accessed on 15 March 2014].

6

Harris, B. "Xenophobia: A New Pathology for a New South Africa" in Psychopathology
Prejudice Hook, D. and Eagle, G. (eds) 2002 pages 169 -184 at 171.

7

See Section 4.4 in this chapter.
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and Social

and consciousness-raising,

to contend that South Africa is failing its constitutional

and administrative obligations. To this end, this chapter traces the development of
South

Africa's

refugee

system,

displaying

its

successes

as

well

as

its

inadequacies and failures. The chapter also exposes how the new democratic
government
legislation

inherited

a flawed

and corrupt

in alignment with international

system,

but promulgated

new

treaties. These laws, whilst marked

improvements on the pre-1994 enactments, present their own set of problems.
The chapter assesses the general shortcomings of the new legislation, highlighting
how they impose greater burdens on women seeking asylum. Before analysing the
meaning and impact of this gender inclusive approach to refugee law, it is
necessary to contextualise briefly the legislative framework.

4.2

OVERVIEW OF SOUTH AFRICA'S LEGISLATIVE APPROACH TO
REFUGEE PROTECTION: FROM DISCRIMINATION TO HUMAN
RIGHTS?

The new South African democracy emerged in 1994, from a history of human
rights abuse and racial segregation, set to embark on the development of a new
constitutional future, protecting all within the country. However, the slow approach
to improving

the refugee

legislation

and

processes

is reminiscent

of the

discriminatory characteristics of the apartheid regime.

4.2.1

The exclusionary approach before and during the apartheid regime

South Africa's foundation is based in racism and violence, with the colonisation of
indigenous tribes in country. The legislative control of immigrants in South Africa
dates back to the colonial period in the 1800s and was based on racism and
exclusion, as white Europeans were welcomed and non-white persons excluded.
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The early regulatory framework included laws allowing for the arrival of indentured
labourers from lndia."

From 1948, South Africa's arduous history with refugees and migrants coincided
with the apartheid government's programme of racism, evident in the plethora of
legislation controlling its borders." During the apartheid era, South Africa was a
refugee producing country, with members of the struggle parties fleeing to other
parts of Africa and further abroad." However, South Africa was also a destination
for those seeking asylum from persecution in their countries of origin. Goodwin-Gill
correctly captures this trend when he states that:
People have been migrating in large numbers since time
immemorial, for reasons of personal and family advancement, as
elements in state plans to expand and develop and to avoid any
number of disasters, natural and man-made. South Africa has had
the full spectrum of the migration and displacement experience,

8

Natal Coolie Act of 1859. This law was followed by a multitude of laws specifically designed for the
regulation of refugees. This includes the enactment of the Immigration Regulation Act of 1913, which
was aimed at prohibiting Indian immigrants from entering the country. In 1930 the Immigration Quota
Act coincided with the political turmoil in Europe and the South African government was eager to
accommodate Europeans, particularly Germans but prohibit Jewish people and non-white immigrants.
The legislation enabled this policy by creating scheduled and unscheduled lists of countries, indicating the
immigrants who would be allowed entry. A narrower approach was adopted in the 1937 Alien's Act
which defined an "alien" as a person who was not a Union National or a natural born subject of Britain,
thereby precluding most foreign nationals from immigrating to South Africa. Further legislative
enactments continued in the same vein as their predecessors, and included the Alien's Registration Act of
1939.

9

The Aliens Registration Amendment Act of 1949; the Aliens Control Act of 1963, the Republic
Regulations Act of 1964; the Border Control Act of 1967 and the Admission of Persons to the Republic
Regulation Act of 1970. See generally Smith, T.R. "The Making of the South African (1998) Refugees
Act" Forced Migration Working Paper Series 2003 No.5.

10

Rwelamira, M.R.K. "Some Reflections on the OAU Convention on Refugees: Some Pending Issues"
Comparative and International Law Journal of South Africa 1983 Vol. 16 pages 155 - 178 at 158.
Rwelamira relates how, in the early 1980s, South Africa produced 1 million of the 5 million refugees in
Africa.
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moving from refugee-source to refugee-receiving country,
meeting all the complexity of mixed flows on the way.11

and

Historically, South Africa's immigration laws developed parallel to the unfolding of
apartheid. The apartheid regime marginalised the majority of the black population
politically, socially and economically, by controlling the public and private spaces
in which races interacted. Homelands were created on the outskirts of the country,
and non-white citizens were forcibly moved to them. For black women, racism was
compounded by the sexism in both the public and private sphere."

This engineered displacement

segregated

races and usurped the power that

people had over their lives. The control and force that the apartheid government
exerted

over

organisations,

its

citizens

accompanied

by

insurgence

from

the

created cycles of violence that gripped the country."

struggle

During this

period, the apartheid government embarked also on the Destabilisation Campaign,
aimed at conducting

military attacks against the neighbouring

countries that

supported the struggle parties."

11

12

Goodwin-Gill, G. "International and National Responses to the Challenges of Mass Forced
Displacement" in Advancing Refugee Protection in South Africa Handrnaker, J., De la Hunt, L.A. and
Klaaren, J. (eds) 2010 pages 11 - 26 at Il.
Nolde, J. "South
Domestic Service
pages 203 - 223;
Law Journal1985

African Women Under Apartheid: Employment Rights, with Particular Focus on
and Forms of Resistance to Promote Change" Third World Legal StudiesI991 Vol. lO
Poinsette, C.L. "Black Women under Apartheid: An Introduction" Harvard Women's
Vol. 8 pages 93 - 119.

13

Hicks, T.F. "The Constitution, Aliens Control Act, and Xenophobia: The Struggle to Protect South
Africa's Pariah - The Undocumented Immigrant" Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies 1999 Vol. 7
No.1 pages 393 - 417 at 397.

14

Hicks, T.F. "The Constitution, Aliens Control Act, and Xenophobia: The Struggle to Protect South
Africa's Pariah - The Undocumented Immigrant" Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies 1999 Vol. 7
No. I pages 393 - 417 at 397 - 398.
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This created immigrants and refugees that fled to South Afrlca." The government
was therefore responsible for the displacement of people in several instances:
South Africans citizens fleeing persecution, the citizens forcibly relocated to the
homelands, and the immigrants resulting from the Destabilisation Campaign. This
history of racism, violence and displacement

created the environment for the

current policy towards foreign nationals. It is within this context that the restrictive
and racist immigration

laws operated, determining

who constituted

an illegal

foreigner and whether they would receive protection.

4.2.1.1

The Aliens Control Act of 1991 and the "prohibited person"

In 1991, on the eve of the new democratic era, the Aliens Control Act was
promulgated." This legislation was described as exclusionary, xenophobic and as
"apartheid's last act"." Despite its roots in the apartheid era, the Aliens Control Act
was enforced

until 2000, well

into the rule by the democratically

elected

government. It was increasingly difficult to defend the continued existence of this
legislation,
18

1993.

particularly

after the adoption of a rights-centered

constitution

in

A dual system existed, allowing migrant labourers to enter the country on a

15

Hicks, T.F. "The Constitution, Aliens Control Act, and Xenophobia: The Struggle to Protect South
Africa's Pariah - The Undocumented Immigrant" Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies 1999 Vol. 7
NO.1 pages 393 - 417 at 397 - 398.

16

Aliens Control Act 96 of 1991, as amended by the Aliens Control Amendment Act 76 of 1995.

17

Crush, J. "Fortress South Africa and the Deconstruction of Apartheid's
1999 Vol. 30 pages 1-11 at 5.

18

The Interim Constitution Act 200 of 1993 was a transitory document to provide for the transition from the
apartheid regime to the democratic dispensation, and was followed by the adoption of the Constitution of
the Republic of South Africa, 1996.
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temporary basis, but simultaneously applying the Aliens Control Act to prevent an
influx of mlqrants."

This Act contained several provisions that were unfair, and disproportionately
deprived foreign nationals of rights. The mechanisms within the legislation and the
government

regulatory

bodies

immigration

and specifically

were

responsible

"institutionalized

for the creation

of illegal

illegality". 20 Such illegality

was

created and sustained through government bureaucracy, poor service delivery and
the ineptitude of some offlclals."

Consequently, the number of undocumented and

therefore unregulated immigrants increased rapidly.

The concept of the "prohibited person" was central to the Aliens Control Act,
creating a person whose very existence was against the law_22The Act enabled
the violation of the rights of anyone classified as a "prohibited person" by providing
for arbitrary decision-making.

The Minister was empowered to make sweeping

decisions as she or he could order the removal of a non-citizen from the Republic
if of the opinion that it was in the public interest to do SO.23As a consequence, all
19

Crush, J. "Fortress South Africa and the Deconstruction of Apartheid's
1999 Vol. 30 pages 1 - 11 at 2.

20

Klaaren, J. and Ramji, J. "Inside Illegality: Migration Policing in South Africa after Apartheid" Africa
Today 2001 Vol. 48 NO.3 pages 35 - 47 at 39.

21

Crush, J. "Fortress South Africa and the Deconstruction of Apartheid's Migration Regime" Geoforum
1999 Vol. 30 pages 1 -11 at 1; Klaaren, J. and Ramji, J. "Inside Illegality: Migration Policing in South
Africa after Apartheid" Africa Today 2001 Vol. 48 No.3 pages 35 - 47 at 39.

22

Section 39 (2) of the Aliens Control Act provided a very broad definition of a "prohibited person" which
included persons who are likely to become a public charge due to physical or mental infirmary; those who
committed offences; persons who are deemed to be "undesirable" and persons whose subsistence was
based on sex work. See also Smith, T.R. "The Making of the South African (1998) Refugees Act" Forced
Migration Working Paper Series 2003 NO.5 at 3; Klaaren, J. and Ramji, J. "Inside Illegality: Migration
Policing in South Africa after Apartheid" Africa Today 2001 Vol. 48 NO.3 pages 35 - 47 at 40.

23

Section 46 of the Aliens Control Act of 1991.
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the dependents of the person being removed would be deported too, if they were
not South African cltizens."

In addition, a "prohibited person" had to cover the cost

of his or her own deportation."

The right to fair administrative action was curtailed

also by preventing a "prohibited person" access to a review mechanism."

The Aliens Control Amendment

Act, promulgated

by the democratic

regime,

offered little improvement to the primary Act. An example is the amendment which
provided that detention that exceeded thirty days was subject to the immediate
27

review by a judge.

This amendment had little effect in practice, evident by the

absence of reviews as much as two years into its enforcement.
that the primary Act, promulgated
promulgated

in the apartheid

28

It is argued thus,

era, and its amendment,

in the democratic era, were both aimed at being punitive without

having regard for basic rights. The discriminatory nature of this legislation and its
predecessors can be noted in its treatment of foreign nationals emanating from the
rest of Africa. The sole legal avenue that promised a remedy was the courts. The
Aliens Control Act was eventually repealed by the Refugees Act.

4.2.1.2

The case of the Mozambican refugees

A dual system operated in South Africa, where the Aliens Control Act was applied
strictly while migratory workers were allowed to enter the country as a cheap

24

Section 48 of the Aliens Control Act of 1991.

2S

Section 44(1)(b) of the Aliens Control Act.

26

Section 41(2)(b) of the Aliens Control Act.

27

Section 55(5) of the Aliens Control Act.

28

Klaaren, J. and Ramji, J. "Inside Illegality: Migration Policing in South Africa after Apartheid" Africa
Today 2001 Vol. 48 No.3 pages 35 - 47 at 38.
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labour source."

Thus foreign nationals were allowed to cross the borders, not for

protection, but to be exploited in the migrant labour system. Those migrants or
refugees
particularly

already

in the

country

were also

used to increase

productivity,

in the mining and farming sectors. The case of the Mozambican

refugees is an example of the manner in which migrants were exploited. The
Mozambican civil war produced thousands of refugees, leading to an influx of into
South Africa between 1985 and 2006.30

As the civil war in Mozambique waned in 1992, approximately 320 000 refugees
decided to remain in South Africa, but they were unregulated due to the absence
of refugee legislation.31 Thus, the refugee status of the Mozambicans was not
formally recognised. The South African government needed to find ways to cope
with this unregulated

population, and moved them into the homelands."

The

events surrounding the Mozambican refugees played a role in formalisation of
refugee laws in South Africa.33

29

Crush, J. "Fortress South Africa and the Deconstruction of Apartheid's
1999 Vol. 30 pages 1 - Il at 5 - 6.

30

Polzer, T. "Adapting to Changing Legal Frameworks: Mozambican Refugees in South Africa" Forced
Migration Working Paper Series 2005 NO.7 at 22.

3J

Polzer, T. "Adapting to Changing Legal Frameworks: Mozambican Refugees in South Africa" Forced
Migration Working Paper Series 2005 No.7 at 22.

32

Smith, T.R. "The Making of the South African (1998) Refugees Act" Forced Migration Working Paper
Series 2003 NO.5 at 3. Another example concerns the situation of over one million undocumented
Zimbabwean migrants. The Department of Home Affairs (DRA) adopted the welcomed the Zimbabwean
Documentation Project to provide the concerned migrants with documents. See also Polzer, T. "Adapting
to Changing Legal Frameworks: Mozambican Refugees in South Africa" Forced Migration Working
Paper Series 2005 NO.7 at 27; Klaaren, J. and Ramji, J. "Inside Illegality: Migration Policing in South
Africa after Apartheid" Africa Today 2001 Vol. 48 NO.3 pages 35 - 47.

33

Polzer, T. "Adapting to Changing Legal Frameworks: Mozambican
Migration Working Paper Series 2005 NO.7 at 22.
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Refugees in South Africa" Forced

In 1991 South Africa entered into a Basic Agreement

to establish a UNHCR

presence in South Africa. The period of "no recognition" for Mozambican asylumseekers ended in 1993 when South African entered into a Tripartite Agreement
with the UNHCR and the Mozambican government, recognising the refugee status
of the Mozambican lrnmlqrants."
Mozambicans

as they were

The agreement did not offer more protection for
not entitled to any socio-economic

rights and

remained undocumented."

Later these immigrants were strongly encouraged to return to their home country
in a voluntary repatriation programme. Only about 60 000 Mozambicans opted for
the voluntary

repatriation,

which

prompted

the State

to embark

on mass

deportations, which peaked in 1995 with 131 689 deportations and 1996 with 157
425 deportatlons."

34

Polzer, T. "Adapting to Changing Legal Frameworks: Mozambican Refugees in South Africa" Forced
Migration Working Paper Series 2005 NO.7 at 22.

35

Crush explains how during the 1960s and 1970s South Africa entered into bilateral labour agreements
with Southern African countries including Mozambique, Lesotho and Malawi. Most of these migrant
labourers were absorbed into the mining industry and were situated outside the ambit of the Aliens
Control Act, enabling them to later receive miners' amnesties, vote in the 1994 elections and
subsequently be granted residence. Migrant labourers working outside the mining industry were subject to
the legislation and could be deported. Overlapping this occurrence was the influx of Mozambican asylumseekers and economic migrants. The steady flow into South Africa can be traced to 1975 with the
outbreak of the civil war in Mozambique. The intensification of the war in 1985 led to displaced persons
fleeing in great numbers, most, crossing South Africa's porous borders. A conservative estimate is that in
1992, by the end of the civil war, 320 000 Mozambicans were present in South Africa. The administration
initially adopted a strategy of "no recognition" facilitating the deportation of thousands, but later devised
and implemented a plan to drive the remaining asylum-seekers into the former homelands ofKwaNgwane
and Gazankulu. See Crush, J. "Fortress South Africa and the Deconstruction of Apartheid's Migration
Regime" Geoforum 1999 Vol. 30 pages 1-11.

36

Tati, G. "The Immigration Issues in the Post-apartheid South Africa: Discourses, Policies and Social
Repercussions" Espace, Populations, Societies 2008 Vol. 3 pages 423 - 440 at 431; Polzer, T. "Adapting
to Changing Legal Frameworks: Mozambican Refugees in South Africa" Forced Migration Working
Paper Series 2005 No. 7 at 10 - Il.
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The Mozambican case study is an example of the manner in which irregular
migrants from the Southern African Development Community (SADC) region have
been deported en masse, accounting for 99,7% of all deportees between 1990
and 1997.37 This Act did not provide for the rights of foreign nationals, who were
therefore vulnerable to xenophobic attacks from police and the South African
citizens alike.38 The Aliens Control Act did not provide for asylum applications and
the protection of refugees, but the constitutional democracy

necessitated new

immigration and refugee legislation.

4.2.1.3

Gendered nature of the exclusionary approach

Women have been excluded from the global migration history, through omission
from policy, laws and research. This contributes to the stereotypical

belief that

men, and not women, migrate.39 This is captured in the observation that:
Many studies of migration have dealt with women as a residual
category, as those "left behind". Where they crossed a border,
women have generally been treated as dependent or family
members. They were effectively the baggage of male workers.
However, even historically, we are beginning to turn up evidence
that women were more independent actors than had previously
been thouqht."?

37

Tati, G. "The Immigration Issues in the Post-apartheid South Africa: Discourses, Policies and Social
Repercussions" Espace, Populations, Societies 2008 Vol. 3 pages 423 - 440 at 430.

38

Hicks, T.F. "The Constitution, Aliens Control Act, and Xenophobia: The Struggle to Protect South
Africa's Pariah-The
Undocumented Immigrant" Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies 1999 Vol. 7
No.1 pages 393 - 417 at 399 - 402.

39

Dodson, B. "Women on the Move: Gender and Cross-Border Migration to South Africa" The Southern
African Migration Project, Migration Policy Series No.9, 1998 at page 8.

40

Dodson, citing Robin Cohen, Dodson, B. "Women on the Move: Gender and Cross-Border Migration to
South Africa" The Southern African Migration Project, Migration Policy Series No.9, 1998 at page 7.
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In South Africa, the record of women's
refugees,

has not been incorporated

movement,

whether

into the analysis

as migrants or

of apartheid. When

immigrant women are constructed as purely dependents of immigrant men, then it
obfuscates the experiences of such women, and the contribution that such women
have made to the economy in the country of destination."

Omitting to tell the

stories of migrant women means also that specific problems experienced are not
recognised

and thus policies and laws cannot be amended to resolve these

problems. The invisibility of women in migration is a result of the gendering that
occurs in the law, media and even the academia, which serves to subjugate
women's experiences."

Thus history is then written from the male perspective, and the laws that are made
are aimed at addressing the problems that males experiences. Such laws appear
neutral, but serve to support a patriarchal syetem."

During apartheid the majority

of migrants were male, accounting for the movement into the country as well as
the movement from rural to urban areas within the country."
contribution

that wage-earning

Studies reflect the

males made to the economy.

This approach

ignores the wage-earning potential and contribution of women, and fails to address

41

Fitzpatrick, J. and Kelly, K.R. "Gendered Aspects of Migration: Law and the Migrant Woman" Hastings
International and Comparative Law Review 1998 -1999 Vol. 22 pages 47 - 112 at 49.

42

Fitzpatrick, J. and Kelly, K.R. "Gendered Aspects of Migration: Law and the Migrant Woman" Hastings
International and Comparative Law Review 1998 - 1999 Vol. 22 pages 47 - 112 at 50. For an analyses of
the subordination of women in and through the law. See Chapter 3 supra. See also MacKinnon, C.A.
"Feminism, Marxism, Method and the State: Toward Feminist Jurisprudence" Signs 1983 Vol. 8 pages
635 -658.

43

Fitzpatrick, J. and Kelly, K.R. "Gendered Aspects of Migration: Law and the Migrant Woman" Hastings
International and Comparative Law Review 1998 - 1999 Vol. 22 pages 47 - 112 at 51.

44

Posel, D. "Have Migration Patterns in Post-Apartheid South Africa Changed?" Paper presented at the
Conference on African Migration in Comparative Perspective, Johannesburg, South Africa, 2003 at page

2.
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the value of the women's work in the upkeep of the farms and households."

Rural

household were described as unified societal structures with the men working in
urban areas and women remaining behind, but this does not recognise the
gendered division of labour and how it reinforced the patriarchal structures in the
rural areas."

The traditional patriarchal structures of chiefs, husbands and fathers controlled
women's ability to work outside the homestead, limiting their movement and hence
their choice in productivity,
government.47

and this system was enabled

by the apartheid

Production was therefore assessed in a male-centred

manner,

suppressing the existence and worth of women's work. This construction was an
example of the multi-layered subordination that women experienced through the
intersections of race and gender. This societal structure remained in place, even
after the abolition of apartheid laws. The migration patterns changed from 1993,
with

the

increased

approached

urbanisation

of women,

the end of its rule.

48

as the

apartheid

government

This suggests that the racist regime was

influential in controlling rural women and their movement and employment.

45

Posel, D. "Have Migration Patterns in Post-Apartheid South Africa Changed?" Paper presented at the
Conference on African Migration in Comparative Perspective, Johannesburg, South Africa, 2003 at pages
2-3.

46

Posel, D. "Have Migration Patterns in Post-Apartheid South Africa Changed?" Paper presented at the
Conference on African Migration in Comparative Perspective, Johannesburg, South Africa, 2003 at pages
2-3.

47

Posel, D. "Have Migration Patterns in Post-Apartheid South Africa Changed?" Paper presented at the
Conference on African Migration in Comparative Perspective, Johannesburg, South Africa, 2003 at page
3.

48

Posel, D. "Have Migration Patterns in Post-Apartheid South Africa Changed?" Paper presented at the
Conference on African Migration in Comparative Perspective, Johannesburg, South Africa, 2003 at page
12.
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The next phase of South Africa's history centred on the transition to a democratic
dispensation,

based on constitutional

rights and freedoms.

This included the

commitment to the protection of refugees entering the country, and would require
the drafting of specific refugee legislation with an organised refugee process.

4.2.2

A new (not better) refugee process for a new South Africa

Apartheid South Africa did not have a specific legislative framework for refugees
and as they were dealt with on an ad hoc basis. Pursuant to its constitutional
obligations, and the ratification of the Refugee Convention, the Refugee Protocol,
as well as the African Refugee Convention, the newly and democratically elected
government
legislative

embarked
process

on the process of drafting

in this

instance

was

marred

refugee

legislation.49

by numerous

The

institutional

challenges and the onset of xenophobic attacks.

4.2.2.1

Problems with the drafting process of the Refugees Act of 1998

The Aliens Control Act and its 1995 amendment were grounded in apartheid, and
the newly elected officials at the time agreed that legislative reform was required.5o
49

For an account of the legislative planning and drafting process see generally Klaaren, J. Handmaker, J.
and De la Hunt, L.A. "Talking a New Talk: A Legislative History of the Refugees Act 130 of 1998" in
Advancing Refugee Protection in South Africa Handmaker, J., De la Hunt, L.A. and Klaaren, J. (eds) 2010
pages 47 - 60; Crush, J. "Fortress South Africa and the Deconstruction of Apartheid's Migration Regime"
Geoforum 1999 Vol. 30 pages 1 - Il at 9 - 10; Smith, T.R. "The Making of the South African (1998)
Refugees Act" Forced Migration Working Paper Series 2003 NO.5 at pages 3 - 5. Smith explains how at
this point South Africa was entering a new phase in its regulation of refugees and immigrants, which
required legislative reform in order to shift laws into the human rights-based domain. The first traces of
this reform occurred in 1994 when an initial draft of refugee legislation emerged. It was heavily criticised
for its emphasis on procedure but lack of substantive content. This first draft was eventually discarded as
a means to provide reform.

50

Klaaren, J. Handmaker, J. and De la Hunt, L.A. "Talking a New Talk: A Legislative History of the
Refugees Act 130 of 1998" in Advancing Refugee Protection in South Africa Handmaker, J., De la Hunt,
L.A. and Klaaren, J. (eds) 2010 pages 47 - 60 at 48.
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In 1995 the UNHCR presented the South African government with draft refugee
legislation, order to assist with the legislative process."

It was only two years later

that another proposal was drafted when in 1996, amidst protest from refugees
within the Republic, that the Department of Home Affairs (DHA) proposed a
working document called the Second Draft of the Refugees Bill.

This document was subsequently subjected to scrutiny from academics, Legal Aid
Clinics and NGOs in the field. During the extensive deliberations,

a number

concerns emerged regarding the proposed law, such as the lack of substantive
provisions,

insufficient

provisions

regarding access

to administrative

justice,

problems associated with the procedures and the need for individuals to have their
human rights protected throughout the process of refugee recognition. Klaaren

et

al observe that on the one hand the Bill was problematic because it continued to
allow the Minister of the DHA to arbitrarily issue asylum permits. On the other
hand, it provided more administrative fairness by providing for the furnishing of
reasons for unsuccessful applicattons.f

At the end of 1996 the DHA unexpectedly

created a Green Paper Task Team to thrash out the contentious issues, and to
facilitate the completion and acceptance of the Green and White Papers.53

51

The draft Refugee Bill was proposed by the Regional Office of the UNHCR and indicated the keen
interest of the UNHCR in South Africa's refugee policies. See Klaaren, J. Handrnaker, J. and De la Hunt,
L.A. "Talking a New Talk: A Legislative History of the Refugees Act 130 of 1998" in Advancing Refugee
Protection in South Africa Handrnaker, J., De la Hunt, L.A. and Klaaren, J. (eds) 2010 pages 47 - 60 at
48.

52

Klaaren, J. Handrnaker, J. and De la Hunt, L.A. "Talking a New Talk: A Legislative History of the
Refugees Act 130 of 1998" in Advancing Refugee Protection in South Africa Handrnaker, J., De la Hunt,
L.A. and Klaaren, J. (eds) 2010 pages 47 - 60 at 49.

53

Klaaren, J. Handrnaker, J. and De la Hunt, L.A. "Talking a New Talk: A Legislative History of the
Refugees Act 130 of 1998" in Advancing Refugee Protection in South Africa Handrnaker, J., De la Hunt,
L.A. and Klaaren, J. (eds) 2010 pages 47 - 60 at 49.
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The difficult journey culminated in the enactment of the Refugees Act in December
1998, but, its commencement

was only effected in April 2000, nearly sixteen

months after its promulgation. The delayed enforcement

of the Refugees Act

meant the Alien's Control Act remained in force until 2000 as one of the last
bastions of apartheid laws. 54

The Aliens Control Act and its amendment were repealed only by the Immigration
55

Act of 2000.
protectionist

The enforcement of the new Refugees Act held the promise of a
approach

to refugee

determination.

In addition,

the legislative

inclusion of gender meant that South Africa could be one of the leading countries
in advancing

gender-related

persecutions

as a ground for asylum. Since its

enforcement,

there have been dire problems experienced

in implementing the

Refugees Act and affording constitutional rights to asylum-seekers. The escalating
numbers of asylum-seekers and the building xenophobia meant that there would
be challenges for the implementation of the newly formulated legislation.

4.2.2.2

Xenophobia and the gendered nature of xenophobia in South Africa

A "culture of xenophobia" exists in South Africa, one which is pervasive and
56

violent.

An underlying contribution to the general public perception is that foreign

nationals are flooding the country and that they are therefore a threat to the

54

Crush, J. "Fortress South Africa and the Deconstruction
1999 Vol. 30 pages 1 - II at 5 -7.

55

Section 54(1) of the Immigration Act of 2000 repealed the Aliens Control Act and the Aliens Control
Amendment Act in toto.

56

Hicks, T.F. "The Constitution, Aliens Control Act, and Xenophobia: The Struggle to Protect South
Africa's Pariah - The Undocumented Immigrant" Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies 1999 Vol. 7(1)
pages 393 - 417 at 394.
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physical

and

economic

security

of

citizens."

The

tension

and

violence

experienced in South Africa together exacerbates the initial trauma experienced in
58

the country of origin.

The nature of the xenophobia is appropriately described by

Hicks, who states that it is:
A culture of xenophobia, evidenced by negative perceptions of and
increased violence against immigrants, has quickly materialized
and consumed South Africa's consciousness. Within this setting,
South Africans have developed a tendency to scapegoat
immigrants by blaming them for the country's domestic problems.
Suspected undocumented immigrants receive the brunt of the
public's wrath.59
The xenophobia that started in the early 1990s created racial, cultural and ethnic
tension which increased in certain townships where South Africans and foreign
6o

nationals resided.

The xenophobic attacks exploded in 2008 with a spate of

countrywide attacks, resulting in 60 deaths and the displacement of thousands."
The reasons attributed to the xenophobia and consequently, the violent attacks
are varied and complex, with South Africans divided about the matter.
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Landau, L.B., Ramjathan-Keogh, K. and Singh, G. "Xenophobia in South Africa and Problems Related to
It" Forced Migration Studies Working Paper Series No. 13 Migration Studies Programme, University of
the Witwatersrand 2005 at pages 6 - 7.
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Sigsworth, R., Ngwane, C. and Pino, A. "The Gendered Nature of Xenophobia" CSVR Report, 2008 at
page 16.
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Hicks, T.F. "The Constitution, Aliens Control Act, and Xenophobia: The Struggle to Protect South
Africa's Pariah - The Undocumented Immigrant" Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies 1999 Vol. 7(1)
pages 393 - 417 at 394.
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Hanekom, B. and Webster, L.A. "The Role of South Africa's Government in the Xenophobic Violence of
May 2008" University of Pennsylvania Journal of Law and Social Change 2009 - 2010 Vol. 13 pages 91
- 117 at 103.
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Hanekom, B. and Webster, L.A. "The Role of South Africa's Government in the Xenophobic Violence of
May 2008" University of Pennsylvania Journal of Law and Social Change 2009 - 2010 Vol. 13 pages 91
-1l7at
103.
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The intersection of violence against foreign nationals and violence against women,
results in high levels of vulnerability of foreign women."

This gendered nature of

the xenophobic attacks has not been acknowledged nor addressed by the State.
Asylum-seeking women are extremely vulnerable during xenophobic attacks, and
experience sexual aggression from South African men.63 The violence acted out
on foreign nationals is based on racism and is a continuation

of the cycle of

violence that black South Africans experienced during apartheid."

Assimilation into South African society is difficult, particularly when trying to retain
a sense

of self.

adornments,

The sense

language

of identity

and clothing,

is demonstrated

and these

make

through

cultural

the foreign

national

identifiable and thus prone to attack. To counter this, some foreign nationals take
measures to blend into the communities,

by adopting the local language and

accents, and not wearing the cultural or traditional clothing. Accordingly,

one

woman explains the attempts to assimilate into the society, when she recounts:
We change our behaviour just to be like the people we live
together with here. Because we thought that if we continue to
dress the same way we did in our country, the people will
segregate US.65
This perception

is often based on reports of inflated statistics regarding the

amount of foreign nationals within South Africa and the claims that the presence of
62

Sigsworth, R., Ngwane, C. and Pino, A. "The Gendered Nature of Xenophobia" CSVR Report, 2008 at
page 8.
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Sigsworth, R., Ngwane, C. and Pino, A. "The Gendered Nature of Xenophobia" CSVR Report, 2008 at
page 21.
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Sigsworth, R., Ngwane, C. and Pino, A. "The Gendered Nature of Xenophobia" CSVR Report, 2008 at
page 35.
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Sigsworth, R., Ngwane, C. and Pino, A. "The Gendered Nature of Xenophobia" CSVR Report, 2008 at
page 19.
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foreign nationals is a great burden on the economy, leaving South Africans without
66

jobs.

With high unemployment rates and millions of individuals dependant on

social assistance

grants for subslstsnca/"

foreign nationals are regarded as

usurping resources that would otherwise be allocated to needy citizens. Meintjies
argues, however, that immigrants in general contribute to the development of the
economy and do not threaten job security. He argues that:
Immigrants are, in fact, net contributors, not parasites. Immigrants
are, on average, healthier, more energetic and better educated
than people in the host population. Consequently, they draw
comparatively less on social welfare and other social services.
Many pay tax and, through their entrepreneurship, make a positive
injection into local economic development. 68

Foreign nationals have therefore been used as scapegoats to explain the high
crime rate and the economic slump. The attitudes toward foreign nationals did not
occur in a vacuum as they were influenced partly by the discriminatory
provocative

statements

and

conduct

of government

officials

and

and

leaders.

Addressing parliament for the first time after his appointment as Minister of Home
Affairs, Mangosuthu Buthelezi further cautioned about the dangers that foreign
nationals pose to the economy, when he proclaimed that:

66

Landau, L.B. "Myth and Decision in South African Migration Management and Research" Forced
Migration Studies Working Paper Series No. II, Migration Studies Programme, University of the
Witwatersrand 2004 at pages7 - 9.
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There is currently a 24 % unemployment rate and there are 16.1 million beneficiaries of social assistance
grants. See Gordhan, P. Budget Speech 2014, Address by the Minister of Finance to the National
Assembly, 26 February 2014, Cape Town, accessible at www.treasury.gov.za [accessed on II March
2014]; Pandor, N., Address by the Home Affairs Minister during the State of the Nation Address Debate,
18 February 2014, Cape Town, accessible at http://www.polity.org.za [accessed on II March 2014).

68

Meintjies, F. "Immigrants are People Like Us" Sunday Times Business Times 20 September 1998 at page
20.
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If we as South Africans are going to compete for scarce resources
with millions of aliens who are pouring into South Africa, then we
can bid goodbye to our Reconstruction and Development
Programme."
Later, during the drafting stages of the Refugees Act, Buthelezi questioned the
impact of non-citizens on South African, stating that:
The question can justly be asked, what is the future of foreign
migrants in South Africa . We just cannot allow these people to
remain in South Africa indefinitely especially as their presence acts
to the detriment of the local population."
This negative construction of foreign nationals created the perception that all
problems experienced could be attributed to their presence in the country. On
another occasion Buthelezi argued against the employment of foreign nationals
illegally in the country, stating:
The employment of illegal immigrants is unpatriotic because it
deprives South Africans of jobs and that the rising level of
immigrants has awesome implications for the RDP as they will be
absorbing unacceptable proportions of housing subsidies and
adding to the difficulties we will be experiencing in health care."
The former Minister of Defence, Joe Modise even threatened to enable an electric
fence on the boundaries, with the aim of discharging lethal electric shocks, as a

69 Buthelezi,

M.G., Introductory speech By the Minister of Home Affairs during policy debate at the
National Assembly, 1996, Cape Town. See also Landau, L.B.; Ramjathan-Keogh, K. and Singh, G.
"Xenophobia in South Africa and Problems Related to It" Forced Migration Studies Working Paper
Series No. 13, Migration Studies Programme, University of the Witwatersrand 2005 at page 6.
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Buthelezi, M.G. "After Amnesty: The Future of Foreign Migrants in South Africa" Keynote Address at
the Southern African Migration Project's Conference, 20 June 1997.
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Landau, L.B. "Myth and Decision in South African Migration Management and Research" Forced
Migration Studies Working Paper Series No. I I, Migration Studies Programme, University of the
Witwatersrand 2004 at page 6.
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deterrent to those who attempted to cross the border illegally.72 These officials and
leaders publicly expressed xenophobic sentiments, clearly showing the public that
they are dissatisfied with the presence of foreign nationals, contributing to the
xenophobic frenzy.73 In recent years, the Naledi Pandor, the former Minister of
Home Affairs has adopted a more hospitable attitude towards foreign nationals,
recognising the specific hardships they encounter. This new approach was evident
in the inclusive language, when she stated:
I would like to reassure refugees here today of our admiration and
support for your strength and resilience in the face of huge
adversity. It's a source of shame to us that you are at risk in the
face of anti-immigrant and anti-foreigner sentiment. Our brothers
and sisters on the African continent played an important role in the
achievement of democracy and freedom in South Africa. They
extended hospitality and asylum to many of our exiled leaders and
their families during the oppression of apartheid."
Aside from the friendlier language used by Pandor in public statements

and

addresses, the true measure of the protection of refugees is in the implementation
of the laws. The DHA is responsible for the administration of both the Refugees
Act and Immigration Act. These statutes operate simultaneously to regulate the
borders; and the problems relating to the implementation
could

have

dire

consequences

for

the

asylum-seekers,

of these regulations
particularly

when

vulnerable women and children are affected.
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Hanekom, B. and Webster, L.A. "The Role of South Africa's Government in the Xenophobic Violence of
May 2008" University of Pennsylvania Journal of Law and Social Change 2009 - 2010 Vol. 13 pages 91
-117 at 106.
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-117 at 106.
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The exposition of the process reveals the incongruent

nature of the relevant

legislation. In addition, the insufficient training of officials, inadequate resources
and the ever-increasing

amount of asylum-seekers

implementation

legislation.

of the

However,

has led to the ineffective

refugee

legislation

developed

alongside new immigration legislation, with the former providing for an inclusive
and rights-based approach while the latter was concerned with the protection of
borders and the deportation of illegal immigrants.75 The uneasy co-existence of the
two systems has resulted in the immigration laws finding application, even where
refugee law should be implemented."

The DHA has conflated the treatment of

refugees and illegal immigrants, often leading to detention and deportation instead
of the rights promised in the Refugees Act.77

More than a decade after its enforcement, the implementation of the Refugees Act
presents numerous problems for the general refugee population. Furthermore, the
recognition of gender-related

claims is virtually absent from the determination

process."

consequence

Another

serious

of

the

mismanagement

of

the

immigration system is that foreign nationals often opt for using the refugee system
to receive documentation to enable remaining in the country. This means that the
refugee system is over-burdened with applications from individuals who belong in
the immigration system.
75

Immigration legislation took the form of the Immigration Act 13 of 2002 and its Regulations, which
replaced the Aliens Control Act of 1991. This was later amended by the Immigration Amendment Act 19
of2004 and the Immigration Amendment Act 13 of2011.
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Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status
Determination" African Centre for Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at page 19.
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"Monitoring Immigration Detention in South Africa" Lawyers for Human Rights Report, 2012; Amit, R.
"All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status
Determination" African Centre for Migration and Society Research Report 2012.
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Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status
Determination" African Centre for Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at page 75.
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The problems with the refugee system arise from a combination of factors, such as
an inherited defunct immigration system, the discord between the Immigration Act
and the Refugees Act, as well as the inconsistent application of the Refugees Act.
This has resulted in implementation
determination

problems at every stage of the refugee

process. In order to cope with the swelling numbers of asylum-

seekers, the DHA implemented a turnaround strategy in the form of the Backlog
Project, launched in 2006. This has led to a decrease in the amount of outstanding
decisions, but compromised the quality of various procedures within the refugee
framework. Once again, the tension between refugee legislation and immigration
was evident. The DHA proved its conflation of the two frameworks,

when it

expressed that the main goals in managing the immigration and asylum systems
are:
[TJoenable immigration to be managed so as to minimise risks to
national security and social stability while maximising economic,
social, and cultural benefits."
The refugee population is not treated as separate from the immigration system,
leading to arbitrary decisions

in the refugee determination

process. The bias

created by this policy is particularly manifested in the treatment of Zimbabwean
applicants.

Globally,

Zimbabwe

accounts

for

the

highest

asylum-seeking

population, and thus, sharing a border with South Africa, contributes to the huge
number of refugee claims.

The perception exists, however, that Zimbabwe produces economic migrants and
not refugees. Hence, applicants from Zimbabwe are often regarded as not having
legitimate applications and their claims of persecution are not investigated fully.8o
79

Department of Home Affairs Annual Report 2010/2011 at page 19. See also Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to
Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status Determination" African Centre
for Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at pages 19 - 20.
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The problems experienced throughout the stages of the process highlights the
manner in which South Africa has reneged on its promise of a rights-based
refugee system.

4.3
A

THE REFUGEE STATUS DETERMINATION PROCESS
refugee

status

determination

process

is central

to

the

application

of

international, regional and national refugee laws. It is necessary to analyse the
South African determination procedures in order to establish the general positive
and negative aspects of the content and application of the Refugees Act.81

The additional problems that women undergo with the experience of gender-based
persecution are then contextualised within the specificity of South Africa's system
and unique issues. Analysing the determination procedures allows one to establish
the manner in which South Africa's refugee system operates before analysing
whether the law and procedures are gendered in nature and the impact of the
gendered nature of the law on women in general and women experiencing genderrelated persecution."

South Africa's refugee determination process, as analysed

below, illustrates how the conflation of refugee and immigration systems can lead
Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status Determination" African Centre
for Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at pages 20 and 39. Amit reports the manner in which
Zimbabwean asylum-seekers claimed persecution by ZANU-PF due to their membership of the MDC, but
were not successful, as the Refugee Status Determination Officer (RSDO) emphasised the general
conditions in Zimbabwe and did not give consideration to the subjective elements of a well-founded fear
of persecution.
81

Refugees Act 130 of 1998.
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See generally Harris, L.M. "Untold Stories: Gender-related Persecution and Asylum in South Africa"
Michigan Journal of Gender and Law 2009 Vol. 15 pages 291 - 347; Middleton, J. "Gender Based
Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights Monitoring Project 2008 Special
Report No.3; Amit, R. "No Refuge: Flawed Status Determination and the Failures of South Africa's
Refugee System to Provide Protection" International Journal of Refugee Law 2011 Vol. 23 No.3 pages
458 -488.
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to the impractical time-frames for asylum applicants and the decision-makers alike.
In addition, insufficient training for officials in international and national refugee law
could result in the poor decisions and the breach of principles of the rule of law,
legality and human rights.

4.3.1

The refugee status determination

process through the Refugees Act

Upon entering the country, an asylum-seeker must report to an immigration official
and declare an intention to apply for recognition of refugee status. In order to avoid
the penalties for entering the country illegally, an asylum-seeker, upon entering the
country, should inform an immigration officer of the intention to apply for asylum.
Section 23 of the Immigration Act empowers the immigration official to issue a
transit permit to an individual who declares that she or he is asylum-seeker.83 The
holder of a transit permit must report to the nearest Refugee Reception Office
(RRO) to apply for the recognition

of refugee status."

Section 41 of the

Immigration Act also provides that if approached by a police or immigration officer,

83

Section 23 of the Immigration Act 13 of 2002, as amended by the Immigration Amendment Act 19 of
2004 provides that:
(I) The Director-General may issue an asylum transit permit to a person who at a port of entry
claims to be an asylum seeker, which permit shall be valid for a period of 14 days only.
(2) Despite anything contained in any other law, when the permit contemplated in subsection (1)
expires before the holder reports in person to a Refugee Reception Officer at a Refugee
Reception Office in order to apply for asylum in terms of section 21 of the Refugees Act, 1998
(Act 130 of 1998), the holder of that permit shall become an illegal foreigner and be dealt with
in accordance with this Act.
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Section 23(2) of the Immigration Act. RROs are sub-divisions within the refugee system housed in the
Department of Home Affairs. There were initially six Reception Offices in the Republic, namely Cape
Town, Johannesburg, Pretoria, Durban, Port Elizabeth and Mussina. There are numerous problems
associated with the RROs. The DHA has closed offices without notification, resulting in asylum-seekers
and refugees left with problems in proceeding with the determination process. For an in-depth study of
the RROs see "National Survey of the Refugee Reception and Status Determination System in South
Africa" Forced Migration Studies Programme, University of the Witwatersrand and Migrant Rights
Monitoring Programme Research Report, 2009; Minister of Home Affairs and Others v Scalabrini
Centre, Cape Town and Others (735/12 and 360/13) 2013 (SCA); Somali Associationfor South Africa v
Minister of Home Affairs 2012 (5) SA 634 (EC).
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an individual must identify himself or herself as a citizen, resident or a foreigner. If
the officer has reason to believe that the person has entered the country illegally,
then that individual may be detained without warrant until the status of the person
can be ascertained."

Failure to make a declaration to an immigration official would

render the individual an illegal foreigner and would be liable to face penaltles."
Furthermore, the Immigration Act provides for the detention and deportation of
individuals deemed illegal foreigners by stating that:
Without the need for a warrant, an immigration officer may arrest
an illegal foreigner or cause him or her to be arrested, and shall,
irrespective of whether such foreigner is arrested, deport him or
her or cause him or her to be deported and may, pending his or
her deportation, detain him or her or cause him or her to be
detained in a manner and at a place determined by the DirectorGeneral, provided that the foreigner concerned."

85

Section 41 of the Immigration Act provides that:
When so requested by an immigration officer or a police officer any person shall identify
himself or herself as a citizen, resident or foreigner when so requested by an immigration
officer or a police officer, and if on reasonable grounds such immigration officer or a police
officer is not satisfied that such person is entitled to be in the Republic, such immigration
officer or a police officer may take such person into custody with or without a warrant and if
necessary detain him or her in a prescribed manner and place until such person's prima facia
status or citizenship is ascertained.
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Section 49(1) of the Immigration Act imposes the following penalties on an individual who enters the
country illegally by providing that:
(a) Anyone who enters or remains in the Republic in contravention of this Act shall be guilty
of an offence and liable on conviction to a fine or to imprisonment not exceeding three
months.
(b) Any illegal foreigner who fails to depart when so ordered by the Department shall be
guilty of an offence and liable on conviction to a fine or to imprisonment not exceeding
nine months.
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Section 34(1) of the Immigration Act as amended by Section 35 of the Immigration Amendment Act 19
of2004.
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Once a claimant accesses the RRO, an application must be made to an official,
who must take biometric information
completion

of the application form."

from the applicant and assist with the
The applicant is issued with an asylum-

seeker permit which is valid for 90 days, pending the status determination hearing
and decislon." If a decision is not made during this time-frame, then the applicant
must return to the RRO to renew the permit.9o While in possession of an asylumseeker permit and awaiting the status determination
91

entitled to basic constitutional rights.

hearing, the applicant is

The applicant must return to the Reception

88

Section 21(1) of the Refugees Act. The application form is called an Eligibility Form.

89

Section 22 of the Refugees Act. The section 22 permit is a document issued to the applicant, containing
all personal details, and allowing the applicant to sojourn in the Republic whilst awaiting the outcome of
the application. If approached by an immigration official or a police officer, the asylum-seeker must
produce this document if identification is requested. This has been criticised as being reminiscent of the
pass system in the apartheid regime.While in possession of the Section 22 permit, the applicant is entitled
to fundamental rights and freedoms.

90

These procedures are cumbersome for an asylum-seeker seeking clarity regarding the claim, whilst
simultaneously needing to secure employment and shelter. The huge problem encountered is the increase
in applications, which contributes to backlogs in the processing of the claims and therefore requiring
applicants to continually return to the RRO to renew the Section 22 permit. The surge of applicants at the
RRO led to officials departing from the prescribed procedure in order to save time. This resulted in court
cases and judgments that chastised the DHA for poor implementation of the Refugees Act. See Ki/iko and
Others v Minister of Home Affairs 2006 (4) SA 114 (C). In the Kiliko case the court heard of the Cape
Town Reception Office's practice to accept only 20 new asylum applications per day. Van Reenen J held
that the actions by the DRA which prevented an asylum-seeker from making an application or fulfilling
the requirements for the application was a constitutional infringement as it diminished their dignity and
impacted negatively on the freedom and security of their person. The consequences of the conduct were
severe because the applicant would remain an illegal foreigner and could face detention and deportation.
The court ordered a structural interdict which required the DRA to take measures to remedy the delays in
the determination process.
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Asylum-seekers and refugees are afforded constitutional rights including: the right to just administrative
action in terms of Section 33; the right to freedom and security of the person in terms of Section 12; the
right to dignity in terms Section 10; the right to equality in terms of Section 9; and basic socio-economic
rights. The Refugees Act Regulations did not contain a provision on the rights of asylum-seekers to work
and study. This was successfully challenged in the High Court and the decision was confirmed by the
Supreme Court of Appeal. See Minister of Home Affairs and Others v Watchenuka and Another 2004 (4)
SA 326 (SCA), where the Supreme Court of Appeal confirmed the High Court decision that recognised
the socio-economic rights of asylum-seekers, particularly the right to work and study. The court held that
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Office

for

the

Determination

status

determination

Officer (RSDO)

hearing

where

the

Refugee

Status

must use the interview as a means of hearing the

point of view of the applicant by gathering information about the circumstances of
the applicant and his or her family. and the country of origin. and can clarify any
information already gathered.92

In making a determination.

due diligence when making the determination.

the RSDO must apply

taking into account all the relevant

information about the country of origin from the applicant and from objective
sources. The decision must be based on the application of the relevant laws and
must reflect administrative

fairness.

such as providing written reasons for the

decision.

When

making

a decision.

the RSDO

may grant asylum.

manifestly unfounded. or reject the claim as unfounded.
process. refugee law must be implemented
principles must be applied.93

reject the claim as

In the decision-making

and administrative and constitutional

If the claim is accepted

the applicant is granted

refugee status and must be issued with a Section 24 permit recognising her or his

laws and policies that prohibit of the enjoyment of these rights are unlawful. See also Vigneswaran, D. "A
Foot in the Door: Access to Asylum in South Africa" Forced Migration Studies Working Paper Series
No. 40 Migration Studies Programme, University of the Witwatersrand 2008 at page 19. See generally
Handmaker, J. Advocating for Accountability: Civic-State Interactions to Protect Refugees in South
Africa 2009 Intersentia, Antwerp at pages 153 - 188.
92

Section 24(1) of the Refugees Act. The interview is inquisitorial in nature and has objective as well as
subjective criteria. The objective criterion enables the RSDO to gather information about the country of
origin to confirm independently whether there is unrest in the region and verify the information provided
by the applicant. To this end, the RSDO may utilise the internet as well as gather information through the
UNHCR. Stereotypical views of the RSDO could hamper the process, when the official makes a
determination based on the appearance and body language of the applicant. Female applicants must be
interviewed separately and not together with her male counterpart as she might be unwilling or unable to
reveal all the relevant information, particularly, where the male has contributed to the persecution
suffered. Once again the shortage of resources as well as the cutting of comers by officials does not result
in the implementation of these rules.

93

Section 24(3) of the Refugees Act.
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refugee status." This permit entitles the refugee to apply for an official bar-coded
refugee identity document, which is valid for a two-year period from the time that
refugee status is recoqnlsed."

This process is however fraught with a numerous

problems which are multi-faceted which impacts on the effectiveness of refugee
protection.

4.3.2

General problems with the implementation of the Refugees Act

An analysis of the general pitfalls enables the identification of both the successful
and

unsuccessful

aspects

of

this

legislation,

thus

allowing

for

the

recommendations for improvements. An examination of the general problems also
contextualises

the issues and creates a backdrop for the specific analysis of

gender-based asylum cases. The specific problems that will be examined concern
the harsh time-frames that the asylum applicants must adhere to, the unlawful
arrest, detention and deportation of asylum-seekers, the arbitrary decision-making
and the violation of constitutional and administrative rights.

4.3.2.1

Difficult time-frames to be met by asylum-seekers

The problems embedded in the determination

process can render an asylum-

seeker vulnerable and unprotected. These problems emerge from the moment that
an asylum-seeker crosses the border and enters the country. The simultaneous
application
imposing

of the Immigration Act has a negative impact on asylum-seekers,
onerous

obligations

even before

an individual

makes

an asylum

94

Refugees Act Regulation 15.

95

Section 30 of the Refugees Act. The refugee must then further apply not later than 90 days before the
expiry ofthe document, for a renewal of the identity document. In addition, Section 36 provides that upon
the application for the renewal of the identity document, the authorities are also empowered to withdraw
the refugee status.
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application. The strict time-frames means that it difficult for applicants to access a
Reception Office within 14 days of receiving the asylum transit permit."

The regulations to the Immigration Act require an asylum-applicant

to not only

report to an RRO within a narrow timeframe of 5 days, but to also furnish the
RSDO with a fixed address when entering the country."

The DHA Minister

reasoned that the new regulations would "usher in a new era of secure, efficient
and sound management

of international

migration".98 The Minister does not

acknowledge the added burdens this would place on refugees. In fact, refugee
protection does not seem to feature in the considerations, as immigration control is
the central concern. Yet these changes will impact asylum-seekers significantly.
This criterion of furnishing addresses is practical when applied to the general
migratory population, but is impractical and problematic for asylum-seekers fleeing
persecution.

This constitutes

yet another

example

of the conflation

of the

immigration and refugee systems, frustrating the general protection of refugees.

In order to curb the

number

of asylum-seekers,

the immigration

officials

implemented various strategies, such as the practice of pre-screening individuals
at the borders, deciding whether they have a prima facie asylum case which would
entitle such individuals to the asylum transit permit." Individuals not in possession

96

Regulation 2(2) of the Refugees Act. See also Kerfoot, W. and Schreier, T. "Application for. Asylum:
Reception" in Refugee Law in South Africa Khan, F. and Schreier, T. (eds) 2014 pages 137 -152 at 140.

97

Regulation 6(3)(b) to the Immigration Act of2002.

98

Van Schie, K. "Draft rules for refugees 'harsh and impractical'" lOL News 9 March 2014, accessible at
http://www.iol.co.zalnews/politics/draft-rules-for-refugees-harsh-and-impractical1.1658473#.U34banagmZQ [accessed 12 April2014]. The report quotes Naledi Pandor's view that the
stricter timeframes would improve the immigration system.
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"Protecting Refugees, Asylum- Seekers and Immigrants in South Africa during 2010" Consortium for
Refugees and Migrants in South Africa Report 2011 at page 1O.
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of the asylum transit permit regulated by the immigration system, and the asylumseeker permit regulated by the refugee system, could be arrested and deported.!"
This means that asylum-seekers might be arrested and deported before reaching
the RRO.

4.3.2.2

Unlawful arrest and detention of asylum-seekers

The awkward construction

immigration provisions that are applied to asylum-

seekers could result in the deportation of asylum-seekers

before they apply for

asylum, or even when the asylum-seeker permit has expired. The justification for
such decisions was based on the enforcement of the immigration legislation which
provides for the arrest and detention of an individual whose asylum transit permit
has expired."?'

In Arse v Minister of Home Affairs, the Supreme Court of Appeal, per Malan JA
reversed the court a quo's decision, ruling that an individual could not be arrested
and deported for illegal entry into the country, and must be allowed the opportunity
102

to apply for asylum.

The court in this instance lambasted the respondents for

the unlawful detention of the appellant, reasoning that the deportation could not be

100

Section 49 of the Immigration Act, which provides for the arrest, detention and deportation of individuals
entering the country illegally.

101

Section 49 of the Immigration Act.

102

Arse v Minister of Home Affairs and Others 2012 (4) SA 544 (SCA). In this case the appellant entered
South Africa with the intention of applying for refugee status. He was granted a 14 day transit permit but
could not gain access to the Port Elizabeth RRO. He was arrested about six months later, and detained at
Lindela holding facility. He unsuccessfully instituted proceedings in the South Gauteng High Court to
interdict his detention and deportation. He was granted leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Appeal
where the appeal was upheld.
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effected if the arrest and deportation were not within the parameters of the law.103
When interpreting legislation, the courts must favour an interpretation which would
avoid the legislative provision being rendered unconstitutlonal.l'"

Thus a court

must favour an interpretation which promotes the spirit and purport of the Bill of
Rights and avoiding a declaration of unconstitutionality and invalidity.105

Malan JA therefore held that in order to interpret the relevant provisions of the
Immigration Act and the Refugees Act in the spirit of the Bill of Rights, it is unlawful
to detain individuals without granting them the opportunity to apply for asylum.l'"
The Arse decision was endorsed in Bula v Minister of Home Affairs.107 The
appellants

were

docurnentation.l'"

arrested

for

not

being

in

possession

of

the

requisite

As one of the respondents, the Minister of Home Affairs asked

the court to determine whether the appellants were indeed asylum-seekers and
thus whether they should be afforded the opportunity to apply for asylum.

103

Arse v Minister of Home Affairs and Others paragraphs 5 and 6. In this case the court held, per Malan JA
that the English and Roman-Dutch law find application here, in terms of the habeas corpus principle
provided for in English law and Roman-Dutch law.

104

Section 39(2) of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996.

lOS

Arse v Minister of Home Affairs and Others 2012 (4) SA 544 (SCA), paragraph 10.

106

Arse v Minister of Home Affairs and Others 2012 (4) SA 544 (SCA), paragraph 10.

107

Bu/a v Minister of Home Affairs 2012 (4) SA 560 (SCA).

108

In this case, Bula and 18 other Ethiopians claimed that they fled to South Africa to escape political
persecution for due to their resistance to the State and their support for the opposition party. Bula related
how they sojourned for a year until they entered South Africa. They travelled to Johannesburg where they
were arrested as illegal immigrants. The appellants were sent to Lindela holding facility with the intention
of deporting them. After one month in the holding facility, the attorneys for the appellants applied to the
South Gauteng High Court to prevent the Minister from deporting the appellants. In the South Gauteng
High Court, Cassiem J decided in favour of the respondents, affirming the argument by the Minister of
Home Affairs, that the appellants did not have the intention to apply for asylum, and that this was only an
afterthought once they had been arrested and detained. Thus the appellants appealed the Supreme Court of
Appeal.
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In this Supreme Court of Appeal decision penned by Navsa JA, it was hel~ that
even though the appellants

were arrested

in terms of Section 9(4) of the

Immigration Act of 2002, for entering the country illegally and not being in
possession of the necessary valid documents for legal sojourn in the country, the
respondents could not rely on this provision.l'"

The decision focused instead on

Regulation 2(2) of the Refugees Act Regulations,

regarding it as the central

provision to be considered in this instance. This regulation provides that:
Any person who entered the Republic and is encountered in
violation of the Aliens Control Act, who has not submitted an
application pursuant to subregulation 2(1) but indicates an
intention to apply for asylum shall be issued with an appropriate
permit for 14 days within which they must approach a Refugee
Reception Office to complete an asylum appllcafion."?

It was held that the appellants' circumstances fell within the realm of Regulation
2(2), and therefore this should have been the starting point of the inquiry by the
respondents.!"

This regulatory provision does not require an individual to declare

an intention of applying for asylum, nor should such an individual be prohibited
from approaching the RRO to make an applicatton.!"

An individual who is denied

the chance to apply for asylum would be forced into the precarious position of
being unregulated and deportation could be imminent.113

109

Section 9(4) of the Immigration Act 13 of 2002 provides that: "A foreigner who is not the holder of a
permanent residence permit may only enter the Republic as contemplated in this section if (a) his or her
passport is valid for not less than 30 days after the expiry of the intended stay; and (b) issued with a valid
temporary residence permit, as set out in this Act".

110

Regulation 2(2) of the Refugee Regulations (Forms and Procedure) of2000. The Aliens Control Act of
1991 was still in force at the time that these regulations were adopted,

III

Bu/a v Minister of Home Affairs 2012 (4) SA 560 (SCA), paragraph 74.

112

Bula v Minister of Home Affairs 2012 (4) SA 560 (SCA), paragraph 74.

113

Navsa JA critiqued and departed from the decision in Shabangu v Minister of Home Affairs (49231/10)
[2010] ZAGPJHC 146.
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Navsa JA reproached the respondents' argument that an individual could only
apply for asylum if their claim is not bona fide, and that a court should determine
whether such claim was indeed bona fide. Instead, it was held that a court cannot
decide whether an asylum claim is bona fide as this is the duty of the RSDO per
114

the Refugees Act of 1998.

Conduct contrary to this is a transgression of the

principle of legality.115 Hence, an individual must be given every opportunity to
apply for asylum, unless the individual is excluded from applying for asylum.

The Supreme Court of Appeal entrenched the principle that an asylum-seeker is
protected

against

arrest and deportation,

irrespective

of what stage of the

application process the claimant finds himself or herself.!"

Despite the decisions

of the Supreme Court of Appeal, the DHA has continued to arrest individuals, even
though they later declare an intention to apply for asylum. In the Bula case the
court acknowledged the heavy workload confronting the immigration and refugee
officials, but stated that the situation could be easily remedied by the Department

114

Hula v Minister of Home Affairs 2012 (4) SA 560 (SCA), paragraphs 76 - 77.

115

See Hula v Minister of Home Affairs 2012 (4) SA 560 (SCA), paragraph 79 where Navsa JA held that:
"the principle of legality, an incident of the rule of law, dictates that officialdom in all its guises must act
in accordance with legal prescripts". Here, Navsa JA relied on the Constitutional Court judgment of
Fedsure Life Assurance Ltd and Others v Greater Johannesburg Transitional Metropolitan Council and
Others 1999 (1) SA 374 (CC), where that court ruled that: "It seems central to the conception of our
constitutional order that the Legislature and Executive in every sphere are constrained by the principle
that they may exercise no power and perform no function beyond that conferred upon them by law. At
least in this sense, then, the principle of legality is implied within the terms of the interim Constitution.
Whether the principle of the rule of law has greater content than the principle of legality is not necessary
for us to decide here. We need merely hold that fundamental to the interim Constitution is a principle of
legality" .

116

Hula v Minister of Home Affairs 2012 (4) SA 560 (SCA), paragraphs 68 - 81 with Justices Cloete, Maya,
Bosielo and Leach concurring. See also Arse v Minister of Home Affairs 2010 (7) BCLR 640 (SCA),
paragraph 15.
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of Home Affairs officials, but that this required real intent and action to resolve the
problerns.!"

4.3.2.3

The closure of RROs and arbitrary adoption of short-cuts

The DHA has come under scrutiny for the closure of RROs and the departure from
procedural requirements for processing asylum claims.!"

The courts have ordered

the DHA to reverse decisions that infringe the rights of asylum-seekers and that
impede an individual's ability to access the refugee process. In Kiliko and Others v
Minister of Home Affairs the Cape High Court heard of the Cape Town RRO's
decision to only accept twenty new asylum applications per day, even though
there were long queues outside the offices.

Van Reenen J held that the actions by the DHA prevented an asylum-seeker from
making an application to fulfil the requirements for the application. This practice is
a constitutional infringement as it diminished their dignity and negatively impacting
on the freedom and security of their person.l'"

The court ordered a structural

interdict which required the DHA take measures to remedy the delays in the
determination process.

The surge of applicants has pressurised

the officials to departing from the

prescribed procedure in order to save time by, for example, limiting the amount of
applicants to be serviced per day,120and the pre-screening of applicants queuing

117

Bula v Minister of Home Affairs 2012 (4) SA 560 (SeA), paragraph 81.

118

Kerfoot, W. and Schreier, T. "Application for Asylum: Reception" in Refugee Law in South Africa Khan,
F. and Schreier, T. (eds) 2014 pages 137 - 152 at 143 - 147.

119

Kiliko and Others v Minister of Home Affairs 2006 (4) SA 114 (C).

120

Kiliko and Others v Minister of Home Affairs 2006 (4) SA 114 (C).
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121

at the RRO.
filtering

The High Court and Supreme Court of Appeal condemned these

practices,

ruling them unconstitutlonal.l'"

The consequences

of the

conduct are severe because the applicant could remain an illegal foreigner and
could face detention and deportation. The policies preventing asylum applications
contravened the Refugees Act and the Refugee Convention and had to cease,
restoring the rights entitled to asylum-seekers.l'"

The courts addressed also the

arbitrary closure of RROs ruling that it seriously impinges the asylum-seeker and
refugee rights, and exacerbates the backlog.124 The DHA has failed to obey these
court orders to re-open these offices.

Even if applicants overcome the obstacles before reaching the RRO, they may be
subject to problems in the status determination procedure. The interview process
in itself is fraught with numerous problems. Language barriers could lead to
miscommunication,

and with a shortage of interpreters to assist in this regard, the

applicant bears the responsibility

of bringing his or her own translator to the

interview, usually a member of the refugee community. Asylum-seekers

have

related that this is one more opportunity for corruption to occur, as interpreters
charge huge fees for such services.

121

Tafira v Minister of Home Affairs and Others 2006 TPD Case No: 12960/2006. To cope with the amount
of applicants, DRA officials at the Marabastad RRO adopted a pre-screening policy. Applicants had to
complete forms while still in the queue outside the building, explaining why they were applying for
asylum, and why they left the country of origin, as well as what would occur if they returned.

122

The Kiliko and Tafira cases.

123

Section 21(4) of the Refugees Act and Article 31 of the Refugee Convention prohibits the penalisation for
illegal entry into the country, and suspends the application of Section 49 of the Immigration Act. The
courts in the Arse and Bula cases ordered the DRA to not prevent individuals from applying for asylum,
as this contravened intemationallaw, constitutional provisions and the refugee legislation.

124

Minister of Home Affairs and Others v Scalabrini Centre, Cape Town and Others (735/12 and 360/13)
2013 (SCA); Somali Associationfor South Africa v Minister of Home Affairs 2012 (5) SA 634 (EC).
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The interview process also contains erroneous

practices,

as each RSDO is

expected to finalise ten applications a day, including the interview, research of the
country of origin's status quo, assessing and making the status decision as well as
the finalisation
outcorne.!"

of the letter to the applicant

informing

the applicant of the

To meet this quota, RSDOs would only be able to allocate 20 - 30

minutes to each interview, which is not sufficient

to make a well informed

decision.126 As a result, not only has the quality of the interviews been poor, but
the rejection letters issued for unsuccessful claims have been substandard.l'"

A research report by the African Migration surveyed a sample of rejection letters
and the findings established that the letters contained errors about the information
of the applicants and applied the law incorrectly.F"
129

reasons for the decisions.

The letters did not contain

The arbitrary decisions and disregard for procedure

are compounded when dealing with women refugees and asylum-seekers that

125

Amit, R. "No Refuge: Flawed Status Determination and the Failures of South Africa's Refugee System to
Provide Protection" International Journal of Refugee Law 20 Il Vol. 23 NO.3 pages 458 - 488 at 459.

126

Amit, R. "No Refuge: Flawed Status Determination and the Failures of South Africa's Refugee System to
Provide Protection" International Journal of Refugee Law 2011 Vol. 23 NO.3 pages 458 - 488 at 459.

127

Amit, R. "Protection and Pragmatism: Addressing Administrative Failures in South Africa's Refugee
Status Determination Decisions Forced Migration Studies Programme Research Report 2010 at page 20.
Amit notes that the letters should contain the following structure:
1. introduction: a brief introduction giving information on gender, age, nationality, and date of entry into
South Africa;
2. claim: a 2-3 sentence description of the reasons the individual fled;
3. law: a restatement of Section 3 of the Refugees Act;
4. burden of proof: a partial restatement of paragraph 196 of the UNHCR Handbook, explaining that the
burden of proof rests on the person submitting a claim (the decisions generally include an incomplete
restatement that misrepresents the UNHCR instructions);
5. reasons/findings: the reasons for the decision;
6. right of appeal: an explanation of the time period within which to lodge an appeal.

128

Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status
Determination" African Centre for Migration and Society Research Report, 2012.

129

Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status
Determination" African Centrefor Migration and Society Research Report, 2012.
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have experienced

persecution,

reveals that a system already in crisis, is still

gendered and further renders women invisible.

4.3.3 The constitutional

protection of refugees

The adoption of the South African Constitution ushered in an era of constitutional
democracy, with the entrenchment of civil, political and socio-economic rights.13o
The Constitution however, must be read within the context of the international
human rights framework, particularly the treaties that South Africa has signed and
131
ratified.
Before the Refugees Act was promulgated, the administrative action of
the refugee authorities was challenged when an asylum-seeker was refouled. The
Cape High Court ruled that even though the decision in question was made before
South Africa's accession to the Refugee Convention and the Refugee Protocol,
South Africa was still bound by customary international laws, and that the principle
of non-refoulement was within the ambit of this category.132 The harmonisation of
law is therefore recognised and effectively applied by the South African courts in
order to afford greater protection to marginalised

persons.

The Constitution

130

Chapter 2 of the Constitution contain the Bill of Rights. As the introductory section of the Bill of Rights,
Section 7 provides that: "this Bill of Rights is a cornerstone of democracy in South Africa. It enshrines
the rights of all people in our country and affirms the democratic values of human dignity, equality and
freedom." Various specific rights in the Bill of Rights also entrenches the rights of "everyone" except
when the right concerned (the right to vote, for example) is dependent on citizenship. Therefore, for
example, Section 10 provides that "everyone has inherent dignity and the right to have their dignity
respected and protected", Section Il provides that "everyone has the right to life" and Section 12(1)
provide that "everyone has the right to freedom and security of the person.

131

Section 232 of the Constitution provides that "customary international law is law in the Republic unless it
is inconsistent with the Constitution or an Act of Parliament". Furthermore, Section 233 of the
Constitution provides for the application of international law by providing that "when interpreting any
legislation, every court must prefer any reasonable interpretation of the legislation that is consistent with
international law over any alternative interpretation that is inconsistent with international law". See also S
v Makwanyane 1995 (6) BCLR 665 (CC).

132

Kabuika v Minister of Home Affairs 1997 (4) SA 341 (C).
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endorses strong citizenship rights, firmly asserting the importance of this status.
Section 3 of the Constitution provides that:
(1) There is a common South African citizenship.
(2) All citizens are (a) equally entitled to the rights, privileges and benefits of
citizenship; and
(b) equally subject to the duties and responsibilities of
citizenship.
(3) National legislation must provide for the acquisition, loss and
restoration of citizenship.
Section 20 of the Constitution further provides that "no citizen may be deprived of
citizenship". Aside from these specific rights protecting the citizenship of South
Africans, the Constitution allocates certain political rights only to citizens.133 Only
citizens are entitled to enter, remain and reside in the country.P'

The right to

freedom of trade and occupation are also restricted to cltlzens.!" Citizens are also
entitled to all other civil rights and socio-economic rights, subject to the limitation
136

clause in the Bill of Rights.

It is clear therefore, that the Constitution provides a

range of rights, for citizens.

133

The rights that accrue only to citizens include political rights (Section 19); the entitlement to membership
of the national legislature, provincial legislatures and municipal councils (Sections 47, 106 and 158
respectively); the offices of the executive and the Chapter 9 members and judges. Furthermore, the rights
of those in detention during a state of emergency apply only to citizens (Section 37). See also Currie, I.
and De Waal, J. The Bill of Rights Handbook (6th edition) 2013 at pages 442 - 443.

134

Section 21(3) of the Constitution. Section 21(4) of the Constitution also entitles citizens to a passport.

135

Section 22 of the Constitution.

136

The Section 36 of the Constitution

contains the limitation clause, which provides that:

(1) The rights in the Bill of Rights may be limited only in terms of law of general application to
the extent that the limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society
based on human dignity, equality and freedom, taking into account all relevant factors,
including(a) the nature of the right;
(b) the importance of the purpose of the limitation;
(c) the nature and extent of the limitation;
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Non-citizenship

status, however, does not preclude an individual from enjoying

basic human rights. While not expressly stating the rights of foreign nationals, the
Immigration Act confirms that such individuals enjoy rights. This Act provides that
the DHA must educate the public and civil organs of the rights afforded to
foreigners, illegal foreigners and refugees,137 and that permanent residents enjoy
all rights except citizenship rights.138

The

Refugees

protectlon.P''

Act

also

provides

that

refugees

enjoy

full

constitutional

These statutory provisions indicate that the drafters intended for

foreign nationals to enjoy rights and for the government organs and public to be
educated about these rights and to respect them. These provisions are important
because they provide enforceable rights to foreign nationals. The extent of these
rights, however, must be examined within the context of the Constitution.

The conciliatory nature of the Constitution is reflected in the Preamble which
provides protection for all living within the borders of South Africa."? This extends
the application of rights to citizens and foreign nationals, but the extent of the
constitutional

protection for non-citizens must be addressed.

Aside from the

(d) the relation between the limitation and its purpose; and
(e) less restrictive means to achieve the purpose.
(2) Except as provided in subsection (I) or in any other provision of the Constitution, no law
may limit any right entrenched in the Bill of Rights.
137

Section 2(2)(e) of the Immigration Act of2002. See also Hanekom, B. and Webster, L.A. "The Role of
South Africa's Government in the Xenophobic Violence of May 2008" University of Pennsylvania
Journal of Law and Social Change 2009 - 2010 Vol. 13 pages 91 - 117 at 100.

138

Section 25(1) of the Immigration Act of2002.

139

Section 27(b) of the Refugees Act of 1998.

140

The Preamble of the Constitution provides that the South African people "respect those who have worked
to build and develop our country; and believe that South Africa belongs to all who live in it, united in our
diversity".
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specific citizenship rights, the Constitution entrenches rights which offer protection
to "everyone" in the country and is therefore used to argue for the protection of
foreign nationals in general.141

The application of constitutional rights to non-citizens was examined in Khosa v
Minister of Social Development,142 where the Constitutional Court dismissed the
State's argument that non-citizens do not have claims to welfare rights.143 Instead,
the court held that the access to social security is a right that is guaranteed to
"everyone".144 Social security rights are therefore not exclusively for citizens, but
extend also to permanent residents. The value of this judgment is that it confirms
that constitutional
cltizens.!"
constitutional

141

rights applying to "everyone", cannot be withheld from non-

It follows then that the State in turn, would have to fulfil certain
obligations to non-citizens, who could institute claims against the

Belvedere, F., Pigou, P. and Handmaker, J. "Realising Rights: The Development of Health and Welfare
Policies for Asylum-seekers and Refugees in South Africa" in Advancing Refugee Protection in South
Africa Handmaker, J., De la Hunt, L.A. and Klaaren, J. (eds) 2010 pages 242 - 277 at 245; Valji, N. and
De La Hunt, L.A. "Gender Guidelines for Determination Status" National Consortium for Refugee Affairs
Report 1999 at page 9.

142

Khosa v Minister of Social Development 2004 (6) SA 505 (CC).

143

Khosa v Minister of Social Development 2004 (6) SA 505 (CC).

144

Welfare are provided for in Section 27. This section states that in the right to health care, food, water and
social security
(1) Everyone has the right to have access to(a) health care services, including reproductive health care;
(b) sufficient food and water; and
(c) social security, including, if they are unable to support themselves and their dependents,
appropriate social assistance.
(2) The state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available resources, to
achieve the progressive realisation of each of these rights.
(3) No one may be refused emergency medical treatment.

145

Currie, I. and De Waal, J. The Bill of Rights Handbook (6th edition) 2013 at page 446.
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State. In a dissenting judgment, in the Constitutional Court, Justices Mokgoro and
0' Regan observed that even though refugees as a group are not expressly listed
in the equality clause of the Bill of Rights, "refugees as a group are vulnerabie.l"
This is of particular importance because South Africa does not have a welfare
policy regarding asylum-seekers and refugees, and this increases the vulnerability
of such persons."?

While foreigner nationals, asylum-seekers and refugees are in South Africa, they
enjoy the protection of the non-citizenship rights contained in the Bill of Rights.
Therefore, the general treatment of foreign nationals and the processing of asylum
applications

must be consistent

with the constitutional

framework.

Thus the

ongoing xenophobic violence and the police brutality against foreign nationals
constitute a violation of numerous provisions in the Bill of Rights. The Constitution
guarantees the right to human dignity and recognises the inherent nature of this
148

right.

The high ranking of this right was acknowledged

by the Constitutional

Court per Justice Chaskalson, when he stated that:
The rights to life and dignity are the most important of all human
rights, and the source of all personal rights in the Bill of Rights. By
committing ourselves to a society founded on the recognition of
human rights we are required to value these two rights above all

others.!"
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The Union of Refugee Women and Others v The Director: The Private Security Industry Regulatory
Authority 2007 (4) SA 595 (CC) at paragraph 118.

147

Belvedere, F., Pigou, P. and Handmaker, J. "Realising Rights: The Development of Health and Welfare
Policies for Asylum-seekers and Refugees in South Africa" in Advancing Refugee Protection in South
Africa Handmaker, J., De la Hunt, L.A. and Klaaren, J. (eds) 2010 pages 242 - 277 at 242.

148

Section 100fthe Constitution provides that "everyone has inherent dignity the right to have their dignity
respected and protected".

149

S v Makwanyane

1995 (3) SA 391 (CC), per Justice Chaskalson. See also Chaskalson, A. "Human
Dignity as a Foundational Value of our Constitutional Order" South African Journal of Human Rights
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Justice 0' Regan echoed the importance of recognising the inherent quality of
human dignity when she stated that:
Recognising a right to dignity is an acknowledgement of the
intrinsic worth of human beings: human beings are entitled to be
treated as worthy of respect and concern. This right therefore is
the foundation of man of the other rights that are specifically
entrenched in ... the Bill of Rights.15o
The inherent nature of this right means that the enjoyment of this right is not
dependant on whether an individual is a citizen.l'" This sentiment was conveyed in
the dictum of Justice Nugent, who stated that:
Human dignity has no nationality. It is inherent in all people _
citizens and non-citizens alike - simply because they are human.
And while that person happens to be in this country - for whatever
reason - that must be respected, and is protected, by Section 10
of the Bill of Rights.152
Thus the ill-treatment of foreign nationals, asylum-seekers

and refugees could

amount to the violation of the right to human dignity. They must not be subjected

2000 pages 193 - at 196. "The affirmation of [inherent] human dignity as a foundational value of the
constitutional order places our legal order firmly in line with the development of constitutionalism in the
aftermath of the second world war"; Mokgoro, J.Y. "Ubuntu, The Constitution and the Rights of Noncitizens" Stellenbosch Law Review 2010 Vol. 2 pages 221 - 229 at 222. Mokgoro argues that the core
rights of equality, dignity and freedom are consistent with the values of ubuntu, where respect and
equality must be extended to foreign nationals. Mokgoro also states that "ubuntu, recognised as a
philosophical or even spiritual basis for a world view, has increasingly been invoked by our courts to
galvanise the reasoning for the application of rights and obligations when interpreting the Constitution.
Viewed as a sufficiently broad concept, ubuntu has been invoked to encompass humanness, respect for
humanity, moral virtue, interconnectedness,
compassion, group solidarity and group-centred
individualism, prioritising the interests of the most vulnerable, among other aspects of the idea".
150

S v Makwanyane 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC), per Justice 0' Regan.

151

S v Makwanyane 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC).

152

Minister of Home Affairs and Others v Watchenuka and Another 2004 (4) SA 326 (SCA) at 331.
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to torture or cruel and inhumane treatment, and should be free from violence from
both private and public sources and be in control of making decisions about their
reproductive

health. Hence, the physical and psychological

integrity of such

individuals must be maintained.P'' When considering gender-related
applications, the decision-making

persecution

officials must recognise the various ways that

this right might be violated in the country of origin.154

The torture and cruel and inhuman treatment that women experience can include
forced marriages,

all forms of physical sexual violence

regarding reproductive

155

issues.

When assessing refugee claims, the decision-

makers must use the provisions
international

human

and forced decisions

of the South African

rights framework

as benchmarks

Constitution

and the

to determine

whether

persecution has occurred.

The legislative inclusion of gender as a ground for asylum places South Africa is in
the position to recognise gender-related cases without the cumbersome exercise
of having to determine whether gender forms part of a particular social group. The
expectation

that follows is that the gender-related

determination

cases would

increase and that a body of refugee jurisprudence would begin to develop. In the
process, refugee women could be expected to have access to more protection
than before the enforcement of the Refugees Act. Yet, even though gender is
included iii legal provisions, it is still rendered invisible in the implementation of
those policies.
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Valji, N. and De La Hunt, L.A. 'Gender Guidelines for Determination Status" National Consortium for
Refugee Affairs Report 1999 at page 9.
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Valji, N. and De La Hunt, L.A. 'Gender Guidelines for Determination Status" National Consortium for
Refugee Affairs Report 1999 at page 9.
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Valji, N. and De La Hunt, L.A. 'Gender Guidelines for Determination Status" National Consortium for
Refugee Affairs Report 1999 at page 9.
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Two fundamental rights are the right to life 156and the right to freedom and security
of person."? These constitutional provisions have been applied successfully in the
Constitutional Court to place positive obligations on the State in the protection of
women from violent attacks.l'" These rights apply to citizens and non-citizens
alike. Everyone also enjoys the right to freedom and security of person, which
recognises bodily integrity.159 Thus refugees and asylum-seekers

should not be

arbitrarily deprived of their freedom, and unfairly arrested or detained.

In Lawyers for Human Rights v Minister of Home Affairs, Section 34 of the
Immigration Act was challenged as it provided for the arrest and detention of illegal
foreigners at borders and ports of entry.160 The detention policies were found to
be unconstitutional because there had to be just cause in depriving individuals of
their freedom.!"

In addition, persons cannot be subjected to violence whether

from a private or a public source such as a State official or agent.162 This right not
only safeguards

against torture and cruel and inhumane treatment,

but also

protects the bodily and psychological integrity of individuals.163 Numerous noncitizen rights accrue to foreign national and specifically

refuges and asylum-

seekers, irrespective of their status in the immigration and refugee system.
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Section Il of the Constitution provides that "everyone has the right to life".

157

Section 12(1»c) provides for the bodily integrity ofa person. In
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Carmichele v Minister of Safety and Security 2001 (4) SA 938 (CC).

160

Lawyersfor

Human Rights v Minister of Home Affairs 2004 (4) SA 125 (CC).
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Lawyersfor Human Rights v Minister of Home Affairs 2004 (4) SA 125 (CC), paragraphs 32 and 33, per
Justice Yaccob.

162

Section 12 (1) (c) of the Constitution.

163

Sections 12(1) (d) and (e) and Section 12 (2) of the Constitution.
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4.4

THE INVISIBLE

WOMEN

IN SOUTH AFRICA'S

REFUGEE

LAW

SYSTEM
South Africa's transition from a violent and racist apartheid regime to a democratic
country was predicated on reconciliation and forgiveness, with the emphasis on
unity while respecting diversity.164 The emphasis on national unity and nationbuilding was necessary in order to proceed as a new nation with a new identity,
while healing the deep wounds of a segregated country. While these ideals were
positive, there were detrimental and unintended consequences.

The creation of a common,
construction

national South African identity also meant the
of the non-South African "other".165 The creation of a nationalist

identity presupposes the homogeneity of citizens, and can lead to the exclusion
and rejection of those outside of what is perceived to be a common natlonhood.l'"
This construction

however, is contrived because it does not account for the

multifarious groups within South Africa. In addition, it flouts the manner in which
numerous non-citizens' identity is linked also to the country. The emphasis on the
attainment

of citizenship

within

the context of previous

disenfranchisement

contributed to the xenophobia.

The numerous problems in the general refugee system in addition to the outbreaks
of xenophobic attacks have been the focus of the attention of the DHA, the public
and the media. The incessant troubles vexing the refugee decision

making

authorities has rendered invisible the specific issues related to women asylumseekers.

However,

the

refugee

and immigration

legislation

exist

within

a
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The establishment of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission was created to facilitate the healing
process through the forgiveness for the harm perpetrated against victims.
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Palmary, I. "Nationalism and Asylum: Implications for Women" Agenda 2003 Vol. 55 pages 4 - 14 at 4.
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Palmary, I. "Nationalism and Asylum: Implications for Women" Agenda 2003 Vol. 55 pages 4 - 14 at 5.
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constitutional paradigm and an international human rights framework, with the
protection of fundamental rights.

4.4.1

De jure visibility of women in the refugee definition

Unlike the position in international law and the domestic legislation of most
countries, South Africa has a broad definition of who constitutes a refugee. The
Refugees Act includes both the Refugee Convention and the African Refugee
Convention definitions of a refugee.167 The first part of the definition is almost

verbatim the same as the Refugee Convention definition.168 The second part of the
refugee definition includes the OAU Convention's refugee definition.169 The
Refugees Act expands the refugee definition even further by providing a very
167

Section 3 of the Refugees Act, which provides that:
(a)

(b)

(c)

Owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted by reason of his or her race, tribe, religion,
nationality, political opinion or membership of a particular social group, is outside the country of his
or her nationality and is unable or unwilling to avail himself or herself of the protection of that
country, or, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his or her former habitual
residence is unable, or owing to such fear, unwilling to return to it; or
Owing to external aggression, occupation, foreign domination or events seriously disturbing or
disrupting public order in either a part or the whole of his or her country of origin or nationality, is
compelled to leave his or her place of habitual residence in order to seek refuge elsewhere; or
Is a dependant ofa person contemplated in paragraph (a) or (b).

168

Section 3(a) of the Refugees Act. It is vital to note that the drafters of the Refugees Act extended the
Refugee Convention definition by including another ground for the consideration of refugee recognition,
namely persecution due to an individual's tribe.

169

Section 3(b) of the Refugees Act. The inclusion of the OAU Convention definition, together with the
inclusion of 'tribe' as a ground in Section 3(a), indicates that the legislature was not only endorsing and
adopting a European definition of refugees, but recognised the issues and social structures that are
prevalent in the rest of Africa. The UNHCR definition of a refugee has being criticized as Eurocentric,
with it not being able to be applied in Africa where there is mass displacement and numerous asylumseekers. It is argued that if the host country is an African State, then its systems and resources are put
under pressure. This is clearly a reality in South Africa, which has the highest asylum applications in the
world, with 53,400 new applications at the end of 2006, and 45,000 applying in the past year. United
States Committee for Refugees and Immigrants, World Refugee Survey 2009 - South Africa, 17 June
2009, available at: http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/4a40d2b22.html[accessed
23 July2009]. The
latest data indicates that for 2012, South Africa had over 61 000 new asylum claims.
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broad explanation

of what comprises

included in this expanded

a particular social group.170 Gender is

definition a social group. The amendment

to the

Refugees Act further concretises gender-related claims by removing it from the
particular social group category

and expressly entrenching

it in the primary

definition clause, thereby creating a sixth persecutory ground.

This means that gender is further crystallised as a persecutory ground, and unlike
other jurisdictions such as the US, Canada and the UK, the applicant should not
have the onus of proving that she faces persecution because she is a woman. At
the time of the promulgation of the Refugees Act, it was uncertain how the gender
ground would be implemented.
were drafted by the Consortium

To remedy this uncertainty, gender guidelines
for Refugees and Migrants in South Africa

(CoRMSA) 171to propose the manner in which the persecutory ground of gender
should interpreted and lmplemented.l'?

The guidelines recommend that officials,

when making a status determination, take cognisance of the types of persecution
that women experience,

by expanding the meaning of "political persecution" to

include the experiences of harm in the private sphere.!" The manner in which

170

The definitions in Section 1 of the Refugees Act provide that: "social group includes, among others, a
group of persons of a particular gender, sexual orientation, disability, class or caste". The legislature
further concretised gender as a persecutory ground by amending the legislation to read that: "owing to a
well-founded fear of being persecuted by reason of his or her race, gender, tribe, religion, nationality,
political opinion or membership ofa particular social group, is outside of the country".
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The Consortium for Refugees and Migrants in South Africa (CoRMSA) was formerly known as the
National Consortium for Refugee Affairs.
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Valji, N. and De La Hunt, L.A. "Gender Guidelines for Determination Status" National Consortium for
Refugee Affairs Report 1999. These guidelines are based on the UNHCR's Gender Guidelines 2002.
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Valji, N. and De La Hunt, L.A. "Gender Guidelines for Determination Status" National Consortium for
Refugee Affairs Report 1999 at pages 14 - 15. These guidelines suggest that the women seeking asylum
from gender-related persecution might come from counties or cultures that curtail their participation in the
traditional notion of politics within the public sphere. Hence, there might not be many claims based on
persecution due to political opinion and activity. However, regard must be given to the political defiance,
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women

are interviewed

must be sensitive

to the traumatic

experiences

of

persecutlon.V" These guideiines were never formally adopted by the DHA.

4.4.2

De facto invisibility

of women

in the implementation

of the

refugee definition
South Africa is experiencing a multitude of problems in the general implementation
of the Refugees Act. However, these quandaries are manifested most in the
determination of gender-related clalrns.!"

Even though gender claims occupy a

prominent position in South African law, gender-related claims by women have not
increased, nor have women refugees received greater protectlon.!"
backlog of asylum claims affects the manner in which women's

The general
claims are

processed. There is insufficient time to create a safe space for women to convey
their experiences of persecution, particularly those of sexual violence."?

This is

evidenced by the survey results that many of the status determination officials are
unaware of the Un Gender Guidelines and consequently, do not operate with an
interpretative guideline at al1.178

opinion and activity within the private sphere too. Examples of this would be the refusal to participate in
cultural or social activities which portray women in a certain manner, and the adoption of feminist views
which may not be tolerated.
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Valji, N. and De La Hunt, L.A. "Gender Guidelines for Determination Status" National Consortium for
Refugee Affairs Report 1999 at pages 13 - 14 and 22 - 24.
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Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status
Determination" African Centre for Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at pages 74 - 94.
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Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report No.3 at page 18.
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Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report No.3 at pages 18 - 19.
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Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status
Determination" African Centre for Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at pages 76 - 93;
Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
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This confirms the argument that the mere inclusion of gender in the policy and
legislation would not guarantee protection from gender-related persecutton."?

The

legislative provisions still undergo interpretation and application, where meaning is
allocated and even imposed on the lived experiences of persecution. Therefore
interpretive documents and training are also essential to the recognition of genderrelated persecution. The unofficial South African guidelines propose that women
can experience gender persecution in four ways.180

The first category is where the persecution faced is on the same grounds as men
(race, identity and nationality for example). However, the persecution faced would
be different to the way men would be persecuted (rape for example). While this
categorisation brings the harm that women experience into the realm of protection,
it constructs

rape

as a woman-specific.

The second

category

relates

to

persecution based on the woman's relationship to a male, in order to punish that
male, for example, where a woman is tortured due to the beliefs or associations of
her husband. The third type of persecution could occur from a private source
(domestic violence for example) and the State does not or cannot intervene to
provide protection. The final category is where the persecution is due to the

Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report No.3 at page 18. See infra Section 4.4.3.4 for an analysis of the
lack of understanding of gender-related persecution in the South African refugee determination process.
179

See Randall, M. "Refugee Law and State Accountability for Violence Against Women: A Comparative
Analysis of Legal Approaches to Recognising Asylum Claims Based on Gender Persecution" Harvard
Women's LawJournal2002
Vol. 25 pages 282 -318; Macklin, A. "Refugee Women and the Imperative
of Categories" Human Rights Quarterly 1995 Vol. 17 pages 213 - 277; Greatbatch, J. "The Gender
Difference: Feminist Critiques of Refugee Discourse" International Journal of Refugee Law 1989 Vol. 1
No.4 pages 518 - 527.
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Valji, N. and De La Hunt, L.A. "Gender Guidelines for Determination Status" National Consortium for
Refugee Affairs Report 1999 at pages 6 - 7. These proposals are based on the 1993 Canadian Gender
Guidelines. The UN's Gender Guidelines of2002 contains the same categorisation in paragraph 3.
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woman not conforming to social, cultural or religious norms such as refusing to
undergo cultural rituals such as FGM/FGC.181

These proposed guidelines are subject to scrutiny, particularly for the assumptions
that they make, such as the gender-specific nature of rape, and the immediate
categorisation of certain cultural practices as gender-related persecution. Despite
their shortcomings,

the guidelines

provide a conceptual

springboard

for the

considered construction of gender-related persecution. The section below sets out
how the problems that are rife in the refugee system become more evident in the
case of gender-related persecution.

4.4.3

Asking

the woman question:

Forget the floodgates!

Where are

the women in the refugee system?
Wishik's construction of the "woman question" is vital to the analysis of the South
182
African refugee system.
One of the questions in her construction is to question
the incongruence between women's experience and the law or structures. The
query is particularly relevant where there is a mismatch between the available
information relating to a particular issue, and the experienced reality.183 In other
words,

it must be questioned

whether women's

experiences

are accurately

reported and recorded. When this question is asked of processes and activities in
the South African refugee system, then valuable data emerges that can be used
for legal reform.
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Valji., N, De La Hunt, L. and Moffett, H. "Where are the Women? Gender Discrimination in Refugee
Policies and Practices" Agenda 2003 Vol. 55 pages 61 -72 at 64.
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Wishik, H.R. "To Question Everything: The Enquiries of Feminist Jurisprudence" Berkeley Women's
Law Journal 1985 Vol. 1 pages 64 - 77.
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Wishik, H.R. "To Question Everything: The Enquiries of Feminist Jurisprudence" Berkeley Women's
Law Journal 1985 Vol. 1 pages 64 - 77 at 74.
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4.4.3.1

Gender excluded from the records in the refugee system

Women account for about 32% of new asylum-seekers in South Africa.184 These
estimates are derived from the research undertaken by the NGO sector and the
client files of Legal Aid Clinics. The NGO research reports reveal the shocking
information that the DHA does not keep a record database of the gender of a
clairnant.l'" Hence, it is difficult to gather and analyse data, in order to track
gender-related trends. In addition, the absence of this information hinders the
government's ability to anticipate and respond to gender-related matters.

The conflation of gender in the collection of data is inconceivable, particularly,
where gender itself might be a persecutory ground and thus form the very basis of
the claim. Reading the refugee statistics without the information about gender,
means that the refugee and asylum-seeking population are treated as a genus,
and this might appear to be neutral. On the contrary though, the aggregation of
gender means that refugee data will be read as male refugee statistics, with the
effect of excluding women from the refugee history. This oversight exposes one of
the aspects of the gendered nature of the system, and how the exclusion of vital
information can impact the empirical data about women.
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Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report No.3 at 1. This statistic is for 2006, but it is believed that the
number has remained consistent over the past years.
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Harris, L.M. "Untold Stories: Gender-related Persecution and Asylum in South Africa" Michigan Journal
of Gender and Law 2009 Vol. 15 pages 291 - 347 at 308; Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the
South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report No.3 at 17.
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4.4.3.2

Low numbers of women asylum-seekers granted refugee status

The latest global statistics estimate that women constitute approximately 48% of
the displaced persons and refugee population.l'"

In contrast to Europe, in Africa

there are more lOPs than asylum-seekers, which indicate that there is a higher
percentage of de facto women refugees.187 In South Africa the statistics are
considerably lower than men's asylum claims. Despite the legislative inclusion of
gender in the Refugees Act,188only 40 cases of gender-related persecution claims
were decided between 2007 and 2011.189These statistics must be contextualised.

A possible explanation for the lower numbers of women asylum-seekers may be
linked to socia-economic

factors, as travelling

through regions and crossing

borders can be costly and often requires the involvement
people."?

of a network of

In addition, women might experience abuse and violence in transit

which might impact on their ability to make progress in travelling. A breakdown of
claims indicates that the RROs closest to the borders, for example Pretoria, will
receive more claims from women, and that this number decreases for RROs in the
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UNHCR Global Trends, 2012 at http://unhcr.orglglobaltrendsjune2013/
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Martin, S. "Refugee and Displaced Women: 60 Years of Progress and Setbacks" Amsterdam Law Forum
2011 Vol. 3 No.2 pages 72 - 91 at 73.
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Section 3(a) of the Refugees Act, as amended by Section 4 of the Refugees Amendment Act 33 of2008.
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Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status
Determination" African Centre for Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at page 75. These
include in 2 claims 2007; 1 claim in 2008; 15 claims in 2009; 8 claims in 2010; and 14 claims in 2011.
Harris reports on the difficulty of obtaining information about refugees and specifically women refugees
from government agencies. See generally Harris, L.M. "Untold Stories: Gender-related Persecution and
Asylum in South Africa" Michigan Journal of Gender and Law 2009 Vol. 15 pages 291 - 347.
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Martin, S. "Refugee and Displaced Women: 60 Years of Progress and Setbacks" Amsterdam Law Forum
2011 Vol. 3 No.2 pages 72 - 91 at 74.
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[accessed 15 March 2014].

coastal cities, as these are furthest from the borders neighbouring South Africa.l'"
This could be indicative of the problems that women encounter

in a foreign

country, and hence they do not venture far from the entry point into the country.192
The arbitrary closure of RROs therefore impacts negatively on women claimants
disproportionately, and may contribute to the low number of gender-related claims.

4.4.3.3

Lost in translation:

how interpreters and RSDOs silence women's

experiences in the refugee system
Women's accounts of persecution are frequently suppressed by the manner in
which the determination interview is conducted. In the interview the RSDO must
establish if the applicant fled the country of origin due to a well-founded fear of
persecution.l'"

The decision by the RSDO is based on a two-pronged inquiry.

First, the subjective inquiry investigates the account of events by the applicant,
asking questions to clarify information and ascertain consistency.!"

Secondly, the

objective inquiry requires the RSDO to independently verify the conditions in the

191

See Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report NO.3 at l3; Harris, L.M. "Untold Stories: Gender-related
Persecution and Asylum in South Africa" Michigan Journal of Gender and Law 2009 Vol. 15 pages 291
- 347 at 323. For an overview of the gendered nature of migration in general see Jolly, S. and Reeves, H.
"Gender and Migration: Overview Report" Institute of Development Studies 2005; Carling, J "Gender
dimensions of international migration" Global Commission on International Migration 2005 pages 3.
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See Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report NO.3 at l3.
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Section 3 of the Refugees Act.
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Steinbock, DJ. "Interpreting the Refugee Definition" University of California, Los Angeles Law Review
1998 Vol. 45 pages 733 - 816 at 746. Steinbock refers to the international interpretation of a wellfounded fear. The subjective and objective inquiry both contribute to the refugee determination, as per
justice Kinkel in R v Secretary of State for the Home Department, Ex Parte Sivakumaran and Others. See
Chapter 4 supra. The RSDO has to engage in this two-stage inquiry before making a status determination.
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country of origin.195 In order to fulfil the subjective

inquiry, the RSDO must

dedicate significant time to interviewing the claimant. Generally, the RSDOs have
not spent sufficient time doing this, and it has compromised the quality of the
decision, irrespective of gender. The problem is more complex in the instance of
gender-related claims, because the persecution experienced is usually based on
sexual violence.

Women who experienced gender-related persecution struggle with recalling the
experiences
conducted

and relating them to a stranger. When
interviews

to establish

the treatment

researchers

for NGOs

by RSDOs, the claimants

expressed their problerns.l'" One applicant expressed how difficult it was to tell
her story of persecution to officials in the following account:
I decided not to tell anyone [what really happened to me] because
it is a shame and it is hurting, and I thought maybe it is not
necessary to mention. The only question [I was asked] was why I
left my country so I just said the things that I was comfortable with
and I didn't know where those information are going to. The
hardest thing was when I was interviewing to talk about my whole
story [the rape] and what happened to me. Just talking about it,
that it my hardest thing. I could do anything, even if waiting in the
queue, the only thing is talking about it. You can go to officials and
they give you that day to come and then you get there to the front
of the queue and they say come back tomorrow or another day,
but that is nothinq."?
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Steinbock, DJ. "Interpreting the Refugee Definition" University of California, Los Angeles Law Review
1998 Vol. 45 pages 733 - 816 at 746.
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Harris, L.M. "Untold Stories: Gender-related Persecution and Asylum in South Africa" Michigan Journal
of Gender and Law 2009 Vol. 15 pages 291 - 347.
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Harris, L.M. "Untold Stories: Gender-related Persecution and Asylum in South Africa" Michigan Journal
of Gender and Law 2009 Vol. 15 pages 291 - 347 at 336. Harris relates the story ofa Ugandan refugee
woman, interviewed in 2007.
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In another account, an applicant raises several points of contention in the refugee
system.
I can't really say that he [the RSDO] understood because most of
the time he would be speaking Xhosa, he speaks English but he
was switching to English and Xhosa, and it makes me confused
also. Even me I was scared because in my country, because
before you sit with that elder you must show respect, even if he's
only one day older. In most cases in my country the cops will just
come and grab you. I was so scared even when I get there [to
Home Affairs] because there are cops and when I came here I
thought it was the same like that in my country where they don't
ask any questions and they just take you [to the police stationj.!"
Firstly, the RSDO intermittently

spoke in Xhosa, confusing the claimant. The

RSDO's conduct serves to exclude the asylum-seeker from her own interview, and
does not seem cognisant

of the language barriers and their consequences.

Secondly,

the applicant fears policemen,

policemen

participated

in persecution.

because in her country of origin,

The distrust

of persons

in authority,

including RSDOs, makes it difficult for the claimant to speak openly about the
trauma. Thirdly, the claimant expresses the cultural dynamics at play. The conduct
of not openly talking to elders, or males, or even avoiding eye contact might be a
cultural belief and sign of respect. RSDO might interpret such behaviour as
deceptive. An RSDO is not expected to know every cultural belief, but is expected
to be sensitive to different cultures, and not measure the applicant according to
her or his belief system.

The difficulty of re-telling the persecutory experience is becomes even more
complex when an interpreter is used to translate during the interview process. The
Refugees Act Regulations provides for the right to an interpreter funded by the
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This experience is told by a Cameroonian refugee. See Harris, L.M. "Untold Stories: Gender-related
Persecution and Asylum in South Africa" Michigan Journal of Gender and Law 2009 Vol. 15 pages 291
- 347 at 293.
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DHA, and applicants should have access to an interpreter at all stages of the
determination process.l'" Interpreters are not a readily available resource at the
RROs, thus claimants must resort to finding their own interpreters, often strangers
that they meet while waiting for the interview. This compromises the accuracy of
the information and stories of persecution, and therefore, jeopardises the integrity
of the entire determination process. In a research report for the Migrant Rights
Monitoring Programme, Middleton interviewed applicants who had gender-related
claims. The female claimants informed the interviewer of the added trauma of
having an interpreter. One claimant related that in her first interview the interpreter
did not translate her story accurately and she did not have an interpreter for her
second interview. The claimant related that:
With trauma, it's difficult to talk to someone who you don't know.
You have to speak with a person with whom you have no
confidence. Also, there's the interpreter, who you don't know, and
it's hard to speak to that person also. It was a bit difficult to tell the
whole story in detail.20o
The UN Gender Guidelines regard it vital that interpreters are not only gender
sensitive, but also be aware and alert to religious and cultural matters that might

199

Section 38(l)(f) of the Refugees Act provides that the Minister of Home Affairs may make provision for
interpreter in Regulations. Competent interpreters are crucial to the accurate relaying of information to the
RSDO. See also Valji, N., de la Hunt, L.A. and Moffett, H. "Protecting the Invisible: The Status of
Women Refugees in Southern Africa" in Advancing Refugee Protection in South Africa Handmaker, 1.,
de la Hunt, L.A. and Klaaren, J. (eds) 2010 pages 214 - 241. Valji et al recommend that interpreters
receive training too, and that they are not merely tasked with translating. This is also strongly
recommended in UNHCR Sexual Violence Against Refugees Guidelines on Prevention and Response
1995 and UNHCR Handbook for the Protection of Women and Girls 2008.
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Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report NO.3 at 47. Middleton relates the story ofa refugee woman from
the DRC, interviewed in 2007. Middleton also reports that most of the RSDOs interviewed at all the
RROs reported that they did not trust many interpreters either as they suspected that they were not
relating the information correctly.
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have affected the claimant.201 Thus it should be standard practice that where it is
suspected or related that sexual violence occurred, then a female interpreter must
202

be appointed.

This nuanced approach is not implemented at the RROs, with

claimants complaining that they cannot explain their experience of persecution if
the interpreter is a member of the gender, ethnic, religious or cultural group
responsible for their persecution. An example of this is where a Tutsi woman from
Rwanda was repetitively raped by Hutu militia, and when she accessed the RRO,
she was allocated a male Hutu interpreter. Thus she could not give an account of
her persecution to the interpreter who reminded her of her persecutors.ê'" Another
claimant expresses the difficulty in telling the story of sexual violence at all, when
she says that:
You know that women like to hide. For anybody, I didn't tell that
[about my rape]. The first time I told was for [the lawyer], and after
I told her I got free. For the home affairs I changed my case, I told
them some other story. If I tell this, this [my true] story then maybe
it will be in my file. First one [at the first interview] I told them I was
with the politics, the second interview I told them I was born from
Ethiopia and Eritrea, mixed blood, but I choose this one because I
don't want to talk about my real story. I decided I just couldn't.
Even for [the Lawyers for Human Rights lawyer] I don't want to tell,
but then, when she asked me some questions, she was so nice. At
first it was easier as she was a woman, and second how she was
talking to me, you know, like some women do, like she understand

me.204
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UN Gender Guidelines 2002, paragraph 36 (iii).
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It is generally recommended that claimants are allocated interpreters and RSDOs of the same sex, but
often, males who experience sexual violence also prefer female officials be appointed to their cases.
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Harris, L.M. "Untold Stories: Gender-related Persecution and Asylum in South Africa" Michigan Journal
of Gender and Law 2009 Vol. 15 pages 291 - 347 at 293. Harris relates the story of a Rwandan refugee
woman, interviewed in 2007.
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Harris, L.M. "Untold Stories: Gender-related Persecution and Asylum in South Africa" Michigan Journal
of Gender and Law 2009 Vol. 15 pages 291 - 347 at 331. Harris relates the story of an Ethiopian refugee
woman, interviewed in 2007.
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The decision-makers

are therefore

not recognising

gender-related

violence,

including egregious accounts of harm, blatantly ignoring the voices and realities of
women. These exclusions create the appearance of the absence of women and
gender-related claims from the refugee system.

4.4.3.4
The

Officials lack of understanding about gender-related persecution

Refugees

Act

specifically

acknowledges

gender-related

persecution,

therefore, it is not necessary for claimants to make a case to have membership to
a particular social group. RSDOs must however, apply the UN Gender Guidelines
where gender-related persecution is alleged or suspected. Most RSDOs do not
have knowledge of the UN Gender Guidelines and are not adequately equipped to
listen to such claims and make sound decisions having consideration for the
complex issues involved.205 This is evident in the manner in which an RSDO
rejected a claim by a Congolese woman because the rape the she experienced
was not mentioned initially. The claim was denied, and the rejection letter stated:
On your Eligibility Determination Form, you pointed out that you
left your country because they wanted to arrest your husband due
to his membership to the UDPS. However, in your second
interview with the RSDO, you claimed that you were raped by two
people who were in group that was looking for your husband. The
RSDO could therefore not believe that you were telling the truth ...
Save for mentioning incidences that normally occur around
election times, you did not furnish evidence that brings your claim
within the abovementioned ambit [persecution].206

205Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution

in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report NO.3 at 18.
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Amit, R. "No Refuge: Flawed Status Determination and the Failures of South Africa's Refugee System to
Provide Protection" International Journal of Refugee Law 2011 Vol. 23 No.3 pages 458 - 488 at 471.
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The RSDO does not show an understanding of the complexities of gender-related
persecution, and that the conclusion should not automatically be that there was
deception. There is no consideration for the possibility that both sets of information
are truthful. The RSDO does not display a sensitivity to the traumatic experience
of sexual violence and does not take into account that rape survivors are not
always capable of relating the account at will. The automatic response is to
discredit the claimant and reject the claim without searching for ways to verify the
claim. Middleton's survey reveals the inability of the RSDOs to understand gender
in the context of refugee law. Many RSDOs claimed that they had not encountered
claims of gender-related persecution, but spoke of cases of sexual violence and
207

FGMIC.

Middleton reports how only two of the twenty-eight RSDOs interviewed

heard about the UN Gender Guidelines.208 This shocking revelation is confirmed
by the Chairperson of the Standing Committee who stated that:
If you went into a Refugee Reception Office and asked an RSDO,
'where are your gender guidelines,' they wouldn't know what you
were talking about.ê"
The poor understanding of gender-related asylum as well as the manner in which
interpreters are either used or not employed at all, contributes to the distortion or
silencing of refugee women's stories of persecution,

and this in turn impacts

whether their refugee status will be recognised. This is evidenced by the quality of
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Middleton, 1. "Gender Based Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report No.3 at 20. The UNHCR provided most of the RSDOs and RAB
members with basic training about gender. The Standing Committee did not receive any training on
gender-related claims.
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Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report No.3 at 18.
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Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report No.3 at 18.
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the RSDO decisions and the letters of rejection that informing the applicants that
their applications were unsuccessful.

A study undertaken by the African Centre for Migration and Society about RSDO
decisions reveals numerous problems with the reasons provided for the rejection
of applications,

including

gender-related

claims."?

The

problems

with the

decisions include: decisions that contain flawed reasoning;211 ignoring relevant
facts;212 incorrect country of origin information;213 emphasise irrelevant facts;214
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Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status
Determination" African Centre for Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at pages 76 - 93.

211

An example cited by Amit is where a woman was raped by State soldiers and her application was rejected
because she could not prove that the government was unable or unwilling to provide protection to her. See
Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status
Determination" African Centre for Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at page 61.

212

For example, a Congolese applicant's claim was rejected because he did not relate any harmful
experiences, but his file indicated that he disclosed that he was beaten and imprisoned due to his
involvement with rebels. In another example a Zimbabwean who supported the MDC, revealed that he
was abducted by ZAND-PF but the rejection letter stated that he was not known by the authorities. See
Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status
Determination" African Centre for Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at page 55.

213

A woman fled the DRC as she was fearful because her mother was a member of an opposition party, the
Union of Liberals for Democracy (ULD).The RSDO rejected the claim on the basis the ULD does not
exist. In another case, the claim by a Ugandan male claiming persecution due to his homosexuality was
rejected, with reasons that there was no persecution of homosexuals in Uganda and there were no laws
against homosexuals. This decision was made despite, at the time, the proposed legislation to criminalise
homosexuality with the punishment of the death penalty. See Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection:
Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status Determination" African Centre for
Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at page 64.

214

For example, an applicant fleeing the Somali civil war was informed that his claim was rejected because
medical care and food was available in the country. Another claim was rejected because the claimant fled
to South Africa, believing it is a developed country. See Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection:
Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status Determination" African Centre for
Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at page 56.
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and the incorrect application of the Refugees Act.215 Most of the claims scrutinised
involve rape, and even though included ambit of protection of the Refugees Act,
the claims were often dismissed as unfounded. These decisions in particular
illustrate the gendered nature of the implementation of the Refugees Act. RSOOs
do show display an understanding of the political nature of rape, and this is evident
in an example of an RSOO decision, where the rejection of the claim was
reasoned in the following manner:
The applicant claims that the rebels were raping girls in your area.
There can be no well founded fear of persecution that be
established from the fact that the rebels were raping girls. Rape is
a crime that appears to be rampant all over the world. There
appears to be no indication that the applicant experienced or
witnessed the incidents that she claims was taking place...The
circumstances that compelled the applicant to flee from the ORe
are not justifiable considerations that would lead a reasonable
person in the circumstances of the applicant to flee from her
country of origin.216
In another example, a claimant from Rwanda disclosed how she was arrested and
raped by the police. The RSOO's rejection letter stated: "[y]ou should have moved
to another part of the country and you should have reported the rape matter to the

215

216

RSDOs applied section 3(b) of the Refugees Act, which is the incorporation of the OAV Refugee
Convention definition. This section finds application when there the mass movement due to "external
aggression, occupation, foreign domination or events seriously disturbing or disrupting public order".
This section is applied incorrectly to individual claims where Section 3(a) is really applicable. Thus,
according to an RSDO "You must look at the causes of the rape. You find that she was raped because of
section 3b because of foreign domination, aggression, violence ... Because those rape cases are due to
uncontrollable situations in his or her country ... Because of foreign aggression, rebels, maybe there was
an attack on the village and raped women, I believe that such a person, I would give that person status.
The claim is not based solely on the rape, but you've checked on 3b and it falls within the 3b, so that
person deserves status. But based on 3b". See Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the South
African Asylum System" Migrant Rights Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report No.3 at 24.
Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report No.3 at 24.
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state, which is something you never did".217This decision was appealed to the
Refugee Appeal Board but the rejection was confirmed, indicating that the appeal
authorities reason in a similar way to the RSDOs.

It is clear that the officials in the refugee system lack not only an understanding of
the broader conceptual issues in refugee law, but also do not know and follow the
processes contained in the legislation. This lack of knowledge extends to higher
ranked officials who are empowered to adjudicated appeals and reviews.

4.5

CONCLUSION

The South African government
refugees.

New constitutional

has failed to provide adequate
provisions

and refugee

protection for

legislation

promise

an

expanded definition of refugees. However, poor training of officials and inefficient
implementation

of the

legislation

mean

that

many

credible

refugees

are

unprotected and face the prospect of deportation. In addition, the conflation of
refugee and immigration laws has resulted in asylum-seekers
illegal immigrants

and not afforded the protection

envisaged

being treated as
in international

refugee law and domestic legislation.

The treatment of refugee women is in breach of international refugee obligations.
The arbitrary decisions together with the haphazard application of the law, has
resulted in weak status determination decisions. Therefore, South Africa does not
boast a developing jurisprudence in this discourse, and there are no precedents on
gender-related persecution. Significant strategies must be adopted to improve the
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Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report No.3 at 27.
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refugee regime. Chapter 5 analyses the refugee regime in Canada, specifically
assessing the treatment of gender-related claims.
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CHAPTER FIVE

GENDER-RELATED

ASYLUM CLAIMS WITHIN

CANADA'S REFUGEE DETERMINATION
PROCESS

That women can now seek asylum from gender-related persecution is
perhaps one of the most remarkable achievements in Canadian legal
history in this century. I
Part of the reason many believe the cultures of the Third World or
immigrant communities are so much more sexist than Western ones is
that incidents of sexual violence in the West are frequently thought to
reflect the behavior of a few deviants-rather than as part of our
culture. In contrast, incidents of violence in the Third World or
immigrant communities are thought to characterize the cultures of
entire nations/

5.1

INTRODUCTION

Canada appears to have a hospitable approach to immigrants, foreign nationals
and refugees. This is displayed by Canada's

accession to the Refugee

Convention and the Refugee Protocol," as well as the incorporation of these
instruments into its domestic laws. In fact, Canada's refugee determination
process

received
4

government.

acclaim

for

being

streamlined

and

independent

of

In addition, Canada drafted its own gender guidelines (Canadian

J

Razack, S. "Domestic Violence as Gender Persecution: Policing the Borders of Nation, Race and
Gender" Canadian Journal of Women and Law 1995 Vol. 8 pages 45 - 88 at 47.

2

Cohen, J., Howard, M. and Nussbaum, M.C. '''My Culture Made Me Do It''' in Is Multiculturalism
Badfor Women? 1999 at page 39.

3

Canada acceded to both the Refugee Convention and the Refugee Protocol on 4 June 1969.

4

Dicker, N. and Mansfield, J. "Filling the Protection Gap: Current Trends in Complementary
Protection in Canada, Mexico and Australia" UNHCR Research Paper No. 238,2012
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at 27 - 28.

Gender Guidelines)," becoming the first country to heed the call by the UNHCR
to include gender in the interpretation

of "membership

in a particular social

group". In respect of refugees specifically, the Canadian courts have produced
important

refugee case law, often crafting valuable

precedents,

where the

reasoning and interpretation have been followed in other iurlsdictions." Some of
these achievements

resulted in the UNHCR awarding the Nansen Medal to the

entire Canadian nation in 1986.7

At a first glance therefore,

there appears to be an inclusive approach

to

refugees, particularly, when considering that between 1989 and 2011, Canada
approved approximately

half of all its asylum appfications."

A closer scrutiny

reveals a concerning turn-about though, indicating that the acceptance rate is
on a downward trajectory, with 38% and 31% acceptance

rate in 2010 and

2011 respectively." This restrictive approach can be attributed to the strategies

S

Canadian Gender Guidelines.

6

Canada (Attorney-General) v Ward [1993] 2 689; (the meaning of membership in a particular social
group); Ciric and Ciric v Canada [1994] 2 FC 65 ( interpretation of political opinion); Klinko v
Canada [2000] 184 D.L.R. 4th 14 (interpretation of political opinion); Rasaratnam v Canada [1990]
F.C.J. No. 1256 (the meaning of internal protection alternative); Mugesera v Canada [2005] S.C.R.
100 (exclusion from refugee protection); Moreno v Canada (1993) 107 D.L.R. 4th 424 (exclusion
from refugee protection); Canadian Council for Refugees v Her Majesty [2007] F C 1262, Federal
Court (safe third countries); Suresh v Canada (Minister of Citizenship & Immigration) [2002] 1
S.C.R. 3 (prohibition of deportation when torture might ensue); and Kwiakowsky v Minister of
Manpower and Immigration [1982] 45, N.R. 116 S.C.C. (well-founded fear).

7

Archive of Past Nansen Winners, accessible at: http://www.unhcr.orglpages/49c3646c467.html
[accessed on 28 March 2014]. The recipients of this award are recognised for their contribution
towards the protection of refugees. This was the only time that an entire country was a recipient.

8

Human Rights Research and Education Centre Report, 2012. Of the 365 040 refugee applications

from 1989 to 20 Il, 162 891 claims were accepted. This amounts to 44.62% acceptance. On average,
the acceptance rate has remained between 40% and 50% for the time period of 1989 - 2011.
9

Human Rights Research and Education Centre Report, 2012.
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and the promulgation of laws aimed at strict border and economic security and
punitive measures for asylum-seekers already present in Oanada.'?

This chapter analyses the general refugee processes and institutions that are
involved in the Canadian refugee system, arguing that the recent legislative
measures have negative consequences for the adjudication of gender-related
asylum applications.

5.2

A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACH TO FOREIGN
NATIONALS

The manner in which foreign nationals have historically been treated provides
insight into how Canada's resettlement and immigration programme was, and
still is, gendered and racist." This investigation into the migratory processes is
of great importance to the refugee analysis, because the treatment of refugees
continues to be aligned with the treatment of migrants. There are three
important historical events that will be analysed in relation to the treatment of
migrants.

First, the founding of the nation must be scrutinised in relation to the manner in
which immigration was used to create the population of Canada." Second, the
Immigration Review Policy and the resultant decisions provide important

10

These statutes include: the Protecting of Canada's Immigration System Act of 2012, the Balanced
Refugee Reform Act of 2010 and the Preventing Human Smugglers from Abusing Canada's
Immigration System Act of 2012. See generally ArbeI, E. and Brenner, A. "Bordering on Failure:
Canada-US Border Policy and the Politics of Refugee Exclusion" Harvard Immigration and Refugee
Clinical Programme Report, 2013.

11

Thobani, S. "Closing the Nation's Doors to Immigrant Women: The Restructuring
Immigration Policy" Atlantis 2000 Vol. 24 No.2 pages 16 - 26.

12

Thobani, S. "Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration System" Race & Class
2000 Vol. 42 No.1 pages 35 - 55. See generally Sharma, N.R. "Race, Class, Gender and the Making
of Difference: The Social Organization of 'Migrant Workers' in Canada" Atlantis 2000 Vol. 24 No.2
pages 5 -15.
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of Canadian

information about the manner in which the State crafted the stringent
immigration taws." Third, the introduction of the point system developed an
even more exclusive approach to immiqration.!"

All these periods are

underpinned by the economic development and the securitisation of the
borders, which meant that individuals from Third World countries, and women
specifically, were not deemed worthy of forming part of the Canadian culture.
Throughout these periods, immigration policy was shaped by economic and
racial considerations. The gendered nature of the policies ensured that women
were excluded to maintain the Canadian identity." While these policies
pertained specifically to immigration, its principles were mirrored in the
domestic refugee regime.

5.2.1

Foundation of the nation built on immigration

Contextualising Canada's historical approach to foreign nationals provides
insight into the manner in which Canada responds to refugees. The initial
policies and ideologies still influence the current laws regulating the entrance of
foreign nationals into Canada, as well as the treatment of such individuals once
inside the country. The founding policies of the nation of Canada have their
basis in colonialism and racism, which is evidenced by the colonisation of the
Aboriginal people." The appropriation of resources to start the new nation
became the foundation of Canada's economic policy, which has prevailed to

13

Thobani, S. "Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration System" Race & Class
2000 Vol. 42 No.1 pages 35 - 55.

14

Beach, C., Green, A.G. and Worswick, C. "Impacts of the Point System and Immigration Policy
Levers on Skill Characteristics of Canadian Immigrants" 2006 Queen's Economics Department
Working Paper No. 1115.

15

Sharma, N.R. "Race, Class, Gender and the Making of Difference: The Social Organization of
'Migrant Workers' in Canada" At/antis 2000 Vol. 24 No.2 pages 5 - 15.

16

Thobani, S. "Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration System" Race and Class
2000 Vol. 42 No.1 pages 35 - 55 at 36.
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the present day." Between 1876 and the 1960s a vigorous immigration policy
was a core component of the establishment of the new nation, one that was
exclusionary on the basis of gender and race."
5.2.1.1

"Preferred" and "non-preferred" races in the early migratory policy

In order to build the population of this new nation, a mass migration and
resettlement programme was implernented.l'' but, a distinction was made
between "preferred races" from England and France20 and "non-preferred
races" from Third World countries." The racial dimension of the immigration
policy was entrenched in legislation which provided for the exclusion of
"immigrants belonging to any race deemed unsuited to the climate or
requirements of Canada"."

17

Thobani, S. "Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration System" Race and Class
2000 Vol. 42 No.1 pages 35 - 55 at 36.

18

Thobani, S. "Closing the Nation's Doors to Immigrant Women: The Restructuring of Canadian
Immigration Policy" Atlantis 2000 Vol. 24 No.2 pages 16 - 26 at 16; Thobani, S. "Closing Rank:
Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration System" Race & Class 2000 Vol. 42 NO.1 pages 35 _
55 at 36. See generally Sharma, N.R. "Race, Class, Gender and the Making of Difference: The Social
Organization of 'Migrant Workers' in Canada" Atlantis 2000 Vol. 24 NO.2 pages 5 - 15.

19

Walsh, J. "Navigating Globalization: Immigration Policy in Canada and Australia, 1945-2007"
Forum 2008 Vol. 23 Vol. 4 pages 786 - 813 at 792.

Sociological
20

Initially, the "preferred races" included white persons from Britain and France, but this was later
extended to include other European countries.

21

"Non-preferred races" included persons from Africa, Asia and the Caribbean. See Thobani, S.
"Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration System" Race & Class 2000 Vol. 42
No.1 pages 35 - 55 at 36.

22

Immigration Act of 1910. See Murdocca reveals the deep-rootedness of the racism, when stating
that:
The Canadian national story, then, has historically been interwoven with a colonial story of
racial purity (white purity) and the absence of disease. The historical interdependency of
racial purity and the absence of disease serves. as just one example of the way in which
racist ideologies of the innate degeneracy of "undesirable" populations served the purpose
of carving out white supremacist ideals of national belonging.
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This social reproduction of the nation meant that in general, foreign nationals
were not discouraged from entering the country, but that there was a
programme in place that shaped and engineered which foreign nationals were
acceptable and worthy of forming part of the nation. Therefore immigrants from
Europe were recruited to occupy the colony, whilst restricting the migration of
non-Europeans."

Canada was therefore constructed as a white colony, created by the founding
nations of England and France"

Growing the country, however, also required

a labour force, and this necessitated the opening of borders to non-Europeans
to fill the labour market. Thus the need for cheap labour compelled the
commodification of migration, and the temporary acceptance of men from the
"non-preferred" countries.P The admission of "non-preferred" races did not
mean that discrimination was not prevalent.

This is evident in the case of the arrival of Chinese immigrants, who were
required to pay "head taxes" for the privilege of being able to live and work in
Canada." Sharma appropriately refers to this exclusionary discursive as an
exemplar of "Canadian-ness", arguing that non-European migrants were
exploited to build the labour market, but were marginalised in the name of

Thobani, S. "Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's
2000 Vol. 42 NO.1 pages 35 - 55 at 36.

24

Sharma, N.R. "Race, Class, Gender and the Making of Difference: The Social Organization
'Migrant Workers' in Canada" At/antis 2000 Vol. 24 NO.2 pages 5 - 15 at Il.

of

2S

Sharma, N.R. "Race, Class, Gender and the Making of Difference: The Social Organization
'Migrant Workers' in Canada" At/antis 2000 Vol. 24 NO.2 pages 5 - 15 at Il.

of

26

Approximately

Immigration

System" Race & Class

23

45 000 Chinese immigrants entered Canada between 1886 and 1904. See Kruger, E.,

Mulder, M. and Korenic,
Immigrants" Mediterranean

B. "Canada after Il September: Security Measures
Quarter/y 2004 Vol. 15 NO.4 pages 72 - 87 at 73.
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and 'Preferred'

nation-bulldmq."
pronouncement

This foundational

precept

is candidly

described

by the

that:

'Canada' has come into existence in relation to the colonization
of Indigenous peoples, the privileging of white settlers and the
subordination of people immigrating from the colonized South.
This has positioned Canada as a 'First World' state within the
system of global capitalism."

The changing global political and economic landscape after World War II saw
the immigration policy decrease substantially. The shortage of labour posed a
threat

to economic

development,

presented

as a solution."

individuals

from

and the acceptance

There

"non-preferred

was still a huge

countries",

as evident

of migrant
reluctance

workers

to accept

in Canadian

Prime

Minister Mackenzie King's statement that:
the people of Canada do not wish ... to make a fundamental
alteration in the character of our population ... considerable
Oriental migration would ... give rise to social and economic
problems."
However,

the post-war development

of human rights, and the "populate or

perish,,31 approach to migration meant that many industrial countries, including

27

Sharma, N.R. "Race, Class, Gender and the Making of Difference: The Social Organization
'Migrant Workers' in Canada" Atlantis 2000 Vol. 24 No.2 pages 5 - 15 at 7.

of

28

Sharma, N.R. "Race, Class, Gender and the Making of Difference: The Social Organization
'Migrant Workers' in Canada" Atlantis 2000 Vol. 24 No.2 pages 5 -15 at Il.

of

29

Walsh, J. "Navigating Globalization: Immigration Policy in Canada and Australia,
Sociological Forum 2008 Vol. 23 Vol. 4 pages 786 - 813 at 794.

30

Aurthur CaiweIl, Australian's first Minister of Immigration, also proved his racial approach to
migration when he stated: "I do not think that an Occidental mind can follow the mental processes of
an Oriental mind" Walsh, J. "Navigating Globalization: Immigration Policy in Canada and Australia,
1945-2007" Sociological Forum 2008 Vol. 23 Vol. 4 pages 786 - 813 at 795.

31

The phrase "populate or perish" was coined by Aurthur Caiweil. Meanwhile,

1945-2007"

Prime Minister King

justified the increase in migration by opining that "the danger that lies in a small population
attempting to hold so great a heritage as ours". See Walsh, J. "Navigating Globalization: Immigration
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Canada were forced to depart from overtly racialised policles.F The resultant
increase in immigrants from historically "non-preferred" countries throughout
the 1960s and 1970s, remained discriminatory." The migrant labourers were
beneficial for the workforce, but not for a permanent settlement. This transitory
status was formalised

in the Non-Immigrant. Employment Authorization

Program, which provided for a limited working visit.34 Immigration however,
needed to be regulated in a nuanced manner, requiring the promulgation of
legislation.

The enactment of the Immigration Act of 1976 in theory promised to provide
more equality in the acceptance of rniqrants." An inspection of the statute
reveals that there was still bias embedded in the law, such as the
disproportionate allocation of financial and human resources to recruit Western
and white imrniqrants." The Act provided for three main means of entering
Canada. Individuals could enter the country legally through the independent
migration category, the family dependent migration category, and also for
refugees, which was a new domestic protection mechanlsrn."

Despite the

Policy in Canada and Australia, 1945 - 2007" Sociological Forum 2008 Vol. 23 Vol. 4 pages 786 _
813 at 794.
32

Walsh, J. "Navigating Globalization: Immigration Policy in Canada and Australia, 1945-2007"
Forum 2008 Vol. 23 Vol. 4 pages 786 - 813 at 796.

Sociological
33

Thobani, S. "Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration System" Race & Class
2000 Vol. 42 No.1 pages 35 - 55 at 37.

34

Sharma, N.R. "Race, Class, Gender and the Making of Difference: The Social Organization of
'Migrant Workers' in Canada" Atlantis 2000 Vol. 24 No.2 pages 5 -15 at 7.

35

Section 3 (f) of the Immigration Act of 1976 provided for non-discrimination on the basis of "race,
national or ethnic origin, colour, religion or sex". See also Thobani, S. "Closing the Nation's Doors to
Immigrant Women: The Restructuring of Canadian Immigration Policy" Atlantis 2000 Vol. 24 No.2
pages 16 - 26 at 17.

36

Thobani, S. "Closing the Nation's Doors to Immigrant Women: The Restructuring of Canadian
Immigration Policy" Atlantis 2000 Vol. 24 No.2 pages 16 - 26 at 17.

37

Thobani, S. "Closing the Nation's Doors to Immigrant Women: The Restructuring of Canadian
Immigration Policy" Atlantis 2000 Vol. 24 No.2 pages 16 -26 at 17.
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problems with the legislation, there was a vast increase in the migrant
population from non-Western countries. This growth continued until the mid1990s, when the Immigration Review Policy would later attempt to find public
support to the restriction of entry into the country.

5.2.2

The Immigration Review Policy

In order to curtail the immigration of non-Westerners, which had increased
since the 1970s, the State devised a means to use public participation to
determine the future direction of immigration policy. The result was the 1994
Immigration Policy Review, where the State conducted public consultations
throughout the process. Aside from curbing the influx of immigrants, the review
process was aimed at re-establishing a Canadian identity.38

The consultation process required the public to answer various questions about
the positive and negative aspects of immigration in Canada. However, the
manner in which the questions were phrased amounted to manipulation of the
process, and it was evident that the outcome was pre-determined so that
immigration was viewed in an unfavourable light.39The questions were leading,
steering the answers in a particular direction. The questions linked immigration
to a poor economy and crime."? In addition, the questions delved into the
viability

of

cultural

diversity,

framing

diversity

as

a

negative

social

construction." The review tried to promote the idea of a Canadian culture, but

38

Thobani, S. "Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration System" Race & Class
2000 Vol. 42 No.1 pages 35 - 55 at 37.

39

Thobani, S. "Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration System" Race & Class
2000 Vol. 42 No.1 pages 35 - 55 at 41.

40

Thobani, S. "Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration System" Race & Class
2000 Vol. 42 No.1 pages 35 - 55 at 41.

41

Thobani, S. "Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration System" Race & Class
2000 Vol. 42 No.1 pages 35 - 55 at 40 - 42.
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in so doing incorrectly touted the notion of a homogeneous Canada, without
diversity and difference. The binary language used, such as "us" and "them",
framed the marginalisation of immigrants, as those outside the social
construction of the national identity.

After the public consultations the State produced strategic plans for future
immigration and refugee policies." Some of the important changes included a
"head tax" for all immigrants and refuqees." This had a detrimental effect on
those from poorer countries and particularly on asylum-seekers. All new
immigrants had to also be tested on their knowledge of French and English.
Moreover, there was a commitment and plan to reduce irnmlqration."

5.2.3

The economic exclusivity in the points system

In 1967 Canada became the first country to introduce an immigration points
system in to order to evaluate the admissibility of potential immigrants, and in
the process, exert greater control over the immigration system." Initially the
points system followed the labour market model, reflecting the economy's
demand for skilled labour. Consequently, the top three criteria focused on the

42

43

44

45

Two of the strategies were entitled: A Broader Vision: immigration and citizenship and Into the
Twenty-first century: a strategy for immigration and citizenship.
In 1995 the head tax was $975. See Thobani, s. "Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's
Immigration System" Race & Class 2000 Vol. 42 No.1 pages 35 - 55 at 49.

Thobani, S. "Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration System" Race & Class
2000 Vol. 42 No. I pages 35 - 55 at 41.
Beach, C., Green, A.G. and Worswick, C. "Impacts of the Point System and Immigration Policy
Levers on Skill Characteristics of Canadian Immigrants" 2006 Queen's Economics Department
Working Paper No. 1115 at page 8; Kruger, E., Mulder, M. and Korenic, B. "Canada after Il
September: Security Measures and 'Preferred' Immigrants" Mediterranean Quarterly 2004 Vol. 15
No.4 pages 72 - 87 at 74.
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education, vocational preparation the demand for the skills of the applicant."
The points system did not deter the applications for immigration, resulting in a
backlog of 600000 in 2008. This necessitated the increase of the pass mark
from 50% to 70%. Further adjustments led to the abandonment of the labour
market model and adoption of the human capital model."

and therefore

attached greater points to education, level of proficiency of English and French,
and the amount of work experience." The result was that the State showed a
greater interest in attracting the professional and business class."

Ironically, while the policies on migrants were being shaped and re-shaped,
French Canadians were also engaged with a struggle for recognition and
sovereignty.5o This fuelled the drive toward the attainment of a multiculturalist
society, and resulted in the recognition of bilingualism and cultural diversity.51
46

Beach, C., Green, A.G. and Worswick, C. "Impacts of the Point System and Immigration
Levers on Skill Characteristics of Canadian Immigrants"
Working Paper No. JJ J5 at page 8.

2006 Queen's

Economics

Policy

Department
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Beach, C., Green, A.G. and Worswick, C. "Impacts of the Point System and Immigration Policy
Levers on Skill Characteristics of Canadian Immigrants" 2006 Queen's Economics Department
Working Paper No. JJ J5 at page 9.

48

Selecting Immigrants for Canada's Needs, accessible at: http://cwf.ca/commentaries/selectingimmigrants-for-canada-s-needs
[last accessed on 14 March 2014.

49

Walsh, J. "Navigating Globalization: Immigration Policy in Canada
Sociological Forum 2008 Vol. 23 Vol. 4 pages 786 - 813 at 797 - 808.
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Kruger, E., Mulder, M. and Korenic, B. "Canada after Il September: Security Measures
'Preferred' Immigrants" Mediterranean Quarterly 2004 Vol. 15 NO.4 pages 72 - 87 at 76.

SI

The formation of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism, the Multicultural Act of
1988 and the Canadian Charter's recognition of a Canadian multicultural heritage, include the
developments for an inclusive society. Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau contributed to the vision of a
multicultural nation by stating that: "national unity, if it is to mean anything in the deeply personal
sense, must be founded on confidence in one's own individual identity; out of this can grow respect
for that of others and a willingness to share ideas, attitudes and assumptions. A vigorous policy of
multiculturalism will help create this initial confidence. It can form the base of a society that is based

and Australia,

1945-2007"

and

on fair play for ali". See Kruger, E., Mulder, M. and Korenic, B. "Canada after Il September:
Security Measures and 'Preferred' Immigrants" Mediterranean Quarterly 2004 Vol. 15 No.4 pages
72 - 87 at 75.
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The ideologies contained in the migration policies are reflected in the refugee
laws, with the focus primarily on the protection of the economy and the
securitisation of borders. This has inevitably led to the further marginalisation of
asylum-seekers

and

an

ever-narrowing

application

of

the

Refugee

Convention.F

5.2.4

The gendered nature of the migratory policy

Gendering was entrenched in all the migratory policies.53 The subordination of
Aboriginal women during the colonisation and resettlement period was
prevalent, through the domination by white men." This was compounded by
the colonisers strengthening the position of Aboriginal men within their local
areas, thus ensuring that women were subject to men in their communities and
households, and that in turn, both Aboriginal women and men were subject to
white colonial men."

These early migratory policies specifically sought to exclude women from Third
World countries from migrating to Canada, based on the reasoning that this
would be a motivation for the men to return to their countries of origin.56 In

52

53

Lacroix, M. "Canadian Refugee Policy and the Social Construction of the Refugee Claimant
Subjectivity: Understanding Refugeeness" Journal of Refugee Studies 2004 Vol. 17 NO.2 pages 147
- 166 at 149.
For an overview of the gendered nature of migration see Fitzpatrick, J. and Kelly, K.R. "Gender
Aspects of Migration: Law and the Female Migrant" Hasting International and Comparative Law
Review 1998 - 1999 Vol. 22 pages 47 - 112; Carling, J. "Gender Dimensions of International
Migration" Global Commission on International Migration, 2005; Jolly, S. and Reeves, H. "Gender
and Migration: Overview Report" Gender and Development, 2005.

54

Thobani, S. "Sponsoring Immigrant Women's Inequalities" Canadian Woman Studies 1999 Vol. 19
NO.3 pages Il - 16 at 12.

55

The Indian Act of 1985 (C 1-5); See also Thobani, S. "Sponsoring Immigrant Women's Inequalities'
Canadian Woman Studies 1999 Vol. 19 NO.3 pages Il - 16 at 12.

56

Thobani, S. "Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration
2000 Vol. 42 NO.1 pages 35 - 55 at 36.
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System" Race and Class

addition, there was the belief that the presence of women would sully the nation
through pregnancies that could either increase the non-Western population, or
that could lead to mixed races." The processing and administration of migrants
was male-centred. Women were regarded as non-economic migrants and
processed under the family category, or as dependents of the men travelling
with them. 58

Thus, the migrant men were constructed as economically viable, whereas the
migrant women were constructed as economically reliant on men. Men were
the immigrants and women were the family of the immigrants. This
categorisation is important as it had the effect of rendering invisible women's
contribution to the economy, and often led to women being absent from the
migration records and studies.59 Women were further marqinallsed under the
family class categorisation because individuals in this class were obliged to pay
taxes but not allowed access to all welfare services." Consequently, women
were contributing to the Canadian economy and the development of welfare
facilities, but were unable to access these services. In addition, migrant women
who were part of the workforce were accepted into employment that were
aligned with gendered roles, such as nurses, teachers and care-givers.

57

Thobani, S. "Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration System" Race & Class
2000 Vol. 42 No.1 pages 35 - 55 at 36.

58

Thobani, S. "Closing the Nation's Doors to Immigrant Women: The Restructuring of Canadian
Immigration Policy" Atlantis 2000 Vol. 24 No.2 pages 16 -26 at 19.

59

Jolly, S. and Reeves, H. "Gender and Migration: Overview Report" Gender and Development, 2005 at
page 3; Thobani, S. "Sponsoring Immigrant Women's Inequalities" Canadian Woman Studies 1999
Vol. 19 No.3 pages 11-16 at 12.11

60

Thobani, S. "Closing the Nation's Doors to Immigrant Women: The Restructuring of Canadian
Immigration Policy" At/antis 2000 Vol. 24 No.2 pages 16 - 26 at 20.
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This social construction of gender in the migration system reinforced the
masculine nature of economy and the value attributed to maleness. The impact
of these policies are crucial for contextualising gender in the migratory system.
The gendering of policies within a racialised system meant that immigrant
women experienced the intersection of racial and gender inequality. This
disparity is visible too in Canada's refugee system.

5.3

THEREFUGEEREGIMEIN CANADA

Canada's historical approach to immigrants provides perspective on the racial
and gendered principles embedded in its approach to foreign nationals. These
principles were entrenched

also in Canada's refugee regime, with a

marginalising impact on both women and men. The gendered nature of the
refugee regime is central to this thesis.

5.3.1

Canada'sinternational obligations

Prior to the Immigration Act of 1976, the Canadian government decided refugee
cases on an ad hoc basis, particularly with claims from outside the borders of
Canada."

Canada's international law obligations in respect of the Refugee

Conventlon'" and the core human rights instruments.P

should inform its

domestic refugee legislation and the manner in which it is implemented." The

61

Lacroix,

M. "Canadian

Refugee

Subjectivity: Understanding
-166 at 150.

Policy and the Social Construction

of the Refugee

Claimant

Refugeeness" Journal of Refugee Studies 2004 Vol. 17 NO.2 pages 147

62

Canada acceded to the Refugee Convention and the Refugee Protocol (4 June 1969).

63

Aside from the UDHR, Canada acceded to the ICESCR (19 May 1976), acceded to the ICCPR (19
May 1976), ratified CERD (14 October 1970, signed on 24 August 1966), ratified CEDAW (10
December 1981, signed 17 July 1980), ratified CAT (24 June 1987, signed 23 August 1985) and
ratified CRC 13 December 1991, signed 28 May 1990).

64

These instruments are not automatically incorporated into the domestic laws, as Canada affords the
executive branch of government the power to sign treaties at an international and regional level,
without the pre-approval from the legislative branch. Therefore, international laws are not binding on
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implementation

of the

Refugee Convention must however favour the

harmonisation of international human rights and humanitarian law instruments
to give effect to the principle of complementary protection."

Therefore, this Act for the first time enabled the determination of inland claims,
that is, for individuals already within the borders. The refugee definition in
Canadian law is guided by the Refugee Convention. While it is important to
note the text of the laws, the implementation of the law is vital, as well as the
unearthing of overt and latent programmes of gendering. Both immigration and
refugee processing is regulated by the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act
(IRPA). The IRPA was promulgated in November 2001, just after the
September 11 (9/11) attacks and provides dual protection, that is, to refugees
as well as those not strictly within the Refugee Convention definition. Despite
the appearance that the US attacks influenced the creation of this law, the Act
was a decade in the making, but was precipitated by those events."

Section

96 of the IRPA contains the refugee definition, which provides that:
A Convention refugee is a person who, by reason of a wellfounded fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, membership in a particular social group or
political opinion,
(a) is outside each of their countries of nationality and is
unable or, by reason of that fear, unwilling to avail

Canada's domestic legislation unless a specific legislation deems the instrument incorporated.
Consequently, even though the executive exercises peremptory powers at an international level, the
legislature exercises its sovereignty at a national level, and determines the applicability of
international instruments in Canada. In 2008, however, Canada adopted the Policy on Tabling of
Treaties in Parliament to ensure that all ratified instruments and agreements are tabled in the House
of Commons. See Manirabona, A.M. and Crépeau, F. "Enhancing the Implementation of Human
Rights Treaties in Canadian Law: The Need for a National Monitoring Body" Canadian Journal of
Human Rights 2012 Vol. 1NO.1 pages 25 - 60 at 27.
6S

66

Dicker, N. and Mansfield, J. "Filling the Protection Gap: Current Trends in Complementary
Protection in Canada, Mexico and Australia" UNHCR Research Paper No. 238,2012 at 4 - 5.
Dauvergne, C.; Angeles, L.C. and Huang, "Gendering Canada's Refugee Process" Report for the
Status of Women Canada's Policy Research Fund, 2006 at page 4.
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themselves of the protection of each of those countries;
or
(b) not having a country of nationality, is outside the country
of their former habitual residence and is unable or, by
reason of that fear, unwilling to return to that country.67

This refugee definition is supplemented by the complementary protection which
finds application when an individual does not fulfil strictly the definition of a
refugee as provided in the Refugee Convention. If such an individual is
returned to the country of origin, and could face harm, then the complementary
protection requires that the principle of non-refoulemenf

be given effect despite

the fact the individual is a "non-Convention refugee".68Canadian courts have
concurred with the Human Rights Committee's general comment that if an
individual runs the real risk of harm, then the refoulemenf would constitute a
violation

of

various

human

rights

mstrurnents."

in Section

The

provision

96 of the Consolidation

for

67

The Refugee Convention definition is contained
Immigration and Refugee Protection Act of 20 II.

of the

68

Dicker, N. and Mansfield, J. "Filling the Protection Gap: Current Trends in Complementary
Protection in Canada, Mexico and Australia" UNHCR Research Paper No. 238,2012 at 3. Section 97
of the IRP A. Section 97 provides that:
(I) A person in need of protection is a person in Canada whose removal to their
country or countries of nationality or, if they do not have a country of
nationality, their country of former habitual residence, would subject them
personally
(a) to a danger, believed on substantial grounds to exist, of torture within the
meaning
of Article I of the Convention Against Torture; or
(b) to a risk to their life or to a risk of cruel and unusual treatment or punishment if
(i) the person is unable or, because of that risk, unwilling to avail themselves of the
protection of that country,
(ii) the risk would be faced by the person in every part of that country and is not
faced generally by other individuals in or from that country,
(iii) the risk is not inherent or incidental to lawful sanctions, unless imposed in
disregard of accepted international standards, and
(iv) the risk is not caused by the inability of that country to provide adequate health
or medical care.

69

Kindler v Canada (Minister of Justice) [1991] 2 S.C.R. 779 paragraph 15; Roger Judge v Canada
[1998] CCPRIC/78/D/829/1998.
The Human Rights Committee commented specifically on the
violation of the ICCPR in UN Human Rights Committee, General Comment no. 31, The nature of the
general legal obligation imposed on States Parties to the Covenant, 26 May 2004,
CCPRIC/21IRev.lIAdd.l3,
paragraph 12.
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complementary protection was subsequently enacted in the IRPA. To this end,
the objectives of this statute include, to give effect to Canada's humanitarian
obhqatlons," to respect and uphold international human rights and fundamental
freedoms," and to comply with the international instruments to which Canada
is a signatory.72

In addition, specific reference is made to the protection of persons who, if
deported, could face torture as prohibited by the Torture Convention, even if
they do not fall within the scope of the Refugee Convention. This is vital as the
express inclusion of the complementary protection in Section 97 of the IRPA
means that non-Convention refugees were brought into the same ambit as
Convention refugees and granted the same rights and protection."

Furthermore, Section 3(3)(d) of the IRPA provides that in applying this Act
decisions must be consistent with the principles of equality and freedom as
contained in the Canadian Charter. An examination of the constitutional
provisions contained in the Canadian Charter therefore play a vital role in
determining the parameters of rights that accrue to asylum-seekers.

5.3.2

The refugeestatus determinationprocesses

Initially, Canada's refugee system did not include oral hearinqs.", In 1985, the
Supreme Court ruled that this administrative process was not credible and this

70

Section 3(2)(c) of the IRPA.

71

Section 3(2)(e) of the IRPA.

72

Section 3(3)(f) of the IRPA.

73

74

Dicker, N. and Mansfield, J. "Filling the Protection Gap: Current Trends in Complementary
Protection in Canada, Mexico and Australia" UNHCR Research Paper No. 238, 2012 at 5.
This was based on Sections 45 - 48 and Sections 70 and 71 of the Immigration Act of 1976.
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necessitated a change in the determination process." Consequently, a quasijudicial body was created to conduct oral hearings.76 This task of implementing
the refugee policies resides with three main institutions, namely, the Citizenship
and Immigration Canada (CIC), the Canada Border Service Agency (CBSA)
and the Immigration and Refugee Board (IRB). Over time, these bodies have
received an increasing measure of discretion in the refugee determination
process. Even though Canada's status determination process has been lauded
as a streamlined and efficient system, it is a multi-layered process which
presents numerous problems.

Both the CIC and the CBSA essentially act as filters to determine which asylum
applications are eligible for an asylum hearing with the IRB, which is vested
with status determination powers."

The adjudication process provides for

separate procedures for individuals applying for asylum from outside Canada
and applicants already inside the country." Accordingly, each of these must be
considered separately.

7S

Singh v Canada (Minister of Employment

and Immigration) 1 1985 I S.C.R. 177 at 207, 17 D.L.R.
(4th) 177, per Justice Wilson who held that:
[E]ven if hearings based on written submissions are consistent with the principles of
fundamental justice for some purposes, they will not be satisfactory for all purposes.
In particular, I am of the view that where a serious issue of credibility is involved,
fundamental justice requires that credibility be determined on the basis of an oral
hearing ....

76

The Convention Refugee Determination Division (CRDD) was established to conduct the oral
hearings and make determinations. The CRDD is the predecessor of the Refugee Protection Division
(RPD).

77

Section 1OO{l) of the IRPA. The CBSA derives its legislative mandate from the Canada Border
Service Agency Act of2005.

78

Section 13(2) of the IRPA.
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5.3.2.1

Applications from outside Canada

The CIC is vested with the power to deal with two situations, outside claims and
inland claims. In relation to outside claims, the CIC deals with cases accepted
in terms of the Resettlement from Outside Canada Programme, where the
UNHCR, other private organisations and NGOs can refer individuals who want
to apply for asylum." This is essentially the sponsorship of asylum-seekers
who are outside Canada. The CBSA is involved also with the asylum-claims
from outside the country, thus controlling the borders by detaining foreign
nationals

and

even

permanent

residents

reasonably

believed to

be

inadmissible.P'' The CBSA also receive claims made at the ports of entry and

refers them to the IRB for adiudlcation."

5.3.2.2

Inland applications

The CIC receives also applications from inland claimants, namely, individuals
who are already residing in Canada. These applicants must contact the CIC
who will scrutinise their applications to determine eligibility for a hearing with
the IRB. An inland applicant is an individual already present in Canada, and
who crossed the border undetected, and delayed applying for asylum. The
claimant must complete a Basis of Claim Form and submit it to the CIC for

79

Section 13(2) of the IRPA provides: "A group of Canadian citizens or permanent residents, a
corporation incorporated under a law of Canada or of a province, and an unincorporated organization
or association under federal or provincial law, or any combination of them may, subject to the
regulations, sponsor a Convention refugee or a person in similar circumstances." See also Krivenko,
K. "Hospitality and Sovereignty: What Can We Learn from the Canadian Private Sponsorship of
Refugees Program?" International Journal of Refugee Law 2012 Vol. 24 NO.3 pages 579 - 602.
Kivenko discusses the role of private sponsorship in fulfilling Derrida's philosophy of hospitality, as
well as its possible contribution towards a durable solution for protecting refugees.

80

Section 55 of the IRPA. The detainee might be deemed inadmissible

if viewed as a danger to the

public, is suspected of violating human rights, or is a flight risk and thus might not make herself or
himself available for the immigration procedures, such as the immigration hearing. The official can
also detain a person who has not given sufficient information to prove her or his identity.
81

Section 57 of the IRPA.
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eligibility determination.

The CIC will establish which applications are ineligible

and subject to deportation, and which are eligible and thus can proceed to the
IRB. If eligible, the CIC will issue the applicant with a refugee claimant identity
document, and a scheduled date for the IRB interview.
Both the CIC and the CBSA thus playa
considers

filtering role to ensure that the IRB

only claims that are most aligned with the Refugee Convention

definition of a refugee. The greatest critique of this method is that a status
determination-like

process is already underway before an individual makes an

application for refugee status to be recognised.

Instances where an applicant

has a mixed motive might be filtered out of the system and denied access to
the hearings.

5.3.2.3

Hearings with the IRB

The CIC and CBSA must submit the eligible claims to the IRB for the hearing
and status determination

processes. The IRB also hears immigration

appeal as well as detention

related reviews. There

is a distinction

treatment of applications at the ports of entry and inland applicants.F
consist

of three

Immigration

divisions,

namely,

the

Refugee

related

Protection

in the

The IRB

Division,

the

Division and the Immigration Appeal Division. Both the ports of

entry and inland interviews take place before the Refugee Protection Division of
the IRB. Officials from the CBSA and the CIC can furnish further information
and documentation

about the claim to aid or influence the status determination

process. After the interview with the asylum applicant, the Refugee Protection
Division must determine whether the claim is successful, rejected as not having
credibility or as manifestly unfounded."

82

Section 99 of the IRPA.

83

Section 107(1) and Section 107(2) of the IRPA.
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The process of filtering applicants before they reach the IRB amounts to prescreening and could negatively impact the asylum application, as not every
applicant is entitled to a hearing or interview. This amounts to a hybrid model of
the centralised and decentralised status determination systems. A centralised
system provides for a single hearing where the applicant's evidence and
testimony of persecution is provided to an official who, after gathering the
country of origin information,

makes

a

determination.P'

This

may

be

distinguished from the decentralised model, where an application is heard by
several officials.

An initial official would typically gather information and this would be passed to
the decision-making official. Often, all the information is not transferred to the
second official who is making the status determination, and thus the full profile
of the applicant might not be available to the oecision-maker."

While the

Canadian system does not have formal hearings at different stages, the prescreening by the CBSA and the CIC has the effect of creating a two-tiered
system, where only selected applicants are entitled to a hearing. The refugee
claim process is problematic because it creates two separate categories of
refugee claims, namely, claims from designated countries of origin, and claims
from designated foreign nationals. These two categories receive fewer rights
than other asylum-seekers.

84

Klaaren, J. and Sprigman, C. "Refugee Status Determination

Procedures in South African Law" in

Advancing Refugee Protection in South Africa Handmaker, J., De la Hunt, L.A. and Klaaren, J. (eds)
2010 pages 6 - 86 at 69. Klaaren and Sprigman refer to the South African determination model when
stating that there should be a centralisation of the hearings.
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Klaaren, J. and Sprigman, C. "Refugee Status Determination Procedures in South African Law" in
Advancing Refugee Protection in South Africa Handmaker, J., De la Hunt, L.A. and Klaaren, J. (eds)
2010 pages 6 - 86 at 69
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5.3.2.4

Designated Country of Origin claims

With designated country of origin category, a list is compiled of countries
considered safe, evidenced by the existence of a democratic government, the
respect for human rights, and where there are functioning judicial institutions
and access to justice.86 These countries are not regarded as refugee producing
countries, and therefore their claims are processed faster, in order to clear
them from the system. The rationale is that many of the claims from these
countries are unfounded or 'bogus' and must be cleared from the system
rapidly. To this end, these claims will be heard within 30 - 45 days from the
referral to the IRB compared to the 60 day time frame for other asylum
clalms." The 30 - 45 day period of processing is a strict timeframe and does
not allow the claimant sufficient time to gather evidence and prepare a case
adequately, and this could infringe the right to a fair hearing.
5.3.2.5

Safe Third Country Agreements (STCA)

In 2004 Canada entered into a STCA with the US. STCA enables two or more
countries enter into an agreement that an asylum-seeker must apply for
refugee status in the first of those countries that the claimant enters."

86

Section 109 of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, as amended by the Balanced Refugee
Reform Act. The following countries have been designated by the Minister of Citizenship and
Immigration: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Chile, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel (excluding Gaza and the
West Bank), Italy, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
United Kingdom, and the United States of America. Citizenship and Immigration Canada Website.
Available at: http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/refugees/reform-safe.asp [last accessed on 21 October
2013].

87

Section 109 of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, as amended by the Balanced Refugee
Reform Act.

88

Gonzalez Settlage, R. "Indirect Refoulement: Challenging Canada's Participation in the Canada-US
Safe Third Party Agreement" Wisconsin International Law Journal2012 Vol. 30 No.1 pages 142 _
189 at 148. The US-Canada STCA formed part of the Smart Border Plan in The Canada-US. Smart
Border Declaration: Action Plan/or

Creating a Secure and Smart Border, 2003.
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Therefore, if an asylum-seeker enters Canada via the US, then the claimant will
be sent back to the US, who would be compelled to allow the claimant to go
through the determination process, and cannot return that person to the country
of origin.89 There are two exceptions to this agreement, first, where the claimant
is under 18 years of age, and secondly, where the claimant has a family
member who is a citizen of Canada, has permanent residency, or holds a work
or study permit.

The STCA with the US is a controversial matter, particularly considering that
the US has a strict deadline of filing an asylum claim within one year of arriving
in the country. Hence, a claimant who is sent back to the US will not be
considered if the filing date has expired." As a result, the Canadian asylum
claims decreased by 20% in the year following the STCA with the US.91
Genuine asylum claimants might be returned to the country of origin due to this
policy, contravening the Refugee Convention's non-refoulemenf principle.92 The
justification offered for this agreement is that asylum-seekers should not
engage in forum or country shopping. This notion is captured by former
Canadian Deputy Prime Minister John Manley, who stated that ''[ilt's not a
matter of shopping for the country that you want. It's a matter of escaping the

89

Article 3 of the US-Canada STCA Agreement. See also Gonzalez Settlage, R. "Indirect Refoulement:
Challenging Canada's Participation in the Canada-US Safe Third Party Agreement" Wisconsin
International Law Journal 2012 Vol. 30 No.1 pages 142 - 189 at 148. The STCA applies only to
port of entry claims and not inland claims.

90

Gonzalez Settlage, R. "Indirect Refoulement: Challenging Canada's Participation in the Canada-US
Safe Third Party Agreement" Wisconsin International Law Journal 2012 Vol. 30 No.1 pages 142 189 at 169.

91

Gonzalez Settlage, R. "Indirect Refoulement:

Challenging Canada's Participation

in the Canada-US

Safe Third Party Agreement" Wisconsin International Law Journal2012 Vol. 30 No.1 pages 142 189 at 170. This significantly impacted asylum-seekers from Colombia. Canada historically granted
refugee status to Colombian asylum-seekers more often than the US. However, in the year following
the STCA with the US, Colombian claims in Canada decreased by 70%.
92

Article 31 of the Refugee Convention.
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oppression

you face •93
n

This is supported

by US anti-immigration

activist,

Krikorian, who states that:

Asylum is analogous to giving a drowning man a berth in your
lifeboat, and a genuinely desperate man grabs at the first
lifeboat that comes his way. A person who seeks to pick and
choose among lifeboats is by definition not seeking immediate
protection, but instead seeking irnmiqration."
Supreme

Court decisions

confirm that Canada

should uphold fundamental

rights and not directly or indirectly facilitate the violation of human rights.95 This
too applies to the safe third party agreement, as the implications are severe for
asylum-seekers

subjected to it. Asylum-seekers

might become victims of being

shuffled from one country to another, possibly without an asylum hearing. The
implications are huge for asylum-seekers
agreement,

approximately

trying to access Canada. Prior to the

70% of asylum-seekers

port of entry, did so from the US border."

entering Canada through a

These individuals would now have to

return to the US and await status determination there.

The legitimacy of the US-Canada STCA was challenged in the Federal Court in

Canadian Council for Refugees, Canadian Council of Churches, Amnesty
International, and John Doe v Her Majesty the Queen (the John Doe case)."

93

Macklin, A. "Disappearing Refugee: Reflections on the Canada-U.S. Safe Third Country Agreement"
Columbia Human Rights Law Review 2004 - 2005 Vol. 36 pages 365 - 426 at 381.
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Macklin, A. "Disappearing Refugee: Reflections on the Canada-U.S. Safe Third Country Agreement"
Columbia Human Rights Law Review 2004 - 2005 Vol. 36 pages 365 - 426 at 382.

95

Singh v Canada (Minister of Employment and Immigration) 1 1985 1 S.C.R. 177; Suresh v Canada
(Minister of Citizenship and Immigration) [2002] 1 S.C.R. 3.

96

Macklin, A. "Disappearing Refugee: Reflections on the Canada-U.S. Safe Third Country Agreement"
Columbia Human Rights Law Review 2004 - 2005 Vol. 36 pages 365 - 426 at 394.

97

Canadian Council of Refugees, Canadian Council of Churches [2008] Federal Court of Appeal 229
(STCA F.C.A.); Canadian Council of Refugees Amnesty International and John Doe v Canada
[2011] Report No. 78/11 Case 12.586 (the John Doe case).
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The Federal Court held that the US is not a safe country for asylum-seekers
due to its strict asylum laws. The STCA was found to be a breach of the nonrefoulement

principle. In the Federal Court ruled that the STCA with the US

violates the right to equality and the right to the life, liberty and security of
person as entrenched in the Canadian Charter. 98 The court declared the STCA
to have no effect, but this ruling was overturned the following year, ruling that
the Canadian Charter did not apply to this STCA, and that it is legitimate and
binding.99

This matter was overturned on appeal, but was challenged at the InterAmerican Court of Human Rights (IACHR). In 2011 the IACHR ruled against
Canada, reasoning that the STCA denied eligible individuals access to the
refugee process without a hearing, and thus violated the Refugee Convention.
Canada has since responded that the American Declaration and the IACHR
decisions are not binding, and thus the recommendations do not have to be
followed.10o Accordingly, Canada has not reassessed its STCA policy, thus
denying legitimate claims.

The US-Canada STCA affects gender-related claims negatively because the
US does not provide the same level of recognition of gender-related
persecution as Canada.'?' Canada's Standing Committee on Citizenship and
98

Canadian Council for Refugees, Canadian Council of Churches, Amnesty International, and
John Doe v Her Majesty the Queen [2007] Federal Court 1261 (STCA F.C.). The court found that
the STCA violated the respective rights of Section 15 and Section 7 of the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982.

99

100

101

Canadian Council for Refugees, Canadian Council of Churches, Amnesty International, and
John Doe v Her Majesty the Queen [2008] Federal Court of Appeal229 (STCA F.C.A.).
Gonzalez Settlage, R. "Indirect Refoulement: Challenging Canada's Participation in the Canada-US
Safe Third Party Agreement" Wisconsin International Law Journa/2012 Vol. 30 NO.1 pages 142189 at 180.
Arnett, A.K. "One Step Forward, Two Steps Back: Women Asylum-Seekers

in the United States and

Canada Stand to Lose Human Rights Under the Safe Third Country Agreement" Lewis and Clark
Law Review 2005 Vol. 9 NO.4 pages 951 - 979 at 972.
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Immigration (Standing Committee) recognised this problem and proposed that
the STCA contain specific guarantees for the assessment of gender-related
claims.102The Canadian government rejected the proposals by the Standing
Committee, giving full effect to the STCA.

5.3.2.6

Designated foreign nationals

With designated foreign nationals, the Minister of Public Safety can categorise
certain groups of people as irregular arrivals in certain circumstances, if for
example, it is suspected that they may have been smuggled into the country.103
The punitive measures in such instances have severe consequences, such as
mandatory detention for those older than 16 years."?' In addition, such persons
cannot apply for permanent residence for five years, even if recognised as
persons in need of protection. This could amount to a violation of Article 31 of
the Refugee Convention, which prohibits the imposition of penalties on an
individual who enters the country illegally in order to seek asylum.105Claimants
whose applications are rejected have the right to appeal to the Refugee Appeal
Division.

This administrative right is not extended to a host of categories, such as: claims
determined to be manifestly unfounded; claims determined to have no
credibility; where the applicants are from a designated country of origin;
applicants who are designated foreign nationals; and those who fall within the
102

The Standing Committee proposed that domestic violence asylum claims be exempted from the USCanada STCA. The focus on the protection of domestic violence claims is a contentious matter as it
hints at a hierarchy of gender-related persecution claims. SeenArnett, A.K. "One Step Forward, Two
Steps Back: Women Asylum-Seekers in the United States and Canada Stand to Lose Human Rights
Under the Safe Third Country Agreement" Lewis and Clark Law Review 2005 Vol. 9 NO.4 pages 951
-979 at 972.

103

Section 42 of the IRPA.

104

Section 42 of the IRPA.

105

Article 31 of the Refugee Convention.
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safe third country agreement. It is evident that the refugee and immigration
legislation have sacrificed the protection of refugees for the sanctity of borders
and economics, in the process reneging on its international obligations in terms
of a multitude of treaties. Of importance to this thesis, is how the legislative
reforms has impacted on the application of the Canadian Guidelines and
women's ability to negotiate the stringent laws described as draconian.

5.3.3 Constitutional protection of the Canadian Charter

By constructing certain rights as applying to "everyone", the Canadian Charter
extends non-citizen rights to asylum-seekers and refugees.106 This is illustrated
in Section 7 of the Canadian Charter which provides that everyone has the right
to life, liberty and security of person.':" The Supreme Court held that this was
extended to and thus granted protection to asylum-seekers.!"

Therefore the denial of refugee protection where there is a genuine claim would
mean that an individual who faced persecution would be deported, and this
would be a violation of Section 7.109 This provision must however, be read
together with Section 9 of the Canadian Charter which prohibits arbitrary
detention and imprisonment without review. Therefore, asylum-seekers and
refugees cannot be deprived of their liberty through indefinite detention.11o This
106

Singh v Canada (Minister of Employment
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1 19851 S.C.R. 177 at 207, 17 D.L.R.

(4th) 422.
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Section 7 of the Canadian Charter provides that "everyone has a right to life, liberty and security of
person and the right not to be deprived thereof except in accordance with the principles of
fundamental justice".
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Vol. 39 No.2 pages 335 - 365 at 339.
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right is supported by Section 57(1) of the IRPA which requires the Immigration
Division to review the reasons for the detention within 48 hours, or without
delay thereafter."!'

The express inclusion of a time-frame in the IRPA indicates

the how serious nature of depriving an individual's liberty.112

5.3.4

Problems with the determination process

Numerous problems can be identified in the determination
and refugee laws are conflated, xenophobia

process. Immigration

is embedded

in the policies and

statements by officials and the borders are restricted so that refugees remain in
a cycle of illegality.

5.3.4.1

Conflation of the immigration and refugee laws

The analyses of immigration and refugee policies below reveal how restrictive
refugee policies impacted negatively on gender-related

asylum claims. Canada

has a complex refugee system that is interwoven with the immigration system.
Immigration

and refugee legislation aim to separate ineligible refugee claims

from credible refugee claims. If the numerous unfounded

refugee claims are

removed from the refugee claim process, it is reasoned, the legitimate refugee
claims would be processed efficiently.113
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Section 60 of the IRPA regulates the detention ofa minor. This section provides that a minor should
only be detained "as a measure oflast resort", always taking into best interest of the child.
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Jason Kenney, former Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, announced why there was a need for
stricter border control, stating that: "[i]t became abundantly clear that our system needed to be
changed. These changes will move our asylum system from one that allows asylum claimants to rely
on loopholes and redundant appeals to delay their removals for several years, to a system that hears
claims quickly and removes bogus claimants faster", Citizenship and Immigration Canada Media
Statement,
30
November
2012,
accessible
at:
http://www.cic.gc.calenglish/departmentlmedialrelease/2012/20 12-11-30.asp [accessed on 20
October 2013].
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5.3.4.2
These

Xenophobic rhetoric of officials
'bogus'

claims

are regarded

as clogging

the refugee

therefore need to swiftly be removed from the systern.!"
a justifiable

negative

and

Unfounded claims are

concern, and every country seeks to eradicate them. However,

officials and politicians
circumventing

regime,

increasingly

construct

foreign

nationals as criminals

the asylum laws and thus entering the country illegally.115 This

characterisation

seeks

to justify

the adoption

of legislation

that

increasingly excludes credible claims. Therefore, the restrictions to the asylum
and refugee processes have severe consequences for bona fide claims and are
contrary to the spirit and purpose of the Refugee Conventlon.!"

114

Thus, there

The authorities often use the 'bogus' to refer to claims regarded as ineligible, and therefore
undeserving of a hearing. Examples of this reference include: Minister Kenney's statement that;
"[f]or too long, Canada's generous asylum system has been vulnerable to abuse. Under the new
asylum system, genuine refugees fleeing persecution will receive protection more quickly. At the
same time, bogus asylum claimants and those who abuse our generous system at great expense to
taxpayers, will be removed much faster", Citizenship and Immigration Canada Media Statement, 30
November 2012, accessible at: http://www.cic.gc.caJenglish/departmentimediaJrelease/20 12/2012-1130.asp [accessed on 20 October 2013]; Minister Kenney's statement that: "Too many tax dollars are
spent on bogus refugees. we need to send a message to those who would abuse Canada's generous
asylum system that you are not in need of protection, you will be sent home quickly", Citizenship and
Immigration
Canada
Media
Statement,
16
February
2012,
accessible
at:
http://www.cic.gc.caJenglish/departmentimediaJrelease/20 12/2012-02-16.asp [accessed on 20
October 2013]; Minister Kenney's statement that: "Crooked immigration consultants victimize
people who dream of immigrating to Canada. Worse still, there is evidence that these individuals
encourage prospective immigrants to lie on their immigration applications, to concoct bogus stories
about persecution when making refugee claims, or to enter into sham marriages with Canadian
citizens and permanent residents", Citizenship and Immigration Canada Media Statement, 8 June
2010, accessible at: http://www.cic.gc.caJenglish/departmentimediaJrelease/2010/20 10-06-08.asp
[accessed on 20 October 2013].
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exists tension between the government functionaries regarding controlling
borders and protecting refugees.

5.3.4.3

Overly restrictive borders

The tension created by these policies and the subsequent immigration and
refugee restrictions has led to the limitation and withdrawal of the rights of
foreign nationals. The shift in policy is from general protectionist ideals to an
exclusionary

programme,

breaching the

core values

of the

Refugee

Convention. The economic factors and national security and crime prevention
are the main reasons attributed to Canada's increased border control, and
consequently, the restriction of refugee rights.

5.3.4.3.1

Restrictions on undesirable persons for economic reasons

Canada's historical approach to the migrant population in general has been
influenced by politics and economic ideoloqy.!"
adopted

the

seemingly

divergent

policies

Canada has simultaneously
of

neo-liberalism

and

the

securitisation of borders.!" Neo-liberalist ideology requires States to defer to
preamble, that human beings should enjoy fundamental rights and freedoms without discrimination
and that refugees should enjoy the widest possible exercise of these rights and freedoms. Since the
Convention is an international instrument which no supra-national court has the ultimate authority to
interpret, the construction put upon it by other states, while not determinative [... ] is of importance,
and in case of doubt articles 31-33 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties may be invoked
to aid the process of interpretation. But the starting point of the construction exercise must be the text
of the Refugee Convention itself, because it expresses what the parties to it have agreed."
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Ryerson University, Toronto at 9 - 41. See also Walsh, J. "Navigating Globalization: Immigration
Policy in Canada and Australia, 1945-2007" Sociological Forum 2008 Vol. 23 Vol. 4 pages 786 _
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global economic policies, necessitating the use of skilled labour, easily sourced
through mlqrants.!"

These divergent policies meant that borders were secured,

but could be relaxed to grant access to labourers and individuals with scarce
skills so that they could contribute to economic development.

This free-market

system necessitated a relatively relaxed border policy. Thus

Canada's border policies are strategic, or even a type of social engineering, in
the determination of which migrants are suitable to its own needs, and who thus
may gain entrance into the country.F? This commodification
migratory

labour underscored

Canada's

forged relationships with other countries.F'

global economic

to the economy

policy and how it

This approach impacts negatively

on the refugee protection programme, as asylum-seekers
contribute

of migrants and

might not be able to

in the same manner as an immigrant who has

applied for entry into the country, and whom the authorities deem desirable and
an asset to the country. To this end, Walsh aptly argues that the States'
immigration and refugee policies are calculated as they:
[n]ot only delimit the social order, but often seek to strategically
incorporate foreigners in the interests of reproducing that order.
The aim of state policies is not to obstruct human movement
119
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Ryerson University, Toronto at 12. Walsh correctly captures the rationale behind a State's need to
control its borders, when he provides that: "through the inclusion and exclusion of foreigners, states
exercise their territorial sovereignty and communal rights to self-determination. In proclaiming what
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but, rather,to regulateit and definethe conditionsunderwhich
it maylegitimatelyoccur.!"
Under the Mulroney administration the number of permanent resident arrivals
burgeoned from 84 000 in 1985 to 245 000 in 1993, indicating the willingness to
host immigrants.123 This policy was strategic in targeting highly skilled
immigrants, based on the reasoning that the acceptance of skilled and
educated individuals would benefit the econorny.F"

The cost of educating such individuals would have been borne by another
country, but Canada would profit from their expertise as they could immediately
enter the job market and contribute to growing the econorny.l" The change in
government from the Mulroney to the Chretien administration resulted in a shift
from relaxed border policies to the implementation of restrictions through
enactment of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act in 2001.126 Walsh's
argument is evident in the Chretien government's admission that the objective
of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act is:
to close the back door to those who would criminallyabuse
our system so we can we can open the front door wider to
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the people Canada needs to come and build this country to
prosperity."?

The problem with the strategy to police borders is once again linked to the
conflation of immigration and refugee laws. Refugees and asylum-seekers

are

often regarded as persons abusing the Canadian system, and interfering with
the goal of prosperity. This view ignores the contribution that foreign nationals
have historically made to the economic development of the country.

5.3.4.3.2
National

Closure of borders to secure the country from terrorist attacks
security

is often cited as a justifiable

reason to prevent foreign

nationals from crossing the border to apply for asylum. Juss critiques the post9/11 trend

of using the "undesirable"

and "unworthy"

criteria

to exclude

refugees claiming that that:
Refugee law has paid a heavy price in the "War on Terror".
The Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees
1951 - that unwanted step-child of the human rights
movement - is once again being cruelly mistreated.!"
However, the changing global political landscape has resulted in a change in
border control policy in numerous countries. Strategies to avert terrorist attacks
have changed the manner in which the Refugee Convention is applied in many
countries, including Canada, Australia, the US, the UK and Germany.129 Thus,
States argue that they need to secure borders and be selective of whom to
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This is part of a statement by the former Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, Elinor Caplan,
addressing parliament on Il April 2001, accessible at:
http://openparliament.ca.politicians/4818I?page=52
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allow into the country."? Article 1F of the Refugee Convention provides for the
exclusions of persons from having their refugee status recoqnised.F'

The exclusion is justified if, before the application for asylum, the individual
committed a war crime, a crime against humanity, a crime against peace,132a
non-political crime,133 or is guilty of conduct contrary to the values and
objectives of the UN.134This clause is aimed at precluding an individual from
using the refugee process to escape prosecution for the commission of crimes
in the country of origin, and that persons would not benefit from deceptively
using the Refugee Convention.!" This provision however, is increasingly
employed under the guise of fighting the war on terrorism.

Even though the Refugee Convention does not provide for terrorism, the UN's
declarations 136and resolutions 137have brought it within the realm of refugee
law. Canada has also developed the criterion of "unworthiness", linking it to
terrorism, and on this basis, excluding individuals from refugee protection. Even
130

Peck, J. "Neoliberalizing States: Thin PolicieslHard Outcomes" Progress in Human Geography 2001
Vol. 25 No.3 pages 445 - 455 at 447.
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prior to the 9/11 attacks, the Canadian courts adopted a strict approach toward
those linked to conduct that would make them unsuitable to be allowed into the
country.

In 1992 the Court of Appeals ruled that mere membership of an organisation
that who uses violence as a method to accomplish its goals, could mean that
an individual had information and knowledge about persecution and this would
deem the person a threat to Canada.!" Canada reacted to the 9/11 attacks by
enacting the Anti-Terrorism Act in 2001 to enable the maintenance of stricter
borders.P" The Act broadly defines terrorism and terrorist activity, as well as
the funding and assistance to terrorist groupS.140The case of Pushpanfhanan v
Canada

is an example of how the exclusion clause has been misused to

exclude an asylum-seeker on the basis of terrorist activitles.!"

This is an

interesting case as the matter began prior to the 9/11 attacks, but had hearings
after the attacks. In 1987 Pushpanthanan, a Sri Lankan, was sentenced in a
Canadian court for conspiracy to traffic drugs. After his release from jail in
1993, he applied for refugee status, but his application was rejected under
Article 1F(c).
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Ramirez v Canada (Minister of Employment

[1992] 2 F.C. 306 (C.A.), paragraph
310. The court held that: "where an organisation is principally directed to a limited, brutal purpose,
such as a secret police activity, mere membership may by necessity involve personal and knowing
participation in persecutorial acts".
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The Anti-Terrorist Act of 200 1 is part of the Canadian Criminal Code, an omnibus of legislation. It
defines ''terrorist activity" in the broadest terms to allow for numerous activities to fall within its
scope. In 2013 the Combating Terrorism Act of 2013 was passed, controversially allowing the
preventative detention.
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and Immigration)

v Canada (MCI), (2002] FCJ No. 1207. See also Kaushal, A. and Dauvergne, C.
"The Growing Culture of Exclusion: Trends in Canadian Refugee Exclusions" International Journal
of Refugee Law 2011 Vol. 23 No.1 pages 54 - 92.
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The Supreme Court held that Article 1F(c) was not applicable because drug
trafficking is not contrary to the objectives of the UN .142 The refugee hearing
was heard again in 2002, and this time the tribunal rejected his asylum claim on
the basis that he supported a terrorist organisation called the Liberation Tigers
of Tamil Ealem. This decision was supported by the Federal Court, who found
that the drug trafficking was used to fund the crimes against humanity
committed by the orqanlsatton.!"

The new approach to exclusions is applied retrospectively, with the new
consideration of terrorist activity replacing the previous reasoning of drug
activity not being against the UN values. The shift in reasoning was moulded by
the new global events and was incited even further by the 9/11 attacks. This
case demonstrates how international criminal law can be used to deny refugee
status even though the applicant might not be a national security risk. The
vastness of the term terrorism is fittingly captured by the observation that:
Terrorismmay be equatedwith non-statepoliticalsubversion
but it may also be employedby governments,terrorist acts
may be prompted by a wide range of motives, and the
inherent manipulabilityof the label depends heavily on both
politicsand timing.144
In 2002 the Supreme Court held that a refugee, if certified as a danger to
Canada,

could be deported, even if there was a danger of facing

persecution.!"

The

emerging jurisprudence

proves

that

Canada

has
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increasingly categorised acts of violence as non-poiitical.!" This ensures that
the exclusion clause of the Refugee Convention finds application, due to its
criterion of "serious, non-political crimes".147The result is the blurring of lines
between terrorist groups and liberation orqanisatlons.l'" Thus acts of violence
could be characterised as acts of terrorism, even though they might not be
synonymous. The Refugee Convention is therefore used as a tool to advance
the anti-terrorist agenda.

5.4

THE ADJUDICATION OF GENDER-RELATED PERSECUTION

The problems within the determination process have a marginalising effect on
the asylum-seeking population in general. Of even greater concern, is the
possibility that an overly restrictive system might deport individuals to their
countries to face persecution. The manner in which gender-related claims are
interpreted and decided are of value to this thesis.

The vital inquiry is how the concepts of sex and gender are constructed, and
whether the construction embedded in the system precludes the protection of
women in gender-related claims. The positions before and after the adoption of
the Canadian Refugee Guidelines must be examined to determine if any
improvements occurred in the determination of gender-related claims. The
adjudication process must employ a human rights paradigm to determine
146
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whether a fear of persecution existed, and whether serious harm impinged on
the fundamental rights of the claimant.!" The Canadian Guidelines sought to
address gender-related persecution within this rights-based framework."?
However, an analysis of decisions reveal the inconsistent decisions in the
adjudication of gender-related claims.

5.4.1

Before the Canadian Gender Guidelines - the construction of
women as victims or villains

In 1987 Canada made its first gender sensitive decision. The claim was made
by a Turkish widow, Incirciyan, who, living alone, experienced harassment and
sexual assault. The police refused to assist her as they found it reprehensible
that a Muslim woman was living alone, and more specifically, without a male
relatlve.!"

The Appeal Board found that her experiences amounted to

persecution, and consequently considered the international framework's
movement toward a gender sensitive interpretation of persecution. The claim
was incorporated within the ground of "membership in a particular social group"
ground, with the Appeal Board acknowledging that women's persecutory
circumstances could sometimes be different to those experienced by men.152
Incirciyan was regarded as belonging to a group of "single women living in a
Muslim country without the protection of a male relative".
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135 - 150 at 136.
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Even though the decision was inclusive and created a space for gender-related
persecution.l'" it is not beyond reproach. The construction of the social group in
this decision frames women as open to persecution if not in the presence of
men who can protect them from such harm. This notion re-enforces the
stereotypical idea of women, and their subservient gender roles, postulating
them as weaker than men and therefore requiring men to provide safety.

While the Appeal Board granted protection, it engaged in a rationalisation that
was parallel to the reasoning of the police who refused to intervene- both
stemmed from the fact that she lived without a male relative. In both instances
Incirciyan's experiences were based on the presence of a male in her home.
The Appeal Board in trying to justify the acceptance of the claim, succumbed to
the patriarchal discursive.!"

This inclusive approach was not applied to the

next set of gender-related asylum cases, which instead reflected the gender
bias of the adjudicators.

One such case which illustrates gender bias is the example of Nada,155who in
1991, fled Saudi Arabia to seek asylum in Canada on the basis of several
Refugee Convention grounds. As a feminist, she feared persecution on the
basis of political opinion. Furthermore she feared persecution on the ground of
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Hathaway regards this decision as the turning point in Canada's gender-related
See Hathaway, J. C. The Law of Refugee Status 1991 at 162.
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This discursive

is described by Millet, observing how patriarchy

asylum adjudication.

is reflected in social roles and

behaviour in Millett, K. "What is to be done?" Chicago Kent Law Review 2000 Vol. 75 pages 659 _
668 at 659. Millet argues that: "[h]uman social life everywhere is based on this model, whether it be
the state or the family. It plays out in everything we do and manifests itself even in our sense of
psychology and personality. We ascribe aggression to men, and weakness and passivity to women.
Certain activities are therefore appropriate to males and other activities to females-because they "are
born that way," born in to one group or the other, because God or nature wished it so, or because it is
inherent in human biology and destiny. The two groups are not as much complimentary as they are
incongruent-the male to rule, the female to be ruled and to serve."
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Division (CRDD) 1991 No. M91 _ 04822,
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religion as she was a non-practising Muslim who refused to wear a veil, and, as
a lay woman, she also claimed membership

to a particular social group.156

When Nada presented

herself to officials, claiming that she feared genderrelated persecution, they laughed at her.157 Nada related how difficult it was to

flee her country of origin when she stated:
First of all, it's very hard to leave [Saudi Arabia). Even if a
woman thinks about leaving, she cannot get permission. It's
also not easy for a woman to do things by herself. Women
are raised to be incapable of doing anything. One pays a big
price to come here and the woman who is willing to do that is

rare.!"
This story revealed how Nada was publicly harassed and threatened because
she would not conform to religious codes. These claims were undermined by
officials

once

experience

again

when

the determination

did not amount to persecution.

panel

decided

that

Nada's

In fact the panel chastised her for

challenging her social role, by stating that:
Like all Saudi Arabian women, the claimant would have to
obey the laws of general application that she denounces, in
all circumstances and not only, as she did, to attend school,
work or accommodate the feelings of her father who, like the
other members of his large family, was opposed to the
liberalism of his daughter, the clalmant.!"
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and Australian

Approaches

to

This decision and deportation order elicited public and NGO critique and
activists campaigned for Nada to remain in Canada.l'" A media report even
averred that that "ignorance and racist misogyny ... prevail in those hearing
rooms.l'" The administration ultimately decided that Nada could remain in the
country on humanitarian and compassionate grounds.162 In defence of the
decision, a government spokesperson commented on the difficulty of the Nada
case, stating that:
She brought up an issue that quite frankly I don't think we'd
ever faced ... She defined it [the persecution] in terms of her
feminist beliefs. The normal cases of persecution involve
physical abuse of a horrible sort in which religion is involved
and politics are involved... I guess it was very difficult for the
members who heard the case to believe that the case she
was making was credible.l'"
Gender-related Asylum Claims" Georgetown Immigration Law JournalI998 - 1999 Vol. 13 pages
25 - 71 at 44 - 45. Macklin cites a similar approach was adopted in Australia. The Australian
Tribunal per Hudson state~ that: "[t]he treatment of women in Iranian society is, I consider, quite
abhorrent and unacceptable. Nevertheless, I feel obliged to say that it falls short of what I could
consider to amount to persecution as understood in the Convention. Of course, whipping, stoning,
rape, arbitrary execution and imprisonment and other such practices are clear cases of persecution.
But it is open to a woman in Iran to avoid such treatment by complying with the requirements of
Islamic law. If she is careful in observance of the Islamic dress code and other such regulations, she
wiJl not receive persecutory punishment.... I understand very well that it is highly irksome for many
women to comply with these regulations, which restrict them in their freedom and in their expression
of themselves as individuals. However, the regulations do not of themselves infringe any fundamental
human rights or otherwise make life utterly unbearable..."
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The adjudicators in this case ignored, or could not conceive that Nada's
feminist ideology constituted a political opinion and that this was, in part, the
basis of her persecution. In addition, they could not envisage gender-related
persecution as a credible ground within the refugee framework. Gender
inequality in Saudi Arabia was not taken into consideration in the decision. In
fact, Nada is reprimanded for stepping out of line. This pronouncement appears
to defend the laws of Saudi Arabia and the opinions of Nada's father, rather
than consider her account of persecution. This is an exemplar of the manner in
which

laws and decisions ignore women's circumstances and evade
addressing them.164 Nada's story was dismissed as insignificant and the
persecution she complained of was interpreted as normal. This decision not
only endorses the phallocentric laws of Saudi Arabia, but continues and
participates in its dominant male hegemony.165

Unlike the earlier case of Incirciyan, where the adjudicators created space for
the claim within the particular social group ground, this case disregarded this
possibility. The acknowledgement that all women in Saudi Arabia experience
the same treatment as Nada meant that she was not singled out for
discriminatory treatment or persecution. The decision-makers did not consider
that the treatment that Incirciyan had in common with other Saudi women, in
itself constituted membership in a particular social group.

Boodlal's claim is yet another case that illustrates the reasoning of adjudicators
prior to the implementation of the Canadian Guidelines. Boodlal fled Trinidad to
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Law Journal 1985 Vol. 1 pages 64 - 77 at 73. A key question in the women question method asks:
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MacKinnon,
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and Difference: On Sex Discrimination"

in Feminism

Unmodified:

Discourses on Life and Law 1987 pages 32 - 45 at 35. MacKinnon argues that laws must be analysed
to reveal the male dominance and gendering embodied in it.
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escape her abusive husband, arriving in Canada in 1988.166 In her claim for
asylum, Boodlal told a story of 17 years of spousal abuse, which included
repeated beatings, having her head slammed in the car door, and being cut
with knives and razors.?" Her husband followed her to Canada and continued
the abuse, resulting in eleven convictions in Canada, but elected to return to
Trinidad, and even then, continued to harass her with death threats. However,
Boodlal's asylum claim was rejected because the adjudicators reasoned that
Trinidad had just enacted domestic violence legislation and that she could enlist
the protection of her own country.!"

Each of these cases construct sex and gender as separate concepts, giving
meaning and power to the subservient role allocated to women. Here, sex is a
fixed, pre-determined construct and the gender is developed to give meaning to
the subordination of women and the elevated status of men. Thus, the decision
in the Incirciyan case formulated women as victims that could only be protected
by men. In Nada's case, the decision-makers seemed to commiserate with the
persecutors in Saudi Arabia. Consequently, Nada was constructed as a villain
for not conforming to codes that were designed to keep her in her place, thus
making her ineligible for protection from Canada.

Boodlal's case the persecutory nature of domestic violence was not deemed
serious enough, despite the repeated transgressions of her husband. The
adjudicators relied on the mere existence of legislation to determine that the
government was able and willing to protect the claimant and prosecute her
husband. This highlights two important issues: first, the reluctance to grant
166
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asylum where the persecution was conducted by a non-State actor, and
secondly, the formulation of persecution to exclude matters within the private
dichotomy, where many women experience persecution.l'" The application of
the social construction of gender was impacted negatively on gender-related
persecution.

The imminent Canadian Gender Guidelines

promised an

improvement in the development of gender-related claims.

5.4.2

The Canadian Gender Guidelines: recognition of gender-related
persecution

The Nada case created a furore in the media and among activists and the
public. This prompted the development of the law to include gender-related
persecution. While Canada did not create a sixth persecutory ground for
gender, the IRB issued the Canadian Guidelines in 1993, which was updated in
1996.170 Gender was constructed to form part of membership in a particular
social group, in line with the UN Gender Guidelines.
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The Canadian Guidelines are administrative directives and not binding law, but
their implementation has led to a deeper consideration of gender-related
persecution, even if the decisions are subject to scrutlny.?" These guidelines
acknowledge that refugee law in general is constructed from a male
perspective, therefore necessitating a new understanding and gender sensitive
interpretation of persecution. To this end, it is accepted that there are four
broad types of gender-related persecution which women can experience.

First, the persecution is on the same grounds as men, such as religion or
172

political opinion.

Secondly, the persecution of the woman is due to her

kinship with another person.!" Thirdly, the persecution constitutes experience
of severe discrimination based on gender, and sexual violence from private or
public sources, particularly where the State is unwilling or unable to provide
protection.'?" Lastly, the persecutory experience is based on the woman's
refusal to comply with social, cultural or religious norms.'?"

Key developments include the recognition that gender-related persecution can
be perpetrated in the public or private sphere, thus non-State actors can be
- 247. See Chapter 3 supra, for a discussion on why the interpretation of the refugee definition to
include gender is argued to be more important than merely having an express inclusion.
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guidelines
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documents: Immigration and Naturalization Service Gender Guidelines Considerations for Asylum
Officers Adjudicating Asylum Claims from Women 1995; Department of Immigration and
Multicultural Affairs (Australia), Refugee and Humanitarian Visa Applicants: Guidelines on Gender
Issues for Decision Makers 1996.
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persecutors. Importantly too, gender is recognised as a part of the particular
social group ground. The greatest accomplishment of the guidelines, however,
is the recognition and acceptance of testimony from women who base their
claims on gender-related persecution without the need to prove that gender is a
persecutory ground. These claims must be adjudicated in relation to the
woman's social context, providing women a space to tell the stories of
persecutory experlencas.F"

The Canadian Gender Guidelines take cognisance of refugee law's connection
to human rights law, providing that discriminatory conduct can constitute
persecution if the law is inherently persecutory; if the law is used as a
persecutory means on one of the Refugee Convention grounds; if the law is
administered or implemented through persecutory methods; or if the sanctions
imposed for non-compliance with a law is disproportionately severe.177 The
guidelines, however, provide limitations to the type of conduct that constitutes
persecution.

5.4.2.1

Problems that emerged from the implementation of the Canadian
Gender Guidelines

First, the drafters tried to respect the sovereignty of other States by trying to
avoid being judgmental about different cultural practices and the social norms
that women are required to follow.178 Therefore, the Canadian Guidelines
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Persecution"
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provide that "[w]hat constitutes permissible conduct by a state towards women
may be determined ...by reference to international instruments.V''

Mawani

argues that protection for gender-related persecution due to the transgressions
of social norms where appropriate is necessary so that Western values are not
imposed on the non-Western States.180

Secondly, the Canadian framework does not consistently regard laws that
promote gender inequality as persecution, particularly where such laws apply to
all women in the country in questlon.l" Hence, women must comply with what
the law prescribes, even if it controls dress codes, socially acceptable
behaviour, whether they may have access to education, or even issues related
to marriage.182 This rationale is reminiscent of the decision in the Nada case,
where it was decided that she did not experience persecution, despite suffering
severe discrimination for the non-compliance with social norms.

The decisions by the adjudicators demonstrate the varied interpretations of
gender-related persecution, even though the UN Gender Guidelines and the
Canadian Gender Guidelines provide approaches to be followed. The varied
and contradictory decisions in the adjudication of claims beg the question of
whether the adjudicators are informed by a uniform, rights-based approach,
underpinned by solid theory.
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5.4.2.1.1

Contradictory decisions regarding non-compliance

with social mores

The Nada case demonstrated Canada's tolerance for the discrimination of a
woman due to her non-compliance with the social norms in her country. This
occurred before the adoption of the Canadian Gender Guidelines but the
situation thereafter highlighted the inconsistency of gender-related decisions
regarding social norms. The adjudicators accepted that punishment for noncompliance with social norms does not constitute persecution per

se,

particularly if all women face the same treatment. If, however, the punishment
for non-compliance is excessive then it might constitute persecutlon.l'" This
was demonstrated in Namitabar v Canada,184 when the Federal Court held that
the Iranian punishment of seventy-five lashes for non-compliance with a dress
code, in fact, constituted persecution as the punishment was not proportionate
to the breach of the law.185

However, the contrary was ruled in the subsequent decision of Mohamed
Hussein Moustapha

Daghmash

v Minister of Citizenship

and Immigration.186

The Federal Court decided that the lashings that a Saudi woman received for
contravening the dress code amounted to legitimate punishment and not
persecution as this was the punishment meted out to all women transgressing
the dress codes.!"

The decision does not take into account that the
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persecution is specifically directed at women because they are women who
specifically refuse to adhere to gendered moral codes.

This poses a problem for the conceptualisation of gender situated within a
particular social group, because the interpretation afforded to gender subsumes
the dominant and patriarchal understanding of the gendered woman. Clearly,
adjudicators do not scrutinise the gender discrimination in the laws and social
policy as an area of persecution. Instead, the focus surrounds the physical
manifestation of the gendered system. The inconsistency in the application of
the Canadian Gender Guidelines is worrisome and hampers the development
of jurisprudence within the discourse. The administrative implications are
problematic, but of equal concern is the manner in which gendered laws are
legitimised and branded acceptable. Macklin postulates that the approach of
scrutinising the punishment and not the discriminatory laws, allows adjudicators
to extricate themselves from judging the social norms and laws of a country, by
purely focusing on whether the punishment imposed is persecutory.l'"

The respect for sovereignty and the recognition of severe and disproportionate
punishment as persecution appears to be a reasonable approach. This
amounts to the normalisation and acceptance of rules that are systematically
position women as subordinate to men.189 Furthermore, by accepting the
phallocentric laws of another country, Canada once again not only condones
those laws, but participates in the subjugation of those very women seeking
refuge.19o
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5.4.2.1.2

Contradictory decisions regarding domestic violence cases

The adjudication of domestic violence cases has produced inconsistent
decisions, even where the facts and stories of the claimants are strikingly
similar.l'" The two cases that illustrate this inconsistency are about domestic
violence and the Jamaican government's ability and willingness to protect
women experiencing such violence from partners and spouses.l'" In the first
case, the claimant's husband was a member of the militia and during the longterm abuse she periodically contacted the police, who failed to protect her when
discovering her husband's position.

The favourable treatment the police extended to her husband indicated that
they were unwilling to protect her from him. In a second case, the claimant, also
suffered continuous abuse from the husband, a police officer.193 She did not
report the abuse to the police, her husband's colleagues and friends, as she
believed that she would not receive protection.

The adjudicators treated these claims differently. In the first case the
adjudicators granted her claim, deciding that the claimant could not find
protection from the police due to her husband's status. Regard was given to
evidence that contextualised the claimant's experiences of domestic violence,
such as the reluctance of police to protect women in her position, the
ineffectiveness of protection orders and the fact that there were only two
shelters for abused women in the entire country. Jamaica's recent promulgation
of domestic violence legislation was observed but the decision-makers noted
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that it was not implemented.194 A few months later the adjudicators ruled on the
second case, rejecting the claim due to the existence of domestic violence
legislation in Jamaica.

The ruling noted also that it takes time to implement legislation throughout a
country, and thus the claimant had to avail herself to the protection of the State.
These two decisions demonstrate the reliance on de jure or de facto
information to make decisions. Some adjudicators, as illustrated in the second
case, consider the mere existence of laws and policies as sufficient for the
establishment of State protection, and thus the denial of refugee recognition.
Other adjudicators, as with the first case, consider the practical and contextual
realities in the country of origin, providing a more accurate declslon.l'"

5.4.2.1.2

Contradictory decisions regarding rape and other sexual violence
cases

The Canadian Guidelines acknowledge the pervasive nature of sexual violence
and that this should not prevent it from being recognised as gender-related
persecution.l'" Macklin reaffirms this by noting that:
The fact that rape is recognizedas a form of persecution
does not protect claimantsfrom decision makers who are
predisposed to disbelievingwomen who assert that were
raped. One can applythe letter of the Considerationsof the
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u.s. and the Canadian and Australian Guidelines, without
implementing their spirit.!"
Wishik proposes the identification of the incongruent aspects between women's
life experiences and the law.198 There is a disconnect between women's
experiences of discrimination and persecution, and the use of the law to
entrench and legitimise the dominant male perspective. Women experience
systematic control and are flogged when refusing to comply with laws that
enforce this control. MacKinnon cautions about such deeply rooted patriarchy
arguing that it is really about dominance and submlsslon.l'" When proclaiming
that these submissive laws are legitimate, the Canadian policies, adjudicators
and judiciary justify the exploitation of women in the country of origin. However,
the

Canadian

Guidelines

provide that the

international

human

rights

instruments may be used as a measure of whether the conduct in question is
persecutory.ê'"

The narrow reading of conduct to mean the punishment, and not the
discriminatory law itself, is reductive and also constitutes incongruence. The
"woman

question" queries

how patriarchal

interests

benefit from

the

inconqruences.ê'" Both the country of origin and Canada protect patriarchal
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interests by regarding the oppressive laws as legitimate. For the host countrySaudi Arabia in this instance - the subordination of women is maintained
through controlling numerous aspects of her life. For Canada, the interest is the
show of respect for sovereignty and for not being seen as a cultural imperialist.
Despite problems experienced, the Canadian Gender Guidelines prepared the
framework, albeit administrative, for the adjudications and court decisions on
gender-related persecutions. The challenge though relates to the fundamental
conceptualisation of sex and gender and the formulation of gender as a fixed
attribute.

5.4.3

Is

gender

immutable

or

changeable?

The

conceptual

entanglement in the Canadian refugee framework
Shortly after the adoption of the Canadian Gender Guidelines, the Supreme
Court had the opportunity to elaborate on the meaning of membership in a
particular social group_2°2The Canada (Attorney-General) v Ward case the
court did not deal specifically with gender-related persecution, but reasoned
that gender could form part of this category because gender is an immutable
construct. In this case the court furthermore confirmed that gender-related
persecution could also occur in the private sphere.203In the Ward case, the
court explored the meaning of a "particular social group" reasoning that it
consists of three main categories, namely, an immutable characteristic (such as
gender and sexual orientation); a voluntary association that is fundamental to
202
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the dignity of the persons concerned (such as human rights activists); and,
lastly, a former voluntary association, which cannot be changed due to
historical perrnanence.ê?' The conceptualisation of sex and gender in Canadian
law, as adopted from UNHCR documents, presents problems, which impacts
on women refugees.205

The conceptual formulation of sex, gender and sexual orientation as
unchangeable constructions is problematic. If sex and gender are constructed
in this manner, as fixed entities, then any distinctions made on this basis are
entrenched and beyond change.206 As both sex and gender are historical and
socially constructed.ê'"

they are not immutable. The judicial decisions and

policy frame-works that craft sex and gender as immutable ignore the social
and cultural roles ascribed to, and often imposed on, these constructs. When
the court in the Ward case articulates that gender is fixed, it entrenches the
erroneous interpretations of these concepts as they_appear in the Canadian
and UN Gender Guidelines.
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Studies 2006 Vol. 14 pages 27 - 51.
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The UN Gender Guidelines defines the concepts of sex and gender, providing
that:

Gender refers to the relationship between women and men
based on socially or culturally constructed and defined
identities, status, roles and responsibilities that are assigned
to one sex or another, while sex is a biological determination.
Gender is not static or innate but acquires socially and
culturally constructed meaning over time.208

This definition of sex and gender correctly states that gender is socially and
culturally produced, and that gender is not static but subject to change. This
explanation however, contradicts a subsequent provision which regards
"women [as] being a clear example of a social subset defined by innate and
immutable characteristics". 209

The gender roles assigned to individuals cannot be changed if interpreted as
immutable. In turn, the persecutory conduct due to gender roles can be
interpreted as fixed, natural and might not be adjudicated as reprehensible
behaviour within the ambit of the international and domestic refugee
frameworks. These conflicting references to sex and gender pose problems to
the adjudication of refugee women's claims.

If the requirements for membership to a social group are defined as the "status
or characteristic of an individual that is an irrelevant, and illegitimate, basis for
the infliction of harm", then the element of immutability is not essential.21o This
opens the interpretation for sex, gender and sexual orientation to be included in

208

Paragraph 3, UN Gender Guidelines.

209

Paragraph 30, UN Gender Guidelines.

210

Steinbock, D. J. "Interpreting the Refugee Definition"
Review 1998 pages 733 - 814 at 799.
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the social group category, without the problematic reading of these constructs
as unchangeable.

5.4.3

Gender and asylum: limitations imposed and the increase of
exclusions

Canada's acceptance of refugees is on a downward trajectory, attributed to
stricter policies and laws which serve to undo the developments of the past.211
There are several approaches and policies that have impacted the acceptance
of women's gender-related claims. Apart from the general implementation of
stricter immigration laws,212the specific use of the private and public dichotomy
to exclude certain types of gender-related persecution, the STCA and the
inherent Western gaze in the refugee process, have the accumulative effect of
impeding the acceptance of gender-related claims.

5.4.4.1

The negative effect of STCAs on gender-related claims

States deplore the limitations to the control of their borders and seek various
means to limit the entry of persons. There is fine line between the
categorisation of a person as having a legal claim as a refugee and being
categorised as an illegal migrant subject to removal from the country. Once a
refugee is in the country such person theoretically enjoys the protection of the
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Agreement" Columbia Human Rights Law Review 2004 - 2005 Vol. 36 pages 365 - 426. Juss, S.S.
"Complicity, Exclusion, and the "Unworthy" in Refugee Law" Refugee Survey Quarterly 2012 Vol.
31 No.3 pages 1-39.
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clause in the Refugee Convention.213 Similarly, asylum-

seekers must not be punished for illegal entry into a country, and must be
afforded the opportunity to apply for asylum.214
Countries, therefore, increasingly seek methods to prevent asylum-seekers
from reaching their borders, preventing them from invoking the protection of the
Refugee Convention. Some of the strategies include the denial of visas to
applicants who seem likely to make a refugee claim,215preventing vessels
containing asylum-seekers, from entering territorial waters,216and even the
fictional retraction of borders "extruding chunks of their own territory and
declaring them to be not-France or not-Australia, or not-Belgium".217

Canada specifically posts officials at the airports in foreign countries, with the
aim of checking the aeroplanes bound for Canada, interdicting persons who do
not have the legitimate documentatlon.ê" Safe third party agreements are
another means of preventing asylum-seekers from making legitimate claims.

213

Article 33 of the Refugee Convention.

214

Article 31 of the Refugee Convention.
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The agreement affects gender-related

claims negatively, particularly in relation

to domestic violence claims.219

Canada recognises domestic violence as a form of gender-related

persecution,

and as a consequence,

Shortly after

non-State actors can be persecutors.F?

the adoption of the Canadian Guidelines, the Federal Court had an opportunity
to decide on a domestic violence matter. In Narvaez v Canada,221 the claimant
fled Ecuador due to the physical and sexual abuse of her husband. She was
raped and beaten for years and this continued after being separated from him.
Narvaez reported the matter to the police, but they did not pursue the matter
and her husband eventually bribed the police to remove the case from their
investigations.

The IRB rejected Narvaez's claim deciding that this matter was private and
personal, thus falling outside the ambit of the Refugee Convention
222

Canadian Guidelines.

The Federal Court overturned the IRB decision, ruling

that domestic violence amounts to persecution
State actor and the persecution
experiencing

and the

even though there is a non-

occurs in the private sphere.223 Thus women

domestic violence constitute a particular social group. In addition,

this court did not require the additional obligation of proving the nexus between
the persecution and the membership in the group. The willingness and ability of
219
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the State to protect the claimant however, was a criterion that needed to be
proved. The US has a much stricter approach to domestic violence claims, as
the claimant must prove that a nexus exists between the persecution and the
particular group.224

This means that the claimant must show that other people in that group are
also at risk of persecution from the perpetrator. In addition, US law does not
recognise the acts in the private sphere as persecutory. Thus women fleeing
domestic violence, would not receive protection in the US, but might have a
successful claim in Canada. As with designated safe countries, a critical issue
that arises from STCA is the implicit principle that developed countries cannot
produce refugees. This has implications for gender-related claims, particularly
those occurring within the private sphere. Therefore, STCA excludes from its
purview, the possibility that systematic domestic violence occurs in a "safe
country" and the authorities fail to prosecute the perpetrator.

5.4.5

The Western gaze in the Canadian status determination process

The refugee determination process is a racialised process, where the decisionmakers are usually from the dominant western world and the asylum-seekers
are from the developing countries.225The issue of race cannot be ignored when
addressing

the difficulties

that

refugee women experience. Spelman's

inseparability theory necessitates that we do not ignore the identity of race
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when analysing gender identities.226Ignoring the identity of race would mean
excluding the imperialist, neo-colonial, economic and political contexts of
women.227 The media campaign to promote the adoption of the guidelines
included photographs of veiled women and girls with outstretched hands,
begging for assistance. The captions to these photographs read that these
women were "doomed to a life of misery" and a newspaper report proclaimed
that it would be "un-Canadian to turn back battered women, who were mainly
women of colour, from Canadian shores"_228

The construction of "us" and "them" positioned Canada as the defender of
human rights, particularly the rights of women.229 The case of Indra from
Trinidad portrays the manner in which Third World countries are viewed as
barbaric, particularly when Indra's attorney stated that:
It is respectfully submitted that although the claimant
continued to suffer abuse from her husband while in Canada,
she was gradually able to extricate herself from the abusive
situation with the help of authorities and support services in
Canada. It was in Canada that she learned that men had no
right to beat their wives, whereas in Trinidad she knew that
they could do so with complete impunity.230

This representation of women in developing countries is based on 'arrogant
perceptions' by the western world.231 It ignores the fact that experiences of
226
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Feminism:

The Case of

gender-related
governments

persecution

occur in western countries too, and that western

also participate

in ignoring such occurrences.

The picture of a

woman as a victim of the developing world stands in contrast to the manner in
which Nada was portrayed. When Nada's case was rejected, she was criticised
by adjudicators for not complying with the laws and norms in her country. The
adjudicators

and media either represent women as victims or non-compliant

villains.

Nada though, related her view about her experiences and critiqued those who
viewed her through a racist and imperialist lens when she stated that:
[t]he discrimination and repression I lived with in Saudi Arabia
had political and not cultural roots. When governments impose
a certain set of beliefs on individuals, through propaganda,
violence or torture, we are dealing not with culture, but rather
with political expediency. The claim that such practices are
cultural is dangerous, if not racist. When a woman walks down
the street in Saudi Arabia, without a veil and the Mutaww'ain
(religious police) flog her, this is not cultural its [sic] political.
Who gave permission to the Mutaww'ain? The government.
They fear that women will try to change things, and they'll lose
their political power ... the status of women in the Middle East is
deteriorating, not because of Islam, as some claim, but because
of political oppression. Islam is being manipulated. In the Middle
East, as everywhere else, men would do anything to preserve
their power and authority. In Saudi Arabia, the veil is just a form
of oppression, a way for men to say they have power over
women ... In the Middle East men have chosen to exploit Islam
for their own interests, not out of piety or fear of Allah. But
elsewhere, men have used other religions or ideologies to
achieve political gains... Women are repressed everywhere
around the world, no matter what the religions, no matter what
the culture.232
Female Genital Surgeries" Columbia Human Rights Law Review 1991 - 1992 Vol. 23 pages 189 _
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discussion of Orientalism see

However, the construction of women from developing countries as mere victims
of persecution is also problematic. In addition, this stereotyping creates a
hierarchy of gender-related persecutory conduct, where certain experiences,
such as FGM/C are regarded as more harmful than other experiences, for
example, domestic violence.

In the twenty years since the adoption of the Canadian Guidelines the
adjudicators seldom recognised domestic violence per se as persecutory.
Claimants were not recognised as victims of persecutory practices, but as
victims of persecutory cultures.233 Adjudicators used stricter criteria when
hearing domestic violence claims compared to claims based on cultural
practices, particularly forced sterilisation and FGM/C. When hearing cases
related to forced sterilisation and FGM/C, the courts and adjudicators
consistently ruled that the practices were violations of fundamental human
234
rights.
The courts described the practices as barbaric, horrendous and
torturous, thus reprehensible and persecutory.ê" In contrast, adjudicators
consistently ruled that domestic violence in itself does not constitute a violation
of human rights_236
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Adjudicators did not investigate State protection in claims related to cultural
practices, but constantly applied this standard in domestic violence claims,
particularly focussing on the existence of domestic violence legislation. There is
also a distinction in the way the social group ground is applied. Forced
sterilisation and FGM/C are constructed as groups based on women and
gender, whereas domestic violence claims constituted numerous, narrowly
defined sub-qroups.ê"

These cases reveal that adjudicators apply different standards for the various
experiences of persecution, showing preference for claims based on cultural
practices. This pattern is attributable to the fact that domestic violence occurs in
Canada too, and that the cultural practices are deemed foreign practices.
Because domestic violence falls within the realm of the familiar and hence "us",
it is not offensive as the foreign practices in the realm of the "other".238Thus,
the Canadian refugee process participates in the western gaze when
determining gender-related claims, and this has negative implications for
women refugees.

5.5

CONCLUSION

The assessment of Canada's refugee regime indicates the tension between
trying to exercise border control and the obligations to protect refugees. The
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tightening of borders is influenced by economic, political and security factors.
The ground-breaking developments of the Canadian Guidelines and the Ward
judgment promised greater protection in respect of gender-related claims.

However, the flurry of recent legislation marked the shift from a refugee rights
regime to that of an immigration control regime. The result is the general
reduction in the acceptance of refugees, with a compounded effect on genderrelated claims. Furthermore, the conceptual entanglement of sex and gender
exposes the narrow understanding of these concepts. This prevents a nuanced
interpretation of the social and historical contexts of sex and gender, where the
evolving meaning of each exists, free from pre-determined values. The
application of the woman question and the insight into refugee women's stories
exposes the male and western hegemony embedded in the regime. This
demonstrates how refugee women are bifurcated into victims or dissidents,
each with negative outcomes in the portrayal of women, and the protection for
gender-related claims.

Chapter 6, which follows, constitutes a critical comparative analysis between
the refugee regimes of South Africa and Canada, particularly in respect of
gender-related claims.
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CHAPTER SIX

ASYLUM FOR GENDER-RELATED PERSECUTION
IN SOUTH AFRICA AND CANADA:
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

The burden of hosting refugees is distributed unevenly across the
world - a gap that is widening. More than 80% of today's refugees
are hosted by developing countries, up from 70% a decade ago.
Sustaining the international refugee protection system will require
enhanced support to host countries and more serious efforts by the
international community towards meaningful solidarity and burden-

h .
snartng.

I

These processes of racialization intersect with the gendering and
classing of immigration categories to construct immigrant women in
particular as an economic "burden" to the nation, and as a "threat"
to the nation's social and cultural cohesiveness/

6.1

INTRODUCTION

A comparative analysis of the different country's approaches to gender-related
persecution is vital for several reasons. Evaluating the refugee laws and
institutions, as well as the interpretation and implementation of these laws
provides invaluable data. Such a study renders information about how, or if,
each country integrates the Refugee Convention and the UN Gender
Guidelines into their respective domestic laws. The comparative analysis in this
chapter addresses these differences, with the main focus on how each

1

Statement by António Guterres, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Third Committee
of the General Assembly, 68th Session Statements by High Commissioner, 6 November 2013 Agenda
Item 62: Report of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, questions relating to
refugees, returnees and displaced persons and humanitarian questions United Nations Headquarters,
New York.

2

Thobani, S. "Closing the Nation's Doors to Immigrant Women: The Restructuring of Canadian
Immigration Policy" Atlantis 2000 Vol. 24 NO.2 pages 16 - 26 at 20.
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country's adjudication of gender-related persecution weighs up against the
other. Feminist scholarship and methods will be applied in the critical
assessment of these countries and this analysis is significantly informed by the
separate country evaluations contained in the preceding two chapters.

This chapter draws on the information and analysis contained in chapter 2 on
the feminist analysis of gender-related persecution, chapter 3 on the
international refugee law systems, chapter 4 on an analysis of South Africa's
approach to refugee law and gender-related asylum, and chapter 5 on analysis
of Canada's approach to refugee law and gender-related persecution.

6.1.1

Basic countryinformation

Basic country information presents South Africa and Canada in their respective
contexts, serving as a basis for the comparison of refugee regimes. South
Africa and Canada are very different countries, economically, politically and
culturally. The basic economic information provides some information of the
possible tensions that exist in each country and could be influential in analysing
how refugees and asylum-seekers are framed as economic migrants. This
information also provides basic and objective data about the economic status of
the country in relation to their respective responsibilities toward refugees and
asylum-seekers.

South Africa is a developing country with a population of approximately 50.5
million, a Gross Domestic Product per capita of US$8 090, a Gross National
Income per capita of US$7 909 and an unemployment rate of 24.3%.3 Canada
3

UNdata, accessible at http://data.un.orgiCountryProfile.aspx?cmame=South+Africa

[accessed on 27

March 2014]. See also Gordhan, P. Budget Speech 2014, Address by the Minister of Finance to the
National Assembly, 26 February 2014, Cape Town, accessible at www.treasury.gov.za [accessed on
Il March 2014]. The UNdata figures reflect the position at 2011, but Minister Gordhan's 2014
speech reflects a similar figures in respect of the unemployment rate. The unemployment rate is based
on the percentage of the labour force from the ages of 15 - 65 years.
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however, is a developed country with a population of just over 34 million, a
Gross Domestic Product per capita of US$34 350, a Gross National Income per
capita of US$49 686 and an unemployment rate 7.5%.4 This basic data
indicates the huge differences in the production of income per country. In
addition, there is a significant difference in the unemployment rate in relation to
the population. These figures however belie the country information on the
number of refugees and asylum-seekers in each country and the corresponding
duties that ensue. In 2012 South Africa received 61 500 new asylum claims,
after the US with 70 400 new claims and Germany with 64 500 new claims."
However, for South Africa this is not an isolated spurt in claims.

In fact 2012 was the first year since 2006 that South Africa was not the
recipient of the highest number of new asylum claims globally.6 The number of
new asylum claims, although high, are 42% lower than the 2011 fiqures." Put
into perspective, these new claims create additional pressure on a weak
economy and a poor refugee regime with a huge backlog of over 230 000 new
asylum and pending asylum claims."

UNHCR data confirms that the developed countries are responsible for stricter
border policies, while developing countries host the majority of the refugees
4

UNdata, accessible at http://data.un.orgiCountryProfile.aspx?cmame=CANADA [accessed on 27
March 2014]. The unemployment rate is based on the percentage of the labour force from the ages of
15 - 65 years.

5

UNHCR Global Trends 2012, at page 3, accessible at http://unhcr.orglglobaltrendsjune2013/
[accessed on 30 March 2014].

6

UNHCR Global Trends 2012, at page 25, accessible at http://unhcr.orglglobaltrendsjune2013/
[accessed on 30 March 2014].
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UNHCR Global Trends 2012, at page 25, accessible at http://unhcr.orglglobaltrendsjune2013/
[accessed on 30 March 2014].
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UNHCR Global Trends 2012, at page 40, accessible at http://unhcr.orglglobaltrendsjune2013/
[accessed on 30 March 2014]. See also Vigneswaran, D. "A Foot in the Door: Access to Asylum in
South Africa" Forced Migration Studies Working Paper Series No. 40 Migration Studies
Programme, University of the Witwatersrand 2008 at page 5.
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and asylum-seekers.

António Guterres, the United Nations High Commissioner

for Refugees expressed concern about the application of international refugee
law stating:
What we're seeing is worrying unfairness in the international
protection paradigm. Fears about supposed floods of refugees
in industrialized countries are being vastly overblown or
mistakenly conflated with issues of migration. Meanwhile it's
poorer countries that are left having to pick up the burden."
Guterres' apprehension
forcibly

displaced

is appropriate because globally there are 45.2 million

persons,

including

15.4

million

refugees,

28.8

million

internally displaced persons (lOPs) and nearly one million asylum-seekers.'?
The "unfairness" to which Guterres refers is verified by the research findings
that developing countries host 80% of the world's refugees.11 The global trends
indicate

that the majority

developing countries.F

of the world's

refugees

are seeking

refuge in

Hence, the poorest countries bear the greatest burden

of hosting the world's refugee population. Therefore

the comparative

study

between South Africa and Canada serves as microcosm of the burden-sharing
dilemma in refugee law.

6.1.2

Formulation of the comparison in this chapter

This chapter will have key focus points to analyse how each country regulates
refugees

in general and how each country specifically

implements

gender-

9

UNHCR Global Trends 2010 accessible at http://www.unhcr.orgl4dfal1499.html
August 2011].

10

UNHCR Global Trends 2012, accessible at http://unhcr.orglglobaltrendsjune2013/ [accessed on 30
March 2014]. These concepts will be discussed in Chapter 2 infra.
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UNHCR Global Trends 2012, accessible at http://unhcr.orglglobaltrendsjune2013/ [accessed on 30
March 2014].
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UNHCR Global Trends 2012, accessible at http://unhcr.orglglobaltrendsjune2013/ [accessed on 30
March 2014].
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[accessed on 6

related persecution policies. The feminist analysis employed in chapter 3 will be
used to assess of the laws and policies, by applying feminist theories and
methods to each of the jurisdictions. An evaluation will be drafted in respect of
each of the key focus points. While chapters 5 and 6 employ a successive
approach to the analyses of each of the elected jurisdictions, this chapter will
extract the relevant information that forms the basis of the analyses in those
respective chapters, and locate them within the key focus points."

The

countries will be simultaneously compared and analysed within these key focus
points, with an evaluation proffered after each analyses. The key focus areas
are: the historical approaches to refugees, the current laws and policies
regulating refugees and more specifically, gender-related persecution, the
manner in which each jurisdiction interprets sex and gender and the effect this
has in the protection of women who experienced gender-related persecution.

6.2

RACISM IN THE APPROACHES TO IMMIGRANTS AND REFUGEES

The laws, policies and attitudes towards foreign nationals in South Africa and
Canada were based on racial discrimination. Both countries crafted laws and
implemented policies that would fend off non-white immigrants. Despite the
development of more complex laws throughout the histories of both countries,
and the application of international refugee laws, the deep-rootedness of the
racist policies remains and is a constant bar to the protection of refugees and
the proper treatment of immigrants.

6.2.1.

The presence of racism in the previous immigration approaches
in South Africa and Canada

Both Canada and South Africa have their roots in colonialism and racism, and
this served as a tool of power and was divisive and exclusionary. This history
13

See Chapters 4 and 5 supra.
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serves as a foundation to the treatment of refugees and immigrants from nonwhite countries, and therefore it must be acknowledged when conducting a
study of refugees in these jurisdictions.

Prior to the onset of refugee legislation, the early immigration policies of both
South Africa and Canada were grounded in racial discrimination. Before 1994,
South Africa was an apartheid regime and the racial policies of the country
flowed into the formal immigration legislation and the treatment of foreign
nationals, particularly those from other African countries. Prior to the apartheid
era, there was a plethora of legislation aimed at preventing the influx of
immigrants and controlling those already within the border." However, the
Aliens Control Act of 1991 is the most controversial apartheid immigration
legislation because it was promulgated just prior to the abolition of apartheid
and the creation of the democratic dispensation in 1994. This statute was
described as "a piece of legislation premised on principles of control, exclusion
and expulslcn"."

The nation of Canada was created through the immigration of colonialists from
Britain and France, exploiting the indigenous people." The growth of the
population was dependant on the aggressive pursuit of immigrants, preferring
persons from Europe and excluding the "non-preferred" nations from Asia,

14

These laws include the Alien's Registration Act of 1939; the Aliens Registration Amendment Act of
1949; the Aliens Control Act of 1963, the Republic Regulations Act of 1964; the Border Control Act
of 1967 and the Admission of Person's to the Republic Regulation Act of 1970.

15

Crush, J. "Fortress South Africa and the Deconstruction of Apartheid's
1999 Vol. 30 pages 1 - Il at 2.

16

Thobani, S. "Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's
2000 Vol. 42 NO.1 pages 35 - 55 at 36.
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Migration Regime" Geoforum

Immigration

System" Race & Class

Africa and the Caribbean."

The rigorous approach to recruiting white

Europeans, particularly from Britain and France indicates the intention to create
a white population. The early Canadian laws overtly controlled the racial
dynamics of the population by ensuring that Indians and Chinese were unable
to enter Canada, or were unable to remain there."

6.2.2

The exploitation of migrant labourers

Both countries admitted immigrants as a means of developing their respective
economies, however, the discriminatory ideology was manifested in the
treatment of the migrant labourers, resulting in the racialisation and exploitation
of the migrant labour system. The economic impetus derived from the
exploitation of the migrant workers and the denial of socio-economic rights,
placed the foreign nationals within both countries in extremely vulnerable
positions. In Canada, the labour-driven economy in the period after World War
II, dictated that non-European races be allowed to enter the country to supply
cheap labour."

The non-white immigrants, however, were only permitted temporary stays in
order to boost the economy, but not create demands on the welfare system.
The value placed on work was used as a tool to further segregate the non-white
and unskilled migrant labourer and the white skilled citizen. The binaries
operated to cement the white citizen as the dominant and sought to retain the
inferior position of the non-white other. Thus people are "economic actors" and
17

Sharma, N.R. "Race, Class, Gender and the Making of Difference: The Social Organization of
'Migrant Workers' in Canada" Atlantis 2000 Vol. 24 No.2 pages 5 - 15 at Il; Thobani, S. "Closing
Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration System" Race & Class 2000 Vol. 42 No.1 pages
35 -55 at 36.
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These early laws include the Chinese Immigration Act of 1885, Continuous Passage Act of 1908 and
the Chinese Immigration Act of 1923.

19

Thobani, S. "Closing Rank: Racism and Sexism in Canada's Immigration System" Race & Class
2000 Vol. 42 No.1 pages 35 - 55 at 37.
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the value ascribed to work was directly linked to race." Both Canada and
South Africa demonstrated the dominance over immigrants by using them as
cheap labour and then repatriating them.

An example in Canada's history is when Chinese labourers were used to build
the railway tracks, but then ejected thereafter. South Africa repatriated
Mozambican migrants after they were part of the labour system. In other
instances immigrants and refugees in South Africa were relegated to the
homelands on the periphery of the country. The dominance exerted over the
immigrants and refugees contributed to the xenophobic attitude of the public,
leading to violence in many instances.

6.2.3

Xenophobiaas a product of racism

In South Africa the Aliens Control Act together with the negative construction of
foreign nationals by officials and the media, has contributed to the tension that
built steadily since 1994 and erupted in the full scale violent xenophobic attacks
in 2008. The democratic dispensation inherited the racist immigration legislation
and the problems generated by the apartheid regime. Xenophobia is
manifested in various instances, from discriminatory attitudes, thoughts and
utterings about foreign nationals, to acts of violence against foreign nationals
and their property."

20

21

Thobani, S. "Sponsoring Immigrant Women's Inequalities"
NO.3 pages Il - 16 at 12.

Canadian

Woman Studies 1999 Vol. 19

Landau et al argue correctly that a broad understanding of xenophobia must be adopted. This enables
the full spectrum of discrimination against foreign nationals to be assessed. This is important for the
cohesive consideration of the real experiences of foreign nations. See Landau, L.B., RamjathanKeogh, K. and Singh, G. "Xenophobia in South Africa and Problems Related to It" Forced Migration
Studies Working Paper Series No. 13 Migration Studies Programme, University of the Witwatersrand
2005 at page 4.
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Xenophobia is however, complex and nuanced, occurring within a prevailing
context. South Africa, is a multifarious country, rich in various cultures,
religions, languages and ethnic groups. The context however, is that of a
country with a history of racial dominance and segregation, maintained by
violence and control. This power and control is now reflected in the treatment of
foreign nationals. The treatment of foreign nationals can be varied though,
illustrated by the manner in which some foreign nationals have been
assimilated into their respective communities, living alongside South African
citizens, whilst others fall victims to the violence.F The concern about the
xenophobia in South Africa is that the discrimination and ensuing violence is
against black foreign nationals from the rest of Africa. Furthermore, the violence
is perpetrated by black South Africans.23 Speaking out against the violence, the
South African Human Rights Commission stated that:
If a society's respect for the basic humanity of its people can
best be measuredby its treatmentof the most vulnerablein its
midst, then the treatment of suspected illegal immigrants ...
offers a disturbingtestamentto the great distance SouthAfrica
must still travelto build a nationalcultureof humanrights.24

6.2.4

Evaluation

In both countries the racism and xenophobia are posited as supporting a
national identity. Both Canada and South Africa manipulated the demographics

22

Foreign nationals from Botswana and Mozambique have integrated into some provinces, while there
is hostility

towards

Zimbabweans.

See Polzer, T. "Adapting

to Changing

Legal Frameworks:

Mozambican Refugees in South Africa" Forced Migration Working Paper Series 2005 No.7 at pages
7 - 9; Landau, L.B., Ramjathan-Keogh, K. and Singh, G. "Xenophobia in South Africa and Problems
Related to It" Forced Migration Studies Working Paper Series No. 13 Migration Studies Programme,
University of the Witwatersrand 2005 at page 5.
23

Landau,

L.B., Ramjathan-Keogh,

K. and Singh, G. "Xenophobia

in South Africa and Problems

Related to It" Forced Migration Studies Working Paper Series No. 13 Migration Studies Programme,
University of the Witwatersrand 2005 at page 4.
24

South African Human Rights Commission "Illegal? Report on the Arrest and Detention of Persons in
Terms ofthe Aliens Control Act" SAHRC Report, 1999 at page 4.
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of the respective populations by manipulating its gender and race composition.
This social engineering was extensive in South Africa, and practiced against
non-white citizens. However both Canada and South Africa controlled the
access into the country of non-citizens. These include numerous enactments
which embraced the racial and restrictionist dogma, and enabled the regulation
of unskilled labourers from neighbouring countries."

6.3

CREATING AND MAINTAINING ILLEGALITY - RESTRICTIVE
ASYLUM PRACTICES

The refugee and immigration laws enacted by South Africa and Canada
operate in a manner that sustains the illegality of asylum-seekers.i" In an effort
to assert more control over borders, both countries engage in practices that
frustrate the asylum determination process. Some of the controversial practices
by Canada include the STCA, the dual processes for different claims and the
exclusion of persons believed to be connected to terrorism. South Africa's
officials make arbitrary decisions that delay the determination process, or do
not apply the processes correctly.

6.3.1

Restricting the borders in Canada

The racist policies have continue into the present day refugee and immigration
laws. Even though Canada and South Africa purport to have inclusive laws that
protect foreign nationals, the analysis of legislation and implementation thereof
exposes the manner in which refugees are receiving less protection. The South
African refugee and immigration laws operate collectively to produce and
25

Crush, J. "Fortress South Africa and the Deconstruction of Apartheid's

Migration Regime" Geoforum

1999 Vol. 30 pages 1 - Il at 2. See also Khan, F. "Patterns and Policies of Migration in South Africa:
Changing Patterns and the Need for a Comprehensive Approach" 2007 Draft Paper on Patterns and
Policies of Migration, presented in Loreto, Italy.
26

Klaaren, J. and Ramji, J. "Inside Illegality: Migration Policing in South Africa after Apartheid"
Africa Today Vol. 48 NO.3 pages 35 - 47 at 39.
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maintain illegal persons. This continues the legacy of the apartheid immigration
laws by creating unreasonable deadlines for asylum applications, supported by
a bureaucracy that frustrates the finalisation of an applicatlon."

6.3.1.1

The US-Canada STCA

The US-Canada STCA creates the illegality of asylum-seekers by refusing to
hear their claims and returning them to the country where they first passed
28
through. This policy deprives an asylum-seeker of the right to have a hearing
and make a case for refugee status recognition. Illegality is created by the
existence of this agreement because it means that the mere presence of an
asylum-seeker in Canada is illegal, specifically if the person first journeyed
through the US. When the asylum-seeker is returned to the US, she or he may
be refused asylum by the US refugee authorities. This means that illegality will
be maintained and could result in deportation.

The specific US-Canada STCA would have this effect because the US has a
stricter

refugee

policy than

Canada. Canada's

refusal

to

heed the

recommendations of the IACHR to abandon this pOlicy,29calls in to question
Canada's commitment to refugee protection as well its willingness to fulfil its
international and regional obligations.3o

27

Klaaren, J. and Ramji, J. "Inside Illegality: Migration Policing in South Africa after Apartheid"
Africa Today Vol. 48 No.3 pages 35 - 47 at 39.

28

Macklin, A. "Disappearing

Refugee: Reflections on the Canada-U.S. Safe Third Country Agreement"

Columbia Human Rights Law Review 2004 - 2005 Vol. 36 pages 365 - 426. Refer to Chapter 5 supra
for a discussion on the US-Canada STCA.
29

Canadian Council of Refugees, Amnesty International and John Doe v Canada [2011] Report No.
78/11 Case 12.586.
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Gonzalez Settlage, R. "Indirect Refoulement:
Safe Third Party Agreement"
189at180.

Challenging Canada's Participation

in the Canada-US

Wisconsin International Law Journal2012 Vol. 30 No.1 pages 142 _
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The Designated Countries of Origin Policy in Canada

6.3.1.2

This policy classifies certain countries as not being refugee producing nations,
and therefore, asylum claims from such countries are regarded as bogus or
manifestly unfounded."
of democracy,

The basis for categorisation as a DCO is the existence

a human rights system and a low rate of claims against a

country." This effectively means that designated countries will not seriously be
considered as persecutory nations, and any claims against the listed countries
will be processed quicker than ordinary ctaims." These claims are regarded as
blocking up the refugee system and will be processed within 30 - 45 days from
the date of referral, a time within which the claimant must prepare a case for
the hearing.

34

Hence the attempt is to dispose of these claims rapidly, as the reasoning is that
the claimants

are not really in danger of persecution

if returned

to their

respective countries. The 30 - 45 day period for processing is a strict timeframe
and does not allow the claimant sufficient time to gather evidence and prepare
a case adequately and this could infringe the right to a fair hearing. This predetermined

list of "good" countries has the effect of removing gender-related

persecution from the asylum system.

31

Section 109 of the Immigration

and Refugee Protection Act, as amended by the Balanced Refugee

Reform Act.
32

Section 109 of the Immigration

and Refugee Protection Act, as amended by the Balanced Refugee

Reform Act.
33

Section 109 of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, as amended by the Balanced Refugee
Reform Act.

34

Citizenship and Immigration Canada Website. Available at:
http://www.cic.gc.caJenglish/refugees/reform-safe.asp
[accessed on 21 October 2013].
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6.3.1.3

Exclusions due to terrorism

The Pushpanfhanan

case illustrates the manner in which Canada has extended

exclusions contained in Article 1F of the Refugee Convention, to terrorist
activity, but defined such activity in broad terms." This case also illustrates
how this approach discards the rule of law precepts by applying the exclusion
with retrospective effect. The new approach does not distinguish between
terrorist organisations and struggle organisations fighting for liberation."

This broad framing of terrorist-related activity means that a remote connection
or association with a dissident group will result in exclusion from refugee
protection and result in the deportation of the claimant, even if to face
persecution. This approach does not use the refugee definition to determine if
there is a well-founded fear of persecution based on the Refugee Convention
grounds, but excludes the application as being within outside the ambit of
protection due to this extended ground.

6.3.2

Arbitrary decisions in South Africa

In an attempt to reduce the asylum backlog, the DHA has arbitrarily made
decisions that have negative consequences for an asylum-seeker. These
include the informal identification of safe countries and the decision to close
certain RROs. This contributes to the creation of illegal persons.

3S

Refer to Chapter 5 supra for a discussion on exclusions due to terrorism, as well as a discussion of
the Pushpanthanan case.

36

Kaushal, A. and Dauvergne, C. "The Growing Culture of Exclusion: Trends in Canadian Refugee
Exclusions" International Journal of Refugee Law 2011 Vol. 23 No.1 pages 54 - 92 at 67.
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6.3.2.1

Informal country of origin policies

While South Africa does not have formal Designated Country of Origin policies,
the manner in which the Refugees Act is implemented gives effect to the
identification of countries as non-refugee producing countries."

RSDOs

continually reject claims from Zimbabweans, stating that such applicants are
economic migrants and not refugees.38 The result is that Zimbabwean
applicants will be rejected due to the country of origin, even if they comply with
the refugee criteria." This bias is reflected below in two rejection letters sent to
applicants, which stating that:
Although the applicant had been arrested and assaulted by the
police in Zimbabwe, there is no evidence that he [sic] will be
subjected to the same treatment."
The political instability in Zimbabwe does not in itself amount to
a persecution as contemplated by Section 3(a) or (b) of the
Refugees Act.41

37

"Protecting Refugees, Asylum- Seekers and Immigrants in South Africa during 2010" Consortium for
Refugees and Migrants in South Africa Report 2011 at pages 109 - 110; Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to
Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status Determination" African
Centre for Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at pages 20 and 39. Refer to Chapter 4 supra
for a discussion of the arbitrary decision making by South African refugee and immigration officials
and theDHA.

38

Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee
Status Determination"
and 39.

39

Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity
Status Determination"

40

Failures in South Africa's Refugee

Decisions Forced Migration Studies Programme Research Report 2010 at page

Amit, R. "Protection and Pragmatism: Addressing Administrative
Status Determination
41.

in South African Refugee

African Centre for Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at pages 20.

Amit, R. "Protection and Pragmatism: Addressing Administrative
Status Determination
27.

41

African Centre for Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at pages 20

Failures in South Africa's Refugee

Decisions Forced Migration Studies Programme Research Report 2010 at page
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The immediate categorisation of specific countries as non-refugee producing
nations reflects the subjectivity involved in the status determination process.
This process has the same effect as the DCO policy in Canada, as there is the
pre-determined assumption that persecution cannot occur in a specific country.
Not only is the right to a fair hearing called into question here, but the
consequence is that such applicants become illegal and subject to deportation,
even though they might be genuine applicants.

6.3.2.2

Closure of RROs and strict timeframes

The arbitrary closure of RROs is pivotal in the production of illegality.
Importantly, the closure of RROs at ports of entry and near borders require the
applicants to travel further inland to access RROs, and upon arrival, there are
long queues. These decisions were made arbitrarily and have not reopened,
despite the court order instructing the DHA to do

SO.42

The long queues outside the RROs mean that on average, an asylum-seeker
can only access an RRO 29 days after first trying to access it.43 This translates
to 42% of asylum-seekers being unable to access the RRO within the 5 day
period of validity granted by the transit permit." The difficulty in accessing an
RRO is frustrated even further by the renewal of permit due to the slow turnover
of status determination decisions. The impact of this is serious because the
asylum-seeker would become undocumented and thus illegal. The 5 day period

42

Minister of Home Affairs and Others v Scalabrini Centre, Cape Town and Others (735/12 and
360/13) 2013 (SeA).

43

"National

Survey of the Refugee

Reception

and Status Determination

System in South Africa"

Forced Migration Studies Programme, University of the Witwatersrand and Migrant Rights
Monitoring Programme Research Report 2009 at page 25.
44

''National

Survey of the Refugee

Reception

and Status Determination

System in South Africa"

Forced Migration Studies Programme, University of the Witwatersrand and Migrant Rights
Monitoring Programme Research Report, 2009 at page 25.
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in which an asylum-seeker must reach an RRO, together with the problems
accessing the RROs force many asylum-seekers into an illegal status and
susceptible to deportation.

6.3.3

Evaluation

Both Canada and South Africa engage in practices to enable greater control of
their respective borders. However, there is a distinction in the nature of the
measures utilised. While the closure of RROs and the strict deadlines have
negative consequences, many of South Africa's refugee problems stem from
institutional scrambling to cope with the influx of foreign nationals. The iIIadvised measures attempt to mend systemic problems in an ad hoc manner.

Instead of easing the burden, these measures exacerbate the problems. For
example, as more claimants repeatedly queue for their first visit to an RRO,
they are joined by claimants who are renewing their permits. Consequently,
more claimants become illegal and must be detained and deported." The
criminalisation as opposed to regulation of persons within the process only
creates more strain on the system. Canada's approach on the other hand,
operates beyond the mere domestic framework. STCA and DCO lists engage in
practices that involve other countries in an attempt to reduce asylum claims.
The STCA and DCO lists make a profound statement about the view and
perhaps the diplomatic relationships that Canada has with specific countries.
Ultimately, the effect of each country's measures is to produce more persons
with an illegal status and to return them to their countries where they could face
persecution.

45

"Monitoring Immigration Detention in South Africa" Lawyersfor Human Rights Report, 2012; Amit,
R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African Refugee Status
Determination" African Centre for Migratton and Society Research Report, 2012.
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6.4

THE DIFFERENCES IN THE REFUGEE LAWS OF CANADA AND
SOUTH AFRICA AND HOW THEY AFFECT GENDER-RELATED
CLAIMS

Both Canada and South Africa have ratified the Refugee Convention and the
Refugee Protocol and all six core human rights instruments. In addition the
regional refugee instruments bind each country respectively. Therefore each
country has incurred international responsibilities to ratify these instruments
and incorporate them into their respective domestic laws. South Africa's
constitution requires that international laws must be applied in the interpretation
of rights and laws.46

6.4.1

Refugee determination bodies

The institutions that are empowered to adjudicate the refugee determination
process are vital to a country's fulfilment of its international, regional and
domestic obligations. Untrained officials who fail to implement the Refugee
Convention adequately can unhinge the country's refugee regime. More
importantly, officials who do not adopt a protectionist approach when engaging
in status determination can cause an asylum-seeker to return to the
persecution he or she sought to escape. South Africa's refugee institutions
differ significantly from Canada's and can be compared to establish the
strengths and shortcomings of each.

The Canadian refugee system is managed by three main bodies: the CBSA,
the CIC and the IRB.47 The IRB, responsible for the refugee determination, is
independent from government and operates as a full administrative body ought
to enable decision-making without the pressure of adhering to government

46

Section 39 and Section 232 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996.

47

For a discussion of the powers and functions of each body see Chapter 5 supra.
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policy." The RPD, as the adjudication division of the IRB, meets as a panel to
determine refugee claims, thus not allocating this power to merely one person.
This independent panel is crucial for the smooth functioning of the refugee
system. However, the benefits of an independent body, is rendered superfluous
by the promulgation of restrictive laws and policies aimed at stemming the
refugee and immigration flow.49

South Africa, on the other hand, does not have an independent body to
adjudicate

claims. The DHA, one of the government departments, is

responsible for the assessment and management of the immigration and
refugee systems." All the official and appeal bodies operate within the ambit of
the DHA. The RSDOs are responsible for the adjudication of the refugee
claims, but do so as single officials hearing claims.

There are some benefits to individual RSDOs conducting an interview and
making a status determination. An asylum-seeker would be less intimidated if
recounting a story of persecution to a single official as opposed to a panel of
people. In addition, one official assigned to a claim enables the human and
financial resources of the DHA to be extended. The drawbacks are that firstly,
there is no immediate accountability during the decision-making process.
Secondly, more thoughtful decisions are not forthcoming, where personal or
subjective beliefs could find their way into the decision. In practice, the
individual adjudication in the South African refugee regime has not rendered a
friendlier and more accommodating system. The decisions by the RSDOs are
curt and in a majority of the cases, do not follow proper interview process.
48

Macklin, A. "Cross-border Shopping for Ideas: A Critical View of United States, Canadian, and
Australian Approaches to Gender-related Asylum Claims" Georgetown Immigration Law Journal
1998-1999 Vol. 13pages 25 -71 at 33.

49

This includes the Balance Reform Act and the STCA.

so For a discussion of the powers and operation of the refugee institutions in South Africa see Chapter 4
supra.
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Principles of due process are not adhered to, particularly in relation granting the
claimants a space to relate their stories of persecution. This is particularly
evident gender-related claims when claimants are not interviewed by an official
of the same sex, if they request it, and not provided with an interpreter by the
State. In addition, the RSDOs often demonstrate cultural insensitivity toward
the claimant. 51

6.4.2

Conflationof immigrationand refugeelaws

Countries continually treat refugees as migrants in an attempt to reduce the
intake into the country. The fact that patterns and flows of people are multifaceted means that there are often mixed reason for transnational movement
and therefore it is often difficult to distinguish between these cateqories.F.
Feller correctly captures the difficulty in distinguishing between refugees and
asylum-seekers, with the observation that:
Refugees, like others who are not refugees, may have to resort
to migrant smugglers to leave their countries. At the same time,
people who do not qualify for international protection may turn
to asylum channels, particularly in the absence of legal
migration options, in the hope of gaining either temporary or
permanent stay abroad. In such situations, the line between
'migrant' and 'refugee' progressively blurs."

In addition, as Feller's observation alludes, asylum-seekers might enter the
country through illicit means, but this should not be the determinant in whether
an individual is an asylum-seeker or migrant. Article 31 of the Refugee
Convention prohibits a Member State from penalising an asylum-seeker for
SI

Harris, L.M. "Untold Stories: Gender-related Persecution and Asylum in South Africa" Michigan
Journal of Gender and Law 2009 Vol. 15 pages 291 - 347 at 293.
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Feller, E. "Asylum, Migration and Refugee Protection: Realities, Myths and the Promise of Things to
Come" International Journal of Refugee Law 2006 Vol. 18 pages 509 - 536 at 515.
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Feller, E. "Asylum, Migration and Refugee Protection: Realities, Myths and the Promise of Things to
Come" International Journal of Refugee Law 2006 Vol. 18 pages 509- 536 at 515.
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entering a country illegally. Thus when an asylum-seeker is treated as an illegal
immigrant and either detained or subjected to deportation, not only is the
refugee system collapsed into the immigration regime, but there is a breach of
Article 31 of the Refugee Convention. The Hathaway critiques this treatment of
asylum-seekers, stating:

Sadly, the international community seems determined to
reinvent the wheel each time a refugee crisis emerges,
resorting to ad hoc arrangements which mayor may not work in
time to ensure that refugees are not left unprotected or worse."

Both South Africa and Canada engage in conflating their respective immigration
and refugee law systems. The tension that exists between protecting the
borders and protecting refugees has resulted in both countries giving
preference to the immigration laws, treating asylum-seekers as illegal
immigrants.55 Both countries have adopted strategies to stem the refugee flow.
In both countries these measures include preventing individuals from reaching
the border to apply for asylum,56to screening asylum-seekers at ports of entry,
prematurely making a decision about the eligibility of the claim. Hence, both
Canada and South Africa engage in practices that force the continued illegality
of asylum-seekers.

54

Hathaway, J.C. "Refugee Law is Not Immigration Law" World Refugee Survey 2002 pages 38 - 45 at
42. Hathaway relates how in 2001 the Australian government prevented Indonesian refugees on a
boat from entering its territorial waters. The incidents that ensued amounted to 'the governments of
Australia, Indonesia and Norway playing pass the parcel with 400 refugees".

55

In South Africa the immigration and refugee systems are enacted in separate legislation: the Refugees
Act of 1998 and the Immigration Act of 2002. Canada however, provides for both immigration and
refugee laws in the single enactment of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act of 2001, but
supplements the immigration policy with the Balance Refugee Reform Act of2010.
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Macklin, A. "Disappearing

Refugee: Reflections on the Canada-U.S. Safe Third Country Agreement"

Columbia Human Rights Law Review 2004 - 2005 Vol. 36 pages 365 - 426 at 368.
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6.4.3

The diverse laws regarding gender-relatedpersecution

The domestic laws that each have adopted are distinctive and create vastly
different institutions to adjudicate and implement the refugee policies. While
each country's processes are different, the important inquiry is whether genderrelated persecution is effectively adjudicated in each and the information that
can be gathered from juxtaposing the two systems. This inquiry includes the
comparative analysis of refugee institutions, legislation, directives and case
law.

6.4.3.1

Legislative inclusion of gender -

is it a necessity for the

adjudication of gender-related claims?
Canada opted to follow the UN Gender Guidelines by employing a gendersensitive approach to the existing refugee legislation, adopting the non-binding
Canadian Guidelines to give effect to gender-related persecutions."

The

Canadian Guidelines closely resemble the UN Gender Guidelines, recognising
that gender claims can be based on one of four categories: persecution due to
one of the recognised grounds in the Refugee Convention; persecution due to
the relationship with another person; persecution due to severe discrimination;
and the persecution for non-compliance with social and cultural norms."

This approach has not curtailed gender-related claims and supports the view
that the interpretation of gender is vital to the protection of refugee women.59

57

Canadian Gender Guidelines.

58

Provisions A( 1) 1 - 4 of the Canadian Gender Guidelines.

59

Anker, D. "Refugee Law, Gender and the Human Rights Paradigm" Harvard Human Rights Journal
2005 Vol. 15 pages 133 - 153 at 139; Valji, N., de la Hunt, L.A. and Moffett, H. "Protecting the
Invisible: The Status of Women Refugees in Southern Africa" in Advancing Refugee Protection in
South Africa Handrnaker, J., De la Hunt, L.A. and Klaaren, J. (eds) 2010 pages 214 - 241 at 216;
Randall, M. "Refugee Law and State Accountability for Violence Against Women: A Comparative
Analysis of Legal Approaches to Recognising Asylum Claims Based on Gender Persecution"
Harvard Women's Law Journal2002 Vol. 25 pages 282 - 318 at 303; Crawley, H. and Lester, T.
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The conceptualisation of gender and the inconsistent adjudications of genderrelated persecutions in the Canadian system have provided setbacks in the
protection of refugee women. Conversely, South Africa's legislative approach
has afforded gender-related persecution a prominent position, naming it as a
persecutory ground.6o However, the resulting implementation of refugee laws
has not been effective. In fact, gender-related claims are conspicuously absent
from the South African determination process. The important question is
whether the different approaches by each of these countries renders different
or similar results in assessing gender-related persecution claims.

6.4.3.2

Conceptualisation of sex and gender

Does the manner in which the law constructs sex and gender impact the
adjudication of gender-related persecution? This thesis argues that both sex
and gender are historical and therefore unfixed." Adopting Rubin's sex/gender
system as a model for construction of these concepts, places both on a
continuum which is malleable." Rubin's sex/gender system therefore enables a
less static relationship between the two concepts. The historical nature of sex
and gender means that social, cultural and political scripts are written for each.

Comparative

Analysis of Gender-Related

Persecution

in National Asylum and Practice in Europe

2004 UNHCR; Crawley, H. "Gender, Persecution and the Concept of Politics in the Asylum
Determination Process" Forced Migration Review 2000 Vol. 9 pages 17 - 20 at 17; Macklin, A.
"Refugee Women and the Imperative of Categories Human Rights Quarterly 1995 Vol. 17 pages 213
- 277 at 257; Greatbatch, J. "The Gender Difference: Feminist Critiques of Refugee Discourse"
International Journal of Refugee Law 1989 Vol. 1 NO.4 pages 518 - 527 at 519.
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in Towards an Anthropology of Women Reiter, R. (ed) 1975 pages 157 - 210 at 179.
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When this meaning is attributed to sex and gender, then it logically follows that
future scripts can be written to change the meanings and interpretations
thereof. Accordingly, both sex and gender are fluid and subject to change.
When gender is based on a fixed idea of sex then gender roles are also fixed,
and this means that gender scripts which construct women as subordinate,
cannot be changed either.

If sex scripts can change, then gender scripts can shift from the interpretation of
women as submissive and with pre-determined roles. This in turn creates the
possibility for legal reform as gender is not merely accepted as being based on
an unalterable notion of sex, and men and women will not have pre-destined
social roles. Canadian and South African refugee law construct sex and gender
as fixed concepts and this must be addressed if each country is to afford
protection to victim of gender-related persecution.

Canada, by way of the Canadian Gender Guidelines and the Ward judgment,
accepts that sex is fixed and pre-determined and that gender refers to the
social roles allocated to sex.63 Furthermore, gender is described as an
immutable characteristic, and this is the basis for the acceptance of the genderrelated claim. When this conceptualisation is accepted in laws and policies, it
demonstrates the State's endorsement of gender roles that characterise
women as subservient. Sex and gender can be re-conceptualised as
changeable

and still provide protection for refugee women.

The re-

conceptualisation of gender as a fluid concept, subject to change, will enable
the protection of refugee women and the adjudication of gender-related claims
by positioning it within the broader framework of women's rights.

63

Canadian Gender Guidelines and Canada (Attorney-General)
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v Ward (1993) 2 SCR 689.

Decisions like the Nada case, support the patriarchal notion of women's
societal and cultural roles and while claiming to provide protection." Nada's
country of origin, Saudi Arabia, allocated roles to women embedded with social
and cultural scripts which served to maintain the differences between men and
women on the basis of sex. Nada's non-compliance with the role allocated to
her resulted in severe discrimination combined with the State's refusal to
protect her. The adjudicators did not recognise her treatment as gender-related
persecution, instead chastising her for not complying with the gender scripts.
The reasoning in such decisions sustains patriarchal values,65 entrenches
gender roles and "merely puts women back in their place".66

The Nada decision is an example of the severe discrimination present at
various levels and institutions. In this instance, the roles allocated to women,
the punishment for the non-adherence to these roles, together with the
Canadian adjudicator's acquiescence of the gender roles, have the cumulative
effect of ensuring that gender oppression is sustained. The adoption of the
Canadian Guidelines did not change the conceptualisation of gender and sex
and this enabled the patriarchal notion of gender to continue. There exists also
contradictory asylum decisions about whether severe punishment constitutes
gender-related persecution, particularly in relation to punishment for not
conforming to social norms."

64

For a discussion of the Nada case see Chapter 5 supra.

65

For a critique of institutionalised patriarchy see generally Beechey, V. "On Patriarchy" Feminist
Review 1979 Vol. 3 pages 66 - 82; Millet, K. Sexual Politics 1969; Millett, K. "What is to be done?"
Chicago Kent Law Review 2000 Vol. 75 pages 659 - 668. See also Chapter 2 supra.

66

Smart, C. Feminism and the Power of Law 1989 at page 75. Smart correctly argues that gender role
allocation is a social biologist activity. The context of Smart's argument is in relation to Gilligan's
research on the ethic of care and the ethic of justice. However, the argument finds application in the
context of refugee law and the construction of gender as a determinant of sex.

67

Namitabar v Canada 1994 Federal Court 42 and Mohamed Hussein Moustapha Daghmash v Minister
of Citizenship and Immigration 1998 Federal Court Trial Division, No.lMM-4302-97.
In the
Namitabar case the court held that 75 lashes for non-compliance with social norms is disproportionate
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An analysis of South Africa's refugee regime must be cognisant of the general
challenges

within the country. As the recipient of greatest amount of asylum

applications

and with limited resources,

South Africa has experienced

huge

backlogs. In addition, the waves of violent xenophobic attacks have created a
volatile situation in South Africa. The effect of coping with the general problems
within the regime is that gender-related

persecution is not a prominent feature

in the system.

From a purely legislative perspective, South Africa is advanced in the inclusion
of gender-related

persecution in the Refugees Act. The effect of this legislative

inclusion is that claimants should not have the burden of making a case for
gender, because it already enjoys a protected status. However, unlike Canada,
South Africa has not produced case law nor official guidelines to assist with the
interpretation

and implementation

of gender-related

claims. In addition, there

are no domestic refugee decisions to provide meaning and substance to the
concepts of sex and gender.

The CoRMSA commissioned
provide assistance
Guidelines

the unofficial guidelines (CoRMSA Guidelines) to

in this regard, and are largely based on the UN Gender

and the Canadian

clear of conflating

Guidelines.68

the sex and gender

The CoRMSA

constructions,

Guidelines

and elsewhere,

steer
the

drafters of these guidelines have cautioned that such conflation could result in a
reduction of protection because the gender is interpreted as sex.69

punishment, but in the subsequent case of Mohamed Hussein Moustapha Daghmash, the court held
that lashings were not excessive punishment.
68

69

Valji, N. and De La Hunt, L.A. 'Gender Guidelines for Determination
for Refugee Affairs Report 1999.

Status" National Consortium

Valji, N., De La Hunt, L.A. and Moffett, H. "Protecting the Invisible: The Status of Women Refugees
in Southern Africa" in Advancing Refugee Protection in South Africa Handmaker, L, De la Hunt,
L.A. and Klaaren, J. (eds) 2010 pages 214 - 241 at 220. Valji et al cite the example of Sweden, where
the conflation of concepts of sex and gender resulted in mostly FGMlC claims being granted refugee
protection.
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The drafters of the guidelines however, adopt the same approach of the UN
Gender Guidelines and the Canadian Guidelines by formulating rape as
gender-specific, captured in the statement that:
It is vital to understandthat women may be persecutedAS
women, or BECAUSEthey are women. In the first category,
they may be at risk for "convention"reasons (becauseof their
politicalactivitiesor religion,for example,as set out in the 1951
Refugee Convention),but be vulnerable to specific kinds of
harm,suchas rapeor sexualtorture."
The effect of this construction is to erroneously posit rape as persecution only
experienced by women, and consequently linking it to biological sex. Therefore
conflation of sex and gender is an outcome of adopting the Canadian and UN
Gender Guidelines. Gender-related persecution adjudicated in a framework
where women's roles are not accepted as supporting a patriarchal structure,
would support the persecutory nature of the severe discrimination where such
gendered roles are enforced. This would serve to avoid the gendered and
inconsistent manner in which the adjudicators have ruled in Canada. The
period after the Canadian Guidelines rendered more thoughtful decisions, but
the theoretical foundation of the law and decisions were still conceptually
flawed.

6.4.5

The construction of "otherness" in refugeepolicies

Nation-building can be predicated on the construction of the "other"." This
binary of "us" as citizens and "other" as non-citizens reifies dominance in

70

71

Valji, N. and De La Hunt, L.A. 'Gender Guidelines for Determination
for Refugee Affairs Report 1999.

Status" National Consortium

Palmary, I. "Nationalism and Asylum: Implications for Women" Agenda 2003'yol.
at 4.
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55 pages 4 - 14

relation to national space. This is often accomplished through the creation of a
discourse which positions the dominant as universal, as normal."
However, democratic government delayed the repeal of the Aliens Control Act
until 2000. That this legislation remained in place until 2000 was deplorable,
particularly in relation to South Africa's history of racial discrimination. The
racist ideology of the legislation co-existed with the acceptance of foreign
nationals as cheap migrant labour. In addition, the xenophobic stance of
politicians, police and determination officials has not been consistent with the
constitutional provisions.

Both South Africa and Canada construct the refugee and foreign national as
the "other". In the construction of the refugee, the "other" is a non-citizen and
usually Black. In the construction of the woman refugee, "other" is non-citizen,
usually black and gendered. This construction was meant to construe the
"other" as reprehensible, and thus needing to be feared. Crush therefore aptly
observes that:
Undergirdingthis post-apartheidrestrictionism has been a new
discourse that borders, at times, on the xenophobic.At the
heart of the discourse which frames policy choices about
migrationand immigrationis a set of imagesaboutthe negative
impact of foreign citizens in the country. Thus, "illegal aliens"
cause crime, bring disease, take jobs from South Africans,
depress wages, consume social services and exacerbate
unemployment.
73

72

Palmary, I. "Nationalism and Asylum: Implications for Women" Agenda 2003 Vol. 55 pages 4 - 14
at4.

73

Crush, J. "Fortress South Africa and the Deconstruction

of Apartheid's

Migration Regime" Geoforum

1999 Vol. 30 pages 1 - Il at 2. The very term "alien" In the Aliens Control Act is derogatory and
was aimed as postulating foreign nationals as the unknown "other".
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Crush

identifies

the racist and xenophobic

ideology

of framing

of foreign

nationals as a group of people who are depleting the country of resources and
stealing employment

opportunities,

while infesting the country with crime and

diseases.

Refugee

women

vulnerable.

A refugee woman is the non-citizen

as the

"other" and often, non-white

marginalised

"other"

are

particularly

"other", she is the non-male

"other". The intersections

of race, gender and

refugeeness does not cast her as a victim, but it contextualises

the realities of

different layers marginalisation.

6.5

CONCLUSION

The comparative study reveals that both South Africa and Canada have origins
in racism and colonialism that has informed the manner in which the respective
policies toward foreign nationals have developed and been implemented. Both
countries conflate the immigration and refugee laws, and are therefore engaged
in immigration control as opposed to refugee protection.

South Africa

and Canada

manifestation

of the sexed

regard sex as fixed and gender
body. This enables

as the social

the decision-making

reaffirms the social roles of women and the subordinate

that

position of women. In

Canada this was particularly visible in the decisions about the compliance with
social mores, where women were expected to be obedient within their countries
and communities

and thus accept the punishment

for disobedience.

South

Africa does not have case law on gender-related

persecution, but the rejection

letters penned

embedded

by RSDOs reveal the ideology

in the minds of

decision-makers.

A significant

issue is the absence of burden-sharing

in a global sense. South

Africa, as a developing country with a weaker economy, is shouldering more of
the refugee burden than Canada. The US-Canada STCA still stands in defiance
of court orders ruling that it is an infringement of obligations towards refugees
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and asylum-seekers. Despite the differences between the legal, economic and
social differences between the two countries, both have the same restrictionist
approach towards refugees and asylum-seekers. Chapter 7 infra provides a
final conclusion to the thesis.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSIONS

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A regime that is not based on coherent and workable legal principles is
destined to fail the world's refugees. I

In the structure of international human rights, based as it is on the
interest of states in their sovereignty as such, no state has an incentive to
break rank by going after another state for how it treats women - thus
setting a standard of human rights treatment for women that no state is
prepared to meet within its own borders or is willing to be held to
intemationally.'

7.1

INTRODUCTION

The thesis embarked on the project of reconceptualising gender-related
persecution in refugee law by asking three questiona' The first question asked
if international refugee law and the refugee laws of South Africa and Canada
embody a gendered approach. The second question queried whether the
gendered nature of the various refugee laws impacted negatively on women's
claims, while the third question asked whether a reconceptualisation of refugee
law through feminist scholarship, could offer more protection to women with
gender-related claims.

In order to answer these questions, the thesis employed feminist scholarship as
the philosophical framework, arguing that this discourse is best positioned to
analyse the institutionalised inequality that women experience, including in the

I

Barutciski, M. "A Critical View on UNHCR's Mandate Dilemmas" International Journal of Refugee
Law 2002 Vol. 14 No. 2/3 pages 365 - 381 at 381.

2

Randall, M. "Refugee Law and State Accountability for Violence Against Women: A Comparative
Analysis of Legal Approaches to Recognising Asylum Claims Based on Gender Persecution"
Harvard Women's Law Journal2002 Vol. 25 pages 282 - 318 at 296.

3

Chapter I supra.
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refugee law systems." This chapter addresses the findings of this thesis by
illustrating how the research questions have been answered in the previous
chapters and the conclusions they have yielded.

The findings of the thesis comprise theoretical and practical conclusions about
the treatment of gender-related claims in international refugee law, the refugee
systems of South Africa and Canada and the comparative analysis between
these two jurisdictions. The theoretical, legal and practical findings of this thesis
will be based on the following points of analyses: the exclusion of gender as a
recognised persecutory ground in refugee definitions; the constructions of sex
and gender in refugee law; the principle of burden-sharing; and the creation
and maintenance of the status of illegality in domestic refugee systems.

The theoretical, legal and practical findings are present in each point of analysis
and each has an impact on the other. In addition, recommendations will be
made to address the specific problems identified throughout the thesis and that
reside within the points of analysis.

7.2

EXPRESS EXCLUSION OF GENDER AS A PERSECUTORY
GROUND IN THE REFUGEE DEFINITION

The Refugee Convention's exclusion of gender as ground for asylum is an
example of the myth of neutrality espoused by liberalism." The absence of
references to sex and gender in the Refugee Convention and Refugee Protocol
creates the appearance of legal objectivity, which MacKinnon reminds us, is
when law is most reflective of male interests.6 International refugee law and

4

Chapter 2 supra.

5

Smart, C. Feminism and the Power of Law 1989 at pages 10 - II; MacKinnon, C.A. "Feminism,
Marxism, Method and the State: Toward Feminist Jurisprudence" Signs 1983 Vol. 8 pages 635 to 658
at 658.

6

MacKinnon,

C.A. "Feminism,

Marxism, Method and the State: Toward Feminist Jurisprudence"

Signs 1983 Vol. 8 pages 635 to 658 at 658.
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Canada

have

interpretive

guidelines

that

accommodate

gender-related

persecution.

On the other hand, South Africa has incorporated

gender as a ground in the

Refugees Act. The problems in the South African refugee regime illustrate that
the express inclusion of gender in the instruments

and legislation does not

mean that women will receive increased protection and adequate assessment
of gender-related
answered,

claims."

Thus,

the question

is whether a gendered interpretation

must the definition

of a refugee

that

must

be asked

of persecution

be expanded

to include

and

is sufficient or
gender-related

persecution?

7.2.1

International refugee law

The drafting history of the Refugee Convention is indicative of the phallocentric
nature of this instrument." The dichotomising

of persecutory experiences

political and non-political, results in the protection of experiences

into

in the public

sphere, and not the private sphere, often the site of women's lived realities."
Moreover,

the meaning

attributed

to "political"

and "persecution"

has the

consequence of categorising men's experiences as the hegemonic discourse.'?

7

In Chapter 4 the systemic
contextualised and analysed.

problems

8

See Chapter 2 for an analysis of the phallocentric nature of the law and see Chapter 3 for the analysis
of the drafting history of the Refugee Convention. See Anker, D. "Refugee Law, Gender and the
Human Rights Paradigm" Harvard Human Rights Journal 2005 Vol. 15 pages 133 - 153 at 139;
Randall, M. "Refugee Law and State Accountability for Violence Against Women: A Comparative
Analysis of Legal Approaches to Recognising Asylum Claims Based on Gender Persecution"
Harvard Women's Law Journal2002 Vol. 25 pages 282 - 318 at 303; Macklin, A. "Refugee Women
and the Imperative of Categories Human Rights Quarterly 1995 Vol. 17 pages 213 - 277 at 257;
Greatbatch, J. "The Gender Difference: Feminist Critiques of Refugee Discourse" International
Journal of Refugee Law 1989 Vol. 1 No.4 pages 518 - 527 at 519.

9

Crawley, H. and Lester, T. Comparative Analysis of Gender-Related Persecution in National Asylum
and Practice in Europe 2004 UNHCR Report at page 35, paragraph 134.

10

Greatbatch, 1. "The Gender Difference: Feminist Critiques of Refugee Discourse" International
Journal of Refugee Law 1989 Vol. 1 No.4 pages 518 - 527; Macklin, A. "Refugee Women and the
Imperative of Categories Human Rights Quarterly 1995 Vol. 17 pages 213 - 277. See also

In

the South African
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refugee

regime

were identified,

Deutsch aptly captures the power underpinning the naming, categorising and
labelling when stating that:
Words matter. Feministsrightlyarguedthat the use of the generic
"he," although ostensibly referring to men and women, in fact
madewomen invisible."

However, it is not only the active process of naming, defining and categorising
that reflects the patriarchal norms, but also the omissions, silence and
exclusion. Even though the UN Gender Guidelines provide for the interpretation
and assessment of gender-related persecution, this has "no legal meaning per
12

se".

Not only are women rendered invisible by the exclusion of gender from

the Refugee Convention, but the subsequent inclusion in the UN Gender
Guidelines does not have legal gravitas.

It is therefore recommended that gender be added as a sixth ground of
persecution in the international refugee law system. This is necessary for
gender-related persecution to have the same binding effect as the other
persecutory grounds. It is however accepted that the express inclusion of
gender is not sufficient as proven in the South African regime, where gender is
included not just as a PSG, but as a persecutory ground in its own right. This
has, however, not improved the assessment of claims.

7.2.2

South Africa and Canada:Legislation versus Guidelines

South Africa and Canada have different methods of incorporating gender into
their domestic laws. The vital inquiry is which provided more protection to
women with gender-related claims. These jurisdictions yielded important
lessons in relation to gender-related claims. South Africa expressly included

MacKinnon, C.A. "Feminism, Marxism, Method and the State: An Agenda for Theory" Signs 1982
Vo!.7 No.3 pages 515 - 544 at 534 - 535.
IJ

Deutsch, F.M. "Undoing Gender" Gender and Society 2007 Vol. 21 NO.1 pages 106 -127 at 127.

12

UN Gender Guidelines of2002, paragraph 1.
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gender in the legislation, thus entrenching government obligations in such
clalms."

Canada on the other hand, opted for interpretive guidelines for

gender-related persecution, producing important judicial and quasi-judicial
declsions."

These decisions by the Canadian refugee authorities were often problematic in
the identification and interpretation of gender-related persecution because of
the awkward construction and understanding of the concepts of sex and
gender, as discussed

intre,"

Even though some Canadian decisions, such as

the example of Nada, were problematic due to the acceptance of the
subordinate role of women, they still provided a level of conceptual grappling
with the identities of sex and gender, which could be developed, or countered
and

refuted."

Furthermore,

these

decisions

required

a

measure

of

accountability, as they were open to scrutiny.

The enactment of legislation, as demonstrated by the South African refugee
regime, does not necessarily provide more protection for women. While the
Refugees Act has specifically included gender as a persecutory ground, this
has not translated to the development of jurisprudence in the discourse."
Accordingly,

South Africa does not have case law on gender-related

persecution. Previous empirical studies prove that the RSDOs in South Africa
do not consider gender persecution and specifically sexual violence with

13

Section 3 of the Refugees Act. See Chapter 4 for the discussion of the manner in which the South
African institutions have excluded gender-related persecution from the determination processes,
despite the express inclusion.

14

Canadian Gender Guidelines.

15

See infra Section 7.3.

16

P. (F. v.) (Re) 1991 Convention Refugee Determination Division (CRDD) 1991 No. M91 _ 04822,

19911 D.S.S.R. 1096. See Chapter 5 supra for an analysis of gender-related claims in Canada,
particularly in relation to the stereotyping of women's behaviour.
17

Section 3(a) of the Refugees Act, as amended by Section 4 of the Refugees Amendment Act 33 of
2008. See Chapter 4 supra for the analysis of South Africa's approach to gender-related persecution.
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sensitivity." The RSDOs have continually regarded sexual violence as being
outside the realm of the Refugee Convention."

The exercise of merely

including "gender" into a statutory provision without developing training and
guidelines on the meaning and interpretation of gender-related persecution,
does not thus lead to a gender inclusive approach.

The South African approach creates the misguided perception that there are
very few women who experience gender-related persecution, because asylumseekers are not claiming such persecution.ê?The reality is that women are not
relating their gendered experiences of persecution because there are
institutional practices that prevent them from making claims, such as the
closure of RROS21 and the lack of female interpreters and RSDOs for women
clalmants." Thus legislative enactment is a fruitless endeavour if the decisionmakers do not understand the complex underlying paradigms. The legislative
provisions must co-exist with the interpretive guidelines and extensive training
programmes for all levels of decision-makers to develop a consistent and
protectionist approach to gender-related persecution.

18

Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report No.3;
Harris, L.M. "Untold Stories: Gender-related
Persecution and Asylum in South Africa" Michigan Journal of Gender and Law 2009 Vol. 15 pages
291 - 347; Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity in South African
Refugee Status Determination" African Centre for Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at
page 75.

19

Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report NO.3 at 18.

20

Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity

in South African Refugee

Status Determination" African Centre for Migration and Society Research Report, 2012 at page 75.
Amit reports that there were only 40 gender-related asylum claims between 2007 and 2011. See
Chapter 5 for an analysis of the low numbers of gender-related asylum claims in South Africa.
21

22

See Middleton, J. "Gender Based Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migrant Rights
Monitoring Project 2008 Special Report NO.3 at 13.
Amit, R. "All Roads Lead to Rejection: Persistent Bias and Incapacity
Status Determination"

in South African Refugee

African Centre for Migration and Society Research Report 2012 at page 91.
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7.3

SEXAND GENDERCONSTRUCTIONS

The construction of sex and gender are central to this thesis. In previous
chapters this thesis argued that the immutable nature of the concepts of sex
and gender must be challenged, as gender and sex are not fixed but malleable
constructions."

International refugee law and both South Africa and Canada

embed the immutable approach in their systems." According to these systems,
sex is based on the physical body and gender is aligned to this construct.
Interpretive guidelines are important but they must reconceptualise sex and
gender.

7.3.1

Reconceptualising sex and gender as malleable constructs on
the same continuum

The construction of sex as a fixed entity means that sex and gender cannot
change and that any attempt to reform any notions aligned with this rationale is
futile. What this means is that if gender is the social activity based on sex then
no change can ever occur to remove the sex and gender discrirnination.P
Moreover, the immutable nature of these concepts poses problems for the
assessment of gender-related persecution. International law and the refugee
regimes of South Africa and Canada interpret sex as a fixed constructs and this
therefore has serious implications for how gender-related claims are assessed.

Chapter 5 analysed the manner in which gender-related claims were assessed
in three basic periods under the Canadian refugee regime. First, the period
before the adoption of the Canadian Gender Guidelines, and secondly, the
period after the adoption of these guidelines and lastly, the period after the 9/11
23

Chapter 2 supra analysed the construction
scholarship,

of sex and gender within the paradigm

while Chapters 3, 4 and 5 analysed these constructions

of feminist

in international refugee law, and

the South Africa and Canada respectively. See Edwards, A. "Transitioning Gender: Feminist
Engagement with International Refugee Law and Policy 1950 - 2010" Refugee Survey Quarterly
2010 Vol. 29 No.2 pages 21 - 45 at 22.
24

Canadian Gender Guidelines and Canada (Attorney-General)

25

Nicholson, L. "Interpreting Gender" in Social Postmodernism:
and Seidman, S. (eds) 1992 pages 39 - 67 at 40.
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v Ward (1993) 2 SCR 689.
Beyond Identity Politics Nicholson, L.

attacks in the US. Each of these periods adopted a social construction of
gender, based on the fixed determinants of sex. Before the adoption of the
Canadian Gender Guidelines, asylum decisions entrenched the social and
cultural roles assigned to men and women. Asylum decisions during that period
did not recognise as persecutory the punishment meted out to women for the
transgression of social and cultural norms." These norms are based on sex,
entrenching the manner in which women must behave due to their biological
traits.

The decision-makers in the Canadian asylum process ruled that the women
should abide by the repressive social norms of their respective States because
these norms applied to all women. Here, the decision-makers aligned their
thinking to reasoning of the persecutors. By consenting to the punishment of
women for non-compliance with social norms, the decision-makers too
entrenched the social construction of gender. In so doing, the Canadian
refugee regime subscribed to the hegemonic discourse of the offending
States." The adoption of the Canadian Gender Guidelines ushered in a new
era in regulating refugee claims, making Canada the first State to include
interpretive guidelines to facilitate the assessment of gender-related claims.

The basis for the introduction of guidelines was to provide an interpretation to
gender-related persecution, as opposed to amending legislation to provide such
protection. A reinterpretation of persecution to include gender was argued to be
better that changing laws to create another ground for asylum." The positions
before, and after the adoption of the Canadian Gender Guidelines, employ a

26

Zekiye

Incirciyan

1987 Immigration

Appeal

Board Decision

M87-154X;

P. (F. v.) (Re) 1991

Convention Refugee Determination Division (CRDD) 1991 No. M91 - 04822,19911
27

28

MacKinnon, C.A. "Dominance and Difference: On Sex Discrimination"
Discourses on Life and Law 1987 pages 32 - 45 at 35.
Anker, D. "Refugee Law, Gender and the Human Rights Paradigm"

D.S.S.R. 1096.

in Feminism

Unmodified:

Harvard Human Rights Journal

2005 Vol. 15 pages 133 - at 139; Randall, M. "Refugee Law and State Accountability for Violence
Against Women: A Comparative Analysis of Legal Approaches to Recognising Asylum Claims
Based on Gender Persecution" Harvard Women's Law Journal2002 Vol. 25 pages 282 - 318 at 303;
Crawley, H. "Gender, Persecution and the Concept of Politics in the Asylum Determination Process"
Forced Migration Review 2000 Vol. 9 pages 17 - 20 at 17.
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social determinist approach to gender-related asylum. Therefore, sex is
predetermined and fixed.

7.3.2

Recommendationfor the reconceptualisation of sex and gender
in refugee law

This thesis argued in earlier chapters for the reconceptualisation of sex and
gender in refugee law.29 The reconfiguration entails a reinterpretation of sex
from its current meaning as a fixed construction of biological traits, to a
meaning

which

accounts

for

its

changeable

nature."

Shifting

the

conceptualisation of sex and gender to place the constructs on a continuum
means that sex and gender can have meanings that change, and accordingly,
develop from positions of subordination rooted in biological features."

If sex and gender are reinterpreted as having social histories that change over
time, then the scripts for these concepts can evolve to a conceptualisation
which is not based on marginalisation and oppression.F This would impact
gender-related persecution, because the social interpretation of sex as a fixed
entity will be removed from decision-making process in refugee law. If this
reconceptualisation is embedded in refugee law, then there will be several
developments for gender-related asylum claims. First, sex will not be based
solely on biological traits, and therefore the social, cultural and political changes
that are argued to impact the changing dynamics of gender, will also find
application with sex.33
29

See Chapters 2, 3 4 5 and 6 supra.

30

Nicholson, L. "Interpreting Gender" in Social Postmodernism:
and Seidman, S. (eds) 1992 pages 39 - 67 at 39.

31

Rubin, G. "The Traffic in Women: Notes on the 'Political Economy'
Anthropology of Women Reiter, R. (ed) 1975 pages 157 -210 at 159.

32

West, C. and Zimmerman, D.H. "Doing Gender" Gender and Society 1987 Vol. 1 pages 125 - 151 at
139 - 140; Deutsch, F.M. "Undoing Gender" Gender and Society 2007 Vol. 21 No. I pages 106 _
127 at 107.

33

Nicholson, L. "Interpreting Gender" in Social Postmodernism:
and Seidman, S. (eds) 1992 pages 39 - 67 at 39 - 40.
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The doing of sex and gender as described by Lorber and West and Zimmerman
will be able to be undone to facilitate change.34

This understanding

accommodates the both the dominance theory and the deconstruction theory
about women's experiences. This recommendation is similar to Mahoney's
proposal for a dual theoretical view of battered women, one that recognises the
harm women suffer, while acknowledging that women have agency, even in the
midst of perceived helplessness." This enables the identification of exploitation
at the site of sex and accounting for the social scripts imposed on the sexed
body. Traits within the dominance theory are utilised to identify and expose the
site of oppression.

Simultaneously, elements of the deconstruction theory recognise, value and
accommodate the various other identities that co-exist with sex and gender,
while accepting the agency that women exercise over their lives. For asylum
decisions, this means that persecution of the sexed and gendered body, such
as rape and domestic violence, will be identified as a persecutory ground,
without defining women as helpless victims.

However, because this construct is malleable, this persecutory condition is not
indefinite as the social and historical scripts are subject to change. This
conceptualisation means that sex and gender are particularised, because they
are not always characterised through the essentialist notion of dominance and
oppression. Therefore, this reconceptualisation enables also the recognition of
various other identities that intersect with sex and gender identities, including
race, class, age and disability.
34

Lorber, J. '''Night to His Day': The Social Construction of Gender" in Race, Class and Gender in the
United States: An Integrated Study Rothenberg, P.S. (ed) 2004 pages 54 - 65 at 55; West, C. and
Zimmerman, D.H. "Doing Gender" Gender and Society 1987 Vol. I pages 125 - 151 at 139.

35

Mahoney, M.R. "Legal Images of Battered Women: Redefining the Issue of Separation" Michigan
Law Review 1991 Vol. 90 NO.1 pages I - 94 at 66 - 68. See also Abrams, K. "Sex Wars Redux:
Agency and Coercion in Feminist Legal Theory" Columbia Law Review 1995 Vol. 95 pages 304 _
376.
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For refugee law, the deconstructing of sex and gender will mean that the
specific realities and identities of the asylum-seeker must be considered during
the decision-making process. Thus, departing from a static understanding of
sex and gender means that the binary construction of sex as the polarised
constructions of women and men, is then subject to scrutiny. This departure
from the dichotomy of sex enables laws and policies to develop an inclusive
approach to various "othered" bodies and identities, such as intersexed and
transgendered persons.

7.4
The ever

THE PRINCIPLE OF BURDEN-SHARING
increasing number of refugees and asylum-seekers

is an

encumbrance on host countries. States must therefore embrace the principle
that refugee recognition gives rise to a temporary legal status, and that
refugees must be assimilated into States." The refugee can be repatriated to
the country of origin, and be re-assimilated into that country." Assimilation may
also take place through naturalisation in the host country, with the refugee
integrating into the society of that State. These strategies will ease the multifaceted burdens placed on host countries. Notwithstanding the existence or
implementation of such policies, burden-sharing is essential in the long-term
protection of refuqees."

36

Fitzpatrick, J. "Revitaliszing the 1951 Refugee Convention" Harvard Human Rights Journal 1996
Vol. 9 pages 229 - 253 at 248 - 252.
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The repatriation must be voluntary, as envisioned in Article 13(2) of the UDHR which provides that
"everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country". See
generally Ullom, V. "Voluntary Repatriation of Refugees and Customary International Law" Denver
Journal of Intern at ional Law and Policy 2001 Vol. 29 NO.2 pages 115 - 149; Field, J.R.C. "Bridging
the Gap Between Refugee Rights and Reality: A Proposal for Developing International Duties in the
Refugee Context" International Journal of Refugee Law 2010 Vol. 22 NO.4 pages 512 - 557.
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For an insightful analysis of the complexities of burden-sharing
Backyard: On the Morality of Burden-Sharing
Law 2009 Vol. 34 NO.2 pages 355 - 393.

see Kritzman-Amir,

T. "Not in My

in Refugee Law" Brooklyn Journal of International
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The Refugee Convention is virtually silent on the issue of States sharing the
obligations to protect refugees.39 The issue of burden-sharing begs the
question of the accountability of States that have signed the Refugee
Convention and the Refugee Protocol. Of crucial importance is the protection
provided to refugees within the territory of the host country, as well as the
assistance provided to third countries hosting refugees and asylum-seekers."

Fitzpatrick embraces a collective international co-operative approach, of either
hosting refugees or providing resources to States who actually provide
asylum." Suhrke acknowledges that States often face the dilemma of either,
protecting refugees and thus fulfilling international obligations, or protecting
their own interests and resources." In light of the fact that the majority of the
world's refugees are seeking refuge in developing countries, and that this
configuration is unsustainable, more co-operation is required between countries
to alleviate this responslblllty." Suhrke argues that the closing of borders by
western countries means that they effectively become "free-riders" in the
refugee reqirne." Thus mechanisms must be devised for to fairly apportion
responsibility for refugees.

39

Fitzpatrick, J. "Revitaliszing the 1951 Refugee Convention"
Vol. 9 pages 229 - 253 at 250.

40

Field, J.R.C. "Bridging the Gap Between Refugee Rights and Reality: A Proposal for Developing
International Duties in the Refugee Context" International Journal of Refugee Law 2010 Vol. 22 No.
4 pages 512 - 557 at 515 - 516.
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Vol. 9 pages 229 - 253 at 250.
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Suhrke, A. "Burden-sharing During Refugee Emergencies: The Logic of Collective Versus National
Action" Journal of Refugee Studies 1998 Vol. II No.4 pages 396 - 415 at 398.

43

UNHCR Global Trends 2012, accessible at http://unhcr.orglglobaltrendsjune2013/
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Harvard Human Rights Journal 1996
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Kritzman-Amir's proposal for an internationally co-ordinated effort is of
paramount importance." The UNHCR should be pivotal in driving this effort as
States have thus far not embraced the notion of sharing responslblnty." In
addition, regional organisations such as SADC can establish mechanisms to
share in the protection of refugees within the region. A potential problem with
regional co-ordination is that developing countries and regions could still be
burdened with refugee protection.

Despite the influence of the geographical proximity of a potential host country,
an asylum-seeker might be persuaded to seek refuge in a particular State
because of it allows for easier access to the refugee system. In other words,
the strict refugee policies in some States could mean that asylum-seekers
avoid making applications in such States and opt to seek refuge in countries
where there are more lenient approaches.

Specific measures that could be implemented include the requirement that nonhosting countries and the countries of origin contribute financial and skills
resources to alleviate the burden on host countries." Assistance can also take
the form of debt relief for developing countries hosting refugees. The potential
problem with the mere financial assistance mechanism, is that wealthier
countries could pay their way out of accepting the responsibility of having a
refugee community within their borders. Thus a UNHCR-led initiative must take
into account the cultural, political economic and geographical factors when
determining the appropriate mechanism to effect burden-sharing.

45

Kritzman-Amir, T. ''Not in My Backyard: On the Morality of Burden-Sharing in Refugee Law"
Brooklyn Journal of International Law 2009 Vol. 34 NO.2 pages 355 - 393 at 389.
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Brooklyn Journal of International Law 2009 Vol. 34 NO.2 pages 355 - 393 at 389.

47
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7.5

TOWARD A REFUGEE REGIMETHAT DOES NOT CREATE AND
MAINTAIN ILLEGALITY

The domestic refugee laws of South Africa and Canada contain policies and
procedures that perpetuate the cycle of illegality of asylum-seekers. These
policies violate the provisions of the Refugee Convention and compound the
problems that asylum-seekers are confronted with. In addition, it fuels
xenophobia and violence from citizens who associate the illegal status of
asylum-seekers with criminal activity. The recommendations that follow, are
aimed at the State and its refugee authorities.

7.5.1

Observe the human rights framework within refugee law

Chapter 3 supra analysed the human rights and humanitarian conceptualisation
of refugee law.48 The core human rights instruments, namely the Universal
Declaration, ICCPR, ICESCR, CAT, CERD, CEDAW and CRC must form part
of the considerations and reasoning during the refugee determination process.
Thus the decision-makers must recognise the intersection of human rights with
refugee law. The failure of States to observe this fundamental conceptualisation
will result in the weakening of the Refugee Convention.

7.5.2

Observing the principles of non-penalisation for illegal entry
and non-refoulement

State policies and laws often create and maintain illegality, by preventing
asylum-seekers from lodging asylum claims. In order to remove asylumseekers from their territories, States have adopted laws and practices that
violate Article 31 of the Refugee Convention, by punishing refugees for illegal
entry into the State." In South Africa, the immigration officials arrest foreign
nationals, despite a declaration of intention to apply for asylum.5o In Canada, an
48

Hathaway, J. C. The Law of Refugee Status 1991 at 106 - 112.

49

See Chapters 4 and 5 supra.

so Arse v Minister of Home Affairs and Others 2012 (4) SA 544 (SCA); Bu/a Minister of Home Affairs
2012 (4) SA 560 (SCA), paragraph 74.
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example of this penalisation, is the arrest of those individuals whom officials
suspect to be irregular foreign nationals as these persons might have been
smuggled into the State.51 The method of entry into the country of destination
should not be the central issue, as those fleeing persecution must often do so
using clandestine methods.

States have resorted also to strategies that amount to refoulemenf

and

therefore are in breach of Article 33 of the Refugee Convention prohibiting the
return of persons who meet the refugee criteria, and particularly in
circumstances where an individual will face persecution if returned to the
country of origin.52 States must refrain from returning asylum-seekers to face
persecution, as this amounts to reneging on their State obligations by
breaching a fundamental principle in refugee law.

7.5.3

Refrainfrom xenophobic rhetoric

State official must not participate in xenophobic rhetoric because it violates the
basic human rights of the entire body of foreign nationals within that country.
South African and Canadian officials have delivered public speeches that
characterise foreign nationals and illegal immigrants as criminals and persons
who are stealing jobs from citizens.f' This rhetoric, announced on a public
platform, has contributed to the xenophobic violence, particularly in South
Africa.54 With xenophobia, the asylum-seeker experiences cycles of violence,
first from the country of origin, and secondly, from the State that is meant to
provide refuge.

5J

Section 42 of the IRPA.

52

Se Chapter 3 supra.

53

See Chapters 4 and 5 supra.

54

Harris, B. "Xenophobia: A New Pathology for a New South Africa" in Psychopathology
Prejudice Hook, D. and Eagle, G. (eds) 2002 pages 169 - 184 at 173.
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and Social

7.5.4

Disentanglethe immigration and refugee law systems

The conflation of immigration and refugee laws has presented problems in
refugee protection in both South African and Canada." Asylum-seekers are
treated like illegal immigrants and thus not afforded just administrative action
because they are being denied the right to apply for asylum. The
recommendation in this regard requires legislative reform as laws must be
amended to have both immigration and refugee regimes operate concurrently.

Drafters of legislation must be vigilant in their use of labels and terminology in
the context of refugee and immigration law. When drafting laws, drafters must
consider the impact of these provisions on asylum-seekers and refugees.
Furthermore, the legislature must contemplate the effect of laws on women who
are seeking asylum. The fore-thought in this regard is important because the
conflation of these systems results in weak infrastructure for both systems and
eventually leads to backlogs and increased pressure on the resources and
logistics.

7.5.5

Improve interviewing methods at the asylum hearings

The asylum interview or hearing is a crucial aspect of the determination
process, as this is often the determinant of whether a claim is accepted or
rejected. The communication in this interview or hearing is however, hampered
by language barriers, the lack of understanding of processes, cultural
differences and the applicant's fear and distrust of officials.
The applicant should, as far as possible, be provided with an interpreter who
speaks the same language or dialect. The selection of interpreters must take
into account the political issues in a specific country. This is necessary in order
to avoid situations, such as the case in South Africa, where a Rwandan Tutsi
woman was repeatedly raped by Hutu militia, and was provided with a Hutu

ss See Chapters 4 and 5 supra.
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interpreter.56 The woman relayed how the interpreter made it difficult for her to
recount her story of persecution, as the interpreter reminded her of her
persecutors." This account by the Rwandan asylum-seeker also illustrates that
the asylum-seekers who have experienced rape and other forms of sexual
violence must be interviewed with techniques that will not further victimise
them. Accordingly, gender-related claims, particularly where rape and other
forms of sexual violence was experienced, must be heard by female officials,
and in private areas, as claimants might not reveal details of experiences in a
communal space."

In addition, decision-makers must be culturally sensitive to the applicant. Kalin
cautions that the background and belief system of the determination officer
could be influential in the outcome of the decision." The verbal and non-verbal
expressions of the applicant should not automatically be regarded as evidence
of deception. Thus the refugee authorities must undertake to train officials in
interview skills that are appropriate for communicating with claimants who have
experienced varying forms of persecution and specifically, gender-related
persecution.

7.6

RE-EXAMINING

THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

At the start of this thesis, three research questions were posed in respect of
international refugee law and the domestic laws of South Africa and Canada.
The first question inquired to what extent international refugee law is gendered
and asked to what extent this impacted negatively on the asylum claims by
women.
56

57

Harris, L.M. "Untold Stories: Gender-related Persecution and Asylum in South Africa" Michigan
Journal of Gender and Law 2009 Vol. 15 pages 291 - 347 at 293.
Harris, L.M. "Untold Stories: Gender-related Persecution and Asylum in South Africa" Michigan
Journal of Gender and Law 2009 Vol. 15 pages 291 - 347 at 293.
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Valji, N. and De La Hunt, L. "Gender Guidelines for Asylum Determination" National Consortium
on Refugee Affairs Report, 1999 at page 24; Middleton, J. "Gender-based Persecution in the South
African Asylum System" Migration Rights Monitoring Project Report No.3, 2008 at page 4.
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See generally Kalin, W. "Troubled Communication: Cross-Cultural Misunderstandings in the
Asylum-Hearing" International Migration Review 1986 pages 230 - 239.
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The analysis of international refugee law revealed that the express exclusion of
gender-related persecution from the Refugee Convention has been retained,
with an inclusive interpretation preferred, and therefore the UN Gender
Guidelines should supplement the Refugee Convention when processing
gender-related claims." The interpretive guidelines are insufficient because
they do not afford sufficient legal status and legal recognition to the forms of
persecution that women experience." It is therefore imperative for international
refugee law to provide the legal gravitas to gender-related persecution.

The second inquiry asked whether the implementation of gender inclusive laws
of South Africa and Canada provided more protection for women. Chapters 4
and 5 analysed South Africa and Canada's refugee systems respectively,
concluding that the mere inclusion of gender in a legislative provision is
inadequate and does not provide more protection and better asylum decisions
for refugee women.62 Numerous social, political, economic and legal factors
impact this outcome. These include the deeply entrenched notions that genderrelated forms of persecution, such as rape and domestic violence, are not in
fact persecution and therefore are outside the realm of refugee law.

This analysis concluded also that the interpretive guidelines, such as the
Canadian Gender Guidelines provide more protection than the legislative
inclusion of gender in the Refugees Act of South Africa.63 Canada has
however, applied the guidelines with more thought, and therefore has produced
case law on the interpretation of gender-related persecution. South Africa on

60

See Chapter 3 supra.
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Stevens, M. "Recognizing

Gender-Specific

Persecution:

A Proposal to Add Gender as a Sixth

Refugee Category" Cornell Journal of Law and Public Policy 1993 Vol. 3 pages 179 - 220 at 218.
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See generally Harris, L.M. "Untold Stories: Gender-related
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Michigan Journal of Gender and Law 2009 Vol. 15 pages 291 - 347; Middleton, J. "Gender-based
Persecution in the South African Asylum System" Migration Rights Monitoring Project Report No.3,
2008; Amit, R. "No Refuge: Flawed Status Determination and the Failures of South Africa's Refugee
System to Provide Protection" International Journal of Refugee Law 2011 Vol. 23 NO.3 pages 458488.
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See the comparative analysis in Chapter 6 supra.
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the other hand, does not have a body of jurisprudence on gender-related
persecution, and this could be attributed in part to the backlogs and the huge
amount of new asylum applications each year. This means that the legal
protection cannot emanate from legal provisions only. While the legal inclusion
of gender is important, it must be implemented in a rigorous manner, with all
role-players receiving well-structured training, and with the serious commitment
from high-level officials.

The final question probed whether a reconceptualisation of sex and gender
through a feminist scholarship could provide more protection for the refugee
and asylum-seeking woman. This inquiry is important because gender-related
claims are generally assessed in terms of a PSG, which is defined as a group
with "innate" and "unchangeable" characterlstlcs.P' Through the employment of
the dominance theory and the deconstruction theory, this thesis concluded that
the construction of sex as a fixed entity and the placement of gender on this
fixed notion of sex, created problems in the conceptualisation of gender-related
ctairns."

The discriminatory, harmful and persecutory conduct perpetrated against
women due their sex and gender were in several asylum decisions regarded as
mere crime, or normal treatment of women in the country of origin.66 The basis
for this decision resides in the concept of the biological sex, and because sex is
regarded

as

innate,

such

reasoning

is

problematic.

Thus,

the

reconceptualisation of sex and gender as malleable constructs creates a
theoretical platform for the changing the manner in which gender-related claims
are assessed.
64

Gender Guidelines of 2002, paragraph 3; UNHCR Guidelines on PSG, paragraph Il; Canada
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7.7

CONCLUSION

This thesis aimed to analyse international refugee law and the domestic laws of
South African and Canada, to ascertain whether these laws provide adequate
protection for gender-related claims. The immutable construction of sex was
identified as a conceptual problem in development of jurisprudence on genderrelated persecution.

International refugee law and the domestic laws of South Africa and Canada, to
varying degrees, subscribe to the notion that sex is a fixed biological
determinant, frustrating and impeding the possibility for the development of sex
and any discrimination and harm that has its basis in sex. The comparative
study of the refugee regimes in South Africa and Canada indicate that genderrelated claims do not receive systematic and thoughtful decisions in either
jurisdiction. This thesis therefore concludes that women's gender-related claims
will receive more deliberation when the conceptual entanglement of sex and
gender is removed. Finally, the refugee discourse will benefit from distancing
itself from a theoretical construction of sex, which is always underpinned by the
subordination of women.
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